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Abstract 
Long Kesh/Maze prison first came to public attention as a short-term 
solution to prison overcrowding, resulting from the introduction of 
internment at the start of the Troubles in Northern Ireland in 1971. 
Despite such inauspicious beginnings, the site developed from a 
collection of pre-existing Nissen huts to encompass the infamous H 
Blocks and was soon inextricably entwined with the course of the conflict. 
Since closing in 2000, the prison has retained its rating as a high security 
zone and remains largely inaccessible whilst high-profile disputes rage in 
the public arena regarding its future. 
Whilst the public transcript of the significance of Long Kesh/Maze has 
been increasingly acquired by the nationalist community and republican 
ex-prisoners, an archaeological approach to the site can reveal other 
realities. Examination of a widespread collection of archaeological 
remains residing at and emanating from the site highlights the stories of 
the disenfranchaised, lowly and disinterested. Using a multi-scalar 
approach to the investigation of the site, this research has revealed how 
different forms of evidence can skew our interpretation. Indeed, it is this 
need to recognise that our scales of analysis impact on the types of stories 
that we reveal has directed the structure of this work. By moving from 
documents, artefacts, standing buildings, landscapes through to 
international perspectives, this dissertation aims to examine Long 
Kesh/Maze at its more intimate through to its most public 
Conducting archaeologies of the recent and contemporary past are always 
complicated by incomplete narratives of place and the processes of 
remembrance (and forgetting). This dissertation attempts to tackle the 
issues of memory, commemoration, acquisition (and abandonment) of 
place, and identity in order to show that archaeology can not be 
conducted beyond the politics of today and should be explicit in its need 
to incorporate often one-sided and even difficult perspectives into the 
experiences of place. Whilst the complete story of Long Kesh/Maze may 
never fully be revealed, this investigation highlights some of the issues 
and concerns that have glinted through the material remains. 
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Chapter 1: The archaeological study of prisons: Long 
Kesh/Maze prison site 
1.1 Introduction 
Delving into a remnant of a problematical recent past is always a difficult task. 
Archaeological studies of contemporary sites entail the archaeologist dealing with an 
overwhelming surplus of physical remains to uncover, decipher, record, interpret and 
incorporate. However, there is also a necessity to incorporate the impact of living memories of 
these places, the politics of remembrance (or forgetfulness) and the testimonies of those 
connected to the site as continuing feelings, sensitivities and emotions greatly add to the stories 
uncovered. In such archaeologies the researcher becomes central to their own research. 
Alessandro Portelli states that the oral testimonies that are central to contemporary studies are 
fundamentally joint enterprises that encompass a two way relationship between both interviewer 
and interviewee and thereby implicate the student in their own research (1998: 39). Indeed, he 
suggests that the interviewer is not only the `stage director' but that `the impartiality traditionally 
claimed by historians is replaced by the partiality of the narrator' (1998: 40-41). This two-way 
process stresses the necessity to be reflexive about personal reactions to the study of the present. 
As a native of Northern Ireland I feel deeply conscious about my personal input into 
research about a seminal place in the recent turbulent history of the province. I was born in 1977, 
just seven years after Long Kesh/Maze opened, and spent my childhood in Belfast before 
attending universities in the Republic of Ireland and England. Although my life in the city was 
not idyllic, security checks and bomb alerts were common-place, it was far from traumatic. Due 
to my upbringing, I have always considered myself to be broad-minded and hold unbiased, 
moderate to liberal political views. Indeed, I have often bemoaned the parochial and inward- 
looking perspectives of many public figures and politicians in Northern Ireland and their limited 
responses to social and cultural issues. This makes an archaeological study of a seminal and 
controversial site such as Long Kesh/Maze all the more important to me. 
However, despite my liberal credentials, one need only scratch the surface to reveal 
potential complications in my make-up: my parents both originate from working class areas of 
West Belfast that were predominantly, if not entirely, Catholic and Nationalist if not Republican 
(terms that will be discussed in more detail later in the chapter). Unlike many inhabitants of 
Belfast, in recent years, we have lived in areas that were mixed - in common with only 10.7% of 
Catholics and 7.0% of Protestants according to Peter Shirlow and Brendan Murtagh (2006: 60) - 
and relatively free from sectarian troubles. However, the undercurrent of instability was always 
apparent with my early childhood lived in a predominantly Catholic neighbourhood were one of 
my earliest memories was being told to respectfully watch as the funeral cortege of the hunger 
striker Bobby Sands passed the bottom of our street. From a young age, I have heard stories of 
mild hardship, prejudice and distrust of the Unionists and British government that have ensured 
that I have always considered myself culturally Irish despite feeling relatively without bigotry or 
hatred of `the other side'. Despite having lived in Northern Ireland throughout the course of the 
Troubles I have no direct connection to Long Kesh/Maze prison. 
However, the fact that I do study such a site has opened my eyes to my own prejudices 
and the suspicions of others, especially evident when conducting oral testimonies. Recognition 
of the prejudices, both subtle and blatant, of ourselves and those implicated in our studies 
enables this project not only to uncover the previous experiences of place but also links this 
thesis to present political realities. Conducting such a project is directly contravening unofficial 
state policy that promotes avoidance of such past-focused peace mechanisms (Lanly & 
McGovern, 1998: 532). However, in questioning these boundaries this project can begin to 
unearth the interactions of people, place and things to provide a multi-layered story of Long 
Kesh/Maze past, present and future. 
1.2 Structure 
This research centres on Long Kesh/Maze prison site as a place that will not only be 
studied as a bounded, physical entity but explored through its various interconnections at many 
levels with the society within which it is based. The aim of this study is to show that although the 
archaeological remains are situated on Long Kesh/Maze prison site, the boundaries of this 
seminal landscape do not stop at the perimeter watchtowers and walls. Such a prominent site 
has 
had obvious impacts on the lives of every person who lived in Northern Ireland who experienced 
the turmoil of the Troubles and this will be reflected in the approaches of this study. This chapter 
will provide the methodological and theoretical backgrounds to this study before presenting a 
conventional biography of the site in chapter two. Specifically, this chapter will analyse in detail 
the specific research questions that will be addressed throughout the course of the study and this 
will be followed by discussion of the research context of this thesis. To conclude there will be a 
detailed overview of the chapters covered in this thesis. 
1.3 Research Questions 
The central aim of this study is to move beyond traditional accounts of a bounded site by 
attempting to gain an understanding of the complexities of a contentious site within a 
controversial landscape in the wider context of the creation of a newly post-conflict state through 
using archaeological methods. The most appropriate means of attempting to get at the 
complications of the site is not to ignore these political, cultural and social issues, but to embrace 
them. This research attempts to move beyond a mere recording of buildings and attempts to trace 
material changes of the prison setting and instead focuses on the materiality of the site: of the 
interactions and enmeshing, both anticipated and unforeseen, between people, artefacts and their 
context as well as the wider landscape within which they are set. These aims have resulted in a 
particular approach to the project that focuses on the different forms of material remains 
connected to the site that will be discussed in some detail later in this chapter. 
As the site under study opened and closed within living memory there exists the 
opportunity to consult a large number of first and second hand sources that older sites do not 
have the possibility to utilise. A welcome repercussion of these multiple sources of information 
is the potential to access myriad stories connected to place rather than attempting to recreate a 
dominant narrative of how the site worked. Therefore, by using many different sources 
connected to the prison the potential to reconstruct a fuller account of the experiences of place as 
possible. This governing principle has impacted on the structure of the thesis and the means of 
presenting these different elements of the site. To uncover the hidden narratives and multi- 
perspectives of how the site was experienced, by the very different protagonists who were 
connected to it, is one of the primary aims of this thesis. 
Due to Long Kesh/Maze being a contemporary site there is an overwhelming existence of 
physical remains - including artefacts, standing buildings, security infrastructure, documentary 
evidence, photographic evidence, firsthand accounts - that have ensured that not only does the 
study have to be circumspect in its choice of material culture to be studied but one has to 
understand how these choices impact on the questions, and subsequent answers, which are 
retrieved from these studies. Therefore, it is my contention that this study will show that 
historical archaeologists have to be reflexive about the decisions they make on the form of 
materials that are selected to be interrogated as they will have a direct impact on the results. One 
of the central aims of this study is to approach the investigation of Long Kesh/Maze through the 
different categories of material remains to show that they impact on the type and form of stories 
that emanate from the site. 
One must be careful to understand that the surplus of information at such a site does not 
necessarily make this study any more accessible than investigations of older sites. The 
contradictory information revealed by the different sources ensures that there are no simple 
readings of the site. This is especially true of the context of Long Kesh/Maze prison site, which 
as a fundamentally political prison that was central to the ebbs and flows of the Troubles in 
Northern Ireland, and how it is impacted by the complications of mythology, propaganda and 
government and paramilitary agendas that, to some extent, remain current. I hope to use this 
added complexity to enhance this study as an exploration of the evolution of a contested site that 
does not have some arbitrary end date or all-encompassing experience. Although the site closed 
as a prison in September 2000, ongoing wranglings regarding its future continue to rumble partly 
due to the many stakeholders who impact on this investigation, including: ex-prisoners, ex-prison 
officers, government departments, the media, and the general public. Indeed, the aims of this 
study have evolved through the course of the research as the site continually proves to be a 
mutable entity and not a relic from the past. Long Kesh/Maze is implicated in the play of politics 
of the past and the future, and particularly, I will argue, the politics of representation, memory, 
and ownership in the present. 
Any study of a prison landscape must take the relationship of the two main protagonists - 
the prison authorities and the prisoner body - as central to their exploration of the site. Whereas, 
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the individual and communal experiences of the site are incredibly important, these experiences 
are shaped by the relationships between these two main structuring elements. Therefore, 
uncovering, analysing and interpreting the physical manifestations of these relationships - 
through interactions, negotiations, impositions, subversions and even violence in the material 
remains of the site, associated artefacts and representations - will be central to this thesis. It is the 
illumination of these relationships that are central to our understandings of how human agency 
impacts on institutions as realities rather than mere philosophies or collections of buildings. 
This study is traditionally archaeological in that the focus of the research is on the 
physical remains connected to the site. However, the interpretation of what is `connected' to the 
site will move beyond the confines of the prison boundaries. As I will argue, the experience of 
Long Kesh/Maze has always been at the level of the imagination as well as the physical. This 
thesis aims to show that this seminal site can not be examined as a bounded entity. Just as each 
element of the site cannot be explored as isolated artefacts, the interactions of people, place and 
things, the embodiment of experience and the negotiated state of relationships are fundamental 
elements of this research. Before discussing how this thesis will explore these complicated and 
complex stories through a methodology and research context, a short note on terminology is 
necessary. 
1.4 Terminology 
It is well known that in Northern Ireland place names are used as more than signifiers of 
location, they are often interpreted as indicators of religious, political and social affiliations of 
those who use them and as such can be highly loaded. Place names can also be negotiated 
symbols of power, in that the choice of terminology effectively proclaims a state of affairs exists 
that is dependant on the compliance and the sympathies of the group addressed (Buckley, 1998: 
16). Indeed, the use of the terms `Northern Ireland', `North of Ireland' and 'Ulster', all indicate 
particular political leanings that are immediately apparent to the recipient. With `Northern 
Ireland' being the moderate term, `North of Ireland' for those who have Nationalist or 
Republican leanings and do not accept the partition of the island and `Ulster' indicating 
Unionist/Loyalist perspectives with a dislike of using `Ireland' in the name of the state. Even the 
terms used for the recent conflict that has spanned the past 30 years in Northern Ireland have 
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changed in recent years. Although colloquially known as `the Troubles' there is evidence of a 
move towards abandoning this term. In official circles there appears to be a preference for using 
the phrase `the recent conflict in Northern Ireland', or other such generic euphemism. This use of 
a less loaded term has occurred as the Northern Ireland government attempts to persuade local, 
national and international audiences that Northern Ireland's turbulent past is over and there is a 
need to look forward to the future. To do so the conflict needs to be sanitised, neutralised and 
consigned to the past, which the renaming attempts to address. Such a desire is clearly palpable 
in both proposal documents for the future site of Long Kesh/Maze (MCP, 2005 & 2006), that are 
forward-looking to the extent that they almost avoid mentioning the recent past completely. 
The most obvious, and well known, example of the difficulties of place name 
terminology in Northern Ireland is Derry/Londonderry. As the second city in Northern Ireland, 
Derry/Londonderry has frequently caused many problems to those who find themselves 
unavoidably having to use its name. Originally founded as Doire (anglicised to Derry) by St 
Columba in the Middle Ages this name was used until the 17'b century when a Royal Charter 
changed the city name in recognition of large donations from livery companies of the City of 
London. Hence the city officially became Londonderry, although the name Derry has always 
been used simultaneously as a more convenient and sometimes political means of identifying the 
city. In 1984 the city council officially renamed themselves Deny City Council, with only 
County Londonderry retaining its `London' prefix. Currently, the choice of names still prompts 
problems, often with Catholics/Nationalists preferring Deny, whilst Protestant/Unionist use 
Londonderry. The contentious nature of the city name is still being negotiated with regional 
broadcasters often alternating between the two names during news bulletins. Indeed, attempts to 
avoid having to make a choice, thereby revealing political leanings, have resulted 
in the adoption 
of `the Maiden City' - as in the Belfast to Derry/Londonderry bus service 
being called `the 
Maiden City Flyer' - and `Stroke City' - coined by BBCNI radio personality 
Gerry Anderson - 
becoming instantly recognisable linguistic currency. 
Such a problem with dual names also impacts on the Long Kesh/Maze prison site. The 
two names have resulted from the development of the two different elements of the prison site. 
Long Kesh refers to the name originally given to the internment camp, when the site was 
first 
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utilised in 1971 when the overspill of internees from the existing prison infrastructure were 
housed in the pre-existing Nissen huts at the site. This name remained until the first sentenced 
prisoners were sent to the site in 1972 whereon the site was renamed HMP Maze, after the 
townland the site stood on. However, the name that the site is best known by, the Maze, became 
synonymous with the H Blocks that were opened in 1976 and with their construction the 
accompanying move to criminalize the previously political prisoners. Despite this official 
renaming, both Republican and Loyalist prisoners, and their supporters - who disputed the 
removal of their political status regardless of whether they were remanded, interned or convicted 
- have continued to call the site Long Kesh. Currently, there is a division between those who call 
the site Long Kesh (or `the Kesh') and those who call the site `The Maze'. All the prisoners who 
have provided oral testimonies for this research still use variations of Long Kesh, as do many of 
their relations, friends and the Nationalist communities in particular. Public authorities, 
government officials and Unionists tend to call the site `the Maze'. The division between the two 
terms focuses on whether one views the site as an illegitimate internment site or as a 
conventional, criminal prison. The MCP proposals call the site 'Maze/Long Kesh' to reflect 
these sensitivities. The decision to call the prison `Long Kesh/Maze' throughout this thesis is a 
means of addressing the sensitivities of the name with particular reference to the prisoners, who 
are those most associated with the site, and also because this term has chronological and 
alphabetic cohesion. In this respect there is no deliberate intention to be political or controversial 
but undoubtedly political motives could be assigned to such a usage. 
With regard to the terminology used to identify the religious/political persuasion of ex- 
prisoners and their communities there are a number of terms that are considered appropriate. 
Primarily, the terms Republican and Loyalist will be used as these denote the more extreme 
political ideologies associated with those who are prepared to use violence to meet their ends and 
thereby are imprisoned for their actions. The more moderate terms Nationalist and Unionist 
signify the mainstream, constitutional political views of the moderate political parties and their 
associated constituents who often have similar aims as extremist but do not agree with violent 
measures to achieve them. In this respect, Republicans and Nationalists often desire a politically 
united Ireland and Loyalists and Unionists wish to maintain and even strengthen the political 
connection between Northern Ireland and the United Kingdom. Of course these definitions are 
overly simplifying a more complex reality, with different groups having varying degrees of these 
aspirations and some even aiming for independence (this is especially true of the Loyalist 
paramilitary organisation the UDA [McAuley, 1994: 89]). Furthermore, there is also the use of 
the terms Catholic and Protestant, which have been used to denote political as well as religious 
persuasions. This study has attempted to limit the use of solely religious terms to denote political 
leanings because although the prisoners are fundamentally divided between communities that 
self-identify as Catholic or Protestant, it is more appropriate to label - when such clarification is 
needed - by political beliefs rather than presumed religious affiliation. This is especially true in 
an ever more secular society, with many of the oral testimonies originating from people who may 
not consider themselves as following the tenets of any organised religion. Such a contention is 
especially true of the more socialist/Marxist politics associated with some Official IRA and UVF 
ex-prisoners (Loughran, 2007). 
Having to be aware of such complex nuances has had a major impact on the approach 
that has had to be taken in the study of this prison site. The emotive reaction that this research 
has had on fellow citizens of Northern Ireland - as this work is not just about Long Kesh/Maze 
and the people who resided in it, but it is about the ordinary person who lived in its long shadow 
for so long - has had an impact on the careful selection of terminology throughout this thesis. 
The emotive reactions have also prompted the realisation that such a study can never be 
objective in nature, the experience of the research, like the experience of the site, is a subjective 
process where there can be few attempts to uncover any objective facts. Therefore, to avoid 
accusations of bias or lack of balance this thesis has aimed to present people and their 
interactions how they identify and view themselves. Further methodological approaches to this 
research will be explored in the next section. 
1.5 Methodology 
A traditional archaeology of this site would undoubtedly follow the route of conducting a 
field survey of the site, building surveys of the standing remains and recording of the artefacts 
that remain in situ in order to attempt to understand how the site functioned. Such an approach 
has not been used due to the potential of this uniquely inaccessible site to be utilised to gain a 
more diverse and multi-layered story of place enabling access to the wider significances and the 
very different realities of the site. Laudable as comprehensive cataloguing of the remains is in 
creating a valuable archive, such an approach will not uncover the hidden narratives of the 
experiences of the site. At Long Kesh/Maze there are multiple stories of people and place as they 
interact with surroundings that are imposed and negotiate the material culture that is placed 
around them. The housing and living conditions reflect the ethos of the prison regime as much as 
they reveal the ability of the prisoners to negotiate and even subvert them. Furthermore, these 
multiple experiences of place are to be extended beyond the confines of the actual prison and to 
include a number of manifestations of how the prison impacted on the wider society in Northern 
Ireland. 
This research shall be structured as one, flowing study with the elements organised 
through the smaller to largest scale of analysis that does not denote prioritisation. In this way no 
hierarchy of accessing, negotiating and interpreting the site will be created and equal importance 
will be attributed to all the means by which this site has been explored and dissected, with the 
multi-perspectives and many conclusions equally respected and extolled. All the sources 
explored in this thesis will be compared and contrasted with each other to unearth consistencies 
and contradictions and enable a fuller understanding of the multi-perspectives of the site. 
However, by choosing to explore this site through scales of analysis this will impact on the 
experiences that are uncovered, be they the most individual and intimate to the perceptions of a 
tourist audience. This thesis will focus on accessing the site through different mediums by 
employing varying scales of analysis from documents, artefacts, standing buildings, landscapes 
through to international context of political prisons. By explicitly analysing the site in this way, 
this thesis will reveal how our selections impact on the interpretations that we make. 
These approaches to the interpretation of the site allow a contextualised exploration of 
Long Kesh/Maze on a number of levels from the creation of the smallest artefacts to its role as a 
political prison in an international context. All these levels of examination are important as I 
contend that they are uniquely situated to provide different accounts of the site, which when 
taken together provide a fuller account of the experiences of the prison. The exploration of Long 
Kesh/Maze includes its impact beyond the physical barriers of the site. The prison as a social, 
cultural, and political landscape within the state is important as it allows an understanding of the 
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site as an imagined, cultural landscape that is replicated elsewhere. The material culture of 
commemoration and memory of Long Kesh/Maze, which continue to be situated within the 
communities most impacted by the prison, are included as signifiers of the very tangible nature 
of this imagined landscape. Of primary importance are the wall murals in working class areas of 
Belfast, and the ongoing commemoration of events such as the 25th anniversary of the Hunger 
Strikes of 1981 in 2006, which were recorded as the research was ongoing. 
Exploring the site on a broader, international scale, is the focus of a single chapter that 
examines the biographies of political prisons in South Africa and Australia from prisons through 
to their afterlife as heritage attractions. This aims to examine the consistencies and innovations in 
the treatment of political prisons through time and space and how they continue to be interpreted. 
Case studies in Australia, Port Arthur in Tasmania, and South Africa, Robben Island and 
Constitution Hill, Johannesburg will be explored. Comparisons and contrasts shall be particular 
poignant with reference to Australia, due to its ongoing, internal conflict with its penal past, and 
South Africa, which has an ongoing, peace process that has been frequently studied with 
reference to Northern Ireland (see Crooke, 2007). Long Kesh/Maze will also be examined in the 
context of its proposed regeneration and the plans for the reuse of the site for multiple purposes 
including as a potential heritage element. In this respect the attempts at creating a new identity 
for the site as a symbol of post-conflict Northern Ireland are of particular interest (MCP, 2005). 
The two elements that flow throughout this study and are not confined to an individual 
chapter are the uses of oral testimonies and photographic interactions. They are utilised 
throughout the thesis due to the very significant information that they provide when exploring 
institutions that are unique to recent historical contexts. The use of on-site oral testimonies from 
controversial sites, as John Schofield and Michael Anderton have suggested in their study of 
Greenham Common, provide the memory of social interactions and human agency that may no 
longer be in existence due to the disappearance of temporary physical forms of protest (2000: 
244). Although, oral histories have been criticised as being subjective and non-factual it is 
specifically this quality that reveals personal and individual experiences of place that are often 
lost in such studies. Indeed, the range of information that oral testimonies provides includes not 
only telling us `what people did, but what they wanted to do, what they believed they were 
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doing, and what they now think they did' (Portelli, 1998: 36). The oral testimonies included in 
this study include those collected from Republican IRA ex-prisoners, an Official IRA ex- 
prisoners, a prison governor and numerous visitors to the site (see Appendix 1). 
Unfortunately, no Loyalist prisoners could be included due to their lack of desire to 
discuss their connections with the site, which has resulted from a very different societal, 
communal and personal relationship with imprisonment and will be discussed later in more 
detail. However, their perspectives have been included through use of Loyalist prisoner writings 
and anecdotes from those Nationalist ex-prisoners who had close personal relationships with 
Loyalist prisoners. Oral testimonies have been both conducted on site with ex-prisoners, when 
possible, and elsewhere when on site visitations were not viable. On-site oral testimonies have 
been largely unstructured in approach with merely a few guiding questions that allow 
clarification and address specific points of archaeological interest. Off site oral testimonies were 
more structured in their approaches as they could not rely on the surroundings to prompt 
discussion. The guiding principle of these testimonies was to represent those connected to the 
site `in their own words' (McKeown, 2001: 236). 
Photographic interactions are also of significance in that they have enabled an ongoing 
recording of the site, and its deterioration, through the course of this research and potentially 
enables a greater understanding of exploring the realities of this site to those who consult this 
thesis. Alongside recording the site, the more ephemeral remains of confiscated artefacts, 
artefacts held in homes and in community museums have been recorded alongside wall murals 
commemorating the 1981 hunger strikes and collections of prison communications from this 
period. Indeed, one could suggest that the recording of many of the less obvious documentary, 
artefactual, and building remains of this site may be the only such documenting that eventually 
exists of these remains. This personal collection of images of the site has been supplemented by 
those collected by other researchers and historical images that continue to be held in the private 
collections of people who were intimately connected to the site, including hidden cameras used 
on the site by the prisoners, and at the Northern Ireland Prison Service museum. Therefore, the 
photographs will date from throughout the life of the site and will illuminate how the site has 
developed, how it was perceived and how it was interacted with. 
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The physical evidence to be recorded and interpreted in this study begins with documents 
connected to the site, from both official and unofficial sources as well as media representations 
of a specific event. The artefacts that will be examined include those that are stored on site, both 
in situ and those that are now in storage (in the hangars from the Air Force base), those made for 
and held by the prisoners' communities and, most importantly, the confiscated, contraband 
artefacts that are held in the Northern Ireland Prison Service Museums. The latter artefacts are of 
particular note as they include smuggled artefacts and a large number of prison issue artefacts 
that had been negotiated in often unforeseen ways. They will be used to show the ways that the 
prisoners negotiated their surrounding and their site as well as the impact that those surroundings 
have had on how they experienced place. With over 300 standing buildings associated with the 
site as late as 2004 one has to be selective in the approach to the analysis of these remains. 
Therefore, a detailed examination will be focused on those places experienced by the majority of 
prison officers and prison inmates: the Nissen huts of the Compounds and the H Blocks. This 
will be supplemented by an investigation into the significance of the prison hospital, which held 
the dying Hunger Strikers of 1981 and has hence moved beyond its utilitarian original usage. 
Long Kesh/Maze will be studied as a contained landscape, with the connections of the site 
explored but its wider context and role as an imagined landscape will also be prominent. 
Of course conducting such a politically sensitive project will encounter limitations. The 
lack of Loyalist involvement has been as a result of preconceptions about such a project in the 
Unionist/Loyalist community, lack of contacts in the wider Unionist community as well as 
Loyalist ex-prisoner reticence regarding their time spent in prison. In contrast to Republican ex- 
prisoners, who wear their imprisonment as `a badge of honour' (McKeown, 2001: xiii), there is 
no history of political imprisonment within the Loyalist communities, who were largely 
abandoned by their wider communities as being imprisoned by their own side. Furthermore, the 
repercussions of the Republican IRA ceasefire in August 2006, which witnessed a lack of 
reciprocity by Loyalist ex-prisoners, made even contacting the organisations virtually 
impossible. Although this is potentially problematic, especially in relation to oral testimonies, 
Loyalist ideas have been introduced through consultation documents, journals and magazines 
from their representative bodies and analysis of many confiscated artefacts, which have ensured 
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that their presence has been fully incorporated into this thesis. However, the higher profile and 
greater involvement in prison protests by Republican prisoners ensures that they would always 
be the central focus of this investigation. For their development of radical political discourses, 
which was not mirrored by Loyalist prisoners or indeed their comrades on the outside, ensures 
that their negotiation of institutions was both more overt and premeditated (Feldman, 1991: 148). 
This exploration of site is not attempting to create a grand narrative of how the site 
functioned, rather it is focussing on multivocality and multiple experiences of place that are not 
confined by material boundaries. This study will explore the messiness of getting at experience 
of place and will show that one much consider the intermingling of people, place and things at 
different and interconnecting levels at such a site. As such, there can be no, one narrative and no 
conclusive story of place to be revealed by archaeological investigation of Long Kesh/Maze. By 
taking a more nuanced, and lateral approach to the study of site, through concentrating on the 
results that can be yielded through examination of specific scales of analysis, it is hoped that 
multi-perspective stories of the site can be presented. However, alongside methodological 
approaches to the study of the site this research is very much grounded in theoretical 
consideration and it is to this area that this study now turns. 
1.6 Research Context 
This study of Long Kesh/Maze is deeply embedded in theoretical approaches to the study 
of institutions, concepts of domination and resistance, agency, materiality, landscape approaches, 
heritage and the politics of place. By using combinations of these theoretical standpoints this 
study aims to move beyond traditional views of institutions as places solely of domination and 
resistance by using third wave feminist and queer archaeological emphasis on the difference and 
individuality of experience that defies such dualisms. It is also my premise that the past, present 
and future of the site must be fully explored when attempting to get at the stories of the site. 
There is no one experience or story of Long Kesh/Maze and attempts to move beyond grand 
narratives of people and will hopefully add to the discipline of historical archaeology beyond the 
remit of this research project. 
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During the course of this research it has become evident that an interdisciplinary 
approach was needed to ensure that the site, and those connected to it, are examined as 
rigorously and as thoroughly as possible. Therefore, the research context includes a large and 
disparate number of fields that result in a highly fluid approach. However, despite this research 
being influenced and directed by the theoretical concerns of many different fields, it remains 
grounded in archaeology with an emphasis on archaeological theories and methodologies. At 
present, there are a number of theoretically based archaeological works that are centred on the 
examination of institutions but none that concentrate exclusively, or indeed at all, on the Long 
Kesh/Maze prison site. There are also a number of works on the Long Kesh/Maze prison site 
from an historical, political, sociological, anthropological and even photographic point of view 
but none that I have found that are grounded in archaeological studies. In this respect I believe 
the approach I am taking to the Long Kesh/Maze site is highly individual. 
1.6.1 Archaeology 
It could be argued that archaeology is the most appropriate means to attempt to get at the 
multiple stories emanating from the Long Kesh/Maze prison site. Archaeology is fundamentally 
about the study of society through their material remains. By focusing on the wider concept of 
society, archaeology is innately better equipped to avoid the pitfall that history is often accused 
of, that of concentrating on the `big' events, personalities and achievements. Through the 
concentration on the material remains of the past archaeology is well placed to read the stories 
that emanate from these traces. Of course, we cannot assume that the remains that archaeologists 
find are always entirely representative of what occurred throughout the life of that site, but in the 
case of a prison site that has been closed for less than a decade then such a claim is more secure. 
The majority of the material remains on the site that are to be examined relate to the everyday 
activities of the prisoners, the prison officers, and to those who worked on the site and not to 
some abstract regime. In this respect, the stories of the disenfranchaised, those who could not 
communicate with the outside whilst imprisoned or whose views were censored as employees, 
still leave behind a material trace for the archaeologist to find. It is our role to then attempt to 
interpret these remains. In this respect post-processual approaches to archaeology in particular, 
which I mean in the broadest sense of accepting the fluidity, reflexivity, political and situated 
nature of archaeological interpretation, is of most use to this study. I do not suggest that all 
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approaches inspired by post-processual theories should be considered appropriate, or that other, 
more empirical approaches should be discounted, but this study is more concerned with 
revealing multiple experiences of place without attempting to create some all-encompassing 
account. To this extent there will be no master narrative of the `story' of the site, rather there will 
be a concentration on the multiplicity of meanings, experiences and stories that the interaction 
and enmeshing of people and things brings to such a contentious and highly political place. In 
this respect I would point to a number of historical archaeology antecedents as significant, 
including: Malan & Soudien, Clark and Jarman within Schofield, Johnson & Beck (2001), 
Matthews, Tarlow and Lucas within Tarlow & West (1999), Funari, Jones & Hall and Hall in 
Funari, Hall & Jones (1999) and more lengthy studies such as Johnson (1993), Buchli (1999), 
Tarlow (1999) and Hall (2000), some of which will be discussed in greater detail later. 
1.6.2 Archaeology of the everyday and the mundane 
Recent work on historical archaeologies of the everyday, centring on both buildings and 
artefacts, has become increasingly popular in both the US and UK and is relevant to this study. 
The seminal works of James Deetz (1996,1993), and In Small Things Forgotten: an archaeology 
of early American life in particular, provides evidence of just how important `unconsidered 
trifles' can be in helping the archaeologist to piece together the lives of the disenfranchaised. 
Deetz eloquently demonstrates that even for periods overwhelmed with documentary evidence it 
is often difficult to move beyond the master narratives of the elites to the stories of the lowly but 
they can be revealed by a concentrating on the less spectacular assemblages. His work on the 
previously bypassed study of the mundane is mirrored in the work of Henry Glassie (1996: 
1975), whose examination of middle Virginia housing is seminal in that it ensured the 
acceptance of conducting an archaeological study of vernacular buildings of a less spectacular 
nature and more recent antiquity. Unfortunately, the methodologies of many of the main 
proponents of these studies are highly empirical and structuralist in nature, which are not 
reflected in the ethos of this thesis. Although, this has been dictated, to an extent, by the subject 
matter, in that many of the investigations of buildings have centred on the transition of open 
planned medieval houses to more closed `Georgian order' buildings, associated with Mark Leone 
(1988,1999) in the USA and Matthew Johnson (1993,1996) in the UK. These studies tend to 
concentrate on the greater specialisation of rooms within Georgian buildings and increasingly 
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with open: closed, public: private dichotomies. For example, Johnson's volume Housing Culture 
(1993), examines this phenomenon in East Anglia during the transition between open fields and 
enclosures, which results from an interest in the growth of global capitalism (evidenced in 
Johnson's other major work An Archaeology of Capitalism [1996]), and the interactions between 
the global and the local in modem society in general. These more Marxist leanings are not 
essentially helpful for the more reflexive, fluid and personalised examination proposed in this 
chapter as many of the aforementioned studies lack the personal and the individual element of 
experiences of place and the ability to populate the buildings that are being examined. To this 
extent Leone and his students' work at Annapolis is interesting in his overtly political concerns 
with the constructions of the elite have moved from a Foucauldian panopticon approach to a 
greater appreciation of the agency of people and things (see Leone, 2005). 
A related problem in looking to existing archaeological studies of standing buildings is 
that there is a tendency for these studies to be highly empirical in nature, with their interest 
firmly settling on the actual mechanics of recording the building rather then looking at deeper 
issues of interpretation. Such an approach can be seen in Richard Morriss's The Archaeology of 
Buildings (2001), which concentrates on accurately recording the actual buildings rather than 
trying to discover how the material remains of buildings can be used to illuminate the experience 
of their past inhabitants. There are of course numerous exceptions to this trend, including Victor 
Buchli (2001) and his innovative approaches to examining a single building in order to explore 
the stories of its past and present inhabitants as well as the society in which they resided. 
Other recent work, including that of Mary Beaudry (1984, Beaudry et al 1991,1999) and 
Mrozowski et al (1996), have examined the lives of the urban working classes in downtrodden 
industrial areas such as Lowell and the Wilkinson Backlot site, Boston through their artefactual 
remains. These projects have proved illuminating in the insights that could be gleaned from 
examining the low standard, and often mass produced, assemblages from these sites to give 
fresh, innovative and interesting insights into the lives of the unconsidered of society. Very 
contemporary examples of these studies have obvious implications for the study of Long 
Kesh/Maze in that very recent and often seemingly bizarre subject matters may seem pointless, 
but they can promote more lateral and self-reflective approaches to research as well as to refine 
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methodologies and techniques. This includes the recent work of Gavin Lucas and Victor Buchli, 
who created a socially relevant critique of society in their collaborative work on a housing 
executive house (2001: 158-169), the often quoted work of William Rathje and his garbology 
project at the University of Arizona, Tucson, (including Rathje & Murphy, 2001) to Cornelius 
Holtorf s recent examination of archaeology and popular culture (Holtolf, 2005). Despite the 
controversies that such studies inevitably provoke these studies promotes the idea that 
archaeology not only could, but should, be used to investigate the recent and more mundane 
aspects of the recent and contemporary past and that such investigations can reveal realities of 
contemporary live that are frequently overlooked in other studies. 
Historical archaeology clearly shows that many meaningful insights can be inferred from 
what were previously dismissed as meagre and mass-produced artefact assemblages and the 
unremarkable architecture associated with the less savoury elements of society. They also 
indicate that archaeological methods are of great significance in attempting to understand not 
only the mundane and everyday but the recent, and even contemporary, past. This has obvious 
repercussions for any archaeological study of a prison site as the majority of the artefacts that 
will be encountered, particularly on a site that is no long in use, will be prison-issue, mass 
produced items and the buildings are functional institutions not known for their aesthetic appeal. 
The primary aim of this study is to further add to this growing body of theoretically sophisticated 
examination of institutions and buildings and to explore the more subjective, reflexive and 
embodied experiences of place. The study of buildings and institutions, in particular, provides a 
wide range of inspirations to assist in the study of Long Kesh/Maze prison site. A specific 
examination of the study of institutions shall reveal more nuanced approaches to the study of a 
site such as Long Kesh/Maze 
1.6.3 Institutions 
The starting point with any archaeological investigation of a prison must begin with an 
understanding that no matter how unique or different Long Kesh/Maze and its inmates may be 
considered, this study is fundamentally concerned with an investigation of a government 
institution. As such Michel Foucault's Discipline and Punish: the birth of the modern prison 
(1991), the seminal work on the development of penal institutions and their connection with 
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modernity and the increasing institutionalisation of citizens by their governments, must be the 
first work considered. It seems that any examination of prisons or institutions reference this 
work, and although it is seminal regarding its examination of the aims and impact of 
incarceration on those imprisoned there are notable problems with its use in this circumstance. 
The most important deficiency is that the work does not address the agency of the incarcerated. 
With the emphasis clearly focusing on how the incarcerated are controlled, Foucault does not 
address how the inmate can subvert, negotiate and interact with their environment and, 
fundamentally, the free will of the individual or group is not considered. It could be suggested 
that Foucault does not `populate' the prisons that he discusses in a way that this study wishes to 
do. 
This oversight is replicated in numerous more conventional examinations of prisons, 
particularly those that examine prisons from an architectural or aesthetic perspective. This 
includes Norman Johnston's publication Forms of Constraint (2000), which provides a detailed 
examination of incarceration through time by focussing on the plans and aims of prisons without 
considering how they were experienced or why they were often swiftly modified or replaced. A 
British example of this approach can be found in the English Heritage publication, English 
Prisons: An Architectural History (Brodie, Croom & Davies, 2002), which takes a similar, 
architectural and aesthetic approach with little consideration of how these places actually worked 
in practice. The work of Kieran McEvoy (2001 & 2006) takes a more nuanced approach by 
exploring Northern Irish prisons as unique, political institutions by focusing on the experience of 
the prisoner, and in particular their ability to resist the regime that attempts to contain them. 
However, this work, although more involved than most approaches to prisons, does not 
sufficiently explore the complications and intricacies of negotiation between the individual, the 
group and their material and immaterial surroundings. Fundamental to this thesis is the attempt 
to move beyond master narratives of the impact of prisons on those imprisoned, or vice versa, 
and instead to focus on the interrelationships, interactions and the experience of place rather than 
attempting to create one overriding, conclusive narrative. 
A further layer to this study of prisons is to explore these institutions on a national level 
and work currently being conducted in Australia is of special interest to this thesis. The study of 
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penal institutions in Australia is a more common subject area than in many similar nations due to 
the past prominence (and increasing public acceptance) of incarceration in the early development 
of post-contact Australian society and the resulting impact this has had on the nation's psyche 
(O'Farrell, 2001: 24). Of particular note is the work of Eleanor Conlin Casella at the Ross 
Female Factory, Tasmania, (2000,2001 a& 2001 b), and her work on penal sites as heritage 
experiences (Casella & Fredericksen, 2004 & Casella, 2005). Her work is of particular note 
primarily due to its concentration on the experiences of the female prisoners through material 
remains, and especially the use of contraband, and the negotiations of identity (specifically 
sexuality) at the site. Casella repopulates the prison and ensures that the experiences of the 
women, rather than inanimate objects, are central to the investigation. Furthermore, her more 
recent work on penal institutions as heritage sites, and in particular a recent comparative study 
between Australia and Ireland (2005), has obvious implications for the study of the afterlife of 
Long Kesh/Maze as does her most recent volume on institutional confinement (2007). As such I 
would hope to develop the approach taken by Casella by maintaining the centrality of the 
individual experience of the site and by giving emphasis to the subtleties of interactions. 
There is a growing body of work, particularly from the United States, that has attempted 
to move beyond the dominant narrative of prisons as solely places of punishment and control. 
Anthropologist Lorna Rhodes has discussed the need to maintain the difficult position as a 
researcher who is not complicit with the system but who is also an outsider who can never truly 
`participate' in the role of the prisoner (2001: 76). Useful as this movement from neutral 
observer or figure of authority is, her aim in doing so is to contribute to the understanding of the 
`brutal facts of domination as played out' (ibid: 77) and therefore upholds the idea that the 
prisoner is completely powerless and without the ability to resist. Of greater relevance is the 
recent work of Lu Ann DeCunzo on institutions (2006a&b and 2001), which proposes that the 
role of archaeology is to illuminate how `material culture is used to accomplish and thwart 
institutional goals' (2006b: 167). DeCunzo's dual emphasis on both the impact of institutional 
choices relating to material culture and the prisoners ability and desire to negotiate this material 
is central to this study. Her work, in marrying feminist and queer theory, emphasizes institutions 
as `places that embody and challenge the boundaries of socially, philosophically, scientifically, 
or legally acceptable actions, minds and bodies' and as such also allow us to uncover prison as a 
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place to challenge and subvert authority (ibid: 167). Whereas she sees the examination of 
institutions as necessary to `negotiate an emotion-laden terrain with compassion, outrage and 
openness' (ibid: 185), Long Kesh/Maze is especially significant in this regard as an already 
emotive site it has gained increased sensitivity in the aftermath of the recent attempts to end the 
recent conflict without closure. 
There are a number of recent studies of non-penal institutions that are also of interest, 
including research on workhouses, such as Gavin Lucas's examination of a converted workhouse 
in Southampton (1999: 125-140) and its changes of use from a townhouse, to a workhouse to a 
city college and how this was reflected in the hierarchical uses of spaces throughout these 
periods of occupation. The most substantial recent work in this area is that of Victor Buchli's 
Archaeology of Socialism (1999), which examines a soviet housing complex as it evolves in 
form and function throughout the soviet period to present day. Although the contexts may seem 
quite different there are a number of striking similarities in the soviet case-study and that of a 
prison site in Northern Ireland. Most important is the fact that both studies are focused on 
standing buildings of the contemporary past that were highly institutionalised in different ways. 
Furthermore, both studies concentrate on how the people who were housed within these 
buildings negotiated the system and the material constraints therein. Buchli's use of documentary 
evidence, oral histories and intricate examination of changes to the plans and arrangements of 
individual living arrangements proved of great significance in his ability to disentangle how the 
inhabitants of Narmoflcin Housing Complex negotiated the building and their material 
possessions through time (and particular through change in regime and regime policy). Similar 
approaches may be utilised in the study of Long Kesh/Maze in attempting to apprehend how the 
site was negotiated at different times and against the background of a highly volatile and 
changeable political climate. However, Buchli's work could be criticised for not focussing 
enough on the embodied experiences of place and his utilisation of unnecessary traditional 
archaeological approaches, such as a survey of the complex, that are irrelevant to his study. 
The 
need to accept the limitations of some traditional archaeological approaches, and to embrace 
more lateral thinking, is central to this study of Long Kesh/Maze. As important as the 
literature 
on the study of the mundane, buildings and institutions are this research must be set inside the 
wider context of the archaeological study of Long Kesh/Maze as a landscape. Archaeological 
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approaches to the recording, understanding and interpreting of landscapes will be explored in 
order to uncover their contribution to the examination of Long Kesh/Maze prison. 
1.6.4 Landscape Approaches 
Landscape archaeology holds significant potential for the study of the Long Kesh/Maze, 
despite remaining relatively untapped and considerably undertheorized. The realities of 
practicing historical archaeology in North America ensures that landscape studies tend to be 
limited to gardens, and especially gardens that had belonged to well known historical figures 
(Yamin & Metheny 1997: xiv). Notable exceptions, however, are the studies of the `Archaeology 
in Annapolis' group, who have for a number of years combined landscape archaeology with the 
study of the politics of the recent past and the present (see Leone 2005). In Britain, the post- 
processual emphasis on the interpretative nature of archaeological study has been explored by a 
number of scholars in relation to landscape: most notably in the phenomenological approaches of 
Chris Tilley (1994). While focused primarily on prehistoric landscapes, such work emphasizes 
the contemporary nature of archaeological interpretation, and the importance of studying how the 
landscape was experienced in the past, rather than simply seeing landscape archaeology as a 
descriptive or methodological tool. I wish to show how landscape archaeology can provide a 
distinctive perspective, and provide a context for exploration, for Long Kesh/Maze. 
The majority of the academic and popular studies of Long Kesh/Maze view the prison as 
a microcosm of the Northern Irish conflict with the site mirroring the circumstances of wider 
society because it contained individuals and witnessed events that have had a major impact on 
the course of the Troubles. Many studies focus on prominent individuals and events, especially 
the Hunger Strikes being covered by journalistic works such as David Beresford's Ten Men 
Dead (1994) and Liam Clarke's Broadening the battlefield: the H-Blocks and the rise of Sinn 
Fein (1987). There are also a number of popular biographies of well known figures who spent 
substantial periods in Long Kesh/Maze, including The Billy Boy: The Life and Death of the L VF 
Leader Billy Wright (Anderson, 2004). However, these people and event -focused approaches 
often ignore the materiality of the landscape. Whilst, in contrast, the photographic work of 
Donovan Wylie, who spent almost 100 days repetitively photographing the prison, `to 
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understand the psychology of the architecture and its ability to disorient and diminish' (2004: 
inside jacket) ignores the human element of the site. 
There are a number of first hand accounts of life within the Long Kesh/Maze site, 
including Gerry Adams' biography Cage Eleven (1990), which includes some limited discussion 
on how the inmates interacted with their surroundings. Of special interest is Laurence 
McKeown's more considered treatment of Republican experiences Out of Time: Irish 
Republican Prisoners Long Kesh 1972-2000 (2001), which developed from his Ph. D dissertation 
Unrepentant Fenian Bastards: the social construction of an Irish republican prisoner community 
(1998). His book is particularly interesting as McKeown had been a Republican prisoner from 
1977-1992, a period that included active participation in the protests of the late 1970s and early 
1980s. Indeed, he survived 70 days on hunger strike in 1981. Despite the intimate connections 
with the site these volumes do not fundamentally examine the complexities of the interactions of 
people and things within the wider context of the prison landscape, but tend to examine them as 
separate, unconnected entities. In this thesis, landscape archaeology will be utilized to provide a 
distinctive perspective upon Long Kesh/Maze and avoid the dichotomy between those who treat 
the prison as a mere container for major figures and events in the recent conflict or accounts that 
examine the site bereft of human actors as an empty artefact. 
In the field of Human Geography there are a number of new studies have emerged from 
Brian Graham and his students at the University of Ulster, which focus on ideas of place and 
landscape, and are particularly significant. Indeed, his recent co-edited volume Senses of Place: 
Senses of Time (Ashworth and Graham, 2005) has situated many of the chapters within a 
Northern Ireland context, including papers on collective memory, mapping meanings in cultural 
landscapes, identity and war, conflict commemoration amongst Protestants and the constitution 
of place identity in Northern Ireland. This current rich vein of geographically-grounded work is 
of obvious relevance to any exploration of Long Kesh/Maze as a landscape, with the most recent 
publication being a joint paper studying meaning and the heritage potential of Long Kesh/Maze 
written by Brian Graham and Sara McDowell (2007). Other examples of nuanced work in this 
area includes Byronie Reid's exploration of the significance of place and identity in Northern 
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Ireland with regard to the desire of the two communities to claim territory `centred on absolute 
ownership and mutual exclusion' (2004,103). Her work explains the lack of Loyalist interest in 
the site, as the Republican movement has effectively claimed `ownership' of Long Kesh/Maze 
through their more public associations with the protests connected to the prison. In this respect 
the field of landscape studies, both within archaeology and other disciplines, shows an increasing 
concern with the significance of how landscapes are mutable, evocative and frequently contested. 
Landscapes play a significant and reciprocal role in the creation of identity and in 
political relations and as such no landscape can be considered inert and unaffected by the past, 
the present and the potential of the future. This point is emphasized by considering Neil Jarman's 
(1993) examination of how the landscape of Belfast in Northern Ireland was affected by the 
Troubles. Jarman's contrast of the lived experience of the site with the media representations is 
very useful in providing multi-perspectives (1993: 109). It is in the details, not seen in the soft 
focus of distanced or mediatised perspectives, that the contradictions and complexities of 
political landscapes such as the Long Kesh/Maze site can be seen. As the site has shifted from 
security infrastructure to the seminal representation of the Troubles there has been growing 
interest in its facilitation within a post-conflict state and thereby its prominence in the wider 
landscapes of Northern Ireland have grown, especially in the medium of wall murals. Long 
Kesh/Maze has become a poignant example of how archaeology, site and landscape are mutable, 
political, living entities that allows no simplistic, static snapshot. As Barbara Bender has 
suggested, `landscapes, like time, never stand still' (Bender 2002: 103). It is evident that 
landscape approaches provide some of the most progressive attempts to get at the experience of 
place and, indicate the need to move beyond solely archaeological precedence. A further area 
that needs to be considered in this regard is that of the relationship between the domination and 
resistance and this shall be explored through the growing body of postcolonial literature. 
1.6.5 Postcolonial studies: domination and resistance 
Studies of the prison environment that concentrate on the relationships between the 
incarcerated and the incarcerating often reduce analysis to a simple dichotomy of domination and 
resistance. Postcolonial studies can provide significant insights into the disentangling of these 
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more complex relationships through their nuanced analysis of the relationships created through 
colonialism. Of particular interest to this study is analysing how the `dominated' negotiated, 
utilised and subverted an environment and material culture that is often imposed. Studies of 
those subordinated within society - be they slaves, indentured servants, repressed minorities or 
even the urban working classes - will hold much in common with the experience of prisoners as 
all of the aforementioned, in theory, suffer under unequal relationships. In particular, work on the 
material remains of historic period slave settlements can have obvious parallels to the 
assemblages of prisons and this is one area in which postcolonial studies is relevant to the study 
of Long Kesh/Maze prison. Postcolonial literature is also relevant in its recent concentration on 
the subaltern, and often unforeseen, interactions between the dominant and the seemingly 
subservient. Of particular interested are recent studies concentrating on the messiness of the 
colonial experience that have been increasingly explored through the anthropological approaches 
of Chris Gosden (2004a, 2004b & 2006) and Nicholas Thomas (1994,1991). 
The work of Martin Hall (2000,2006a and 2006b) has continually focused on both the 
material culture of the elite and lowly in an attempt to move beyond the grand narratives of 
history. His work primarily focuses on South Africa, with the evolution of District 6 in Cape 
Town and the role of heritage in the creation of a post-Apartheid state, being of particular 
importance. His most detailed work to date, Archaeology & the Modern World: colonial 
transcripts in South Africa and the Chesapeake (2000), draws comparisons between the 
contemporaneous lives of the great and low in the Chesapeake and the Cape of Good Hope, is of 
particular worth for a number of reasons. Firstly, he attempts to marry documentary and 
archaeological evidence not by prioritising one over the other or ensuring that only 
complimentary evidence is presented but by delighting in the contradictions that different 
sources of evidence provide. This approach is particularly relevant to the Long Kesh/Maze 
prison site as a site of huge propaganda value to all sides during the recent Troubles it is clear 
that contradictions exist between how the prison operated in theory and in practice. 
Hall also attempts to reveal the often contradictory impulses behind the actions of the 
oppressor and the oppressed. By using archaeological and documentary evidence he shows, 
particularly in his stronger case-study at the Cape of Good Hope, that the appearances of a 
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powerful, controlling male hierarchy were fundamentally a sham and that the real fear of losing 
control was the prime impetus behind overly oppressive measures. Such nuanced conclusions 
provide insights into how to interpret remains to reveal the often hidden layers that lie beneath 
the veneers of society. It is hoped that through archaeological investigation of Long Kesh/Maze 
site these already visible contradictions will become more apparent and the realities of life in the 
prison can be extracted. To this extent Hall explores hidden narratives that are opened up through 
these postcolonial encounters and he frequently references the work of Homi Bhabha (2004: 
1994) and James C. Scott (1985). Bhabha's work uses the concept of the `third space', which he 
discusses in postcolonial terms as `at the edge ... there is a tension of meaning and 
being' and 
from such tensions strategies of subversion emerge (2004: 62). James C. Scott's seminal work 
The Weapons of the Weak (1985) explores the use of small subversions to empower those who 
appear superficially weak. His descriptions of an unnamed agrarian society in Asia are 
particularly helpful in attempting to identify archaeological traces that could be left from such 
discrete subversions and is a concept that is of great import to this study. 
The marrying of both incarceration and postcolonial studies has been recently explored in 
an edited volume by Graeme Harper, Colonial and Postcolonial Incarceration (2001). Harper 
takes a broad approach to incarceration across time and space from a British colonial perspective 
as he attempts to address a perceived gap in the study of colonial prison (2001: 9). The chapters 
featured tend to offer a more lateral approach to this subject with emphasis on themes such as 
identity, cultural hegemony, interactions, and areas that are ignored by more traditional 
approaches to colonial and postcolonial incarceration. Of particular interest to this study is the 
analysis of writer and Irish Republican volunteer Brendan Behan in his work Borstal Boy (1975) 
(Brannigan: 205-220) and an examination of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) in 
South Africa (Graham: 223-236). The former chapter examines the erotic undertones of the 
relationship between Behan and an English ex-forces prisoner and attempts to illuminate the 
subaltern positions contained within a prison context. The latter is important as an exploration of 
the possible future role of Long Kesh/Maze must look to the TRC and its role in the construction 
of traumatic memory. 
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Undoubtedly, postcolonial works will have a major place in this study as Long 
Kesh/Maze can be viewed as a manifestation of political imprisonment in a colonial context and 
also due to the ways that many postcolonial writers attempt to get at the stories of the subaltern. 
The most recent works on postcolonial contexts are of special note due to their sophisticated 
attempts to understand the messiness and complexities of the inequality of colonial interactions 
and relationships. Movement beyond a simplistic domination: resistance dichotomy allows a 
theoretical approaches to the more negotiated realities of prison relationships. 
1.6.6 People, place and things: materiality and embodied experience 
Whilst exploring the complexities of studying a site such as the Long Kesh/Maze prison 
the aim is not only to emphasize that these complications relate to the examination of the site but 
also to how the site is actually experienced. A central focus of this approach is to use the theories 
of agency, materiality and embodied experience, concepts that are fairly innovative and have 
evolved as a means of adding complexity to the study of the interactions between people, places 
and things. The use of the term materiality, in particular, focuses on the fact that people and 
things are not separate entities, they are constantly interacting and impacting on each other. 
Meskell defines it as an enmeshing that combines: `persons, objects, deities and all manner of 
immaterial things together in ways that cannot easily disentangle or separated taxonomically' 
(2006,3). Therefore, people do not just use artefacts as inanimate objects, these objects can have, 
in certain circumstances, an agency of their own. In this way I follow Alfred Gell's publication 
Art and Agency: an anthropological theory and his theory that only in specific contexts does the 
object have agency to directly impact on the person (1998). 
In the prison environment the interaction of people and things are of particular 
importance as the prisoners are often surrounded by the same, mundane artefacts, which are 
chosen by the prison authorities specifically due to their generic and supposed unalterable nature. 
Of course, this assessment is simplistic and one cannot always foresee how objects can be altered 
and used by a motivated and communal prison population. Many seemingly meaningless objects 
can be used to subvert the will of the authorities in multiple ways as there are no single intention 
in using such objects, they may be to alleviate prisoner discomfort and enable their leisure or to 
aggravate and disturb the operations of individual prison officers or the regime. Examination of 
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these interactions within an institutional context has been thoroughly explored in the recent 
insightful works of Lu Ann DeCunzo (DeCunzo, 2001,2006). Her studies of the Magdalen 
Society of Philadelphia, in particular, have uncovered an official pragmatism that allowed an 
evolving ethos that not only reflected wider issues in society but also the realities of how the 
women used these institutions in unintended ways (2001). 
The experience of place is one of the most important issues in this thesis due to the highly 
unusual circumstance surrounding imprisonment at Long Kesh/Maze as a unique institution 
within the British penal system holding a very specific prison population. Indeed, the experiment 
to treat prisoners as they were in Long Kesh/Maze prison has widely been acknowledged as a 
unique attempt to break guerrilla movements that was ultimately unsuccessful. Despite the 
inability of the prison authorities to treat these prisoners in a way that they had planned the 
experience of place was unique both to the individual and the communal paramilitary prisoner. 
Therefore, to utilise theories on the experience of people who do not interact with place as it is 
often designed to be negotiated is of interest. In particular, I look to archaeologies that emphasize 
difference of experiences, such as those conducted by John Schofield and Mike Anderton (2000), 
specifically in relation to their means of attempting to incorporate the transient remains of protest 
into the stories, and potential presentation, of place. Indeed, it is my belief that all experiences of 
place are unique to the individual and this has been upheld by oral testimonies conducted on site 
with ex-prisoner in 2006. It was clear when questioning three prisoners from the same 
organisation who had lived side by side in the same cells that their memories of place were very 
different. 
How people inhabited and experienced the site - including, but not limited to, the 
prisoners and the prison officers - is of great importance to this study. I would hope to emphasize 
that the lack of boundaries and the messiness of interactions is not just related to the confines of 
the physical site but in how people experienced place, especially when their experiences can be 
acts of subservience, defiance or simply attempting to function with comfort in an alien 
environment. These are major concepts that will be dealt with within this work as the nuances 
apparent in these studies of how individuals, and particularly disenfranchaised groups, interact 
with their surroundings will be central to this study. 
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1.6.7 Heritage and the politics of memory and preservation. 
Although the study of the physical remains of the prison site as they lie at present is a 
major aspect of this study, the potential future life of the site is also an important area to 
consider. In particular, two government documents propose to not only affect change to the site 
but intend to transform the meaning of place (MCP, 2005 and 2006). The proposal aims to carve 
the site into a number of discrete areas, the smallest of which will contain remnants of the prison 
site in an `International Centre for Conflict Transformation' (MCP, 2005: 14-18). Such a 
transformation in meaning implicit in the plan aims to impact on how the site is interacted with, 
experienced and remembered, and therefore makes proposals for the site very significant to the 
study of the prison past, present and future. Due to the perceived need to control the site, 
decisions about how the site will be presented and what elements are maintained, emphasised 
and which elements are downplayed and even forgotten will have an impact on the future 
experience of Long Kesh/Maze. Whilst this study is being conducted we lie at an interesting 
crossroads in the biography of Long Kesh/Maze as it resides between its past and attempts at 
creating its future and it is only fitting that the processes by which transformation, both official 
and unofficial, are attempted should be recorded. 
Official decisions regarding what will be remembered or forgotten does not necessarily 
result in a homogeneous experience that has an equal and calculated impact throughout the entire 
population. Individual agency ensures that these attempts can be subverted and that individual 
memory can differ from official memory. Remembrance is also not always an organic experience 
that is untainted by manipulation, propaganda and vested interests. Many works have explored 
concepts of communal memory and particularly the relationship of memory and conflict, which 
are of particular interest in this research. Maurice Halbwachs has famously written on collective 
memory and has stated that although memory can be altered one cannot completely invent a past 
but that memory is `essentially a reconstruction of the past in the light of the present' that feeds 
on the opposite impulses of change and continuity as well as selectivity (1992,34). However, it 
should be remembered that collective memory is not a monolithic process, `it is individuals as 
group members who remember' (1992,22) and as such individuals as well as social 
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circumstances can alter how we remember. This research will attempt to understand how 
memory of such a contentious site can be created and altered. 
Paul Connerton also writes on memory, and how societies remember in particular. 
Through his examination of the aftermath of the French Revolution he shows that paradoxically 
a new beginning is only possible through the recollection of the old situation that the new 
authorities wish to forget (1989,12). Therefore, society functions through continuity and as such 
it cannot completely forget what has come before. This is particularly poignant in relation to 
attempts to create a `new future' for the Long Kesh/Maze prison site and as such indicates a 
major flaw in the increasing attempts to distance the site from its dark past. Such a theory 
supplements Ashworth and Graham's views on the ability of individuals to subvert official 
interpretation of heritage and allows for individual agency in the relationship between people and 
place (2005: 5). Also of interest are Connerton's views on oral histories, which he sees as 
important in possibly rescuing the history and culture of subordinate groups as they `seek to give 
voice to what would otherwise remain voiceless even if not traceless, by reconstituting the life 
histories of individuals' (ibid, 18). Although oral testimonies are being used in this study to 
explore memories of place whilst interacting with the site, Connerton's use of oral testimonies 
perhaps overemphasizes their importance as he is overly reliant on historical evidence and does 
not sufficiently consider other material remains in the study of the subordinate. 
One need also include Ashplant, Dawson and Roper's edited collection on the 
commemorating of war (2004). In his study Graeme Dawson considers the context of the politics 
of commemorating war by examining issues surrounding dominant, national narratives and 
emphasizes the difficulties of commemorating civil wars and guerrilla movements, such as in the 
case of Northern Ireland (2004,23). They also look at individual subjectivity of remembrance 
and its role within commemoration (ibid, 34) and issues such as the use of witness testimonies in 
the politics of commemoration and whose story becomes the story of the conflict (ibid, 47-65). 
As they state, `the personal testament has arguably become the end-of-century equivalent of the 
war memorial as a symbol of war' (ibid, 49) but Ashplant later points to the need to examine the 
conflicts that run through individual and shared experiences (ibid, 270). Furthermore, they 






reflexive in their roles or they can become `the coaxer and shaper of war stories' (ibid, 49). Such 
reservations about the use of personal testimonies are poignant in the study of more 
contemporary sites such as Long Kesh/Maze. 
Mark Amstutz's volume on the concept of political forgiveness is important for his 
consideration of the differences between the Truth and Reconciliation Commission in South 
Africa and Northern Ireland's `intractable politics without truth or forgiveness' (2005,164). He 
sees the longstanding and intractable nature of the conflict in Northern Ireland as limiting the 
ability to achieve a wide-ranging political forgiveness. To this extent he views the aim of the 
peace process can only be to reduce, not eradicate, hatred and distrust to achieve a mutually 
acceptable political settlement (ibid, 166). The obstacles to a full political forgiveness includes 
the problems of achieving consensus on the fundamental issues such as the constitutional 
situation of Northern Ireland and the problematic role of a memory that is often divisive and 
exclusive. Due to these problems he sees that the exploration of past wrong doing and injustice 
should be deemphasized in favour of focuses on present challenges and of gaining consensus. 
(ibid, 183-4). Although such views are grounded and realistic, they could be considered overly 
pessimistic and that his lack of consideration of the physical remains of the conflict fails to 
highlight the potential to use these remains for positive illumination of the shared impacts of 
conflict. 
The role of memory is of great importance in this study and is to be utilised alongside the 
examination of what is selected to be remembered and commemorated as heritage. The study of 
heritage creation is also central to the examination of Long Kesh/Maze and particularly what 
becomes official and unofficial heritage, why, the processes involved and how they can be 
subverted. The growing field of heritage studies is significant in the explorations of the future of 
the site. The work of sociologists such as David Uzzell (Uzzell and Ballantyne, 1998), and 
especially his theories of interpreting heritage and particularly heritage that hurts, and 
geographers such as Brian Graham (including 1997,1998,2005) who attempt to explore heritage 
in relation to place and experience, often explore areas that archaeology has not considered 
sufficiently. The role of presentation is also of note to this study as there are numerous works 
that intend to highlight the ideological problems with interpretation. The works of Karp & 
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Lavine (1991), and their examination of the politics of museum displays, Sorensen (2000), and 
her discussions of gender bias in heritage presentation, are just two examples of such works. 
The study of the politics of presentation, preservation and remembrance of are obvious 
importance to this research project. In particular, the exploration of what is preserved and why, 
and the interactions of official and unofficial interpretations of what should be heritage and how 
it is presented are seminal to the current negotiations about the future of the site. In this 
archaeological study of a prison site the future life of the prison and the possibility of the 
manipulation of the memories of this place could irredeemable change the relationship of the 
public with the site and what the site once represented. In this respect this research is as 
concerned with the contemporary politics of the site, and its wider repercussions, as the physical 
remains that still lie in situ. This chapter will conclude with a consideration of the structure of 
the thesis. 
1.7 Structure of Thesis 
As briefly stated in the methodology, this thesis will investigate the site of Long 
Kesh/Maze through examining different forms of evidence connected to the site in a multi-scalar 
approach that begins with the smallest scale of analysis - documents - progressing over the 
chapters through artefacts, standing buildings and landscapes to the largest - international 
context. Before beginning this approach, and due to the complexities of the site and its 
undoubted connection to the conflict in Northern Ireland, the second chapter in this thesis will be 
a more straight-forward introduction to the prison and its connections to the wider conflict. This 
chapter will briefly explore the many manifestations and developments of the site from its 
inception in 1971 until present day as a traditional means of examining the site and in this way 
can be compared and contrasted with the stories and experiences revealed through the scales of 
analysis employed from chapter three onwards. 
The mass of documentary evidence connected to the prison site commences this study for 
a number of reasons. Although the written record is not the most objective means of accessing a 
site, the subjective nature of many documents can be advantageous as an archaeological study of 
documents explores not only what is written but also the physical context of the document and 
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the personal context of the writer. The sources that will be utilised in this study will range from 
governmental and non-governmental official records from agencies and departments located in 
Northern Ireland and Great Britain. The relationships between these two centres of government, 
with their fluctuating levels of co-operation, competition and even jealousies, will be central to 
this study. Documents are important not just for the information they contain but as Richard 
Evans has stated, `the gaps in a document - what it does not mention - are often just as 
interesting as what it contains' (2000: 79). Whereas, many historical examinations of a prison 
would end at this stage, this investigation will also make use of newspaper reports from Northern 
Irish and mainland British newspapers in order to analyse the similarities and differences in how 
they present Long Kesh/Maze. Lastly, the analysis of a collection of prisoner communications 
(colloquially called `comms. ') will be explored in order to counter-balance the dominance of 
official documentary evidence with contemporary prisoner accounts of their experience of site 
and their numerous intentions in writing. 
The study of the artefactual remains of the site will be one of the most significant and 
largest chapters of this study. This is necessary not just because of the sheer number of artefacts 
relating to the site that continue to exists but also because of the range of categories to which 
they can be assigned. This chapter will begin by exploring the large number of official artefacts 
that remain on site, if not necessarily always in situ, and this will be supplemented by examining 
the artefacts that were made on site by the prisoners. Many of the prisoner creations are now held 
off site in the homes of prisoner's relatives and some have undergone a transformation to high- 
status museum artefacts - particularly since the closure of Long Kesh/Maze - and have 
increasingly moved to local, community museums. The range and style of these artefacts are of 
great interest, particularly as they will show not only how the prisoners viewed themselves and 
their relationship to the prison but also how they wished to be viewed. The examination of these 
artefacts will also help to illuminate the social relations created and cemented by the creation and 
dispersal of these artefacts and the will begin the questioning of the bounded nature of the site. 
This chapter will close with an in depth study of the artefacts confiscated by the Northern Ireland 
Prison Service (NIPS) and held at their museum in Millisle, Co. Down. This collection is very 
important as it contains the contraband that was confiscated from prisoners, and thereby shows 
the range of items that were smuggled onto the site and how they were used. It also contains a 
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large number of artefacts that were created by prisoners who negotiated the prison-issue artefacts 
that had harmlessly been placed around them. The study of these artefacts will be central in 
examining how the prisoners negotiated their surroundings and the subversions that took place in 
these interactions at a more individual level. 
The next level of analysis moves from the artefacts connected to the site to the standing 
buildings, and it is this section that is, by its very nature, the most bounded within the confines of 
the physical perimeter of the site. As Long Kesh/Maze has two major phases that have very 
different physical manifestations and I aim to show that although institutional buildings do not 
entirely control the encounters of prisoners, it is the intention of architecture to impact on the 
actions of people (Rhodes, 2001: 69). It is my contention that the utilisation of pre-existing 
Nissen huts proved ineffective at controlling such a united group of prisoners whereas the 
purpose-built H Blocks were able to more effectively separate and control, to an extent. 
However, this ability to physically separate prisoners did not inhibit the concerted attempts to 
subvert the regime that climaxed in more internalised means of protest, culminating in hunger 
strike. It is through examination of two generic buildings of the site: a Cage and aH Block, and 
the changing meaning of the prison hospital that investigations of the multiple experiences of 
place as dictated by the physical remains of the buildings will be explored on a largely 
communal level. 
The next level of analysis moves to exploration of Long Kesh/Maze as a wider landscape: 
both as a bounded entity, in its wider context and as an imagined landscape. This chapter will 
explore the impact that the physical remains of the site, as well as those connected to the site, 
have had on different aspects of Northern Irish society. To this extent the site in its wider 
landscape will be examined as well as the impact it has had politically, socially, economically 
and culturally, as this scale of analysis moves to a societal level of exploration. An important 
element of this study will be the inclusion of commemorations of the site as examples of 
imagined landscapes, particularly through the analysis of wall murals. This section aims to 
contextualise the significance of the site beyond the actual confines of the physical entity of 
Long Kesh/Maze and to show that the archaeological study of the site should be extended 
beyond the physical boundaries of the site to a national and even international level. 
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The last chapter in this investigation aims to contextualise Long Kesh/Maze through 
examination of political prisons on a worldwide basis. In this chapter the case studies of prison 
heritage sites, from South African and Australia, will be examined in detail in order to ascertain 
their developments as prisons and their afterlives as official heritage sites. The creation, 
evolution and continued negotiation of these sites and the public discourses regarding their role 
in their countries past, present and future are central to this chapter. There will be some 
consideration as to whether these seminal, international prison sites are considered integral to the 
wider landscapes of the country and how their redevelopment as heritage attractions has 
impacted on their role as sites of memory, hurt and contestation. This chapter will conclude by 
examining the implications of the proposed future uses of Long Kesh/Maze as it aims to explore 
the interactions and interconnections between the past, present and future of the site and will 
consciously examine the situated nature of such decisions and what the proposals say about 
official fears, plans and hopes for the regenerated site. 
The conclusion of this thesis has a dual purpose: to tease out the lessons learnt by this 
study and to consider wider implications for historical archaeology. As a succinct means of 
revealing the simultaneous complexities and simplicities of the site, a short study of one artefact 
will introduce this chapter. The conclusion will detail how the study of this site has been on two 
levels: as it was intimately interacted with on a day to day basis by its inhabitants and through 
consideration of its wider significance, in the past, the present and potentially in the future. This 
thesis will show that there can be no definitive story of how the site was experienced and that the 
different means of accessing those stories of place have a direct impact on what is uncovered. 
Therefore, the site is examined at different levels to reveal intimate, communal and societal 
levels of interaction and involvement in the site whilst simultaneously indicating that our choices 
in how we explore sites and places have direct impacts on what we discover. 
1.8 Conclusion 
The study of Long Kesh/Maze entails not only exploring the physical manifestations of a 
recently closed prison but also unravelling its numerous interconnections and manifestations 
within its wider societal context. Long Kesh/Maze is a complicated site to study, or to begin to 
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understand, and any thesis can only aim to begin the process of dissecting its former, current and 
potential importance. By experimentally approaching this site through numerous scales of 
analysis, this thesis aims to uncover experiences of site from the most intimate and personal to 
the most public and communal; all of which are needed to provide the most complete stories of 
place. It aims to use the recent theories of institutional, postcolonial and everyday archaeologies 
to show that every experience of place is essentially individual even within communal efforts to 
subvert the intentions of the site. However, before the analysis of the site can begin a short 
biography of the site and its wider significance within Northern Ireland will be presented in 
chapter two as a means of identifying and contextualising the importance of Long Kesh/Maze 
prison site. 
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Chapter 2: Biography of Long Kesh/Maze prison site 
2.1 Introduction 
The Long Kesh/Maze prison site in Northern Ireland is widely considered as one of 
the seminal icons of the recent conflict in Northern Ireland, colloquially known as `the 
Troubles'. Since the signing of the Belfast (Good Friday) Agreement in 1998 the military 
infrastructure, which has been a prominent feature of the Northern Irish landscape since the 
1960s, has been increasingly disposed of with little concern for recording or preserving the 
remnants of the past conflict. Although, this `move to normalisation' (Irish News, 28 August 
2005) has been largely welcomed by the local political parties and media, it has been noted 
by some commentators that for some members of the public `some of Ulster's vanishing 
fortresses are now regarded with something approaching nostalgia' (Clarke, 2005: 2). Long 
Kesh/Maze has become the figurehead for this discomfiture with the fast paced attempts to 
sweep any remains of the past conflict away whilst swiftly moving to a post-conflict state. 
For in such a circumstance, prisons can be the most difficult security infrastructure for the 
state and the public to deal with. Neil Jarman has suggested as society moves from conflict to 
peace the ability of prisons to symbolise both the power and vulnerability of the state and 
those incarcerated means that there are often opposing desires for their future usage (Jarman, 
2001: 290). Due to such a background a study of Long Kesh/Maze is necessary and, I 
believe, the use of archaeology to uncover multi-perspectives of the recent past is particularly 
poignant at this time. 
Z2 Structure 
Whilst chapter one introduced the theoretical and methodological treatment of Long 
Kesh/Maze prison site, this chapter aims to present a conventional biography of the site 
before it is analysed in more detail through a multi-scalar approach to the archaeological 
remains in later chapters. Such an intermediary chapter is necessary to provide important 
background information, to acknowledge both the significance of the complicated context of 
the site and also present the intricate intertwining of the prison with the course of the 
Troubles. This chapter will begin by providing a brief history of the so-called `Troubles' in 
Northern Ireland to contextualise the events that created such a site, shaped its inhabitants 
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and contributed to its development. This will be followed by basic information about the 
layout and development of the site and the interconnections with the society to which it 
belonged. Such a treatment of the site - as a manifestation of the society that created it - will 
be continued throughout the thesis as it aims to break down the bounded and separate nature 
of studies of such important sites. 
2.3 Northern Ireland Troubles, c. 1969-c. 1998 
In its simplest terms the Northern Ireland Troubles began during the course of 1969 
and ended with the Belfast (Good Friday) Agreement in 1998. However, there is no general 
consensus regarding the one event or actions of groups or individuals that precipitated this 
low level war. Thomas Hennessy, in his wieldy tome Northern Ireland: the origins of the 
Troubles, states in his introduction that one of the major problems in writing such a book was 
deciding when conflict began because the main protagonists do not agree about whom or 
what was instrumental (2005: ix). Christopher Hewitt elaborates that the general consensus is 
that violence was a response by the Catholic population to endemic discrimination by 
Protestant but Protestants would forward the view that violence associated with the 
predominantly Catholic civil rights campaigns was a reflection of traditional aggressive 
nationalism (1991: 17). What is clear is that events throughout the province in 1969 - 
murder, sectarian rioting, property damage, direct intimidation of minorities - created a 
situation were society in general faced huge instability resulting in `nothing less than the 
political fracturing of Northern Ireland' (Fraser, 2000: 47). Indeed, one could also question 
the end date that many commentators state for the conflict of 1998. For although the 
paramilitary organisations are largely defunct - if one ignores the extremist activities of the 
Real IRA and the Ulster Freedom Fighters having only stood down their military wing in 
November 2007 - the segregation of society that accelerated during the course of the 
Troubles is still an ongoing feature. 
The duration of such a lengthy conflict saw the creation, extension, break-up and 
collaboration of paramilitary organisations that facilitated young men, in particular, to 
actively `defend' their communities. Although, it should be noted that, specifically relating to 
Republicans, female political prisoners held at Armagh prison rose from two in 1971 to more 
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than 100 between 1972 and 1976 (Murray, 1998: 10). It is unclear how many men and 
women were officially involved in paramilitary organisations but the level of sustained 
activity throughout the course of the Troubles indicates widespread acceptance, compliance 
and even action at a societal level. The numbers imprisoned could only be a percentage of 
those actually involved in paramilitary activities but for a population as small, and previously 
law-abiding, as Northern Ireland they are substantial. Louise Purbrick estimates that over the 
course of the Troubles 25,000 people were imprisoned, with 10,000 of those spending at least 
part of their sentence in Long Kesh/Maze (2004: 91). For a province that had previously held 
727 people in jail immediately prior to the Troubles in 1968, this is a dramatic increase and 
must have had a huge impact on society in general (Feldman, 1991: 148). More importantly, 
it is estimated that over 3,600 people died as a direct result of the conflict, predominantly in 
Northern Ireland but also in the Republic of Ireland, the UK and Europe (McKitterick et al, 
1999). Therefore, to understand the Troubles, one must examine Long Kesh/Maze, for as 
Louise Purbrick has stated, `The architecture of the Maze contains a history of the conflict' 
(2004: 92). Before a more detailed study of the mechanisms and interconnections of the site 
and wider society are explored in later chapters, a brief outline of the development of the site 
will follow. 
Z4 The Site 
Before exploring the development of the site, one must first consider the name and its 
significance. The divide in usage between Long Kesh and Maze is complicated and is not 
completely based along sectarian divides. Both Protestants and Catholics alternate between 
usage of the two names and their choice can be more social and relational rather than 
religious or political. However, ultimately the origins of the multiple names are a result of 
two different manifestations of prison structures located on the one site. Undoubtedly, the 
development of the site has been quite a convoluted process and as such it shall be discussed 
in recognition of these realities: the pre-prison site (up to 1970), Long Kesh Internment 
Camp (1970-1982), HMP, the Maze (1975-2000) and the post conflict site (1998- present). 
Lastly, this chapter will conclude with a brief study of the wider settings of the site, 
geographically, socially, politically and culturally. 
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2.4.1 Name 
As previously discussed in chapter one, the site has two names that are often used to 
convey subtle differences in meaning. `Long Kesh' and `Maze' are variations taken from the 
first official name of the prison site, Long Kesh Internment Camp, including Long Kesh, the 
Kesh, Ceis Fada, and the Compounds and from the renamed HMP, the Maze, including the 
Maze, the Blocks, and Maze Cellular. What is unusual about the terminology is that this 
division does not follow the usual sectarian divide quite as readily as place names such as 
Derry/Londondery. There is a political connotation in some usage, for the name `Long 
Kesh' is used not only by Republican prisoners and their communities but also by Loyalist 
prisoners and to a lesser extent their immediate communities who consider their crimes as 
solely political. In this way the name defies any definitive sectarian division and if anything 
reflects social divisions with the vast majority of prisoners, and therefore their communities, 
being working class in origin. Therefore, whilst the name `the Maze' is undoubtedly used by 
middle class unionist politicians, it is not uncommon to find more moderate Nationalist 
politicians and their constituents, who would have little connection to the prison, use this 
term. Furthermore, the usage of a particular name of the site can be non-political, as often 
people unconnected to the prison site (and therefore without the sensitivities associated with 
imprisonment) will simply call it `the Maze', without any intention to offend or defend. 
Undoubtedly, the continued usage of the name Long Kesh by ex-prisoners and their 
families/communities is connected to its association with political status, which the prisoners 
of all sides did not willingly give up. With time this name also became synonymous with the 
injustice of long-term internment and international concerns with the illegitimate nature of 
the mainly interned prison population. Whilst the new H Blocks were built to allow the 
ending of political status for paramilitary prisoners, this name was officially used to cover the 
entire site, and with that the imposition of this new name was seen by both sides as part of 
the process of criminalisation (Stevenson, 1996: 38). To this extent the prisoners would not 
acquiesce in any attempts, no matter how slight they may seem to those unconnected, to 
reduce them to the status of `ODC' (ordinary decent criminal). Therefore, the choice of name 
for the site has been an ongoing political and social issue since the change of name occurred 
in the early 1970s and the sensitivities of the name remain current, as can be seen in the use 
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of the term `Maze/Long Kesh' in recent official proposals for the future of the site. (MCP, 
2005 & 2006) 
2.4.2 Location 
The Long Kesh/Maze prison site is located approximately 12 miles south west of 
Belfast in a green belt area outside the city of Lisburn in the townland of Maze (see Map 1). 
The prison site is approximately 270 acres in area but the Maze Regeneration Site also 
encompasses the land of the adjoining army base, which gives the site a total area of 360 
acres (Figure 2.1). Although the prison and the army base were neighbours they were two 
separate entities with official interaction between the two sites occurring when the troops 
where brought in to conduct searches and when - depending on your source - civil unrest was 
too extensive to control or the prison officers wanted to unnecessarily brutalise the prisoners. 
However, it is clear that the prisoners were constantly aware of the presence, and latent 
threat, of the army base and therefore subtle interactions between the two sites were constant 
and ongoing (Meehan, 2006). The immediate context of the Maze Regeneration Site is 
unusual in that although it is located in an underdeveloped green belt area it lies alongside a 
major arterial road, the M1, which links Belfast to the west of the province and south to 
Dublin: both public and private. 
The location of Long Kesh/Maze is poignant in that it reflects an interesting 
conundrum of being both self-contained and isolated whilst simultaneously being highly 
visible as a physical entity to the general public. Although the site closed in 2000, it 
continues to be a high security zone and therefore there is little interaction between the 
general public and the surviving elements of the site. Despite this the public interact with the 
site as a highly visible imagined landscape that has been prominent in painting, poetry, prose 
and wall murals throughout Northern Ireland. The importance that such a location has on the 
site, and the usage of the site for both practical and propaganda purposes in particular, shall 
be explored in greater detail in chapter six of this thesis. However, the previous use of this 
site, and how this has impacted on the development of the site, will be considered at this 
point. 
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2.4.3 The pre-prison site, World War II - 1970 
The site at Long Kesh/Maze did not begin to be utilised as an historical site until the 
American Air force located a base at this locale during World War II. It was then abandoned 
again shortly after peace was declared in 1945 and the military infrastructure was neither 
reused nor disposed of from this period. Many of the associated remains from the short 
period of occupation, such as hangars, Nissen huts and runways, continued to stand in situ 
and evidently remained in a relatively good state as many of the existing Nissen huts were 
later reutilised and replicated to form part of the Long Kesh Internment Camp. Indeed, many 
of these initial remains continue to have a role in the later use of the site as the hangars are 
still used to store defunct prison-issue artefacts. The site was one of many in that locality that 
had been utilised as an Airforce base and then later converted to a prison. As the site of 
Maghaberry prison, which currently houses the majority of Northern Ireland's prison 
population and has existed concurrent with Long Kesh/Maze since the 1980s, is a further 
example of a World War II airfield that is now a prison site. As a current prison facility the 
Northern Ireland Prison Service have provided a detailed account of the history of the site of 
Maghaberry that, up to the 1970s, would have had a similar development to Long 
Kesh/Maze. 
HMEP Maghaberry was built on the site of a Second World War airfield which was used as a 
transit base for the United States Army Air Force. At the end of the war, the base was run 
down and various government agencies used parts of the old airfield until the Northern 
Ireland Office purchased the ground in 1974 and began work on the prison in 1976. (NIPS 
website, accessed August 2006) 
The site of Long Kesh/Maze was not initially considered as a holding centre for 
prisoners at the beginning of widespread civil unrest in the late 1960s. This necessity only 
became apparent after the introduction of internment in August 1971, when 342 male 
members of the Nationalist community were lifted and held without trial on the first night of 
implementation alone. As the prison population continued to grow without an associated 
growth of institutional infrastructure, many of the prisoners were transferred from either 
Crumlin Road Gaol (the gaol that was connected to the main criminal court, Crumlin Road 
Courthouse) or the prison ship Maidstone. Both Crumlin Road Gaol and the Maidstone had 
problems with overcrowding that were exacerbated through internment and the Maidstone 
had the added problem of having been criticised as holding internees in inhumane conditions 
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and being unsuitable to hold prisoners (seven of which did eventually escape in January 1972 
by removing a porthole). 
The site of Long Kesh/Maze had an uneventful history between its abandonment as 
an Air Force site until its adaptation to hold internees in 1971. After being used for a military 
purpose for a number of years during World War II, it had passed from the ownership of a 
number of governmental organisations but was not fully utilised for any official purpose after 
this period. Long Kesh/Maze is a unique prison site in Northern Ireland for despite having a 
similar history to other prison sites, such as Maghaberry, this shared history diverged at the 
introduction of internment when existing buildings were reutilisation without consideration 
of their appropriateness. It is poignant that ex-military sites were chosen for this usage as the 
existing infrastructure helps to explain why prisoners began to quickly visualise themselves 
as prisoners of war and allowed this self-identification to flourish amongst the wider society. 
2.4.4 Long Kesh Interment Camp, 1970 - c. 1987 
The creation of Long Kesh Internment Camp was as a direct result of internment, 
which caused gross overcrowding throughout the prison infrastructure. The government 
initially utilised the Nissen huts of the Air Force base and the site developed further using the 
same pattern as numbers increased. Nissen huts were placed in Compounds, known as 
`Cages', which measured 70 yards x 30 yards and held four Nissen huts measured 120feet x 
24feet. Each hut initially slept up to 40 men, open plan, in two-tier bunk beds, internal 
divisions were later added (Purbrick, 2004: 95). Nissen huts were arranged three in a row for 
accommodation and one subdivided Nissen hut in front, part of which was utilised for the 
Cage's ablutions and the other side used for recreation purpose (Figure 2.2). The recreational 
Nissen but was usually an educational resource and/or a gym facility and many prisoners also 
kept fit by running circuits around the perimeter of the Cage. The stereotype image exists of 
the Republican prisoners using this extra area as a library whereas the Loyalist prisoners used 
it as a gym, however there were often elements of both educational and recreational usage 
found in these sections that cut across supposed paramilitary preferences. Cages were 
segregated depending on the paramilitary group that the prisoner self-identified with and the 
prison officers had little control over what happened behind the wire fences. This is 
evidenced by the fact that many Republican Cages chose to have a gaeltacht (Irish speaking) 
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Nissen hut to further educate themselves in the Irish language, culture and politics. Many 
learnt, and even perpetrated the evolution of, the Irish language and it had the added 
subversive use of the prisoners being able to conduct conversations in front of prison officers 
without the subject matter being divulged. 
Initially the Cages had no internal divisions and the prisoners lived communally with 
army-like discipline and order maintained by the specifically chosen or elected, depending on 
the organisation, Officer Commanding ('OC'). They saw themselves fundamentally as 
prisoners of war, and were largely treated as such by the prison officers (Clarke, 1987: 54). 
Internal divisions were later put in place but there was little control of the Cages by prison 
officers and the relationship of the staff and prisoners had to be of a much more reciprocal 
nature than would be acceptable for most prison regimes. There was also much more 
interaction between the different paramilitary organisations as the need to smuggle 
communications and contraband to other Cages necessitated co-operation (McEvoy, 1996: 
121). 
During this initial period of occupation as a prison, the prisoners utilised the physical 
constraints of their surroundings as effectively as possible. As they were held in thinly 
constructed Nissen huts with shallow foundations, with only tiles covering the thin layer of 
concrete, attempts to construct tunnels were a constant feature. As I was told by a former 
imnate at the site, 
You see the escape attempts, there was that many tunnels built in these grounds, in these 
Compounds that even prison officers fell through them as they were walking around on patrol 
... 
See if you walk around Cage Four there must be about 20 tunnels. (Meehan, 2006) 
As well as allowing a potential way to escape the attempts to burrow out of the Nissen huts 
created a communal activity that not only gave the prisoners a focus to their day but also 
further enhanced a group bond. This imperative to escape was a major feature of life in the 
Nissen huts and indicates how the prisoners were able to negotiate their surroundings in a 
way that they could not continue once they were moved into the very different surroundings 
of the H Blocks. 
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Although the site until recently remained in situ there were problems with 
preservation, with a large number of the Nissen huts being in a poor condition (by Autumn 
2007 they had all been demolished, with the exception of those that were specifically 
reserved for retention). The variation of survival differed considerably with many of the 
Nissen huts in the Cages of the Long Kesh Internment Camp evidenced solely as foundations 
whilst other sections were fully functional. As the Nissen huts were constructed of concrete 
foundations with sheet metal shells, which were abandoned to the elements once they were 
eventually stripped of their prisoners (this process was ongoing from c. 1974 to c. 1987), the 
site is dotted with badly dilapidated Nissen huts, concrete foundations, haphazard sheet metal 
remains interspersed with relatively complete Nissen huts across the landscape. 
The difference of survival is probably best understood due to the extended period of 
abandonment, for not all the Nissen huts fell into disuse at the same time. Although the H 
Blocks were built and operational from 1975, any prisoner remanded or sentenced prior to 
the date of implementation - March 1976 - had the right to complete their sentence in the 
Nissen huts. Although there were major concessions to those who transferred over, including 
remittance of some of their sentence, many stayed until there numbers dwindled to the extent 
it was not possible to maintain the site as a working prison. In 1987 the site was finally 
closed and the last prisoners were released or transferred. The best surviving elements of this 
site were those that were maintained and utilised until the final closure. The worst survival of 
remains relates to those areas of forced abandonment, particularly the existing remnants of 
the burning of the Camp in 1974, in the most disruptive, single event in an ongoing campaign 
of burning, rioting and escaping at the site (an event that will be examined in some detail in 
chapter three). Although there were constant alterations between prisoners and prison officers 
the most explosive occurrence was in October 1974 when battles between the two sides 
lasted days and the site was almost destroyed. Gerry Adams speaks of the devastation, in his 
biography of his time in the Cages through the diary of an internee: 
It's now really the 19th October and I'm writing this in a little makeshift shelter of blackened, 
sooty, corrugated tin. The huts in our cage are no more. They disappeared in what has come 
to be the most unusual and dramatic days of my young life ... It was 
impossible to describe 
the scene. The whole night and the skyscape was blazing. Every so often a watchtower would 
topple over and collapse in a great fanfare of sparks and flames... A dawn slowly eased itself 
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awake ... 
Everything around us was in shades of grey: grey wire, ash-grey smouldering 
debris, soot-blackened timber, charred wooden beams, tar-black tarmac, grey clouded sky, 
and hundreds of grey-faced men sitting and squatting amongst it all. (Adams, 1991: 41-42) 
Therefore, the remains of this period of occupation are important for the role that they 
played in the development of the resistance of the prisoners to the regime and their 
negotiations with the site in general. Of particular interest are the physical remains of the 
protests against internment, most prominent in the burning of the entire camp in 1974, the 
consequences of which are still apparent. There are also visible remnants of escape attempts, 
especially apparent in the many tunnels under the site. Therefore, the investigation of how 
the site was negotiated must consider the changes made within the living accommodations 
and broaden to these more prominent destructions of the site. The name of the site was 
officially changed to `HMP, the Maze' in 1972 as convicted prisoners were moved to the 
prison, although this name change is now associated with the building of the new phase of 
the prison, the H Blocks, which began in 1975. It must be remembered that both elements of 
the site ran concurrently from for over a decade and it is to this new construction that we 
must now turn. 
2.4.5 HMP, the Maze, 1975 - 2000 
Probably the most instantly recognisable element of the Long Kesh/Maze prison site 
are the famous H Blocks of the Maze, which were built after the Gardiner Report (1975) 
recommended the criminalisation of the paramilitary prison population and decided that a 
new structure was needed to implement a new regime (see Figure 2.3). For the prisoners to 
be treated as ordinary, criminal prisoners there was a need for accommodation that allowed 
the prison officers 24 hour surveillance and the ability to isolate and control any element of 
the prison population as and when it was deemed necessary. After the extensive rioting and 
burning of the site in 1974 the prison authorities realised that the ability to control the prison 
population more effectively than the current site would allow was a necessity. Therefore, the 
H Block plans were considered a suitable answer to the discipline problems of the 
Compounds. Typical to the mystery that surrounds the site, there are mixed origin stories 
regarding why the H Block design was chosen. These range from being Department of 
Environment (DoE) plans to pre-existing the report as a provisional plan for an English jail 
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that was never built, however during oral testimony an ex-Governor stated that they were 
definitely Department of the Environment plans (McLaughlan, 2007). In total eight H Blocks 
were built between 1975 and 1978 in three phases and they started housing prisoners as soon 
as they were upright prior to officially opening in 1976. The H Blocks were swiftly 
constructed by British Army Engineers using prefabricated elements and therefore they were 
able to build a prison twice the normal size in a fraction of the usual time (Purbrick, 2004: 
99). Although these concrete structures housed prisoners on two adjoined wings that lay 
parallel with a central corridor in between, they were intended for integrating Loyalist and 
Republican paramilitaries rather than allowing segregation as before in the Cages. 
This element of the site was known officially as the Maze Cellular due to the 
construction of individual cells. Each wing within aH Block was a contained unit. The 
parallel wings were mirror images both externally and internally. As one moved from the 
prison officer controlled areas at the centre, called `the circle' (despite being rectangular in 
shape) this was the only point of access to the H Block. One then moves through the security 
gates (which were added to as need dictated), to the wings were the cells were all organised 
in identical arrangement. As one walks down the long, narrow corridors the recreation 
facilities are located in the upper rooms, as are isolation cells and ablutions, which are 
located close to the central administration area. Therefore, from the top end, one side of the 
corridor contains a kitchen/dining area, often with a snooker table (Figure 2.4), which began 
to appear due to a prisoner campaign for better conditions in the late 1980s. Across the 
corridor lay a recreation room, most frequently used as a library or gym (or both). There are 
still mini-gyms remaining in situ (Figure 2.5), and lastly there are `twenty-five centrally 
heated eight-by-twelve foot cells' (McEvoy 2006: 138). The rows of individual cells are now 
empty of personal effects, which are identical apart from the pattern on their curtains. So 
repetitive is this living arrangement that it prompted photographer Donovan Wylie to 
photograph this repetition `to understand the psychology of the architecture and its ability to 
disorient and diminish' (2004: inside jacket). Although many rooms still contain a bed and 
curtains, the intervening period between each research trip has seen numerous changes in this 
arrangement as artefacts are moved and the cells are largely stripped of other adornment. At 
the far end of the corridor is the security gate to allow prisoners access to the exercise yard. 
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Access was initially to be controlled rather than unlimited, although at a later time this access 
was also of a more free nature (Adams, 2006). 
The H Blocks were fully utilised until the closure of the Long Kesh/Maze site in 
September 2000. Changes to the original design are apparent in the blocking of some 
windows and doors and the introduction of more extensive security measures. Such changes 
can be seen as being the result of deficiencies in the original plans that only became apparent 
once the prison was in use and others because the prisoners began to interact with the 
buildings and artefacts in unforeseen ways. In particular, Gerry Kelly, when being 
interviewed on site by Cahal McLaughlin about his role in the mass escape from aH Block 
in 1984 - as part of an ongoing oral history project at University of Ulster, Coleraine - found 
it difficult to show how they masterminded their escape as there were more security gates 
between the central corridor and the wings than in 1984. This perhaps indicates that there had 
been an official reaction to the ease with which the prisoners could overpower the authorities 
in control of the H Block. 
One of the most noticeable differences in the experience of Cages and the experience 
of the Blocks is that of senses. The Cages were visually engaged with their surroundings, as 
prisoners could see much around them, through the prison precinct and out to the 
surrounding landscape: 
Cage upon cage stretches away in every direction. Black tarred roofs and grey metallic ones; 
black roofs where new cages have replaced those burnt out and grey ones where work has yet 
to begin. Away to my right the motorway shimmers in the bright sunshine and behind it green 
fields climb backwards to meet the horizon ... 
(Adams, 1990: 105) 
In comparison, the H Blocks are almost claustrophobic in their curtailing of the senses. The 
only vision is that of close, continual grey walls and the sky above. Prisoners have little, if 
anything, to see from their cell windows or from their exercise yard, their environment is 
closing in upon them. A noted example of this was the use of Perspex in the cell windows of 










you couldn't see out and it was very claustrophobic. They put perspex on the windows so you 
could see very little light coming into the cell ... 
It was done because the blanketmen were 
putting excrement on the walls and the smell was really bad so they smashed the windows 
and let air come in and the prison authorities reacted by going and putting perspex screens on 
the inside of the blocks. (Meehan, 2006) 
The lack of colour is particularly noticeable; the red-brown of the Nissen huts with the 
surrounding grey and green is visually stimulating in comparison to the omnipresent grey of 
the H Blocks. Interactions between the H Blocks and the Nissen huts was also limited, with 
prisoners talking of only seeing their counterparts at centralised sites that were used by all 
elements of the prison, such as the prison hospital and chapel (Adams, 2006). 
The use of concrete in building the H Blocks does not mean that their survival is 
always greater than that of the more temporary Nissen huts. With the exception of H6, which 
has been mothballed whilst an investigation into the murder of LVF leader Billy Wright by 
INLA prisoners in 1997 is ongoing, these buildings have also largely been left to the 
elements. On tours of the prison (in February 2005, January 2006 and October 2007), it was 
apparent that they are no longer heated, they suffer from the impact of the high water table 
seeping up onto much of the floor spaces and the external doors and windows are left ajar. 
On every subsequent visit to the site the impact of the lack of maintenance was noticeably 
more apparent with paint peeling off walls and roofs and the buildings evidently in poor 
repair. The infiltration of water onto the corridors also appeared to be getting worse with the 
flooding more noticeable and this impact on the surrounding walls more apparent. Whilst not 
falling down, they are in a poor preservation state (Figure 2.6). On the last visit to the site in 
October 2007 this state of repair had deteriorated further, with some areas covered with 
peeled wall, the buildings infiltrated by the elements and broken windows and doors evident. 
Furthermore, many of the prison-issue artefacts that originally furnished the prison have been 
removed to be stored in the on-site hangars that were once used to house the aircrafts or have 
been moved around the H Blocks. Whilst some artefacts have been returned to the buildings, 
and some were retained in the original situation since the closure period, their movement and 
haphazard presentation impacts on the authenticity and integrity of the site 
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After examining the site it is clear that the physical remains of the two elements of the 
prison had continued to lie relatively untouched until demolition began in late 2006. 
Although the structures differ in their survival rate there are abundant remains that enable 
reconstructions of how the prison was negotiated by its inhabitants. The complications of 
understanding the site, including the period when the two elements of the site were 
simultaneously functioning and the different reactions of the prisoners to their surroundings, 
needs to be explored and understood. These investigations should be continued to present 
day, as the site did not stop evolving as a place or remain in limbo once the peace process 
began in 1998. Therefore, this section will conclude by investigating how the remains of the 
site continue to evolve from this period. 
2.4.6 Post-conflict site, 1998- present day. 
Although it is often stated that the Troubles ended in 1998 with the signing of the 
Belfast (Good Friday) Agreement (Amstutz, 2005: 170; Fraser, 2000 etc) Any specific end 
dates must be in dispute, as it could be suggested that the increased appearance of peace 
walls between working class community in direct comparison to the reduction of other 
security infrastructure points to an ongoing conflict. However, there is no doubt that the 
Belfast Agreement was seen as a seminal event in the course of the Troubles. At the time 
there was an incredible optimism about the ability for the ceasefire to hold when others had 
not done so in recent years (including, most recently, in 1994). This optimism stemmed from 
all the major political parties in Northern Ireland having signed an agreement that accepted a 
need to look forward rather than to assign blame for perceived past wrongs (Amstutz, 2005: 
177) and this agreement had been ratified overwhelmingly by the two constituent parts of the 
island of Ireland by referenda. As part of this agreement, it had been conceded that the 
prisoners held in Northern Irish jails who were convicted of paramilitary crimes were to be 
released on license. 
The impact that this factor had on the prison infrastructure in the province was 
immense with the prison that held the majority of the paramilitary prisoners, Long 
Kesh/Maze, being left with a drastically reduced number of inmates. The prison eventually 
closed on 29 September 2000 when the last four prisoners were transferred to HMP 
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Maghaberry. However, the closure of the site did not impact on its prominence in the social, 
cultural and political life of Northern Ireland. The site retained prominence through its 
transferral to the Office of First Minister and Deputy First Minister (OFMDFM) in May 2002 
as part of a central government regeneration initiative. With this transferral, the future life of 
the site became increasingly prominent in Northern Ireland, as it was the newly installed 
local government that would ultimately decide how the site would be used. This interest 
heightened with the creation of the Maze Consultation Panel and its subsequent public 
consultations regarding how the site was to be used in the future, reaching a zenith with the 
publication of the Maze Consultation Panel proposal A new future for Maze/Long Kesh 
(2005). 
Despite the site no longer functioning as a prison, many physical interactions with the 
site still occur. The Maze Regeneration Unit was formed as part of OFMDFM's remit to 
facilitate visits to the site. Although the site is not open to the public, and the visitors to the 
site have to complete forms showing how they are assisting in the regeneration of the site, the 
unit has maintained ongoing visits throughout this period. However, the interactions with the 
site are curtailed by the majority of visitors being allowed access only to those parts of the 
site covered by the one hour long official tour. Perhaps not surprisingly this does not include 
some of the more controversial elements of the site, such as the punishment blocks. 
Republican ex-prisoner groups are some of the most common visitors to the site, who 
frequently attend Long Kesh/Maze to mark anniversaries or facilitate research. Indeed, whilst 
conducting oral testimonies with a small group of prisoners in 2006 mention was made of a 
recent religious ceremony that had been conducted in the prison hospital for the families of 
the dead Hunger Strikers of 1981. Therefore, the site continues to evolve and be interacted 
with since it was officially closed. 
Z5 The Landscape: boundedness and messiness 
Due to its connection with the Troubles, the site of the Long Kesh/Maze prison holds 
a huge fascination and significance for the people of Northern Ireland. As a holding centre 
for Republican and Loyalist prisoners it can be seen as cutting across the sectarian divide as 
over 10,000 men from both communities have passed through its gates since opening in 1971 
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until finally closing in 2000 (Purbrick, 2004: 91). Whilst the Troubles shaped the 
development of the Long Kesh/Maze prison site, the site conversely has had a major impact 
on political, social and cultural aspects of life in Northern Ireland. This ability for the site to 
impact on so many aspects of Northern Irish society means that we have to question the 
boundedness of the site and to accept the messiness involved in attempting to interpret and 
understand Long Kesh/Maze. 
Politically, it cannot be doubted that the concentration of prisoners within such an 
institution provided an impetus for the politicisation of previously solely military 
organisations. This is most prominent within the Republican movement, which became 
involved in organised politics with the election of Bobby Sands as MP for 
Fermanagh/ Tyrone whilst he was on Hunger Strike in 1981. This show of mass popular 
support was an obvious impetus to the policy of `ballot box and armalite', which has allowed 
Sinn Mn, the political wing of the IRA, to grow to be the second largest party in Northern 
Ireland, with a 23.5% share of the vote in the Assembly elections in 2007 
(http: //www. ark. ac. uk/elections/). Indeed, since the Belfast (Good Friday) Agreement of 
1998, Sinn Fein has grown in popularity in stark contrast to their military wing, the Irish 
Republican Army (IRA), who were officially `stood down' in August 2005 and also in 
comparison to the drop in support for the more mainstream nationalist SDLP party. Sinn 
Fein's continued connections to its core electorate can be seen in their insistence that a 
concession within the Belfast (Good Friday) Agreement in 1998 was the early release of all 
paramilitary prisoners (Fraser, 2000: 80). Furthermore, their involvement in the regeneration 
of the site has resulted in areas central to Republican identity, such as the prison hospital, are 
indefinitely retained. Many of the Loyalist paramilitary bodies also have their own political 
wings, with the Progressive Unionist Party being the most successful example. As the 
political wing of the now defunct UVF, the party was most successful when it was led by the 
highly popular David Ervine prior to his premature death in 2007. 
Socially, the Troubles have had a huge impact on Northern Ireland by increasing 
segregation of particularly working class communities. One need only look to the impact of 
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extensive rioting at the start of the Troubles, as it is estimated that in mid August 1969 alone 
1,505 Catholic families and 315 Protestant families were forced to move due to fear or direct 
intimidation (Fraser, 2000: 47). Peter Shirlow and Brendan Murtagh have shown that in 2001 
71 % of the Northern Ireland population lived in religiously segregated areas, with this figure 
rising to 98% in housing executive estates, a trend which appears to be increasing rather then 
decreasing (2006: 60). The urban landscapes of Northern Ireland were transformed due to the 
growth in military infrastructure in hostile and interface areas, with the swift construction of 
heavily defended watch towers, police stations, army barracks and other security-related 
structures. The physical transformation of these areas into effective war zones must have had 
a huge social impact on the people who lived in their shadows. Long Kesh/Maze is a 
particularly noticeable example of this phenomenon, with its placement on the edge of the 
M1 motorway, outside Lisburn, marking its significance within the state. Here, the human 
impact of the Long Kesh/Maze landscape is witnessed by the sheer numbers of people who 
were interned or imprisoned and the impact this had on their families and indeed 
communities. As Sinn Fein president, Gerry Adams mentions in the foreword to his 
autobiography: 
Almost twenty years have passed since Long Kesh was opened and through the years it has 
been a constant element in the lives of all the members of my family. On any one of the many 
days since then at least one of us has been in there ... 
Our female family members ... 
have 
spent almost twenty years visiting prisons. Yet for all that, ours is a perfectly normal family, 
and we are by no means unique. (Adams 1990: 11-12) 
There are also cultural dimensions to the impact of the prison on the wider landscapes 
of Northern Ireland. One example is the large number of cultural artefacts made by prisoners 
for use both inside and outside of the prison including wood carvings, leather work, painted 
handkerchiefs and paintings (Figures 2.7 - 2.8). Although the prison authorities would not 
allow any items with a representation of the prison to leave its confines, many of these items 
had Celtic, paramilitary or personal representations, and many contraband items were 
smuggled out. These artefacts are still displayed in many of the homes of relatives and 
friends of those who were detained in the Long Kesh/Maze and they shall be examined in 
some detail in chapter four. Outside the household environment, a number of more prominent 
cultural developments occurred as a result of the Hunger Strikes of 1980-81. One could look 
to the adoption of the wall mural painting tradition by Republicans as a means to provide 
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public, mass support for the Hunger Strikes. Indeed, Bobby Sands, the first hunger striker to 
die, is still a popular figure for many murals, especially on the occasion of important 
anniversaries, such as occurred in 2006. Therefore, the significance of the site can be seen in 
the ways that Long Kesh/Maze interacted, and had a reciprocal relationship with, the wider 
cultural landscapes of Northern Ireland. 
The acceptance of this lack of boundary to the site and the need to examine how the 
site was represented and the place it holds within the wider communities in Northern Ireland 
is a major part of this study. The representation of the site in wall murals that are prominent 
in working class areas of mainly urban areas shall be explored in chapter six. For the study of 
wall murals extends beyond the actual iconography and imagery utilised by the artists and 
can tell us much about the feelings and priorities of the communities in which they were 
located. Concerns such as location, longevity, size and treatment are as significant as the 
actual presentation of the image and as such can tell us much about the evolving relationship 
with the site (see McCormick & Jarman, 2005). This shall be compared and contrasted across 
Protestant and Catholic communities and conclusions about the Loyalist and Republican 
relationship and interactions with the site will be drawn with reference to these 
representations. 
Long Kesh/Maze cannot just be studied as an isolated site. The impact of this prison 
on the wider landscapes of Northern Ireland are just as important in constructing stories of 
the experience of this complex and remarkable site as the structures and artefacts that still 
remain, decaying, in situ. As such the use of a landscape approach to the study of the wider, 
immaterial confines of the sites and its influences are as important as the study of the actual, 
physical site. It is hoped by using this concept the wider significance of the site will be 
uncovered in this exploration as much as the recording of the different experiences of place. 
2.4 Conclusion 
To illuminate the context of Long Kesh/Maze is an important introductory element of 
this thesis as the development of the site and its integral position within the evolution of the 
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recent conflict in Northern Ireland are at times complex and need to be discussed before 
archaeological examination of the site is conducted. This chapter also acts as a conventional 
biography of the site that details the known development of elements of the prison, from its 
name, choice of location and evolution as a site. This chapter is fundamentally an official 
account of the site that details the erection of buildings whilst supplementing this information 
with some details of how the prisoners interacted with their surroundings. As such the 
following chapters will show how restricted this view of the site is, in that a detailed 
examination of the different levels of analysis of Long Kesh/Maze adds individual and 
unique elements of complexity to the stories of the experiences of the site. In this way the 
interactions of those most associated with the prison - the prisoners - are central to this thesis 
and thereby reveal many different stories in comparison to this general examination of place. 
The remaining chapters of the thesis also aim to question the bounded nature of presentations 
of Long Kesh/Maze and explore the wider landscapes of the site and how it is implicated in 
social, cultural and political narratives that are located beyond the physical confines of place. 
By researching this thesis the story of Long Kesh/Maze moves from an official account of 
place that is depersonalised and building-focused to a multi-perspective, people-centric 
exploration of the prison site. 
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Chapter 3: Documentary evidence 
3.1 Introduction 
It is natural that an archaeological study of Long Kesh/Maze prison site should be rooted 
in the physical remains of the site. However, before the focus of this thesis moves to the 
artefacts, standing buildings and landscapes connected to the site, covered in chapters four to six, 
this chapter will explore a more traditional means of studying prison sites and regimes: through 
documents. Studies in criminology, prison history and even architectural histories of prisons are 
traditionally rooted in the utilisation of the relevant documentary evidence (see Johnston, 2000; 
McEvoy, 2001 and 2006; Morris and Rothman, 1998). In fact, one can be more specific and say 
that much of their analysis and interpretation is very much guided by governmental and official 
documents related to the particular regime or site. Although many of these studies are historical 
in nature and the buildings, and alternative documentary evidence, may no longer be in 
existence, there are a number of difficulties associated with using solely official documentary 
evidence. The most obvious of these problems includes the creation of one-sided and self- 
conscious documents that provide inaccurate pictures of the prison regimes and how they were 
experienced in practice (Johnston 2000: 3). However, documents have a central place in 
historical studies, as much for the perceptions and representations that they present than any 
attempt to get at the reality of a situation (Evans, 2000: 71). 
Despite fears of creating inaccurate and skewed portraits of prison systems and 
conditions, it is wrong to treat official documentary evidence as an irrelevance even if the site is 
still standing and readily accessible to archaeological investigation. Instead, the archaeologist 
should treat the collated documentary evidence, not as a wholly separate source but as an 
archaeological resource. Questions of context, relationships, significance, preservation, location 
and survival, should be foremost considerations, treated with equal concern as is given to the 
contents of the text and indeed the other artefacts relating to the site. Of course, the uses of 
documentary evidence in historical archaeology have been a frequent subject of discussion since 
the advent of historical archaeology (see Hume 1969; Deetz 1996; Funari, Jones and Hall 1999; 
Tarlow and West 1999 and Tilley 1989). Whereas traditionally historical archaeology fulfilled 
the `handmaiden of history' role, i. e. only used to fill in the gaps left by historical sources, an 
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extreme reaction was for archaeologists to ignore the documentary evidence. However, 
increasingly in recent years the relationship between the text and the artefact has been the subject 
of much consideration and indeed problematization. 
Currently, there is an increasing move towards sophisticated uses of all relevant forms of 
evidence in tandem. I would highlight the work of Martin Hall on the historical Atlantic and his 
attempts to theorise the link between archaeological and documentary evidence as `a multi- 
stranded rope that links together a complex network of sources and connects the present with the 
past' (2000: 9). He states that whereas archaeological and documentary evidence are often used 
as mutually exclusive sources, usually with one deemed of primary importance and the other 
used merely to supplement, one should exploit rather than ignore the discrepancies between these 
forms of evidence. Indeed, whilst attempting to uncover experiences of those who were sidelined 
by the public and male transcripts of dominance in the historical Atlantic, Hall looked to the 
contradictions, ambiguities, flaws and inconsistencies in the archaeological and documentary 
evidence to illuminate their stories (2000: 32). For, as he later states, one cannot take the 
literature of the past at face value as the dominant narrative intends for the subaltern voices to 
become invisible, therefore one must examine the subtle contestations found in both 
archaeological evidence and documentation (2000: 102-103). Such postcolonial approaches, 
which are particularly influenced by Homi Bhabha's `third space' zone of ambivalence and 
anxiety (1994), have obvious relevance for this study. In particular, the apparently uneven power 
relations constituted in postcolonial studies mirror similar conditions to those between 
imprisoned and imprisoner, and it is through these contradictions, as well as the more 
straightforward analysis of material evidence, that the hidden experiences, stories, interactions 
and relationships will be uncovered and explored. 
This chapter aims to utilise the documentary evidence linked to Long Kesh/Maze prison 
site to not only explore the traditional means of accessing such a site, i. e. through the words of 
those who implemented the regime, but also by using sources from other perspectives as an 
initial means of uncovering contradictions and the unspoken realities of the site. Indeed, this 
study follows Richard Evans's call to allow a new reading of historical documents by detaching 
them from the discourse from which they belonged and juxtapose them with qualitatively 
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different others (2000: 71). To do this, the experience of Long Kesh/Maze will firstly be 
explored through examination of the official, governmental records connected to the site that are 
held by the Northern Ireland government at the Public Record Office of Northern Ireland 
(hereafter PRONI), Belfast, and by the UK Government at The National Archives (hereafter 
TNA), Kew. These records undermine, by the existence of their candid admissions of failures 
and inadequacies, what Martin Hall calls `public performances of power' of the respective 
governments (2000: 40) and thereby immediately reveal contradictions between the statement of 
power that is the prison building and the reality of control. I will utilise less obvious 
documentary sources, which are frequently ignored in penalogical studies, to uncover the often 
forgotten experiences of the site. This includes documentary evidence from the influential print 
media through examination of four newspapers' treatment of a specific event from the site and 
papers that originate from the prisoners, through communications that they were written within 
the prison and smuggled to relatives and friends outside. 
By using the documentary evidence of those who reported on the prison and those who 
resided in the prisons, and their very different agendas, I hope to move beyond official stories of 
how Long Kesh/Maze was supposed to be experienced and uncover the actualities of prison life 
through the multilayered, and often contradictory, evidence of existing documents. Such an 
approach will uncover hidden transcripts, provide multiple perspectives, and will illustrate that 
documentary evidence can move beyond the theoretics of a regime and highlight the experience 
of the site that may not be apparent in more traditional archaeological studies. 
3.2 Governmental sources 
Many studies of historical and contemporary prisons rely heavily on the primary 
documentation of the government that commissioned them. These records are incredibly 
important as they tend to discuss the origins, impetus and development of such sites, from the 
point of view of the initiators, through plans, reports, and correspondence. It would therefore 
seem a bonus that Long Kesh/Maze has two governments who were involved in the construction, 
development and daily running of the prison site: the Northern Ireland government, through both 
a devolved government (1921-1973) and under direct rule (1973-2000), and the British 
government. Both governmental organisations have their own aims, policies, and indeed paper 
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files, and those that are open to public inspection reflect the often different aims and purposes of 
the two governments. The dual governance of the site not only doubles the number of files to 
consult but could potentially hold interesting information about the relationships, co-ordination, 
competition and, indeed, tensions between the two governments. 
As Long Kesh/Maze has only been utilised as a prison since 1971 the 30 year rule 
effectively ensures that, at the time of writing this thesis, governmental files are only open to 
public consultation from 1971 until 1976. Therefore, only files relating to prisoner experiences 
of the Compounds, and the plans for the construction and early experiences of the H Blocks, are 
readily accessible. Furthermore, of those files that were created it is not a certainty that they have 
been retained or are now open to the public. At least until 2004, it was the policy of PRONI that 
government files were reviewed after closure at five and 20 year intervals and if selected for 
preservation were to be stored as closed documents until 30 years after the original closure of the 
file. Even after the introduction of the Freedom of Information Act (2004) files are only opened 
before this period if specifically requested, accessed and permitted. This body of files only 
includes those that are submitted for reviewing, therefore those that are still considered open, 
`Top Secret' or otherwise too sensitive for archival review are retained by the department. 
Despite PRONI having a policy of retaining any files relating to `the Troubles', there is still the 
potential that many files have been lost, substantially weeded or destroyed over the intervening 
years. 
Indeed, the files consulted in this section (see Appendix 2), may not even be a substantial 
part of the original archive that once emanated from the site. It is impossible to tell. If one 
considers the archaeological context of how and why these files have been maintained and have 
made the journey from originating department to a national archive (and it should be 
acknowledged that - at least in PRONI - only between 5-10% of files provided to the archivist 
for reviewing are preserved) then these files represent those considered most significant or 
interesting by the archivist but conversely they could be considered least contentious by the 
originating body. Indeed, any files that hold information considered `controversial' or 
oarnpromising `national security', which are rather ambiguous and self-serving concepts, are 
either closed, kept from the reviewing process or - if open to the public - subject to substantial 
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blanking. One would expect similar circumstances existing at TNA, which may be even more 
extreme considering the number of other departments and quantities of files for which they are 
held responsible. 
Therefore, if one takes into consideration that these files are unlikely to hold explosive or 
candid views, it is interesting the amount of information that can be gleaned from such 
seemingly unpromising sources. One need only look to the sheer number of file references to 
discover just how many governmental departments were involved in the administration of the 
prison from Northern Ireland: the Department for Home Affairs, Central Secretariat, the 
Northern Ireland Office (NI), the Department for Information Services, the Cabinet files and the 
Northern Ireland Office (GB), Ministry of Defence, Prime Minister's Office, Home Office, 
Central Office of Information and the War Office from Great Britain. The wide array of 
government departments involved in its administration indicates not only the significance of the 
site but suggests potential problems by the participation of so many interested parties. 
The files held by PRONI and TNA will be explored using a number of themes that 
reoccurred during the investigation of their contents. This includes exploring the interactions and 
experiences of the site, the varying degrees of agreement and hostility between numerous 
governmental agencies and approaches to exploit the propaganda potential of the site. Such 
themes have been chosen due to their prominence in the files but also as they are often themes 
that would remain unseen in more conventional site-based archaeological investigations of the 
site. 
3.2.1 Prisoners' Interactions and experiences of Long Kesh/Maze 
The ways in which the prisoners were able to interact with, negotiate and subvert the site 
are dealt with in two ways by the files held at PRONI and TNA: there exists a substantial amount 
of candid admissions of the prisoners' unconventional degree of control within the prison but 
this is minimal compared to widespread subtle inference about power relations at the site. 
Interestingly, the files consulted at TNA appear to be considerably more open about the 
prisoners' ability to negotiate the site than those held at PRONI. This can be seen in the number 
of notes that strongly state the innate problems of the Compound system and openly bemoan the 
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difficulties in trying to infiltrate the prisoner body and impact on their daily activities. One letter 
bluntly discusses the prisoners' considerable ability to gain and stockpile weaponry and escape 
materials: 
The lack of discipline and control have enabled the inmates to accumulate considerable quantities 
of weapons and escape materials; and some of the facilities provided for them could also be used 
in an escape. Their present bunk beds, dismantled, could make excellent ladders; their mattresses 
could be used to surmount barbed wire barriers; and sections of their Nissen huts could make 
useful shields. The inmates have a considerable number of tools provided for `recreational' 
activities, and they have enough time and facilities to plan and to prepare for elaborate escape 
routes. (CJ4/708, TNA, 1973) 
Whilst another letter, from a different file, catalogues the problems of infiltrating the prisoner 
body and enabling officers to gain information on their activities, an aim which is accomplished 
with ease in most conventional prison establishments: 
Very little information is obtained from the inmates, chiefly because of fear of possible reprisal, 
but also because conditions at the Maze make contact with individual detainees and prisoners 
difficult. (CJ4/724, TNA, 1973) 
The open discussion of the lack of real knowledge of prisoner activities, and indeed 
acceptance of the control that the paramilitary groups had within the prison, can be seen in many 
letters held within these files. Of particular interest is a letter from a Welfare Officer at Long 
Kesh/Maze, Judith Cook, to the external authorities in which she discusses changes within the 
prisoners' organisation: 
The new regime appeared to be much more liberal than the old one and if a detainee now wanted 
to apply for parole, approach the welfare staff or make efforts to be released, he would be allowed 
to do so - ie the decision would be left up to the individual rather than opposed by the camp 
leader. This may lead to more applications for parole and more detainees coming forward for 
reviews. It also, perhaps, argues some slight breakdown in morale in the Maze. (CJ4/708, TNA, 
1974) 
Such statements show that the lack of information about the prisoners' regime has necessitated a 
truly co-ordinated approach by all levels of staff within Long Kesh/Maze in information 
gathering. It also indicates the degree of inference that was necessary regarding the prisoners' 
morale due to the lack of real contact between staff and prisoners. Such sentiments can be seen in 
numerous communications, which often openly discuss the prison officers' desire to have as little 
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contact with prisoners as possible and indeed it is openly stated in correspondence in a file held 
at PRONI that the prison officers preferred the Army to conduct searches of Compounds to 
further limit this contact (NIO10/11/4, PRONI, 1974). 
The majority of files held at PRONI express similar ideas but they are often stated in a 
more ambiguous way: 
Since this new cell block accommodation [the H Blocks] provided opportunities for restoring a 
degree of normal prison discipline by dividing prisoners into controllable groups of 25, it could 
best be used for special category prisoners - preferably those in the younger age groups. 
(NIO14/6, PROM, 1974) 
Such a statement acknowledges that the current prison conditions are not, in fact, normal without 
adding any details, either because these irregularities are fundamentally common knowledge or 
the issue is considered taboo. Indeed, the preponderance of files and discussions relating to the 
difficulties of winning propaganda victories with the 'minority community' (CAB/4/1535, 
PRONI, 1970), ie Catholics, suggests the Northern Irish administrators, as those most directly 
involved with the implementation of government policies, are more concerned with the impact 
on public opinion than the more generic security concerns of the British files. It is noticeable that 
although the British files do go into some detail about the problems and difficulties with the site, 
they do not often dwell on its wider significance and impact on society at large. In stark contrast 
rather strong statements regarding the symbolic importance of Long Kesh/Maze and its 
connections with Northern Irish society are found in a number of files held at PRONI, including 
a linking of imprisonment figures with anarchy: 
The Northern Ireland prisoner rate per 100,000 of the population, which before the "troubles" 
was somewhat less than that in Great Britain, is now about 2.5 times the rate in Great Britain and 
a further rise in the prison population to anything like a figure of 5,600 would almost certainly be 
preceded by a complete breakdown in law and order. (NIO/14/6, PROM, 1973) 
Furthermore, these sensitivities towards public opinion are apparent in the 
correspondence amongst the Northern Ireland government whilst they were attempting to make 
decisions about potential divisive issues, e. g. dealing with internees or prosecuting attempted 
escapees. As well as demonstrating a desire to prevent a backlash against any decision or 
initiative relating to the prison from all sides these discussions often centre on the reactions of 
the Northern Irish public as much as the mechanisms of implementing the policy: 
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It may be helpful to let you know that Mr Allan's advice is that the Catholic community would be 
upset if the escapees are prosecuted. The Loyalists, on the other hand, have not shown a great 
deal of interest in this matter and are unlikely to protest if no prosecutions are brought. 
(NIO12/18, PROM, 1975) 
Both sets of files do emphasis the difficulties of working in such a prison due to the 
unorthodox nature of both the form of imprisonment and the nature of the prison populations. 
Again, a candid acceptance of the situation can be seen in that whilst the governments would not 
publicly admit the paramilitary prisoners were, in fact, political prisoners, the administrators 
show no such reticence: 
Detainees are, whether the Army approve or not, treated differently from convicted prisoners in 
many respects, eg parole and visits. They were never required to work or wear prison uniform, 
even before the creation of special category. In the present circumstances they are in a sense 
political prisoners on the basis that the length of their detention depends not on the order of a 
court but on the Secretary of State's assessment of the security situation. (MO/ 12/18, PROM, 
1974) 
This acceptance of the realities of the situation ensures that government dealings with the 
prisoners were not often as straightforward as they portrayed in public. Indeed, the many 
anecdotes in circulation, both in local communities and media outlets, about the poor treatment 
of detainees and internees whilst vehemently denied in public, often were privately accepted by 
the authorities as containing some truth (see DEFE70/2/3, TNA, 1972). 
Whilst attempting to uncover the relationship between the prison authorities and its 
inhabitants, the overriding impression left by these files is one of unease. This is evident in the 
constant attempts to second-guess how the prisoners and public would react to initiatives from 
the government and the questioning of the likelihood of negative media reporting that 
consistently appear throughout the files. The constant desire of the authorities to know and 
control all thoughts, actions and opinions connected to the site confirms Martin Hall's contention 
that such exaggerated responses reflects instability and fear of violence (2000: 137). The disquiet 
is confirmed by oral testimonies, in that one of the first comments Duncan McLaughlan, ex- 
Governor of Long Kesh/Maze, stated was that he remembered the authorities only ever reacting 
to real and perceived threats to the physical and moral integrity of the site rather than setting the 
agenda (McLaughlan, 2007). 
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Although the prison authorities concentrated much of their efforts on dealing with the 
actions and intentions of the imprisoned, the government files also point to a degree of unease 
between the numerous departments and agencies that had an interest in the site. Undoubtedly, the 
overriding perceived significance of Long Kesh/Maze, which can be seen in such statements as: 
`On the one hand it is possible to argue that in the wake of the shooting of the policeman we 
should show resolution. On the other hand the Province is in a delicate state and the last thing we 
want is violence in the Maze and perhaps outside. ' (NIO/12/18, PRONI, 1975) ensured a large 
number of government departments and agencies were involved in the workings of the site. The 
files at PRONI show that the Northern Ireland government was in no doubt as to the 
interconnections of the prison with the wider workings of society in Northern Ireland. With the 
site occupying such a central role in the governance of the province, one would expect that all 
the stake holders did not always have complimentary agendas. The government files often 
inadvertently reveal the working out of these relationships, and their repercussions, and they will 
be explored in the next section. 
3.2.2 Relationships between the governing bodies 
The sheer number of government departments who had an active interest in the running 
of Long Kesh/Maze, at least five departments with files held at TNA and four at PRONI (which 
excludes the Royal Ulster Constabulary, Northern Ireland Prison Service and British Army), 
gives some indication of the how important the site was considered during it years of use. 
Responsibility for the site ranged from the Northern Ireland Office - both Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland - to the Foreign Office, the Ministry of Defence, the Central Office of 
Information, the Cabinet (Northern Ireland) and the Central Secretariat. Such a wide variety of 
departments being involved in administration, deciding policy and shaping public perception of 
Long Kesh/Maze emphasizes its significance for both governments but also implies a potential 
for internal disputes and slowness to react to circumstances due to the extent of the bureaucracy. 
Indeed, problems with a lack of definitive leadership and operational inertia in reacting to 
changes can be seen throughout the files, with many guarded - and not so guarded - comments 
both between and within departments. Although there are a number of derogatory comments 
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sprinkled throughout the correspondence in the files that may suggest personality conflicts or 
difficulties between specific offices within departments, the most obvious problems centres on 
the relationships between the Northern Irish and the British departments. This can be seen in 
comments such as: 
Now of course the boot is on the other foot with the Northern Ireland Government harrying 
Defence instead of vice versa! (CJ 4/174, TNA, 1971); and 
Lord Gardiner added that the Committee had heard evidence that the Government was remote in 
comparison with the NI Government before Direct Rule. There was no resident Minister (as 
opposed to a duty Minister), and there was no figure such as the Governor who was always 
accessible (CENT/1/3/7, PROM, 1975). 
That the former letter was written whilst there was still a devolved government in Northern 
Ireland shows British dismay at the pace of the home administration whilst the latter comment, 
written under direct rule, shows Northern Irish discomfiture with the lack of local involvement. 
Both criticisms, although very different, are reasonable but contain similarities in their desire for 
power due to the very real difficulties of controlling a site with more than one government 
involved 
The politics involved in the relations between the competing hierarchies of departments 
governing the prison are almost palpable in both sets of files. There are clear indications that 
policy initiatives were not always openly shared with those involved at all times, with one letter 
suggesting that: `it is important at an early stage to take the Governor of the Prison into our 
confidence and I think the time has now arrived to tell him about this' (CJ4/l026, TNA, 1973). 
Such an admission indicates that it must have been common practice to not share information 
about possible new initiatives or policies until they had been thoroughly explored. One would 
suggest that this de facto way of working reflects difficult relationships between a number of 
departments that would obviously have had repercussions in the effective running of the site. 
Indeed, one could further suggest that the politics of governance had a negative impact on the 
site through comments in letters suggesting a difficult relationship between those who had the 
most direct input into the running of the site: the prison authorities and the British Army. 
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It is fair to say to find the proper compromise between the understandable anxiety of the Army to 
safeguard security at all costs and the need to handle prisoners and detainees by methods which 
will not breed resentment and violent behaviour. (CJ4/724, TNA, 1973); and 
The Army's insistence on frequent searches is all very well but they [the British Army] must be 
made to realise that if they are going to conduct searches in such a way as to provoke riot 
situations they will have to provide a better back-up force for dealing with riots than they so far 
have been able to offer. ' (NIO/10/11/4, PROM, 1974) 
Such statements indicate that it was known by both the British and Northern Irish authorities that 
there were grave differences in the priorities of the two main stakeholders who effectively ran 
the site. With the British Army more concerned with general security and the Prison Authorities 
with the peaceful running of the prison, this often led to disputes about the policies and 
enforcement in controlling the prisoners. Indeed, one file even openly complained about the 
unacceptability of the present situation regarding the possible prosecution of attempted escapees, 
with the Army and the prison authorities providing opposing views to the Crown Prosecutions 
(NIO12/18, PRONI, 1975). 
The complications of the number of stakeholders involved in the running of the prison 
can be seen with comments in files that correct erroneous statements about who had ultimate 
control of the site: 
"In Northern Ireland the RUC [Royal Ulster Constabulary] are responsible for control within the 
wire at the Long Kesh Internment Camp, but the Army are stationed outside the wire. " 
2. Our comments are as follows: - 
a. The Northern Ireland Prison Service - not the RUC - are responsible 
for the internal 
arrangements at Long Kesh. (04/ 174, TNA, 1971) 
One could suggest that if even the governments involved in the security of the site were confused 
as to who had ultimate authority in particular areas, then such uncertainty could be exploited by 
prisoners and others interacting with the site. 
Although many of the tensions between departments manifest themselves in the files 
through insinuations of difficulties rather than openly stating them, there are a number of 
examples that suggest real ruptures and frustrations with the running of the site that cannot be 
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kept hidden. One letter in particular warns of recriminations between departments about a 
fundamental point: where the responsibility for the design of the internment camp lies: 
My purpose in writing to you is to warn you of the situation and to warn you that there has 
already been a certain amount of back biting about whose error has given rise to the present 
unsatisfactory state of affairs. It is alleged that the Home Office were consulted about the design 
of the camp; but that Government Security Unit say that the Home Office were only asked to 
advise on the adequacy of the standard of accommodation, rather than the standard of security. 
You may wish to brief yourself on the extent of any Home Office responsibility. (CJ4/449, TNA, 
1971) 
The problems in managing the prison populations were evidently exacerbated by the politics, 
jealousies, secrecy and lack of co-operation between the numerous government stakeholders. 
These files highlight difficulties that would not be apparent in the archaeological remains of the 
site, they point to a lack of unity in policy making, an inability to react quickly to changing 
circumstances and both internal and external pressures that ensured that the departments turned 
on each other rather than worked together. Such information is incredibly valuable in 
understanding how the prisoners - as united bodies - were able to, ultimately, gain control in 
their power struggle with the prison authorities and they allow a more balanced view of the 
realities of how the authorities interacted with the site. 
3.2.3 Propaganda: the fight for hearts and minds 
Both the Northern Irish and British governments considered Long Kesh/Maze as highly 
significant due to its high-profile and the repercussions of events at the site on wider society. 
Indeed it could be said that Long Kesh/Maze was seen as a microcosm of society, with battles for 
supremacy and recognition between Catholics/Protestants, the authorities/the paramilitaries 
being played out on an elevated and highly public stage. It is not difficult to see how this 
realisation ensured that both sides attempted to cultivate specific images of the site that could be 
used for propaganda. The files on the use of Long Kesh/Maze for propaganda purposes take two 
main forms: reacting to specific events - most particularly the introduction of internment 
in 1971 
and the death of hunger strikers in 1981 - and of designing and implementing ongoing policies. 
Although the existence of these two themes suggests that the government was being both 
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reactionary and proactive in its uses of propaganda, evidence within the files highlights a 
different situation: that despite good intentions the government primarily reacts to circumstances. 
There are many frank admissions by the numerous government departments about the 
lack of success that the authorities were having in using Long Kesh/Maze as a propaganda tool. 
Many of the departments freely admit that the paramilitary organisations have utilised the site 
much more effectively in their propaganda campaigns in both their courting of local populations 
and the wider international audience: 
After the first week of my attachment, Mr Gilliland [Director of Northern Ireland Information 
Service] went to the United States where he was reported (in the Irish Times) as describing the 
Maze hunger strike as one of the greatest propaganda successes of all time, the most effective 
medium involved being television. (INF12/1400, TNA, 1981) 
Such statements suggest that the government accepted that they had much work to do to 
counteract the use that the Provisional IRA, in particular, had made of situations such as the 
hungers strikes of 1981. Indeed, not only was there mention of senior officials being sent to 
assess the damage done by such events in international public opinion (INF12/1400, TNA, 
1981), there was much discussion about the authorities lack of ability to counter existing 
paramilitary propaganda and also their need to set their own agendas rather than solely reacting 
to prisoners' leads. 
The discussions about how to implement a more proactive policy takes many forms, often 
decided on a case-by-case basis. In particular, there is much mention of the importance of the 
American audience, due to the vast sums of money raised by the Irish-American diaspora for the 
Provisional IRA in particular, and how to specifically target them in ways that they would, 
supposedly, understand and be sympathetic to, including: 
(c) Change of Tone: 
(i) Play more on Americans' respect for democracy and law and order and their anti-Communism. 
(An FCO paper will issue very shortly on IRA Involvement with international terrorist organisations 
and unfriendly governments). 
(ii) More emphasis on human interest stories and the victims of terrorism; be less `gentlemanly' in 
our publicity, but without departing from the truth? 
(iii) Show that we accept a united Ireland as a respectable political aspiration, if achieved 
democratically, more publicity for Anglo-Irish discussion, which made a great impression on US 
opinion. (INF12/1400, TNA, 1981) 
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This could be contrasted with the greater complications of utilising the site for propaganda uses 
with the Northern Irish public, where there exists greater understandings of the complications of 
the conflict, a longer history of interaction with the site and the difficulties of meeting the 
expectations of two very entrenched, and often opposing, points of view. Indeed, there is even a 
suggestion that there was too much courting of one sided public opinion in Northern Ireland: 
Mr White considers that concern for Protestant opinion in Northern Ireland should not be allowed 
to inhibit publicity for our policies in the USA to the extent that it does at present. (1NF12/1400, 
TNA, 1981) 
Such a statement, although rather ambiguous, does suggest that concern with maintaining the 
support of the majority Protestant community, which the security forces had traditionally 
maintained a good relationship with - especially in comparison with the Catholic community - 
has inhibited the courting of public opinion, and especially the large Irish diaspora to be found in 
the United States. Indeed, there are a number of similar comments found throughout these files 
that exhibit concern with how one community, usually in direct opposition to another, would 
react to a specific policy or action connected to the site. That the Northern Ireland government, 
in particular, puts so much stress on the public reactions to their initiatives at the prison indicates 
the insecurity of the regime in their concern with satisfying all sides and the difficulties involved 
in maintaining a balance. 
The hunger strikes of 1981 were probably the first occasion when Long Kesh/Maze 
became of truly international importance, and an overriding interest in how it could be used to 
further the governments' aims, both at home and overseas, can be seen in the files at this time. 
This can be contrasted with the governments' reactions to the national and international dislike 
of the introduction of internment in 1971, which was a highly controversial policy even within 
the respective administrations due to its dubious legality. The files held respectively at PRONI 
and TNA show marked contrasts in their strategies at these times. Although information on the 
use of propaganda associated with the hunger strikes is not freely available at PRONI, and it is 
not clear why a file from this date is accessible at TNA, there is clear evidence of different 
approaches to dealing with the presentation of the site to a wider audience. The TNA files show 
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that the British government dealt with the hunger strikes by courting the mass media, including 
releasing specially commissioned videos to the main British TV channels discussing the 
background of the prisoner and showing how the prisoners mistreated their surroundings 
(INF/6/2157, TNA, 1981). Such an approach shows an organised and open means of countering 
prisoner accusations of mistreatment and inhumane conditions. They also tried to forcefully 
counter hunger striker propaganda with such phrases as: `It is a sad reflection that the handful of 
unfortunate men now fasting inside the prison are of more propaganda value to the IRA dead, 
than alive' (INF6/2157, TNA, 1981). 
There are a substantial volume of files relating to the introduction of internment that are 
currently held at PRONI. This includes the cabinet minutes making mention of contention within 
the Cabinet at the introduction of such a measure: 
The Minister of Community Relations said his earlier reservations about the wisdom of 
internment were already known to the Cabinet; these had not diminished over the past week and 
he was now particularly worried about the one-sided nature of the operation and about the 
divisive effect it could have on political opinion in Britain. (CAB/4/1609, PROM, 1971) 
Such comments suggest a greater interest in the Northern Irish files with the local reactions to 
policies implemented at Long Kesh/Maze and how they would be viewed by the greater British 
public. There are also discussions in the Northern Irish files about tackling the negative 
perceptions of the site amongst the local populations as a first step to lessening support for 
paramilitaries, which are absent from the British government files of the 1980s: 
The major external factors affecting prisons and prisoner is without doubt the public's attitude to 
the penal system. The fact has to be recognised that there is wide support for the IRA, bom of the 
supposition that their activity protects the minority population. Rejection of their methods, and 
consequently less readiness to regard Republican detainees and even SC prisoner as prisoners of 
war can only come if the minority is able to believe that the normal authorities will protect them 
against aggression. The same is true, mutatis mutandis, on the Loyalist side. It is however to be 
hoped that continued publicity about the type of man who becomes an SC prisoner would have 
some effect. ' (CJ4/1026, TNA, 1973) 
This difference in emphasis between the 1970s and the 1980s reflects not only changing 
circumstances but also the role of the government in the situations in that internment was 
introduced by the government whereas they were reacting to the actions of the hunger strikes. 
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Alongside differences between the two governments in tackling public opinion within 
Northern Ireland, the files also show inconsistencies in how the governments dealt with similar 
situations at different times in relation to the prison. One file held at TNA discusses how the 
government wished to react to a small-scale hunger strike by two internees held in the 
Compounds in 1973. The approach is quite different to that of eight years later during mass 
hunger strikes, in that rather than be confrontational they decided that some form of concession 
must be made to ensure that the respective prisoners did not martyr themselves: 
The Provisional IRA had begun to build him [Farrell] up as a folk hero and eventually martyr and 
marches and demonstrations on his account had brought a danger that some of the support for the 
SDLP would slip back to the Provisionals. It had become clear to the Government by Wednesday, 
8 August, that some action would have to be taken that day to end the strike, although it could not 
have conceded to the prisoners' demands for special category status. (CJ4/456, TNA, 1973) 
That the governments chose to release the men early, rather than compete in a battle of wits as in 
1981, shows how policies change over a course of time and, indeed, how a physical change to 
prisoners' surroundings, in the building of a new form of prison, may have impacted on those 
policies. For such vastly different reactions hints at the extent that the new prison buildings were 
considered a manifestation of a new regime and the ability of the prison authorities to control the 
prison populace compared to their powerlessness in the Nissen huts of Maze Compound. One 
could suggest that the intransigence of the British government in their reactions to the latter 
hunger strike indicates a misplaced confidence in these new structures and their ability to control 
such a situation. Indeed, it appears that the British government underestimated the effectiveness 
of a politically-motivated and organised prisoner population and their actions displays a belief 
that their previous behaviour was as a result of their more open accommodation. Indeed, 
evidence from oral testimonies conducted with both ex-prisoners and an ex-Prison Governor 
suggest that all sides accepted that the prisoners were again effectively in control, despite this 
different manifestation of imprisonment, within a short number of years. As earlier references 
have shown, the governments' inability to counteract the prisoners' propaganda was a substantial 
factor in maintaining prisoner morale through local, national and international support for their 
claims that this thus allowed official control of the prison to be undermined. 
The files show a surprising lack of reticence within the government at using propaganda 
to manipulate the public perception of the site. There appears to be no debate about using Long 
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Kesh/Maze as a tool of governmental propaganda, but rather how, and the wording is very clear 
in this regard: 
it seems to me that the British information machine should be going all out for one objective or 
the other, and I would have thought that showing up the evils of terror tactics was probably more 
important now than the "normality" angle (INF 12/1400, TNA, 1981) 
However, a number of asides and off-hand comments recognise that the form and governance of 
the site has deeply impacted on both public perceptions of the site and the ability of the 
governments to counter these. 
The policy stems from the fact that the public - and therefore journalists - tend to think of prisons 
as "secretive" institutions and in such an atmosphere distortions from outside propagandists tend 
to flourish, especially where only slight information is given from official sources or when those 
same sources only confirm that an incident has taken place after it has first been revealed by some 
outside group. (CJ4/697,1NA, 1973) 
Throughout the files there is a fundamental acceptance of a necessity for the site to be 
used for propaganda purposes to counteract its current usages by paramilitary sources. To do so 
there is a realisation that a more effective exploitation of unexpected occurrences, rather than 
missing opportunities through slow reactions, and the need to be proactive - rather than simply 
reacting to paramilitary organisations - was necessary. There are comments of this vein in a 
number of the files: 
The last meeting took note of some of the effective stories which has been in the media about 
victims of PIRA, and the desirability of interesting foreign media in this. (INF 12/1400 TNA 
1981); and 
You will recall that some days ago there was a suggestion from both the Ministry of Home 
Affairs and the C/O of the Regiment responsible for Long Kesh that we did not sufficiently grasp 
initiatives in publicity. The view expressed was that we should take pre-emptive action in cases of 
trouble or complaints at the camp. (CJ4/697, TNA, 1972) 
Such comments occur in a number of files discussing the need to form proactive policies and to 
exploit situations effectively. However, the lack of coordination, and indeed mutual distrust, by 
different stakeholders - as shown above - as well as a need to verify potential stories ensured that 
the government often lost the initiative to be proactive. The number of comments that continue, 
through many years, to make similar suggestions indicate that the innate problems in using such 
a site for propaganda both proactively and reactionary, were never effectively tackled. 
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This analysis of the potentials and realities of the propaganda usage of the site is 
necessarily complicated due to the number of factors, changing circumstances and usages of the 
public image and perception of the site by different governmental and paramilitary bodies. That 
the governments were in an unenviable position of dealing with such a difficult site cannot be 
underestimated - indeed one correspondent writes of the joint burden of having to deal with `this 
dreaded place' (CJ4/697, TNA, 1974) - and there is an overwhelming feeling that in trying to 
counteract paramilitary propaganda they are destined to fail. The single-minded slickness of 
paramilitary usages of the site can only have made the multi-responsibilities of the governments 
to their electorate, the local communities, international organisations and audiences as well as to 
the prisoners all the more impossible to combine. One exasperated note sums up the 
impossibilities of the governments completing their many roles to the contentment of those 
connected to Long Kesh/Maze as well as trying to counteract propaganda: 
We cannot afford to lose prisoner places by dividing and re-dividing factional groups. We cannot 
afford to hold up the rebuilding of Maze. We cannot afford to stir up Loyalist feeling on an 
emotive issue at the present time. (MO/10/11/4, PROM, 1975) 
Indeed, after consultation with these files it is clear that the difficulties of controlling 
such a site are heightened by underlying mechanisms of governance, as highlighted in this study, 
which are not obviously apparent in the physical remains of the site. The deficiencies of the 
system were physically manifest in the sheer number of illegal artefacts and the manipulation of 
the buildings but it is only through oral testimonies and consultation of the government files that 
we can begin to reveal the intricacies of these impacts both many points of view. The number of 
roles and responsibilities that were associated with the governing of Long Kesh/Maze, combined 
with the innate difficulties of multi-agency involvement, and the problems of inbuilt 
governmental competition and jealousies reveal why the paramilitaries were able to so 
effectively gain control of their surroundings. Physical alterations to the site are signs of this lack 
of control and the documentary evidence that survives from the prisoners will add to this story. 
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3.3 Prisoner communications 
One of the means by which prisoners have inadvertently left a documentary trail from 
their time of incarceration is through the creation and dissemination of comms. 
('communications'). Comms. tend to take the form of scraps of paper that were filled with 
personal, propaganda and organisational information to be forwarded to fellow prisoners, both on 
the wing and around the prison, or to family, friends and to people of influence in their own 
communities, the media and political arenas outside the prison. Indeed, one interviewee, who had 
visited the Nissen huts of the internment camp in the early 1970s, stated that notes were often 
swiftly fumbled to unsuspecting visitors to be smuggled to specific individuals with little or no 
forewarning (Jones, 2007). Although the true number of comms. that were written and 
disseminated are unknown, they were all contraband and this illegality perhaps explains their 
popularity and the survival of such ephemeral artefacts twenty to thirty years after they were 
written. The prohibited nature of this form of communication also explains their most common 
form: using the raw materials of cigarette skins and toilet paper - `government property' 
watermarked throughout - with tiny handwriting to maximise the space available and minimise 
the size for smuggling. 
These small scraps reveal many unintentional truths: if they were written during 
particularly restrictive times the paper and handwriting is incredibly small, often utilising 
unintended sources of improvised pens and pencils scratching on cigarette and toilet paper. The 
raw materials tell of internal relationships within the prison: they reflect a grim reality of little 
access to writing materials and a penal system determined to prevent their creation and 
dissemination. Or conversely, they can suggest freer access to materials and little fear of 
interception, such as the long and copious notes intercepted from the Compounds. Furthermore, 
in times of greatest freedom there were few comms. at all, with the ability to forward information 
largely unrestricted. The quantities of comms. from specific periods reveal information about the 
regime within the prison and also about the importance of a specific event and the desire of the 
prisoners to publicise them. All this information can be gleaned before consideration focuses on 
the contents of the comms. 
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3.3.1 `Letters from Prisoners of War Armagh Prison and H Blocks' 
The collection in focus is held in an A4 file binder entitled: Letters from Prisoners of War 
Armagh Prison and HBlocks (see Appendix 3), which was collected, collated and continues to 
be held by the Director of the Falls Community Council, Falls Road, Belfast. This centre works 
as a community resource for the predominantly Catholic/Nationalist stronghold of the Falls Road 
and the Director had been a prisoner in Long Kesh/Maze, as a significant number of the area's 
inhabitants have also been. These comms. were originally forwarded to people within Lenadoon, 
a Catholic estate sprawling on the periphery of west Belfast, and were later collected and 
carefully placed in plastic pockets in an A4 file and now reside in the Director's office (Figure 
3.1). Within the file are 31 plastic pockets, which contain a variety of comms, many originals 
with some photocopies, placed from reverse to obverse, with six or seven comms placed together 
on each side. There are also a number of loose papers at the front of the file, including two 
colour copies of a digital photograph of a radio transmitter (supposedly the radio from which the 
prisoners heard of Bobby Sands election as MP for Fermanagh and South Tyrone on 9 April 
1981) and seven photocopies of black and white pencil drawings relating to life in the H Blocks. 
The images depicting scenes within the H Blocks, varying from presumed propaganda pieces, 
such as prison officer brutality (Figure 3.2), to everyday interactions with the site, such as an 
image of prisoners communicating `along the pipes' (Figure 3.3). Of the comms. held in the file 
the majority come from the H Blocks (there are only two that originate from outside the H 
Blocks, having been written in the women's prison at Armagh) and the vast majority date from 
the first and second hunger strikes of the winter of 1980 to the summer of 1981. 
The comms. are not placed in any thematic or chronological order, indeed one three page- 
long comm. is split between two plastic folders, and there appears to be no systematic 
arrangement of content. The only sense of hierarchy is that the first comm., a photocopy of a 
note written by Bobby Sands placed in the reverse side of the first plastic folder (Figure 3.4), was 
written by this seminal figure in the Republican movement, whose significance will be analysed 
in greater detail in later chapters. In fact, there are two comms. in this collection that were 
written by Bobby Sands, using his well-known pseudonym `Marcella', and these are quite 
different in content than the rest of the comms and will be discussed in more detail. This study 
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has been divided into two sections that reflect the thematic contents of the comets.: propaganda 
and personal. 
3.3.2 Prisoner communications: the role of propaganda 
The importance the prisoners placed on leaking their stories to an outside audience can be 
seen in that of the 45 comms. held in this collection, only two are not directly concerned with 
propagating the prisoners' stories outside the prison. The vast majority of comms. in this 
collection either directly address specific neighbourhoods or media outlets, in order to gain 
sympathy, empathy, understanding and, most importantly, active support for their cause. 
Although there are a variety of means of attempting to fulfil these aims - from militant language 
to more subtle tales of life inside - there are a number of consistent stylistic devices that can be 
seen in almost all the examples in the collection. 
A substantial number of the comms. are not only signed by specific prisoners, which one 
much assume is to provide authenticity to the public/media outlets who are to receive them, but 
they are often addressed to specific neighbourhoods, from `To the People of Lenadoon', `To the 
children and youth of Andersonstown' to `To the People of Dungloe Crescent'. Of those not 
addressed to specific communities almost the rest of the collection are addressed to newspapers 
or newsletters. In this regard, only one of these examples is addressed to a national newspaper, 
the British tabloid the Sun, with the rest addressed to local, often Republican voice-pieces, most 
popularly The Local Bulletin. Evidently, the prisoners were more concerned with courting a 
receptive audience than attempting to convert the public at large, with the content of the letters 
often asking for active rather than `fireside supporters' from areas that had a substantial number 
of protesting prisoners in Long Kesh/Maze (Folder 6 (obverse]). 
Furthermore, the subject matters of the comms. are very similar in that the majority are 
pleas for support for both the hunger strike of late 1980 and the more famous action of 
Spring/Summer 1981. Whilst there are vast differences in tone and approach to these calls to 
action they are all fundamentally concerned with motivating members of the public to take to the 
streets; attend meetings; be generally active in their support of the Hunger Strikers. Many end 
with motivational statements such as: `You are all aware of our intentions and I call on everyone 
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of you to once again rally behind us. ' (Comm. 4, Folder 2 [obverse]) and `to march is to support, 
to do nothing is condone' (Comm. 3, Folder 4 [obverse]). However, the tone and content of the 
comms. differ greatly, from many quite militant and unsubtle references to a history of `endless 
torture' and `ancient tyranny' (Comm 1. Folder 3 [obverse]) to more contemporary references to 
the death of a hungers striker as `Another murder for Maggie' (Comm. 6 Folder 4 [obverse]). 
Indeed, one writer even states in a postscript, `Martin, the end of this may be a bit to [sic] 
militant. If you want to omit anything or add, feel free to do so' (Comm. Folder 13 [obverse]). 
In contrast, there are a substantial number of more subtle approaches to prick consciences 
into active support for the hunger strikers. This includes evocative descriptions of life in the H 
Blocks, such as a comm. that eloquently describes the impact of imprisonment: 
I often think that one of the closest things to death is imprisonment. People will argue that jails 
are a necessary part of any society but I would say that those society who do provide so much 
prison accommodation must be confident of filling them and so have little or no intention of 
(reforming? ) themselves or whatever ills they have which created the law breakers. (Comm. 
Folder 27 [reverse]) 
Other topics covered include the contradictory feelings of vulnerability and elation of the visiting 
process, `Leaving my small cubed shape home wearing only a towel I walk up the small wing 
which houses 45 of my comrades' (Comm. 5 Page 2 [obverse]), and obituaries for recently 
deceased hunger strikers. These topics are not natural subjects for propaganda but the missives 
reveal that they are not merely information pieces but have a strong message of support for the 
ongoing protests and desire to motivate those members of the public who may be wavering in 
their support. Indeed, many obituaries that relate to Joe McDonnell discuss him in terms of his 
work for the Republican cause, `Just because Joe was now in jail didn't mean that the war was 
over for him. No! ' (Comm. 1, Folder 2 [obverse]), rather than in personal terms. 
The less personal and more official nature of such messages can be seen in the example 
of four comms. (Folders 22,23,24 and 28) that use exactly the same wording and only differ in 
whom they are addressed. Such comms. indicate the importance that is placed on ensuring the 
message is forwarded to as many potential areas of support as possible despite the loss of 
individuality. Indeed, there are a number of names who continually appear in these comms., 
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including `Micky Fluff (four comms. ), Pat Lavery (seven comms. ) and Martin Livingstone (five 
comms. ), who evidently were well-versed in the form of the rousing comm. As a means of mass- 
communication of political messages, one could suggest that these comms. have multiple usages. 
The sheer number of comms. from this period held in one collection alone points to their 
significance in actively gaining support for their cause, but also subverting the powerlessness of 
their situation. For the comm. writing appears to have been to the H Blocks what tunnel building 
fulfilled for the Nissen huts: a means of filling time that create feelings of contributing to the 
subversion of the system. 
3.3.3 Prisoner communications: the personal note. 
The comms. in this collection also fulfil a lesser role of smuggling personal messages to 
friends and family on the outside. Often these messages take the form of asides and PostScript to 
messages fundamentally concerned with spreading official messages, such as `PS Just like to say 
hello to Grannie G& Albert. Hope you are keeping well' (Comm. 3, Folder 2 [obverse]). Such 
examples indicate a level of ingenuity in combining a political message with their own personal 
concerns but reveal that the political message is paramount. However, there is also the possibility 
that the intended recipients of the comms. only donated them to this collection when they were 
political rather than personal in content and tone. For as with all historical documents one has to 
be very conscious of the significance of survival and how this can affect interpretation. 
It is often difficult to decide if a comm. has been written for a private and personal 
purpose or as a conversational approach to propaganda as there exists a small number of comms. 
that speak intimately of the daily grind of living in the H Blocks but end with pleas for public 
support that do not ring true of private correspondence. For instance, Gerard Fusco's comm. 
discusses the intricacies of going on a visit, `it's a strange but great feeling to be out in the open 
walking down the yard the silence is shattered by my friends giving me a send off by shouting 
and banging out the windows', which has a conversational tone until one reaches the fmal 
paragraph and a diatribe regarding how Bobby Sands can no longer enjoy this simple pleasure is 
unfurled (Comm. 5, Folder 2 [obverse]). A small number of the more sophisticated propaganda 
comms. are of this category, but it is usually the ending that reveals they are written to give the 
impression of intimacy whilst addressing a mass-audience. 
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The most personal comms. that exist in the collection are the two that were written by 
Bobby Sands. One is a personal note thanking a number of girls for all they were doing for the 
Republican cause (Figure 3.4) and another contains a poem that he had previously written that 
was to be used in publicity, but also contains personal content (Figure 3.5). It is ironic that it is 
the short notes of this most public Republican icon that are most intimate and personal of all the 
comms. in this collection in contrast to the political posturing that depersonalises a number of the 
more prolific writers. The first comm. written by Bobby Sands, which opens this collection, is a 
short note of little consequence, which probably would not have been retained were it not for the 
identity of the writer. The tone is both blase, with comments about hearing the girls were `three 
honeys', and serious, as the writer immediately undermines frivolous comments by adding the 
ridiculousness of thinking such things whilst being 33 days into his `HIS' ('hunger strike') 
(Pocket I [reverse]). Furthermore, there is a rather ambiguous phrase near the end, `I think duffle 
coats are bloody marvellous', which presumably refers to smuggling or concealing within the 
garment that is not fully stated in case the comm. is intercepted. 
The second comm. contains a poem written by Sands, for which he was famous even at 
this stage, which he had written previously. However, it is interesting that he preambles the 
comm. with reservations about which poem to include, stating: `Gerry, I am not sure just what to 
write for you but, for posterity, (and indeed something that is worth remembering in these 
barbaric circumstances) how about a verse from one of the poems that I once wrote' (Folder 26 
[reverse]). Such a note suggests that even at this stage, prior to embarking on the hunger strike, 
he knew of his ultimate fate and how important his role was in the propaganda war. 
The personal notes held within this file are limited in comparison to those used for 
propaganda means. Such an absence of intimate notes probably reflects the desire of the recipient 
to keep them as much as the desire to display those that hold political pronouncements. 
However, the short personal notes that appear on a number of these comms., as well as those 
relating to Bobby Sands, indicates the extent to which the prisoners could maintain 
communications external to the prison even during times of difficulty and duress. A number of 
the comms. state prisoners' feelings during the hunger strikes, with evocative statements such as, 
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`we wake up in our grim cells with a prayer and the hope that today will being news of an end. ' 
(Folder 29 [reverse]), and even though the aims of such missives may be to gain support they 
still contain raw emotion and indications of powerlessness. Such materials offer much more than 
mere means to access propaganda, they tell of men's flirtations, hopes, fears, condolences and 
bluffs. Alongside the messages the men wish to forward, the short asides reveal aspects of the 
personalities behind the rhetoric and their very existence becomes a means of overcoming a lack 
of power in their relationships with the prison regime. Each comm. that was written, concealed 
and smuggled out of the prison was a small subversion of, what must have seemed at the time of 
the hunger strikes, a highly repressive regime. 
3.4 Long KeshJMaze and its relationship with the media 
As the previous two sections have shown, the attempts to use the media in the fight for 
local, national and international support was viewed as imperative in not only competing over 
positive public reception to government and prisoner initiatives but also in counteracting 
negative propaganda from the other side. As Long Kesh/Maze became an ever more visible 
battleground between the authorities and the paramilitaries it was increasingly used by the media 
as shorthand for the situation in the wider Northern Irish society and this further increased the 
importance of the site. All sides realised the potential impact that their particular spin on the site, 
and events that occurred there, could have and increasingly sophisticated and formulated means 
of forwarding information to the media can be seen from the opening of the site in 1971 until 
international media interest reached its apex during the 1981 hunger strikes. 
This study into the relationship between the site and the media will focus on the treatment 
by a number of local and British newspapers of a specific incident in the history of the site. The 
analysis of newspapers has been chosen as the most effective means of uncovering the extent to 
which stories were current in the press in Northern Ireland and Great Britain over a course of 
weeks relating to civil unrest in Northern Ireland, for as Neville Douglas has stated, the media is 
more interested in burning buses than building bridges (1998: 171). Therefore, newspapers are 
being used to uncover local and national attitudes to the site and those incarcerated. Liz Curtis's 
book, Ireland: the Propaganda War: the British Media and the Battle for Hearts and Minds 
(1984) was written to highlight what she saw as ongoing flaws in the British media's treatment 
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of the Irish conflict, which will be explored in this investigation. She stated that the British 
media did not contextualise `the Troubles' for the British public nor report incidents in an 
unbiased way due to a number of factors, including their desire to avoid accusations of `helping 
the terrorists' (53), to show support for the Army and administration (69), to maintain their 
popularity by reinforcing existing public perceptions (93) and the desire of the national 
newspapers to follow government policy (136). 
There are a number of incidents that could be covered in this investigation and although 
the hunger strikes of 1981 are the most obvious due to their high-profile in the media - at least 23 
nations sent camera crews and over 400 reporters attended Bobby Sands funeral on 5 May 1981 
(Curtis 1984: 203) - this study will concentrate on an earlier incident. The desire to explore 
previous, less entrenched perceptions of the site - that, furthermore, have not been as thoroughly 
researched and analysed, as the hunger strikes (eg Sluka, 1992: 190-219; Mulcahy, 1995: 449- 
467) - are reflected in the choice of a significant, yet largely ignored, event that precipitated the 
creation of the H Blocks. The burning of the Compounds on the night of 15-16 October 1974 
was the culmination of a long-standing campaign by the prisoners of different statuses and 
paramilitary affiliations for better conditions. It was important not only due to the sheer scale of 
destruction, only three Compounds remained untouched by the end of the night, but also to 
shared elements of the protests. Although Loyalist prisoners did not partake in the destruction, 
they had publicly co-ordinating their protests previous to this incident. This phenomenon appears 
to have been particularly threatening to local politicians and the more extreme elements in 
Northern Ireland. 
The coverage of two Northern Irish newspapers and two British broadsheets will be used 
to explore these ideas. The quantity, contents and length of all articles, editorials and letters in 
these newspapers were examined from September to November 1974 to uncover the context of 
reporting and how this evolved throughout the course of this incident. The newspapers from 
Northern Ireland are: the Belfast Telegraph, which has consistently had the largest circulation in 
the province and portrays itself as non-sectarian and middle of the road despite displaying a 
unionist bias `by omission' (Rolston, 1991: 169) and the Belfast News-Letter, which is a 
predominantly unionist/loyalist newspaper that had a substantial circulation, particularly 
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amongst working-class Protestants, in the early 1970s (ibid: 159). The two British newspapers 
included in this study are both broadsheets with national coverage and substantial circulation 
figures, whose editorial line would be at different ends of the political spectrum: the Guardian, 
which would be considered the more left-wing mainstream broadsheet, and the Daily Telegraph, 
which traditionally has a right-wing, conservative editorial line. This investigation will explore 
how these respective newspapers covered the background to the burning of the Camp, the actual 
event and the repercussions/aftermath in order to reveal difference and similarities in 
interpretation, depth of coverage and editorial. 
3.4.1 Background to the burning of the Camp, September - October 1974 
Immediately preceding the burning of the prison site, the most noticeable difference 
between the British and Northern Irish newspapers is the quantity of articles that appear in the 
respective publications. Both the Daily Telegraph and the Guardian newspapers have a very 
small numbers of articles relating to Long Kesh/Maze in particular and Northern Ireland in 
general, and those that do appear are mainly short articles on the inside pages. Indeed, in the 
immediate period before the burning of the prison an imminent General Election in the UK is of 
paramount interest, and a substantial number of the few articles that do relate to Northern Ireland 
discuss the connection between the Northern Irish `Troubles' and their impact on the General 
Elections (eg `Poll Threat to Ulster Convention', the Daily Telegraph, 15 October 1974 and 
`Boycott Labour Call to Irish', the Guardian, 4 October 1974). 
Of the two British newspapers examined, there is slightly more contextual information on 
the protests at Long Kesh/Maze in the Guardian, where there are two short articles in the month 
of October (2 and 4 October 1974), whereas the disruption at the prison is not mentioned in the 
Daily Telegraph. However, the two articles that mention conditions in the Guardian are 
exceedingly short information pieces that give little indication of an editorial point of view. 
Although the statement, `visiting at the Maze prison was suspended yesterday after a further 
spate of incidents by prisoners and detainees. A Government spokesman said that inmates had 
damaged huts and furnishings. ' (the Guardian, 2 October 1974) suggests unintended bias in that 
the information reported solely comes from government sources. Whilst, Long Kesh/Maze is not 
mentioned in the Daily Telegraph specifically, a substantial number of the references to 
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Northern Ireland in general relate to IRA campaigns - and subsequent trials of suspects such as 
Judith Ward - in England (eg 14,15 [twice] October 1974). Therefore, immediately before the 
burning of the camp neither newspaper appears to be particularly interested in the conflict in 
Northern Ireland, and even less on the problems at Long Kesh/Maze prison, unless it impacts on 
the British mainland. 
In contrast, the Northern Irish newspapers, as would be expected, are much more 
concerned with the ongoing difficulties at the site and how they impact on the continuing 
violence throughout the province. This can be seen in the prison site appearing in headline 
articles, shorter articles, letters to the Editor and editorials in both newspapers. Furthermore, the 
discussions about the protests at Long Kesh/Maze are much more nuanced, with detailed 
information about the prisoners' complaints, their protest actions and the repercussions outside 
the prison. These issues are either ignored or glossed over in the mainland broadsheets. Indeed, 
there is a greater sense of the escalation of the problems at the prison site in the Northern Irish 
newspapers due not only to the reporting of incidents but the inclusion of multi-perspectives, 
with both of the prisoners and the authorities claiming the situation was getting out of control as 
early as 13 September 1974 (the Belfast News-Letter). 
The consideration of the nuances of the protests is noticeable within both Northern Irish 
newspapers, with detailed discussion about which organisations are involved at different times 
and their agendas in undertaking such measures. There is notification in nearly every article in 
both the Belfast News Letter and the Belfast Telegraph about which organisations are involved, 
in concert with whom, and when this situation deviates and changes. However, there is a definite 
difference in emphasis between the two newspapers, as the Belfast News-Letter is more 
obviously concerned with the Loyalist prisoners, and frequently quotes their spokesmen, whereas 
the Belfast Telegraph appears to be more impartial by quoting many sources, including the 
mainstream Unionists and Nationalist spokesmen as well as government spokesmen and prisoner 
organisations. However, there does appear to be a common ground between the two newspapers 
in their undisguised distrust and disgust at Republican prisoners in contrast to more conflicting 
views about the smaller Loyalist prison population. In this respect, the Belfast News Letter 
frequently sympathetically quotes Loyalist prisoner spokesmen: `Does the public realise that out 
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of that 186, Mr Rees claimed to have released, there were, in fact, only three loyalists? We, the 
Loyalists, in compound 14, have not fully participated in the present protest, which is being 
pursued in the camp' (4 October 1974). Whereas the Belfast Telegraph, with more subtlety, 
quote Loyalists spokesmen making unchallenged statements such as: `He claimed that prisoners 
were now sleeping on mattresses and had stacked their beds against the compound fences in 
protest at punishment meted out against Loyalists for actions taken by Republicans' (5 October 
1974). 
However, within the two Northern Irish newspapers subtle differences in emphasis also 
exist. The Belfast News-Letter, as a predominantly Loyalist newspaper, shows greater interest in 
the involvement of Loyalist prisoners and detainees and only makes outright condemnations of 
`their' prisoners when they are seen to act in common with Republicans. This is particularly 
evident in the letters to the Editor, where there are numerous examples of the public questioning 
not the prisoners' protests but the fact that they were co-ordinating with Republican prisoners. 
As one letter-writer states: `The association between some loyalists (? ) and the IRA makes one 
wonder if the spirit of Ulster was sacrificed at the Somme' (the Belfast News Letter, 3 October 
1974). This interest in Loyalist prisoners' perspectives is notably missing from the Belfast 
Telegraph's reporting on the prison. Furthermore, there is a significant difference in the 
reporting with the Belfast Telegraph displaying a greater impartiality through a lack of 
connection to the prisoners' plight. The articles and letters in the Belfast Telegraph tend to show 
a lack of empathy for the predominantly working-class prisoner population by the newspaper's 
more middle class audience: `Mrs Drumm used her television interview to denounce Mr Brian 
Faulkner as the instigator of the Maze Prison. What does she expect? A holiday camp with all 
mod cons for men of violence, who have brought Northern Ireland to a shambles? ' (Letter to 
Editor, 19 September 1974). 
Perhaps it should not be surprising that there is a greater quantity and quality of 
information about the background protests in the Northern Irish newspapers, which are greatly 
concerned with not only the escalating protests but also the repercussions on events outside the 
prison. However, the sheer lack of information across the two British broadsheets is astonishing. 
Indeed, Curtis's contention that the British media ignored the background to events during the 
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course of the Troubles appears to be substantiated in the lack of everyday reporting of not only 
the prison but Northern Ireland in general. This investigation shall move to the reporting of the 
events of October 1974 to compare and contrast how they are treated through the four 
newspapers' coverage. 
3.4.2 The burning of Long Kesh camp, 15-16 October 1974. 
The burning of Long Kesh camp on the night of 15 to 16 October 1974 was a seminal 
event in the life of the site. With only three Compounds left untouched after the riots and 
burnings that were initiated by Republican prisoners and detainees, this effectively ensured that 
the form of camp was to be replaced. The Gardiner report, which although officially 
commissioned `to consider what provision and powers ..., are required to 
deal with terrorism and 
subversion in Northern Ireland' (CENT 1/3/7, PRONI, 1975), reported the need for a new prison 
building to be constructed on the site of Long Kesh/Maze in January 1975. Such a report must 
have been influenced not only by the long-standing ability of the prisoners to effectively protest 
in their current accommodation but the opportunity provided by the burning of the site. Although 
such an insight is only fully revealed with hindsight, it is interesting to note that differences in 
the reactions to the burning by the four newspapers in this investigation. 
Again, a Northern Irish/British divide is apparent in the reporting of the incident. The 
most obvious difference lies in the scale of the response to the burning of the site. It is clear from 
the sheer quantity of articles in both the Belfast News Letter and the Belfast Telegraph that this 
incident is treated very seriously, with headline reporting and many images of the site (Figure 3.6 
and 3.7). Indeed, the Belfast News Letter had no fewer than six articles on its front page that 
were related to the incident at the prison (including articles on trouble sparked in the hospitals by 
worried families, a headline that `Loyalists were not involved' and details of the upsurge in 
violence across with province) and the Belfast Telegraph filled much of its front page, and inner 
pages, with words and images from the previous night. In stark contrast, although the story does 
appear on the front pages of the Guardian and the Daily Telegraph, the treatment is more 
appropriate to an insignificant, isolated incident. In a short article on the front page, the 
Guardian provides limited information about the happenings of the night before, including an 
injury to a prison officer (there is no mention of the prisoners' injuries), a short contextualisation 
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of the ongoing protests at the site and acts of violence that occurred across the province as a 
result of the burning. In an article of 230 words none of these themes were explored in any detail 
and there were no accompanying photographs. 
The Daily Telegraph gave a slightly more substantial treatment of the fire, with a 250 
word article and accompanying photograph. However, this article was the third headline on the 
front page and again did little more than sketch details. Those details that were provided were 
often erroneously stated as fact, `The Maze prison in Northern Ireland was in flames early today 
after rioting in which Republican internees beat up several prison officers, three of them 
severely', or reported one-sided hearsay `Some people living near the jail said they thought there 
would be an attack by the IRA' (16 October 1974). The Daily Telegraph mirrored the Guardian 
in detailing the repercussions and contextualising the incident, though in very stark and 
underdeveloped terms: `There have been several threats to burn down the camp because visiting 
has been banned after disturbances by prisoners complaining about their food' (16 October 
1974). Indeed, the British newspapers do not appear to grasp the significance of the events until 
the next day, 17 October, as it is at this stage that the longer and more detailed articles appear. 
Both British newspapers treat the burning of the camp at Long Kesh, the trouble at other 
prisons and throughout the province, with much more seriousness on the second day after the 
burning. The Daily Telegraph and the Guardian both open their front page headlines with stories 
relating to these incidents. The Daily Telegraph's front page has three headlines and a number of 
photographs relating to the events, though interestingly two are related to the events at Armagh 
Gaol, the women's prison in which the governor was held captive simultaneously for some time. 
Indeed, only one headline - `Wave of violence in Ulster as rioting internees burn camp' - even 
mentions Long Kesh/Maze. The Guardian gives much of its front page to incidents in Northern 
Ireland, but again, the headlines concentrate on the events in Armagh Gaol. The coverage in the 
Guardian differs from The Daily Telegraph in that although they still predominantly gain 
information from official sources - the statements of the Secretary of State are the main sources - 
there are mentions of prisoner perspectives. Indeed, there is even some inferred criticism of the 
government's actions in the aftermath of the burning of the Long Kesh camp in phrases such as: 
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The rumours were made worse by the complete lack of news for people with relatives in the 
Maze because telephone lines were destroyed in the first. The Northern Ireland Office promised 
urgent action in restoring a telephone link for inquiries, but Republican welfare organisations 
could give no information to women besieging them for news. (The Guardian, 17 October 1974) 
The Daily Telegraph provides its point of view on the events at Long Kesh through an 
editorial that is published on 17 October 1974. This editorial used the events at the prison, and 
further repercussions, as a platform to protest against a leniency towards prisoners. Indeed, the 
piece begins with the statement that the events: `were part of a carefully prepared IRA plan. The 
final aim of the exercise is to prove to the security authorities that it is physically impossible to 
keep terrorists in jail. ' Such statements are making huge conceptual leaps from a long-running 
problem at the prison, due to infrastructural and conditions, to making major policy judgements. 
Such a jump indicates a lack of real understanding of the problems facing the authorities in the 
province and the intricacies of how to deal with them and suggests that both the newspaper and 
their readers have little real understanding of the background to the violence in the province. 
The Northern Irish newspapers are immediately aware of the significance of the burning 
of Long Kesh camp, not only to the prison itself but its impact on other prisons in Northern 
Ireland and Catholic communities in particular. This is evident in that not only are the front, and 
inside, pages filled with details and analysis of the burning of the camp the day after it happened, 
but this continued unabated for many days after as the repercussion of the nights events 
unfolded. Although both newspapers make extensive use of the comments of the Secretary of 
State, as the two British newspapers did, these official statements are not the primary source of 
information as they are in the Daily Telegraph and the Guardian. Indeed, both the Belfast News 
Letter and the Belfast Telegraph use many sources for their long and detailed examinations of 
the events both in the prisons and throughout the province. They quote security sources, 
governmental sources, prisoner spokesmen, local residents and their own eye-witness reports 
with statements such as: `A man whose home overlooks the jail perimeter told of his grandstand 
view of the drama ... "Everything we could see was in flames. It all seemed 
to happen at once 
and I saw one of the big watchtowers topple and fall to the ground very spectacularly. I've seen 
some big fires but nothing like this. "' (the Belfast Telegraph, 16 October 1974). 
r 
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The Northern Irish newspapers relate more details about the controversies surrounding 
the fire in the prison compounds, largely due to the sheer column inches they give to this story. 
Whereas the British newspapers only present the barest facts and figures with little comment, 
except for the previously mentioned Daily Telegraph editorial, the Northern Irish newspapers 
quickly begin to discuss the governments' responsibilities and reactions to the fire. This is 
especially apparent in the number of articles relating to supposed misinformation relating to the 
number of prisoners injured that the Secretary of State initially provided. Although this is 
mentioned in one paragraph in the Guardian, in an article headlined, `Rees urged to resign over 
casualties error', the sympathetic tone of the piece - which states the criticism but immediately 
quotes unchallenged government statements to refute - does not hint at the level of controversy 
that this incident created. The Belfast Telegraph, for example, dedicates almost 400 words to the 
vast array of criticisms of Mervyn Rees' inaccurate statements, linking it to the upturn in 
violence and wider issues of the public trust of the government. Quoting the Alliance Party 
deputy leader, Mr Bob Cooper, the newspaper states: `For the umpteenth time, one wonders if 
the British Government is capable of learning anything. Repeatedly, they make the same 
mistakes over and over again' (18 October 1974). 
The Belfast News Letter was not so occupied with criticism of the government's handling 
of the problems, they were more concerned with ensuring that Loyalist prisoners were 
exonerated from responsibility for the disturbances and to discuss the wider repercussion of the 
`costs of failure' (Editorial, 18 October 1974). Indeed, the reaction of the Belfast News Letter, is 
reminiscent of the Daily Telegraph, in that they are greatly concerned with the supposed wider, 
and more sinister, aims of the Republican movement in creating such widespread havoc. 
Furthermore, the Belfast News Letter has much interest in the reactions of the British press, 
`Publicity has been accompanied by almost universal condemnation of their action and their 
attempt to bring internment to an end, ' and their extreme reactions and connections of the protest 
to government policy - especially relating to internment - are surely a manifestation of fear 
rather control. It is interesting that these reactions, with little room for criticism of the 
government, are most prominent in the more right-wing press, as presented in this study. 
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This study of the media coverage of the burning of Long Kesh Camp, 15-16 October 
1974, reveals some expected and unexpected results. There is a strong Northern Irish/British 
divide in the number of articles, and column inches, which are devoted to the Northern Irish 
conflict and to the prison situation in particular. It is to be expected that the Northern Irish 
newspapers show a more active, and nuanced, interest in the ongoing difficulties at the prison 
site. However, it was unexpected to find so little coverage of the quite extreme examples of civil 
unrest in Northern Ireland in the British press, with many of the articles that did precede the 
camp burning only being included due to their connection with bombing campaigns on the 
British mainland or the British General Election. There does appear to be little information, and 
contextualisation, of the conflict and one must accept Liz Curtis's contention that this state of 
affairs may reflect a deliberate policy of not wishing to highlight the role of the British 
government in creating the situation (1984: 136). 
Within the Northern Irish newspapers there is a similar quantity of coverage of the 
situation at the prison - before, during and after the burning of the camp - but there is a decided 
difference in how these events are presented. The Belfast Telegraph had attempted to be even- 
handed, although there is a greater degree of mistrust of the Republican prisoners, with reports 
from a wide variety of sources, being critical of both prisoners and authorities. This can be 
contrasted with the Belfast News Letter, which has greater sympathies for the Loyalist 
paramilitaries, shown by their broader - and more sympathetic - coverage. There is also greater 
evidence of a fear of Republican actions and this has resulted in a lack of criticism for the actions 
of the government as well as a call for draconian actions to control the prisoners. These 
differences and similarities between the newspapers reflects the interests and concerns of their 
readership, as can be seen in the letters to the editor pages - with the more working-class the 
Belfast News Letter reflecting the front-line concerns of ordinary Protestants. This investigation 
has shown that quite significant differences existed across all the newspapers in how they have 
reported, contextualised, and analysed the events in the prison and the later repercussions. Even 
with the short, fact-based reporting of the British newspapers it is clear the no reporting is 
unbiased and that a lack of information is almost as misleading as misinformation. 
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3.5 Conclusion 
The use of documentary evidence to uncover the stories of place at a prison site has two 
main benefits. Firstly, documents can be used to reveal the official narratives of intention, 
development and the mechanics of administering such institutions and secondly they can provide 
information about the site that archaeological examination cannot always detect. In this chapter 
the documents revealed the politics involved in administering the site and the use of the prison as 
a propaganda tool to gain support for protagonists involved in the site. However, the examination 
of other forms of documentary evidence reveals how narrow traditional historical studies can be 
in that analysis of prisoner communications and media reporting of the site reveal other 
perspectives. Prisoner communications are especially interesting as the intertwining of their 
personal messages with the desire to spread propaganda unintentionally reveal not only prisoner 
thoughts and feelings but also their fears and unbroken spirit continuing to subvert the 
institution. The sheer scale of communications dating from the hungers strikes of 1980-1981 
reveals the importance placed on their attempts to gain support for the men imprisoned in Long 
Kesh/Maze but also the continued ability to smuggle these communications despite the 
supposedly high level of control by the prison regime. Furthermore, study of media reports 
shows the differences in quantity and quality of reporting not only between British and Northern 
Irish newspapers, but also the degree of subtle bias that is illuminated in the reports. 
All these documentary sources tell different stories about how the site was negotiated and 
experienced. Whether hidden or transparent, the sources reveal not only what was happening at 
the site, but also first-hand interpretation, desires and fears about the present and future. 
Unintentionally, the government sources speak of a lack of unity and trust, whereas the prisoner 
communications show attempts to appear both personal and communal, using subtle and blunt 
methods in their attempts at coaxing a palpable response from their traditional support. Careful 
analysis of media reports adds to critiques that they follow government lines too easily with little 
attempt to enlighten their readership or question their assumptions. All these stories add 
complexity to the study of the site, their contradictions and insinuations point to manifestations 
of fear, control, and competition. However, they reveal little of the everyday, mundane and 
ongoing interactions with the site. They are concerned with a higher, overriding level. To add the 
evidence of everyday interactions with the site, untainted by the omnipresent propaganda of 
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documents, we must turn to the most common-place archaeological remains of the site and 
therefore to the next scale of analysis: artefacts. 
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Chapter 4: Artefacts 
Artefacts: facilitating, debilitating, used, abused, utilised, subverted, negotiated, hidden, 
discovered, forgotten, remembered, public, private, treasured, loved, hated, despised, but all 
ultimately discarded. Long Kesh/Maze is a graveyard of artefacts. They scatter the site, lying 
randomly, deposited haphazardly. They sit quietly on a table, abandoned to a sideboard, on top 
of a cabinet, scatter the floors, some appear to lie wherever they were last used, others moved 
since closure. Though they may be dulled though age and abandonment, they illuminate the 
gloom; humanising their surroundings whilst acting as vital clues to the stories of how the 
buildings were experienced. 
As one wanders through the abandoned site, the greyness permeates everything - the 
walls, the floors, the structures, the skies, the mood - but this monotony is broken by the 
artefacts. Now that the inhabitants have left, the artefacts people this site, with the randomness 
and sheer abandon of their survival, apparently in situ, demanding attention. They add 
individuality to the mundane repetition of the architecture and force the observer to visualise 
how this site had appeared when it was populated, when it was alive, when it was more than a 
collection of building shells. Artefacts allow us to tell the stories of the buildings and those who 
inhabited them. They break the silence and sterility, they show how things actually were, they 
highlight contradictions and underline inconsistencies. Artefacts, abandoned in such a context, 
are central to any attempt to explore the site and how it was experienced at the smallest and most 
intimate level. 
As one enters a still-standing Nissen hut the collection of artefacts that remain highlight 
not only how these huts were lived in but, more importantly in this long abandoned and cleared 
site, they make reference to the palpable absences of artefacts long removed. They ensure the 
`ghosts of place' still hang in the air and enchant all who may happen upon them (Mayerfeld 
Bell, 1997). For the internal plywood walls, which were belatedly installed to imitate the privacy 
of individual rooms, still stand. Each of these ad hoc, door-less cabins display individually 
painted or wallpapered interiors that reference the remnants of previous adornment. The blank or 
darkened rectangles that appear randomly on the walls are but a memory of a long-removed 
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picture or poster that had once personalised this forgotten space. Many of the beds, tables, chairs 
and prison-issue furniture have long been removed. The hut is largely empty of those artefacts 
that filled it whilst it was in use, instead the ever-increasing evidence of decay and debris is 
omnipresent, but there are remembrances of its past-life. 
At the far end of the hut your eyes are drawn to brackets, about three quarters of the way 
up of the wall, centrally placed, encasing a slightly lighter shade of wall where a rectangular item 
had long ago been held in place (Figure 4.1). As our eyes survey the area one of the ex-prisoners 
jokes about the unevenness of the brackets. Surely the TV, which he noted the brackets had 
originally held, would have sat at a jaunty angle and left the viewer leaning to the side (Adams, 
2006)! It is this palpable absence that provokes an unexpected visualisation of a very human 
scene that would have been contemporaneously repeated in living rooms throughout the land. 
These small, seemingly inconsequential brackets immediately begin to repopulate the hut. They 
tell of a structure that was more than a theoretical proposition, more than an institution. They 
speak of the normality of living in such a place, of the ordinariness and ongoing boredom of 
imprisonment that could be intermittently broken by the escapism of television. The brackets tell 
of the mundane realities of being detained in an almost mythologized place of incarceration. 
In contrast, on walking through the more recent and solidly concrete construction of the 
H Blocks the atmosphere of decay and abandonment is not so strong. In part this is due to the 
relatively recent construction of the H Blocks and to the more sterile uniformity of its grey, 
concrete exterior. The omnipresence of grey, lacking colourful pointers of ageing unlike the 
rusting metal exterior of Nissen huts, belies the disarray of its abandoned interior. The 
contrasting greater abundance of in situ artefacts in the H Blocks is significant in perpetuating 
the continuation of the site, of repopulating the prison. On entering the structure, through the 
now permanently ajar metal security gate and door, one is immediately aware of the differences 
between how the site once was and how this abandoned building appears now. One walks into 
the circle, as the rectangular administration zone was known, to be faced with the coldness of an 
unheated, over-ventilated, waterlogged, damp, dark interior (Figure 4.2). The doors of the 
surrounding offices now lie gaping, rather than securely shut as they would have previously 
been. One glimpses into the offices to find furniture without adornment, tables without 
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paperwork, offices now alternately empty or transformed into ad hoc stores. These fleeting 
images reveal that the site is not now what it had once been, what it had intended to be. 
However, the littering detritus of the prison guards' areas create vivid images of a place swiftly 
and recently abandoned: sweet wrappers, tea cups, playing cards, joking graffiti still scatter the 
site (Figure 4.3); indeed, telling of a place of comfort and ease rather than fear and intimidation 
in the final years of function. As one walks from the square to one of the four adjoining wings, 
which had once housed the prisoners, one passes through the now defunct security infrastructure 
of metal gates, with their locking mechanisms and holding inertias - silent and ignored - to the 
prisoners' domain. 
The wings of the H Blocks are arranged along a long, straight corridor with communal 
areas being passed before reaching the rows of individual cells. The smaller communal room on 
the left was empty bar one unexpected piece of equipment, which dominated the interior. A large 
grey mini-gym, which looks of relatively recent vintage, still sat proudly in the centre of the 
communal area (Figure 4.4). `Obviously a Loyalist wing', the official guide whispered an aside, 
acknowledging the stereotype of Loyalist prisoners building muscles whilst Republicans built 
libraries during their time inside. It sat proudly out of place, without explanation or adornment. 
The contradiction of an inessential, vanity piece dominating an otherwise empty prison cell 
seemed to belie the horrific conditions that the public had long imagined, had long been told. The 
larger communal room on the other side of the corridor, with yet another temporary, plywood 
divide to allow a kitchen/dining room and TV room to happily co-exist, was dominated by an 
equally unforeseen addition to a prison wing. A large snooker table unashamedly sat proudly in 
the centre of the dining area (Figure 4.5). To view the vibrant green blaize of the snooker table, 
in comparison to the overwhelmingly drab grey that pervaded the site, shocked the senses almost 
as much as the unexpectedness of such an artefact. At what stage did the privation of the hunger 
strikes, when men lived with little more than a mattress and a blanket, give way to such 
luxurious recreational equipment? How far from the theoretical control of dangerous and 
recalcitrant prisoners did the H Blocks deviate? What do artefacts really tells us about how a site 
is experienced? 
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4.1 Artefacts and Long Kesh/Maze 
Long Kesh/Maze is a site that although not old by the standards of traditional 
archaeology has already been ravaged by time and circumstances. Although only abandoned in 
2000 Nissen huts are barely standing and H Blocks are saturated with water. Due to the decaying 
conditions, artefacts are seminal to this study as they can provide an often overlooked glimpse at 
how the site was used by groups and individuals at specific points in its biography, which can 
differ greatly from the more overarching studies of buildings, landscapes and documents. The 
relationship between the buildings and the artefacts is an intimate one; to understand these 
artefacts one must accept that architecture is the main structuring element of material culture to 
which smaller objects connect and interact (Buchli, 1999: 1). Therefore, artefacts can only be 
understood as individual interactions within larger stories of place. Whereas artefacts are `things- 
in-motion that illuminate their human and social context' (Appadurai, 1986: 5), and thereby tell 
us stories of people, institutions are deliberately created to be functional and lack 
individualisation. Walking through the remaining buildings testifies to the varying impacts of 
abandonment across the different structures, the artefacts also demonstrate inconsistencies in 
their location and survival. The in situ artefacts found in the Nissen huts are very different in 
form, function and quantity from those found in the H Blocks of the Maze with the degree of 
comfort afforded to the inhabitants and ability to subvert the authorities contrasting greatly at 
different stages of the site development. The long term abandonment of the Nissen huts provides 
remembrances of artefacts that are no longer whereas the more recent use of the H Blocks 
uncovers more complete yet often unexpected remains in situ. 
What exactly is the relationship between the artefacts and the site and what can they tell 
us about the experience of this particular place? Bruno Latour states that non-human actors, such 
as artefacts, are significant in explaining human action in that they are actors that have power 
and influence (2004: 226). Indeed, I would suggest that artefacts have an active role in social 
life, are mutable and changing entities that are both complex and essential in understanding 
experience of place. In this respect, I follow Alfred Gell, who states that things can appear as 
agents, temporarily becoming a locus of agency either of its owners or its own, in particular 
social situations (1998: 18). Therefore, agency is relational and context-dependent (ibid: 22). In 
the context of this study the artefacts are related to the site in ways that differ greatly from a non- 
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institutional context. Whereas the artefacts found in most buildings gain their placement through 
a variety of routes that generally stem from personal selection, the majority of artefacts found in 
institutions are not there by the users' choice. For prison-issue artefacts are often selected for the 
inhabitants and not by them. However, we must be careful to remember that `objects are not 
what they were made to be but what they have become' in that prison-issue artefacts may have 
been used in different ways than intended (Thomas, 1991: 4). The artefacts that are not prison- 
issue vary from being brought in, sent in, created in the prison and smuggled in and as such only 
remain on site in small quantities and for varying periods. Both sets of artefacts relate to the site 
in specific way but they are specifically created for this place of enforced incarceration. They are 
either officially created by the authorities, who want artefacts that are simple, cost-effective and 
difficult to subvert or they are created through the ingenuity of prisoners who want artefacts that 
make their life more comfortable, to enable them to subvert the system and/or allow them to pass 
the time. 
Artefacts constantly change meaning and have the ability to affect change and are thereby 
connected to how people constitute themselves and their identity. Indeed material culture's 
meaning is `produced by productive existing relationships, meaning and contingencies that are 
contested, open-ended and socially negotiated' (Buchli, 2004: 181). At Long Kesh/Maze one can 
take the example of a simple, prison issue food tray to illustrate these changing meanings, 
functions and connections to identity (Figure 4.6). Rectangular, metal trays were used by the 
prison authorities in order to provide heated food to the prisoners in the Nissen huts. Once 
introduced to the huts they were frequently held by the inmates to use with their own limited 
kitchen facilities to create, store and present food. However, they were also used in a number of 
unintended, and unforeseen, ways by the prisoners once they had been provided. There are 
numerous examples of the trays having been physically negotiated: they have been cut in half, 
with a wooden handle added, to be used as a makeshift shovel for digging escape tunnels under 
the Nissen huts (Figure 4.7). There are also examples of being retained in their original form 
with four small wheels added to their undercarriage, some rope added to a handle on one end and 
being used to take soil along the aforementioned tunnels to be dumped in the surrounding yard. 
As the construction of tunnels to attempt to escape from the Nissen huts was a fundamental 
structuring device of the day for many prisoners, and central to their self-identification as 
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political prisoners constantly attempting to escape, these food trays became invaluable not only 
to provide sustenance but to subvert the prison regime. They also had more creative uses, with 
the flat metal bottom being cut to imitate ceremonial spears, as used in Orange Order marches, 
and thereby expressing their ongoing association with continued tradition, rights and obligations 
(Jarman, 1998: 121) (Figure 4.8). As a simple food tin demonstrates the analysis of the artefacts 
of Long Kesh/Maze should be considered as context related and time specific rather than 
artefacts having any essential, definitive role. In this respect I follow Lynn Meskell, who has 
suggested that in contemplating the relationships between people and things, we can only study 
specific, cultural moments (2006: 6). Therefore, these studies of artefacts can only be the merest 
glimpse at the object's biography, where we must move beyond functional and ritual 
dichotomies and look to the realities of the enmeshing of `persons, objects, deities and all 
manner of immaterial things together in ways that cannot easily disentangled or separated 
taxonomically' (ibid: 3). 
As a contemporary/historical site, Long Kesh/Maze is fortunate in having a wide variety 
of associated artefacts that continue to exist: whether they remain on site, in situ, are being stored 
en masse or are spread throughout the community. Such artefacts date from all periods of the 
prison site and as such can tell very different stories about how the site was experienced and how 
they support or contradict the theoretical prison regime. As well as prison-issue artefacts, there 
are examples of the prisoners' personal belongings, their legitimately-created cultural artefacts 
and illegally smuggled or altered artefacts that were either illicitly removed from the prison or 
were confiscated by the authorities. Examination of a selection of these very different categories 
of artefacts is the focus of this chapter. 
4.2 Examination of the artefacts of Long Kesh/Maze 
There are numerous ways in which this broad selection of artefacts could be examined, 
including through date, location, artefacts type, form or function. There is no correct 
methodological approach to analysis but to lessen complications, and to ensure that there is a 
suitable balance between quantity of the mundane and the quality of the more exceptional and 
unusual, this chapter will be divided into three sections. The first examination will be of the in 
situ artefacts that continue to populate the site. This will be concerned predominately with 
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prison-issue artefacts but will be complemented but other, more recent, artefactual fords on-site. 
An examination of the artefacts created by prisoners that were either legitimately passed or 
smuggled outside of the prison and are now artefacts in the wider community will follow. Lastly, 
there will be an examination of the confiscated artefacts, which were taken from prisoners at a 
time when they could be considered their most significant, and are now located in the Northern 
Ireland Prison Service Museum. 
4.3 In situ artefacts 
Prison-issue artefacts are significant due to their sheer quantity as they constitute almost 
the entire artefactual remains in situ at the site. The form of these artefacts vary over time and 
space but prisoners may have expected to encounter many of the large items remaining in the site 
throughout the life of the prison, such as beds, dining tables, associated chairs, whereas bedside 
tables and stools, bedroom desks, snooker tables, table tennis tables, book shelves and mini- 
gyms are associated with the comfort of the later periods of the H Blocks. There are more small- 
scale personal artefacts such blankets, bedding, curtains, pin-boards, arts and crafts materials, 
kitchen equipment and books, which survive less well in the context of the abandoned site. The 
levels of comfort and luxury prisoners encountered varied greatly through the life of the site as a 
prison. There are artefacts that date from the later periods of the site, eg snooker tables, which 
indicate a level luxury that are absent from earlier periods. There are also prison-issue artefacts 
that although mundane were accessible only to prison officers, such as work desks, filing 
cabinets, monitors, security cameras and associated paraphernalia, whiteboards, telephones, 
electric fans, maps, files, clocks etc. Prison-issue artefacts have the potential to be significant as 
a means of discovering if the seemingly mundane and functional have been physically changed 
or were used in unforeseen interactions or for illicit usages. Such evidence could tell much about 
prisoner relations with those who imprisoned them, as well as fluctuations in power and control 
between prisoner and the authorities. 
The difficulty in assessing these in situ prison-issue artefacts relates to issues of access 
and interpretation. As Long Kesh/Maze remains a high security site, access is highly controlled 
and one cannot assume that the limited areas open to inspection are representative of the rest of 
the site or indeed the site's actual appearance even immediately before closure. The artefactual 
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remains that appear to be in situ are not always how they seem. Those areas on display appear to 
be increasingly stage-managed and present an officially designated usage of the rooms with little 
or no further adornment or comment. One need only examine the repetitive photographs of ex- 
prisoners' cells by Donovan Wylie to see how contrived the scene appears (Figure 4.9) (Wylie, 
2004). From three visits to the site (February 2005, January 2006 and October 2007), and my 
examination of the photographic record of others, both before and after closure, it appears that 
numerous elements have appeared, disappeared, moved and changed intermittently since closure. 
Cahal McLaughlin's documentary, Inside Stories (2004), continually testifies to this contention. 
During an oral testimony created with an ex-inmate of the Nissen huts, both ex-prisoner and 
documentary maker made there way through the derelict buildings that were filled with debris. 
Most noticeable was a kitchen so filled with utensils, including a dry fat frying pan that still 
contained cooking oil, that it appeared to be still in use despite the Compounds having been 
closed for over 17 years (McLaughlin: 2004). None of these artefacts were in place by 2005. 
As could be expected, many of the current artefactual remains that are retained on the site 
are undoubtedly of recent vintage rather than dating from throughout the site's occupation as a 
prison. This is particularly apparent when one considers the history of protest at the site. The H 
Blocks were built after all but three Cages were burnt to the ground in October 1974 by 
protesting Republican prisoners. Therefore, the majority of the Cages and their contents date 
from after the main period of usage. Likewise, the artefacts of the H Blocks will have differed 
greatly by the end of the life of the site than from its early uses. The most extreme periods of 
Loyalist and Republican protests, in the late 1970s to mid 1980s, alternated between prisoners 
living in isolation, in derelict cells with no artefacts apart from their mattresses, blankets and 
personal items such as cigarettes, and an unofficial policy of destruction of the prison-issue 
artefacts as a means of protest. Despite such limitations on interpretation, there are a number of 
approaches that can be taken to maximise what we can learn from such artefacts. Other forms of 
evidence suggest that prison-issue artefacts have often been negotiated, used and subverted 
without physical alteration and in ways that was unforeseen by the prison authorities. This 
evidence comes in three forms: oral testimonies, documentary and photographic. 
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Oral testimonies suggest that the prison-issue artefacts were often used in ingenious ways 
to facilitate the activities of the prisoners. One prisoner spoke of using filled plastic water 
containers balanced either end of a brush shaft as dumbbells to facilitate exercising before mini- 
gyms were eventually added to the wings in the late 1980s. (Adams, 2006). Documentary 
evidence often describes how prison-issue artefacts were used differently during periods of 
disturbance and escalating protests as well as in everyday interactions. Prisoners' written 
accounts describe the hot-house of Long Kesh/Maze during the blanket protests and the hunger 
strikes, when furniture was often destroyed as a symbol of prisoner non-compliance: `it wasn't 
just the satisfaction of breaking furniture but the message that it would be sending to the Brits. ' 
(McCann, 1994: 137). These unforeseen interactions were not always cleared as expected as the 
destruction of prison-issue artefacts could also be used by the prison authorities against the 
prisoners. One source described how the prison guards would often deliberately compound 
protesting prisoners' injuries by dragging them `over broken furniture and beds that lay all over 
the wing' (Campbell, 1994: 33). Lastly, photographic evidence, held at the NIPS Museum, 
shows the prisoners interacting in unforeseen ways with their surroundings. One example shows 
men held in the Nissen huts in adjoining Cages piling the prison-issue tables and chairs on top of 
one another so they could be used to climb up to the top of the wires of the Cage to allow 
interaction and exchange (Figure 4.10). 
Since the site has been closed, and its occupants are now short-term visitors by 
appointment only, there has developed a new set of interactions that suggest the increasing 
significance of these prison-issue artefacts since the site have moved from functional to heritage 
value. Whilst conducting on-site oral testimonies it was apparent that the ex-prisoners frequently 
attempt, and succeed, in removing elements of the site as mementos or trophies. Indeed, this 
desire of ex-prisoners to acquire objects could be compared to the obsession of some World War 
II soldiers with gathering artefacts as trophies from battlefields and trenches that they gained 
after military victories (Saunders, 2005: 87). As Nicholas Saunders' has shown, it was the 
process of acquiring this trench art that was significant rather than its form (ibid: 86). On the 
second occasion that I visited the site I was accompanied by a small group of Republican ex- 
prisoners who openly removed small pieces of barbed wire from the perimeter fence of a Cage. 
The guide stated that this was a frequent occurrence, `it is hard to keep your eyes on people', and 
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he bemoaned the fact that they were taking pieces of the site's heritage that will not be there for 
other people to see (Devlin, 2006). 
The most obviously impacted area of this pilfering of prison-issue artefacts was from a 
most unlikely source: the Central Observation Office in the Administration Block building. On 
the first visit to this office it was notable that there were many small items scattered on tables 
around the room, including pens, cups, paper scraps, scattered playing cards etc, which gave the 
room the appearance of somewhere only recently abandoned (Figure 4.11). On the last visit it 
was notable that a large proportion of the smaller artefacts had been removed (see Figure 4.12). 
In particular, a walking stick that leant against the nearest table to the door had been removed 
since the previous visit, an absence that the guide only noticed once it was pointed out at this 
time. The motivation behind the removal of these artefacts can vary considerably: from gaining 
personal mementos, a desire to retain a physical remnant of an important period of their lives, 
ongoing subversion of the site and even attempts to create their own narrative of what the prison 
was and how it was experienced in ad hoc community museums that have developed since the 
closure of the site. These continued interactions with the site will be explored in more detail later 
in this chapter. 
Although there remains a substantial number of prison-issue artefacts on site, it is 
difficult to attempt to create a systematic picture of how prisoners interacted with these artefacts 
due to lack of access to the site, the prisoners being treated differently depending on the location 
of their incarceration, the period of the incarceration and relationships with the regime. This has 
been compounded by the majority of the remaining artefacts originating from the later, more 
settled, periods of incarceration. They show little evidence of physical negotiation by prisoners 
simply because there was no need for them to be subverted. However, there is evidence that 
unforeseen interactions with the site did occur and often left no physical trace on the site and its 
artefactual remains for the archaeologist to decipher. 
The interactions with the site continue to be ongoing and have resulted in artefacts being 
removed, replaced, taken or put into public view. This signifies the very contemporary nature of 
the study of the remains of this site and it highlights the pointlessness of arbitrary end dates for 
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studying archaeological remains. It also highlights the importance of conducting archaeologies 
of the recent past as these case studies succinctly show that this site has continued to evolve and 
change, even after its closure. As Cornelius Holtorf has noted in his recent volume on popular 
culture, one needs to study an object in the way that they study humans, as having a life history 
that intersects with the people who use them (2005: 79). By understanding these changing uses 
and contexts we can conclude that the site held, and continues to hold, many artefacts that were 
both used as intended and were subverted on occasion by individuals when placed within the 
site. These interactions often left little or no physical trace but extensive negotiation is clear from 
oral testimonies, photographic records and documentary evidence. One needs to supplement the 
information gained with an examination of those elements of the site that were intentionally 
created, changed and rearranged to be forwarded, either through official channels of by 
smuggling, to an outside audience. 
4.4 Artefacts in the wider community 
The artefacts connected to Long Kesh/Maze that now reside off site are especially 
important as they add an often unconsidered aspect to the study of this infamous prison. For one 
must remember, that although prisons are created to separate their inhabitants from wider 
society, interactions between individuals and groups can continue beyond the confines of the 
prison boundaries. Lorna Rhodes, in her anthropology of prisons, critiqued the traditional view 
that prisons perform social, economic and political `magic' by 'disappearing' large numbers of 
the socially unacceptable (2001: 67). This study of artefacts that have moved across the prison 
boundaries dismisses ideas that prisoners are no longer part of society, much as Eleanor Conlin 
Casella confirmed in her study of the maintenance of convict relationships through trafficking of 
valued objects at Ross Female Factory (2000: 217-219). Artefacts that were handled, created, 
changed, subverted and despatched, both legitimately and otherwise, between the site and wider 
society show how they act as a physical manifestation of the relationships and interactions that 
reciprocated across the boundary walls. As such the study of artefacts from Long Kesh/Maze in 
the wider community is an important aspect in exploring the continued relationships between 
prisoners and those external to the prison. 
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The focus of this section is on the artistic and cultural objects that prisoners created in 
prison, either for their own consumption, for loved ones or for financial gain. Creating arts and 
craft materials was a popular past time for political prisoners spending long, largely unstructured 
days in Long Kesh/Maze. Whilst Special Category status existed in Long Kesh, such activities 
were one of a number of ways to fill a day that contained no official prison duties and little input 
from prison staff. With the removal of Special Category status in 1976, the creation of such 
artefacts became a means of defiance for those who still wished to retain this status and refused 
to do prison work, when they were given access to the materials. In both contexts these artefacts 
were highly prized personal mementoes, and often highly lucrative commodities, created for 
family, friends and supporters on the outside. Although not all prisoners spent their days 
creating, in fact many of those interviewed in the course of this research did not, for those more 
artistically inclined they served as a means of structuring the day, much as tunnel building under 
the Nissen huts did for other prisoners. 
Prisoners created large varieties of artefacts from different materials that fluctuated in 
quantity and quality through time and space. However, there were some common elements in 
design, execution and purpose. The creation of wooden goods, from using solid oak and 
mahogany pieces down to lollipop or match sticks - depending on materials moving on and off 
the official contraband list (McIntyre, March 2007 Interview) - were popular. Creations varied 
depending on the supplies and skill levels from small wooden creations to Celtic-motifed, large 
scale artefacts, such as Harps (Figure 4.13), replica thatched cottages (Figure 4.14) and jewellery 
boxes with Celtic designs covering their surfaces (Figure 4.15). The supply of leather goods, to 
create wallets (Figure 4.16), bags (Figure 4.17) and even pictures (Figure 4.18), were similarly 
dependent on relations with the authorities who gave access to both the materials, workshops and 
tools. When relations with the authorities were very tense the use of handkerchiefs to be adorned 
with messages for loved ones, Celtic images, cartoon figures or imagined, rural scenes continued 
to be created when other objects could no longer (see Figures 4.19 and 4.20). Before the creation 
of the H Blocks, large numbers of artefacts of varying quality, shape and size were created and 
were either retained or traded on site or transported to the wider communities. It was not long 
before the Republican prisoners, in particular, became aware that the higher quality items could 
be used in exchange for money or assistance from members of the extended community and 
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sympathisers in the wider community. Indeed, one interviewee told of the huge quantities of 
artefacts, of varying quality, that were created for her family from brothers who had been 
interned and imprisoned in the Nissen huts. She stated that over the years, the fate of the artefacts 
differed, with many being moth-balled in attics, forwarded to other family members, raffled for 
Republican funds and even discarded due to their sheer quantities (Jones, 2007). 
With the introduction of the stricter regime of the H Blocks, more functional forms of 
artefacts replaced those of aesthetic and emotional value for some prisoners. The escalation in 
Republican protests, and intermittent protests by Loyalist prisoners, necessitated prisoners being 
able to communicate with their wider communities through `comms' ('communications' written 
on toilet and cigarette papers, which were discussed in some detail in chapter three) (Figure 
4.21). Furthermore, the lack of materials provided for prisoners also ensured a lack of artefacts 
comparable to those created in the Nissen huts during this period, especially for those prisoners 
who were on protests as they were denied access to the raw materials. 
Whilst this study aims to emphasize the individuality of experience of prisons, and that 
the emphasis on theoretical spatial control should be replaced by the archaeology of people, as 
DeCunzo suggests (2006b: 184), one must also consider the importance of intention. Most 
particularly, there is a need to consider how intentions are not always singular and there can be 
multiple interconnecting, communal and self-serving, intentions behind the creation and 
relocation of these artefacts. Indeed, when using oral testimonies there is a need to be aware of 
changing motivations, the place of these people in contemporary society post-imprisonment and 
the difficulties of using often contradictory recollections of memory from such a controversial, 
mythologized and overly-public site. As one ex-prisoner has stated: "`When this is over, we'll 
remember only the good bits. " That's what we used to tell each other during the Blanket and I 
suppose in a way its true. ' (O'Hagan, 1994: 71). In exploring the artefacts that continue to exist 
in the wider community they will be explored through their present context and contemporary 
importance rather than attempting to ascertain the original intention of why they were created. 
To do so I will be exploring artefacts held in two different contexts: those in individual's homes 
and those in ad hoc, community museums. 
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4.4.1 Artefacts in the home. 
In order to concentrate the investigation on those artefacts that were retained in people's 
homes a letter was sent to the Editor of three high circulation Northern Irish newspapers of broad 
readership, the Be fast Telegraph, the Irish News and the Belfast News-Letter, asking for 
members of the public who had such artefacts in their homes to contact the researcher (see 
Appendix 4). Such a request ensured that only those who wished to discuss their artefacts came 
forward but more importantly it created an equal opportunity for members of the public from all 
communities to present and talk about artefacts that do - or did - reside in their homes. Within a 
number of days six email responses were received, all from individuals with Nationalist 
connections, which were very positive and led to ongoing contacts. Some wished to discuss 
individual artefacts that they held, whilst others wished to discuss their present day workshops, 
where they continue using skills honed in prison to create artefacts that remain popular. Indeed, 
one man who contacted the researcher did not have any artefacts in his home but wanted to talk 
about the very different experiences of an Official IRA prisoner in the Nissen Huts, an area he 
felt was frequently ignored. I received only one negative response, an anonymous, typed letter 
from someone who asserted that in conducting this research `you are of Republican sympathies' 
(Anonymous, dated 21.12.06). From the comment and tone of this letter it can only be assumed 
that this letter represented the only contact received from a member of the Loyalist community. 
Although the Loyalist response is disappointing, it is perhaps to be expected. For the study of 
prison artefacts in people's homes was more likely to include Nationalist examples as 
`Catholicism has the stronger folklife tradition' (Kenney 1998: 154), which embraces the 
retention and display of such forms. 
Although a number of interviews took place through these contacts, this section will 
focus on one particular interview in depth. Anthony McIntyre was an ex-Provisional IRA 
prisoner with a rather different viewpoint from other Republican prisoners who had been 
interviewed up to that point. Although, he had previously been a member of the Republican 
movement, including 18 years of imprisonment at Long Kesh/Maze, he is now a relatively well 
known and highly vocal critic of mainstream Republicanism who expresses his views mainly 
through an on-line journal the Blanket (http: //lark. phoblacht. net/). He was keen to provide me 
with very candid views on the realities of life in Long Kesh/Maze as well as discuss the artefacts 
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that still remained in his home. When I arrived at his home, in a working class area of West 
Belfast that the media would label as `a Republican stronghold', to discuss these issues I was led 
straight to his office to conduct an interview. As well as uncovering a rather different point of 
view from the conventional `close bond they developed in the course of their enforced lives' 
(McKeown, 2001: 233) - he mainly recalled the unrelenting boredom of life on protesting wings 
- we discussed two artefacts from the H Blocks that resided in his office. 
On a small desk by the staircase to enter his attic office sat a computer-generated image 
of aH Block yard inside a peach and grey flowered frame (Figure 4.22). The image is a 
particularly interesting composition as it simultaneously confirms and contradicts many of the 
myths that surround the site. The overwhelmingly dark scene, predominantly grey and purple, 
reflects the commonly held view of the H Blocks: darkly ominous walls, wire and watchtowers 
(see also wall mural Figure 4.23). The eye is drawn to the relatively lightly coloured elements 
that break the gloom: oversized surveillance cameras that point towards three figures in the 
centre of the composition. The subjects are two stylised male figures in light coloured t-shirts 
and dark shorts that seem to suggest that they are running together (an activity that was common 
with prisoners), alongside one trailing stick figure with a large ear in place of a head. The 
connotations appear to be that even in your leisure time not only are the authorities recording 
your every move but so to are your fellow prisoners. McIntyre went so far as to state that the 
`ear'-figure represented the Republican hierarchy, who constantly spied on the prisoners to 
ensure conformity. McIntyre told me that it was made by a fellow prisoner inside the H Blocks 
and as it resided in his office, I presumed it held some significance for him. However, any 
attachment or prominence that could be placed on such an item from its existence or location can 
be discarded, as we stood discussing the imagery McIntyre insisted that I took it with me. 
Alongside the H Block picture in the office stood a framed cartoon (Figure 4.24). The 
satirical tone is continued and enhanced as it pokes fun at one of the holy cows of 
Republicanism: the protesting prisoners of the H Blocks, known as the Blanketmen. The image is 
much more light-hearted and this is reflected in the bright colour scheme and cartoon quality of 
the representation. Unlike the personal nature of the first image, this appears to be mass- 
produced and it has a cheeky, adult theme that not only strongly contrasts with the subtlety of the 
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accompanying image but uses the kind of British sea-side humour - dirty old man in a rain coat 
with dropped trousers accompanied by his haggard, unattractive wife and flanked by long- 
legged, busty girls -which one would have thought was anathema to Republicans. The only 
Republican identifier is not the image itself but the underlying comment, `He's always showing 
that scar, `Got it on the blanket ya know! '. These are images that are not commonly associated 
with prisoner creations from Long Kesh/Maze and although they are proudly displayed in the 
semi-public office space of the house it is more conventional Republican creations that are to be 
found in the most public areas of the house. 
This terrace house in West Belfast is, in effect, three storeys tall due to the conversion of 
the attic to the aforementioned office space. The stairs between all the floors are steep, narrow 
and have temporary gates to prevent the young children in the house from wandering too far. 
Therefore, the downstairs space is effectively the only truly public space in the house and it is in 
this area that we find a large number of Republican artefacts, originally from Long Kesh/Maze, 
that are very obviously on display. The house is entered through a front door and intermediary 
hall that leads to a further narrow hall with the kitchen, living room and hall stairs radiating from 
the far end. The only adornments to the hall are two, large framed pictures, both containing 
skilled examples of Republican decorated handkerchiefs. One is a highly coloured, Celtic-motif 
design, which includes the emblems of the four provinces of Ireland alongside a large Celtic 
cross with the writing: `JOHN MORRIS DETAINED 29-2-1972 PRISON SHIP 
"MAIDSTONE" (Figure 4.25). Although this was a prison ship used to hold detainees alongside 
Long Kesh Internment Camp, the artistic endeavours are identical to those created at the camp. 
The second image is a rather more stark and figurative composition in black and white 
(Figure 4.26). There are two figures, the larger one on the left is reminiscent of classical images 
of Prometheus and depicts a heroic man - still holding his sword and shield - tied to a rock and 
being attacked by a bird of prey as he leans forward, almost lifeless. It is named as `Cu-chualin 
the Brave', the more commonly spelt Cuchulain, is the legendary `Hound of Ulster', who is 
interestingly one of the few figures who also frequently appears in Loyalist imagery. The smaller 
figure on the left is a woman who stands with her head bowed, surrounded by cross-shaped 
gravestones. She has her right hand resting on a sword and her wrist encased by a hand-cuff with 
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six links hanging from it. She is named as Wise Eire'. literally in Irish Gaelic `I am Ireland', 
which is often represented as a female personification of the island of Ireland. The note above 
her head refers to the political state of Northern Ireland: 'The six remaining links on the chain, 
represents the six remaining counties of Ireland which are still in bondage'. The image is titled 
`Long Kesh 1972', and along the bottom of the handkerchief the artist is given as `Frank 
Rafferty Internee Long Kesh 1972'. These handkerchiefs, with their use of Celtic imagery, 
mythology and Republican ideas are both attractive and conventional means of expressing 
Republican identity. That both examples were well executed, are in good condition, date from 
the early years of imprisonment (and internment in particular) and are so prominently displayed 
within the public area of the house immediately point to the occupiers credentials as well- 
connected, long-term Republicans. Perhaps after establishing such credentials - and it should be 
remembered that McIntyre remained a Republican throughout his 18 years in jail, after his 
release in 1992 and until his later disillusionment with the mainstream Republican leadership, - 
he felt freer to display dissent to such conventional claims in the semi-privacy of his attic office. 
Within the living room of the house sits the only free-standing artefact that is on public 
display in the house. A large, mahogany, decorated Celtic cross sits on top of a cabinet in the 
living room (Figure 4.27). It is a substantial size, measuring over 20 inches, and was carved from 
a single piece of wood, therefore indicating the acquiescence of the prison authorities to such a 
creation at its time of construction. The Celtic knots on the face of the cross have been carved by 
hand and are not only ornate but well executed. The inlays of blue contrast with the dark brown 
mahogany varnish, indicating a great deal of care and skill in its construction. In calligraphy the 
following words appear on the top tier of the mount of the cross: 
In memory of 
Our fallen comrades 
RIP 
The bottom tier simply states: 
19 LONG KESH 93 
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This artefact differs from the picture frames not just in physical form but in a number of 
more subtle ways. There is no note on the front of the wooden cross relating to who created it, 
though that information may exist on the bottom or on a hidden side, which would differ from its 
usual central location. Although, the artefact is mobile it is clearly less moveable than the 
picture-frames and as such is located in a less than convenient location, on top of a cabinet. To 
this extent the context of this item is curious. It sits opposite the door and is not at eye-level in 
the room but nonetheless commands the visitors' attention due to its placement opposite the 
entrance. It is surrounded by a strange assortment of unrelated artefacts, including three ornately 
painted skull/skeletal figurines that do not appear to be related to Long Kesh/Maze. In the 
background of these group is a speaker from a music system. There is no doubt that the Celtic 
cross is beautifully crafted but its traditional Republican form and imagery creates an imbalance 
with such a contemporary surrounding. It appears as a statement rather than purely aesthetic 
decoration. Perhaps, its date of creation - from the year after McIntyre's release - may indicate a 
personal poignancy and explain its prominent location? 
This collection of artefacts reveals much about the relationships between internal 
prisoners and their external communities, the original creator and the current holder of the 
artefacts. That the artefacts date from the early 1970s and then the 1990s demonstrates the 
differences in the relationships between the prisoners and their organisations and how they 
wished to represent this to an external audience. The decorated handkerchiefs from the early 
1970s are filled with traditional Republican imagery that ignores their current socio-political 
situation. They are proudly named, dated and make reference to their place of imprisonment and 
most importantly their status. This can be contrasted with the later examples, which show some 
ambivalence towards the Republican leadership, though are careful not to self-identify 
themselves on the images. The symbols used have obviously evolved past the traditional 
Republican images and ideals. Even the traditional harp artefact differs in not having the 
creator's name and location central to its presentation. This collection presents mixed messages: 
disillusionment with the Republican leadership and with the myths that surrounded them whereas 
still holding to the more traditional images and propaganda of early 1970s Republicanism. The 
collection of artefacts also suggests a degree of free association with external contacts at these 
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periods. The handkerchiefs are ornately decorated propaganda, complete with names, dates and 
locations and were able to be passed beyond the confines of their prisons of origin without fear 
of interception. Equally, the large-scale and high quality materials and construction of the Celtic 
cross, dating from 1993, illustrates that by this stage the ability to create and export such items 
was relatively uncontained. It is poignant that none of these artefacts date from the more difficult 
periods of prisoner/official power struggles of the mid 1970s to mid 1980s. 
The Republican artefacts in Mr McIntyre's home are significant in their placement and 
also due to the fact that they were not made by the current owners. The artefacts illustrate that, at 
their time of creation, there was considerable access to materials, the time to create and ability to 
export artefacts across the prison boundary. On a personal level, the mixture of traditional and 
more unconventional artefacts indicates a highly ambivalent relationship with the current 
Republican leadership, with conflicting messages that suggest disagreements with the current 
direction of the leadership but a strong and enduring relationship with traditional Republicanism. 
As such they tell many stories not only about the artefacts themselves but their evolving meaning 
and the changing relationships with the prison. This investigation will now move to the growth 
in community museums, concentrating on two that have appeared in West Belfast since the 
closure of Long Kesh/Maze. 
4.4.2. Artefacts in community museums 
In the past ten years there has been a noticeable growth in community museums, which 
has occurred predominantly in urban, Republican/Nationalist areas. It is clear that the creation of 
these museums reflects a feeling of disconnection with official heritage presentation in formal 
museums. However, it could also be connected with more political concerns, such as contesting 
present usage and appropriation of place (Shurmer-Smith & Hannam, 1994: 52). Undoubtedly, 
the creation of community archives for the artefactual remains of Long Kesh/Maze is a direct 
reaction to the ongoing uncertainties about the future of the site. Two of these museums 
belonging to West Belfast, have opened since 2000 and are uniquely Republican in their 
celebration of the endurance of the community during the course of the Troubles through the 
exhibition of prison artefacts. The focus of this study will be the museums that are housed above 
the Roddy McCorley's Club, Glen Road, Belfast, know as the Roddy's, and the Irish Republican 
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History Museum, Conway Mill, Falls Road, Belfast (see Map 2). Although they are the creation 
of different perceptions of contemporary Republicanism, the Roddy's museum belonging to a 
Republican club whose membership is determined by previous `political' imprisonment, and 
Conway Mill being the creation of the recently deceased Eileen Hickey, an ex-OC of the 
Provisional IRA at Armagh Gaol, they have many similarities. Both museums are located in 
West Belfast and hold many similar artefacts that originated in prisons in Northern Ireland. They 
occupy small spaces, with the Roddy's Museum spread over two small rooms on an upper floor 
of the club and the Conway Mill Museum holding artefacts in one long room in the converted 
Conway Mills complex. They are insubstantial spaces that were not originally designed to act as 
museums but their very informal surroundings tell of their more personal significance than most 
official museums. 
Despite holding a number of artefacts made in HMS Maidstone, Crumlin Road Jail, and 
Armagh Gaol (the latter primarily located at the Conway Mill Museum), the majority of artefacts 
originated in Long Kesh/Maze. There are a wide range of Celtic-motifed cultural artefacts, which 
served an aesthetic purpose, including harps, replica thatched cottages, handkerchiefs and 
associated wooden memorabilia (Figures 4.28 - 4.29). Indeed there are even pencil drawings 
depicting an aerial view of the Nissen huts of Cage 7 that appear to have been drawn by the same 
artist that reside in both museums (Figures 4.30 - 4.31) There are similarities in materials, 
construction, form and commemoration in that many artefacts follow a specific template and the 
majority note, in a prominent place on the artefact, who made them, where and when (Figure 
4.32). Perhaps it could be suggested that even at an early stage of construction, with many 
artefacts dating from the early 1970s, the prisoners were aware of the significance that would be 
placed on goods made in the prison and it also tells of their pride in their status of `prisoner of 
war'. 
There are also similarities in the small but significant number of official, prison-issue 
artefacts that have been acquired and now are exhibited in the museum. For within the museum 
at Conway Mills there are a number of artefacts that have been removed secretly, both before 
and after closure, from security infrastructures, including from the H Blocks (Figure 4.33), and 
medical equipment that purports to have been used in the care of hunger strikers in 1980 and 
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1981 (Figure 4.34). Their presentation, side by side, with prisoner creations, suggests that now 
the prison is in danger of redevelopment both artefacts of huge significance, especially hunger 
striker memorabilia, and artefacts created from the prison infrastructure have a role to play in the 
remembrances of specific times and places. This can be compared to the Roddy's Museum, 
which gains much prestige due to its controlled access (the museum is not open to the public) 
and the quality of memorabilia connected to Long Kesh/Maze. The two most memorable 
artefacts equally fall into the mundane and the exceptional in that a bed from the Cages is 
proudly displayed hanging from the roof of one of the rooms of the museum (Figure 4.35) and an 
official scale model of the prison sits in the centre of the same room (Figure 4.36). So 
exceptional is the gaining of the scale model of the prisons that I was told by my guide that it had 
almost become an urban legend. Apparently, the authorities had discovered its disappearance 
from the prison after closure but had no idea how it was removed from the site, when and by 
whom. Although, they had heard that it resided in this museum they could not gain access to the 
building to prove this contention (Corr, 2007). 
What does the existence, and recent creation, of both museums tell us about Northern 
Irish Republicanism? It may point to a need, both within the ex-prisoner groups and their wider 
communities, to commemorate the experiences of the past 30 years. As it could be suggested that 
such museums are manifestations of growing confidence to contest `who controls the story of 
war and the way it is told to others' (Ashplant et al, 2004: 72). The appearance of artefacts that 
were prisoner creations alongside the mundane infrastructural artefacts seems to suggest that the 
aim is not just to glorify a Republican past but to remember all elements of the sites and their 
impacts on society in stark contrast to the official policy for these manifestations to disappear 
and be forgotten. As Long Kesh/Maze has been closed since 2000, with little access to those it 
once imprisoned, these museums are a means of reclaiming official heritage, interpreting the 
remains as they wish to and of remembering those who have died either during the course of the 
Troubles or as a result of the conditions of long-term imprisonment. The Conway Mill museum 
in particular tells of the need for people to remember, to tell their own stories, and to reacquire a 
past that was largely forced upon them. It displays a distrust of official versions and a 
repudiation of the government's desire to sweep the past under the carpet. Such discomfort at 
current official policies of forgetting or reinterpreting the past without public consultation can be 
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compared to Martija Anteric's findings relating to popular perceptions of similar initiatives in 
post-conflict Bosnia-Hercegovina (1998: 181) To this extent, the retention and display of chairs 
made of the wood of demolished buildings (Figure 4.37) and the retention of security lights from 
demolished army barracks (Figure 4.38) can speak louder than words of the need for people to 
remember the difficulties of the recent past. The last examination of this section will also be a 
study of artefacts that are no longer on site, however, their present location relates to their 
confiscation as contraband from prisoners by the prison authorities. Therefore, their heightened 
significance at the time of their confiscation and their current location points to them being the 
most important artefacts connected to the site. 
4.5 Artefacts held in the NIPS Museum 
The artefacts held at the NIPS museum are a central focus in this study as this collection, 
through either the physical signs of negotiation or their contraband nature, will help illuminate 
unintended experiences of the site. In particular, such artefacts will illuminate the degree of 
subversion and negotiation of surroundings and place, and the relations of power revealed 
therein, which fluctuated over time and space. DeCunzo states in her recent work on institutions 
that there is a need to scour archives, museums and private collections to explore the artefacts of 
prisoners, due to them frequently being ignored (2006b: 84). Therefore, the large number of 
artefactual remains of Long Kesh/Maze held at the NIPS Museum enables such an investigation 
of the small scale subversions of the site and, due to the sheer numbers involved, allows us to be 
selective in those artefacts that are to be interrogated in detail. 
Physically altered and confiscated artefacts reveal much about the subversion of the site 
and the ability of prisoners to access and utilise contraband. In this respect, the works of Arjun 
Appadurai (1986) Chris Gosden (2001) and Lynn Meskell (2006) are significant in that they 
explore, to varying degrees, the relational context of materiality and how artefacts change their 
context, their usage and thereby their significance in the lives of those who used them. 
Appadurai's work is seminal in its concern with the social life of things was one of the earliest 
attempts to theorise the active role that artefacts held in the relationships of human actors (1986). 
Meskell's view that materiality is contextual but has a propensity `to forge, shape, interpolate, 
and possibly even challenge and undermine social relations and experiences' (2006: 6) is utilised 
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in this study. Furthermore, Chris Gosden's emphasis on the unequal significances of artefacts 
and how they are implicated in the values attached to social relations is also of importance (2001: 
165-167). Gosden's emphasis on the relational significance of artefacts, and how `all objects are 
equal in their effectiveness and not all objects attract social relations at the same rate or degree of 
importance', is poignant to an institutional context where artefacts are limited in number and 
scope and thereby may have heightened and unexpected values (ibid: 169). Indeed, it is my 
contention that the material remains held in this collection are significant due to being 
confiscated at a time in their biography when they were most important, not just due to their 
subversive usages but their role in the negotiation of power relations. Indeed, as manifestations 
of social and power relations within the prison they reflect the ability and ingenuity of prisoner to 
subvert and negotiate their surroundings, and the success of the prison officers in intercepting 
them, at specific points in the life of the site. 
The artefacts held at the NIPS museum were apprehended at a time in their object 
biography when they were of great significance to those who created, held, used and indeed 
searched for them. One should note that even the most mundane artefacts can move value 
categories from an everyday use or aesthetic value to something that meant much more, be that 
practically or symbolically, at the time they were searched for, discovered and confiscated by the 
authorities. Indeed, often the reason that the artefacts reside in this collection is due to their 
moving between legitimate and contraband categorisation due to an official change of policy 
rather than any innate quality or value that the artefact possessed. If one explores the quantity of 
marching paraphernalia, and the flags and banners in particular, in the collection it appears that 
their status changed from year to year from being legitimate to contraband depending on the 
prisoners' relationship with the regime at that time. Therefore even the most ordinary artefacts 
may be of great significance to this study in that they can tell multiple stories of place: not only 
of prisoner access to contraband, ability to negotiate and subvert the system but also of the power 
struggles and relations within the site. The artefacts in this collection therefore need careful 
analysis that moves beyond simple dichotomies of functional and symbolic usages, as suggested 
by Lynn Meskell (2006: 3). 
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4.5.1 Northern Ireland Prison Service Museum, Millisle, Co. Down. 
The confiscated artefacts held by the Northern Ireland Prison Service Museum are housed 
at the Prison Service Training College in the small sea-side town of Millisle in Co. Down (see 
Map 1). The NIPS Museum encompasses an exhibition room containing a number of prison- 
related artefacts, both official and confiscated from prisoners, dating from throughout the Prison 
Service in Northern Ireland. The selection of artefacts range from the macabre, including a 
hangman's rope from the Crumlin Road Gaol, Belfast, to the quirky, such as the more inventive 
ways that paramilitary prisoners attempted to smuggle items into the different prisons. Although 
the museum collection spans over 100 years' activities the vast majority of the artefacts on 
display, and indeed in the museum store, relate to the paramilitary prisoners held at numerous 
locations throughout Northern Ireland from the 1970 to present day. 
The building that houses the museum was converted from a Victorian borstal and is not 
purpose built as a museum. The museum store is housed in an attic room and is one of the least 
hospitable locations for holding, and attempting to preserve, artefactual remains in the building 
due to the fluctuating temperatures and poor state of repair of the roof. Furthermore, as the vast 
majority of the artefacts are made from degradable material, such as metals, woods and textiles, 
they are being increasingly corroded and broken down by the infiltration of sea air into a 
weather-beaten house. Indeed, the inaccessibility of this location, both physically and politically, 
has been a major factor in the development of the museum. This isolation has been beneficial in 
ensuring the continued existence of the artefacts, reasonably untouched through fluctuating 
political climates, presumably through widespread ignorance of its existence. So little utilised is 
the collection that an ex-prison officer, who works voluntarily with the collection, informed me 
that I was the first researcher to have come to examine the contents of the museum. In fact, when 
initial contact was made with NIPS regarding their museum they were very reticent to even 
confirm its existence. Conversely, this location is obviously problematic in the inappropriate 
facilities and inconsistent expertise in the cataloguing and storage of the collection. However, 
without the personal interest of individual prison officers one could assume that there would be 
no cataloguing, preserving and utilising of these confiscated artefacts. 
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The artefacts that reside in the museum room are presented as a permanent exhibition 
with the majority of the portable artefacts placed in dark wood, free-standing glass cabinets 
(Figure 4.39) and a small number of larger artefacts placed around the perimeter of the room and 
beside the cabinets (Figure 4.40). The confiscated artefacts include those that show the most 
innovative ways that the prisoner attempted to smuggle items into the prison, this includes 
bullets that were carried into the prison through specially adapted platform shoes (as was the 
fashion in the 1970s) and books that were hollowed out for items to be smuggled (Figures 4.41 - 
4.42). There are also examples of how the prisoners attempted to make more social artefacts in 
prison with a homemade still for brewing illegal alcohol standing prominently in the corner with 
tubes and piping protruding from a metal dustbin (Figure 4.43). These artefacts tend to be the 
best preserved of a number of similar artefacts that reside in the stores and are presented as a 
cabinet of curiosities with no chronological order or story-telling evident in their arrangement. 
The storage of the artefacts in the attic storerooms is of a much more haphazard nature 
than those on display in the downstairs museum. The smaller artefacts are generally contained in 
museum-standard boxes in the smaller of the two attic rooms. This room contains metal shelving 
holding boxes and a small number of larger items - including ceremonial poles for holding flags 
used for marching, alcohol stills and random artefacts - scattered around the perimeter of the 
room and sitting loose on metal shelves. The boxes are separated into the different prisons with 
the majority of boxes relating to `Maze Compounds' and `Maze Cellular'. There does not appear 
to be any artefacts relating to prisons that are still in use, ie HMP Magaberry and HMP 
Magilligan. The majority of the artefacts have a reference number attached or written on acid- 
free paper, but there are a small number that have none. A substantial minority of artefacts are 
held in open containers with no protection from dust or the sea air and there are a smaller number 
on open shelves. There are some artefacts that are marked `Maze Compounds' that actually 
originated in HMP Armagh (Figure 4.44), some items have explanatory notes about their origins, 
including where and when they were found, but the majority have no contextual information. 
There are also a number of boxes that hold official files of documentary material, often of a very 
sensitive nature, relating to prisoners of Long Kesh/Maze prison. 
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Although the museum does hold a substantial number of artefacts there is obviously no 
information regarding the number of items that were not apprehended, that were used, disposed 
of and even smuggled out of the prison (anecdotes of the sheer scale of such smuggling can be 
found in detail in many oral testimony-based studies on life in Long Kesh/Maze [see Campbell et 
al, 1994]). There is also no record of those artefacts that were deliberately destroyed, lost or 
misplaced since their discovery and either were never added to the collection or were later 
removed. On a more practical level, when examining the artefacts it is noticeable that the official 
catalogue does not always co-ordinate with what is held in the store. There are a number of items 
on the catalogue that cannot be located in the stores and there are artefacts with a reference 
number that in the stores that do not appear on the catalogue. However, the proportion of the 
collection relating to Long Kesh/Maze that continues to exist is substantial, with just over 300 
artefacts dating from all stages of occupation of the site as a prison, and this enables examination 
of the negotiation of the site at different periods of its occupation. 
There are some problems with using the official catalogue due to the inconsistencies 
already noted and because many artefacts have no recorded context, which can make the 
interpretation more difficult. Where the context is recorded, one must accept that they are 
written, and in many cases are interpreted, by those who not only did not produce them but were 
hostile to their creators. Examination of a number of the context and interpretation notes attached 
to artefacts show that this process is often very subjective and explanations may not be correct. 
For example, a substantial proportion of the artefacts are so generic that they could, and most 
certainly did, have multiple uses that may have changed over time and space. This includes a 
large number of metal implements that originated from the prison infrastructure and prison-issue 
artefacts that were later altered (Figure 4.45 - 4.46). To attempt to counter this potential problem 
store catalogues has been created that record the artefacts held in the stores, describing the 
objects in the most basic details whilst also recording the interpretation, if any exists, from the 
NIPS authorities. 
The store catalogues follows the basic structure of the official catalogue eg the headings 
and terminology, but there are added categories of information including location in store, 
context, associated documentary information, form, use type, description and date of 
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confiscation as well as date of cataloguing. By providing these artefacts with as wide a range of 
information as possible the collection is open to a greater level of interpretation. In this way I 
hope to move away from overly-specific and generalising statements employed by the official 
catalogue's generic descriptions. The closer examination of the actual materials and construction 
of the artefacts are to be employed alongside consideration of the changing contexts and 
purposes in the objects' biographies. The official catalogue continues to exist alongside the new 
store catalogues: Maze Compound, Maze Cellular, and Maze Unknown, for artefacts where there 
are clear doubts as to their origins (Appendices 5,6,7 & 8). 
4.5.2 Confiscated Artefacts 
This investigation will follow the basic divisions that were utilised in the official 
catalogue by dividing the collections into `Maze Compounds' and `Maze Cellular' as such 
categories acknowledge the most fundamental division in the physical manifestations of the 
prison site. The aim of this study is to discover if there is a major difference in the quantity and 
form of artefacts that were confiscated from the different manifestations of Long Kesh/Maze 
prison. As there is often a lack of exact dates for the confiscation of the majority of the artefacts 
held in this collection, these divisions are often the most precise indicator of the regime under 
which the artefacts were created or smuggled into the prison. Furthermore, the importance of 
such confiscated artefacts, as physical manifestations of subversion, control and fluctuating 
power struggles between prisoners and prison officers, are paramount. 
The first, and most obvious, starting point relates to the number of artefacts that were 
confiscated from the different elements of the site. The store catalogue identifies 200 artefacts 
that can be definitively identified from Maze Compounds, in contrast to 72 pieces from Maze 
Cellular and 34 items of unknown or disputed origin. This translates to at least 65% of the 
artefacts currently in the store originating from the Nissen huts with only 24% from the H 
Blocks. Although there is some confusion in the official catalogue in the use of Maze Cellular 
and Maze Compounds, with one sub-section of the list entitled simply `Maze' as the originating 
location, the numeric differences are even more marked with the Maze Compounds showing 377 
artefacts and Maze Cellular only 82. Therefore, just over 82% of the artefacts are identified as 
originating from the Nissen huts and just under 18% from the H Blocks. These figures show a 
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substantial difference in both numbers and proportions from the official and store catalogues, 
with a significant number of artefacts unaccounted from both the Compounds and Maze Cellular. 
Whereas the Nissen huts were fully occupied from 1971 to 1975, and only partially from 1975 
until closure in 1987, the H Blocks were fully occupied from 1975 until closure in 2000. One 
would not expect such vast discrepancies in numbers due to timescales alone and equally the 
differences are so vast that they cannot be explained solely by deficiencies in transferral rate 
after confiscation. These variations point towards a number of differences in prisoner 
experiences of Long Kesh/Maze. Indeed, the ability to control, and fluctuations in power 
relations between prisoners and the prison regime, must be considered a significant factor in 
these vastly different numbers of artefacts. 
Explanations for the different numbers of artefacts confiscated must originate with life 
inside Long Kesh/Maze. The documentary evidence in chapter three has shown that the Nissen 
huts of Long Kesh were not purpose built as a prison and as such were phased out due to the 
inability of the authorities to control the activities of the inmates. The necessity of the prison 
authorities to build a new prison suggests that the prisoners in the Nissen huts had a greater 
ability than normal prisoners to control their own activities and this has been confirmed by the 
written sources and oral testimonies of ex-prisoners who talked about the `freedom' of the 
Nissen huts (Meehan, 2006). This removal from the totalising gaze, so associated with 
Foucauldian prison ideology, ensured greater freedom and opportunity to gain, construct and 
hide contraband artefacts. In particular, the Nissen huts were not patrolled by prison officers, 
who had little knowledge of the daily activities within the confines. The structures also provided 
greater opportunities to conceal objects in tunnels dug under the foundations, under tiles in the 
floors and between the shells of metal sheeting that covered the Nissen huts. Indeed, during oral 
testimonies one of the ex-prisoners commented on how difficult it was for prison officers to 
locate the tunnels under the tiles and had to resort to tapping each tile individually to listen for a 
hollow noise (Meehan, 2006). The archaeological evidence supports such contentions as ongoing 
media reports have highlighted the finds that have been unearthed by workmen in unforeseen 
locations, such as the hollows between sheet metal, since the dismantling of the site began in 
Autumn 2006 (Thornton, Belfast Telegraph, 30 April 2007). It would also be fair to suggest that 
due to Special Category status, prior to 1976, there was greater freedom to bring in a wider range 
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of items, legitimate and contraband, that could be later utilised in unforeseen ways due to their 
greater number of parcels and visits that provided more opportunities for smuggling. 
Photographs held by the NIPS museum show the sophistication of the smuggling through some 
of the contraband that the prison officers located, including drill pieces inside mars bars (Figure 
4.47). In comparison, those prisoners on protests during the late 1970s and early 1980s in the H 
Blocks in particular, often had few artefacts in their cells. As protests grew more extreme the 
authorities stripped cells, leaving them with only mattresses and blankets to prevent subversion 
and concealment. However, the analysis of prisoner comms. from chapter three demonstrates 
that despite official intentions it was impossible to prevent all means of subversion. 
When one moves beyond the mere number of artefacts confiscated from both 
manifestations of imprisonment there appears to be a substantial difference in types of artefacts 
that had been made, subverted or smuggled onto the site. The store catalogue shows that there 
are a greater range of artefacts from the Nissen huts that incorporate a wider range of materials 
and have more numerous use values than those from the H Blocks. The two largest groups of 
artefacts found in the Nissen huts were used as tools (47) (the majority of which were probably 
used for escape attempts also) and artefacts that could be considered cultural (53). This indicates 
at least two very different activities going on in the Nissen huts that result from diverse 
motivations. The range of artefacts suggests an ease of access to numerous different materials 
and a variety of activities with escape attempts, most often through digging tunnels or cutting 
wire, co-existing with cultural, identity-affirming activities such as marching and parading. That 
these quite different types of artefacts and associated activities co-existed in such large numbers 
from the Nissen huts indicates that there was relatively easy access to a range of materials - 
including metal, wood, paper and textiles - and substantial freedom of activity and time to 
complete these artefacts. 
Indeed, the sophistication of some creations show the relative isolation of the prisoners 
from the prison authorities in that they were able to construct artefacts over a substantial amount 
of time. It is apparent also from the notes that are attached to some of these artefacts that they 
were only discovered when the prison authorities were able to raid the Nissen huts with Anny 
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assistance rather than through routine access. For example, the note accompanying 1992/379A-F 
contains contextual information that states: 
; ts Compound 
Label 'Selection of industrial cutting blades probably smuggled in for use in one of the homemade 
Found by Search Team in Compound 10,11/06/1981' 
This note is similar to the few examples of documentary evidence found with artefacts in the 
Maze Compounds collection in that they invariably confirm that artefacts were found by a 
`search team' (apart from one example, which states that the contraband was found accidentally 
by contract workers whilst maintaining the site). This note also indicates that the prisoners must 
have lived a relatively free existence for long periods as the confiscated artefacts are associated 
with an established `lathe' that must have been constructed and used for sometime before 
discovery. The interpretation of prisoner existence in Maze Compounds that results from such 
artefacts on the store catalogue is supported by oral testimonies and published prisoner 
testimonies (eg Adams, 1990). 
That two such differing interests, facilitating escape and creating cultural artefacts, are 
both simultaneously popular also suggests that myriad forms of materials were relatively easily 
accessible. Furthermore, I would suggest that the sheer quantity of cultural items included in this 
selection of artefacts could reflect an experience of prison life that had more freedom of 
expression and occupation than traditional prison regimes. If prison life was incredibly restrictive 
and difficult then making highly-elaborate flags and parading paraphernalia, such as at 2002/673 
(Figure 4.48), would not have been undertaken and completed. This assertion is supported by the 
lack of such artefacts from the H Blocks. In difficult times cultural, identity-affirming activities 
are not essentials but rather luxuries, I would suggest that these artefact assemblages point to 
fluctuating power relations marked by periods of free and unrestrained activity punctuated by 
official attempts to exert control throughout the lifespan of the Nissen huts. 
The artefacts listed in the Maze Cellular catalogue suggest a very different experience of 
prison from Maze Compounds. Firstly, the most numerous groups of artefacts collected in this 
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section are not actually confiscated artefacts, in fact they are official prison documents that have 
been possibly erroneously catalogued with the confiscated artefact (40). However, amongst these 
files are a number of prisoners' letters that were intercepted by the prison authorities, and as such 
can be considered contraband artefacts. The confiscated letters in this collection are important for 
two reasons. Firstly, the majority date from the Hunger Strike era and are primarily propaganda 
letters written to figures such as `the State Senate, Minnasota [sic] by Sean Boyle' and reflect a 
calculated attempts by Republican prisoners to create a higher international, and particularly 
North American, profile for the Republican prisoners' cause. Such a focus not only shows the 
awareness and organised nature of the Republican hierarchy but also indicates the desire to 
impact on British policy through international pressure. Such activities suggest a means of 
subverting a repressively regime through minute interactions with the very few artefacts 
remaining on site: toilet and cigarette paper. Secondly, the note attached to the above mentioned 
letter (2000/71) states: `H6.7/5/81. On cigarette paper', with no reference to `search teams'. This 
suggests greater access to, and control of, prisoners' personal cell space by the prison authorities 
at this time. 
The most significant number of artefacts that can actually be categorised as contraband or 
subverted, and hence confiscated rather than being erroneously catalogued, relate to 
possible/probable weaponry usages (10). However, on inspection, although many of these items 
were attributed as weaponry on the official catalogue they are often random pieces of metal that 
could have had many uses. With no supporting documentation to tell of their discovery or usage 
it is difficult to definitively state that they were solely used as weapons. The examples held in the 
stores are definitely not as obviously weapon-like as the artefacts confiscated from the 
Compounds and this perhaps suggests either multiple or utilitarian uses as well as a lack of 
access to suitable materials to create weapons. Indeed, the form of the metal used in these 
artefacts suggests that they were smuggled from prison workshops, and thereafter around the 
prison, rather than smuggled into the prison from outside. For example, one artefact is a wooden 
block that has been hollowed out with an attached note: 'Leg of work bench H5 C Wing 29-9-83' 
(1992/85). The existence of such confiscated `weapons' suggest that the ability to access 
contraband must have been much limited in the new prison system. 
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The inclusion of such artefacts from the early 1980s indicates the dearth of materials that 
the prisoners in Maze Cellular in general could access due to their housing in a purpose-built 
prison and the more unrelenting regime that was implemented. Indeed, it is apparent from 
prisoners' writings during the period of protests that the ability of prisoners to subvert the regime 
often took a more intangible form, including singing to each other to boost morale from behind 
cell doors or passing tobacco from cell window to window, as the surroundings would no longer 
allow such obvious physical manifestations of non-cooperation and subversion as before 
(Campbell et al, 1994: 71-78). Any investigation of the confiscated artefacts from the H Blocks 
is hampered by a major lack of artefacts from the latter, more settled periods of life at Long 
Kesh/Maze. Such a silence from this period probably does not suggest repression so much as a 
lack of control of prisoner activities. Oral testimonies suggest that from the early 1990s the 
prisoners were effectively given control of their wings, with 24 hours association and few prison 
officer incursions onto the wings. Therefore, the fluctuating quantity and quality of artefacts 
from the Maze Cellular shows major changes in the power relations within the prison. The lack 
of artefactual remains from the H Blocks suggests two extremes in the power relations within the 
prison: a repressive regime from the mid 1970s to the mid 1980s and a lax regime from the late 
1980s until closure. Indeed, this study shows the difficulties of conducting archaeology based 
solely on artefactual remains: for without synthesizing all sources of information available one 
cannot appreciate that vastly different reasons can exist for the same archaeological phenomena. 
4.5.3 Artefact subgroups 
Closer examination of a number of subgroups of confiscated artefacts can be used to 
provide a closer analysis of the artefacts made, subverted, used and confiscated and what they 
can tell us about the prisoners' experiences of the site. Although the terms used to describe these 
artefacts are vague and subjective, and on occasion artefacts can have multiple uses or their use 
can change, these have been chosen as a marker to allow analysis of the artefacts within easily 
referenced sections. In this respect, some artefacts may be examined under a number of 
categories. Indeed, the multi-purpose nature of artefacts, and their ability to change use and 
significance throughout their existence, is recognised rather than providing neat, totalising 
categories of artefacts. 
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Cultural and social artefacts 
The individual nature of the cultural and social artefacts ensure that they are the most 
unique and interesting selection of artefacts to study but also the most difficult to categorise. The 
cultural artefacts often reflect an individual or group attempt at materialising an element of their 
identity as a person, a member of a community as well as a prisoner. Indeed, Neil Jarman's 
analysis of Loyalist banners, of which there are a number in this collection, highlights their dual 
nature as both visible and material repositories of Loyalist traditions (1998: 121). Close 
examination of the examples in the collection indicate that they are usually more personalised, 
technically sophisticated, show some degree of aptitude and skill and exhibit the greatest degree 
of care in their construction than more utilitarian artefacts. Indeed, oral testimonies with a 
number of ex-prisoners have shown that only those prisoners considered `artistic' spent their 
days making such artefacts (including Adams, Loughran and McIntyre, 2007). This subgroup of 
confiscated artefacts is connected to social artefacts as both subgroups exhibit a number of 
similarities. Differentiation is made between cultural and social artefacts where those elements 
that are connected to shared and divisive aspects of the Northern Irish cultural experience shall 
be considered culture whereas those elements that are connected to free-time, leisure and 
sociable activities that are not obviously ethnically distinct shall be considered social. In this 
respect, both categories reflect facets of the prisoners' personality, identity, self-image and 
interests more so than those artefact connected to more depersonalised prisoner activities such as 
weaponry and escape activities. 
The store catalogue shows 53 artefacts from Maze compounds that are fully or partially 
described as cultural and only one from Maze Cellular. Of Maze Unknown there are two 
artefacts that could be considered cultural. The cultural artefacts in this collection are 
overwhelmingly from the Maze Compounds. The majority relate to parading and marching 
activities, in fact only three artefacts are not connected to this arena of public display of culture. 
Of the 49 artefacts in this category the vast majority are flags or banners. Within this collection 
there exists a mixture of manufactured national flags (predominantly Northern Ireland and the 
Republic of Ireland) and prison-made paramilitary specific banners. The paramilitary banners 
show marked differences between Republican and Loyalist paramilitary representations, with the 
Loyalist paramilitaries creating more ornate flags, with the name and crest of the organisation 
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very prominent on the banners, whereas Republican examples tend to be more abstract with 
socialist and Republican imagery being the most prominent symbols. Aesthetically, the Loyalist 
flags are of more interest, in comparison with Republican flags, due to their ornate decoration, 
obvious care and industry employed and the variety of materials used in their construction. 
Although the Republican flags and banners are made to a high standard, with quality materials 
and careful construction often using a sewing machine, their repetitive designs (most commonly 
replicating the Soviet symbol of a plough of stars) are not individual or ornate. This lack of 
individualisation in manifesting communal identity mirrors the constraints that the Republican 
hierarchy imposed on its prisoners within Long Kesh/Maze, which was commented on by a 
number of ex-prisoners through oral testimonies (McIntyre and Loughran, 2007). 
In comparison, the Loyalist flags often show the use of numerous textiles with inlays and 
the extensive use of textiles paints (often with ornate and carefully executed images on the 
banners [Figure 4.49]). A number of these examples show signs that they have been treated with 
some form of adhesive in order to maintain a rigid form, again indicative, as are the attached 
loops, that they were to be used as banners to be displayed in public, rather than a flag to be 
draped. There was also extra ornamentation frequently added to Loyalist banners, including 
tassels and waterproofing, which indicate a great deal of care and the desire for a high quality 
finish that is absent from Republican examples. It is obvious in this respect that Loyalist 
paramilitaries, when possible, prepared carefully for their parading and marching, which perhaps 
reflects two important elements of the Loyalist experience of the Compounds. Firstly, it indicates 
the importance of marching and parading, and public displays of communal identity and loyalty 
in Unionist and Loyalist culture in Northern Ireland in general, as shown in Neil Jarman's article 
on the creation and use of banners in Loyalist traditions (1998: 121-147). This can be further 
substantiated by the significant number of artefacts in this subgroup obviously replicating the 
material culture of the Orange Order, the Protestant cultural organisation that controls much of 
the marching and parading in Northern Ireland, including five highly detailed copies of Orange 
collarettes (eg Figure 4.50 1992/337C). Secondly, the high level of competition between the 
main Loyalist paramilitary groupings, with the Ulster Volunteer Force (UVF) and the Ulster 
Defence Association (UDA) being the two main protagonists, is materially manifest through 
conspicuous parading. Whilst the Irish Republican Army (IRA) remained the dominant group 
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within Republicanism such ostentatious levels of display to claim primacy were not necessary. 
Furthermore, one could suggest that, as the Compounds were surrounded by wire fences, it is 
possible that the parades were not only identity-reaffirming activities for the paramilitary 
grouping in each Cage (as they were separated by paramilitary affiliation) but also as a means of 
proclaiming their strength and high morale to surrounding paramilitary groupings. Indeed, there 
is evidence that prisoners of all affiliations would sit on the roof of their Nissen huts to view 
parades in distant Cages (Figure 4.51). 
Of the other artefacts connected to parading and marching held in this collection there are 
examples of marching paraphernalia, including one ceremonial pole (with a pike shaped top 
[ 1992/215] Figure 4.52) and associated axe (with red `blood' painted on the end of the `blade' 
[ 1992/296] Figure 4.8) as well as six dark-coloured berets, five pieces of black clothing items, 
two shoulder braids and one belt that had been altered to function as a flag-holder. It could be 
suggested that the majority of these items, with the exception of the ceremonial pole and axe, 
would ordinarily not be confiscated by search teams as they could be construed as social 
clothing. However, that a number of these items appear in this museum collection indicates the 
fluctuating power relationship between the prison authorities and the prisoners, as often the 
decision to allow marching, as with many other activities, was decided on an ad hoc basis rather 
than as part of a long-standing policy. 
The lack of such cultural and social artefacts in Maze Cellular confirms the contention 
that the prisoner experiences of the site differed greatly from the Maze Compounds. Whilst the 
only artefacts that qualify under this description are an Irish music book (2002/746) a Gideon's 
Bible (Unreferenced) and a Loyalist music CD (2002/758B), which indicates not only a lack of 
materials and freedom to construct cultural and social artefacts, but also a lack of opportunity to 
use them. The stricter regime and more controlled environment of a cellular system ensured that 
the prisoners did not have the ability to march and parade in the courtyard without the permission 
of the authorities, unlike their conditions in Maze Compounds. Indeed, one ex-prisoner went so 
far as to talk of their solitary existences in their cell as `our whole world, a concrete cube of a 
womb outside of which all was hostile' (Campbell et al, 1994: 72). Furthermore, one could 
suggest, that the replacement of a wire surround with a high, concrete wall would negate any 
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`public' display of power and identity on which such activities thrive. However, the artefacts that 
originated in the Maze Cellular are of some interest, especially the Loyalist CD (2002/758B), 
which not only is one of the few artefacts accompanied with a note contextualizing its 
confiscation but also dates from the later period of the prison's occupation. This CD, `No 
Regrets', depicts UFF paramilitary figures and has obviously been mass-produced, probably for 
a sympathetic external audience. That such an artefact has been smuggled into the prison, inside 
an intact cover, and was confiscated in 1998, indicates the ease in crossing the prison boundary 
during these later periods. Indeed, as already suggested, the lack of artefacts from this later time 
suggests a lack of control from the prison authorities rather than the harsh conditions of early 
imprisonment at Maze Cellular. This is particularly evident when one views photographs 
showing mass display of flags, bunting and triumphal arches within the H Block corridors to 
commemorate Orange Order marches from the period (Figure 4.53). 
Escape and weaponry artefacts 
Of the more utilitarian artefacts in the collection there is greater parity in numbers 
throughout the holdings from both Maze Compound and Maze Cellular. Of the 113 artefacts in 
the store catalogue, 82 originate from Maze Compounds, whereas 11 are from Maze Cellular 
and 20 are from an unknown Maze context. Therefore, 73% of the escape and weaponry artefacts 
originate in Maze Compounds, 18% from an unknown Maze context and the smallest group, at 
just 10%, originated in Maze Cellular. Although, the vast majority are found in a Compound 
context, there are at least a significant number found in Maze Cellular, in comparison to the 
wider disparity between the social and cultural artefacts. Despite it often being difficult to 
distinguish between whether an item was used as a weapon, for escape purposes or as a 
utilitarian tool, due to the essentially base and multipurpose nature of their form, it is obvious 
that such artefacts were potentially threatening and this resulted in their confiscation. However, 
the store catalogue indicates that 50 artefacts from Maze Compounds would be considered most 
appropriate for use in escape attempts and, with the allowance for some crossover, there are 43 
artefacts that were most probably weaponry. For the Maze Cellular artefacts there are two 
artefacts that are considered of use in escape attempts and 10 artefacts, again with allowances 
given for crossover, which could be considered weaponry. Of those artefacts of an unknown 
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context, five could be associated with escape, whilst 16 artefacts, with crossover, could be 
considered weaponry. 
The Maze Compound weaponry and escape artefacts, as with the cultural and social 
artefacts, display a greater range of artefacts and materials used in their creation than in Maze 
Cellular. As well as artefacts such as wooden cudgels (1992/64,70-72), thick metal wire 
(1992/137) and assorted pieces of metal and wood being used as weapons (Unreferenced), there 
are a number of sophisticated and well constructed examples of weaponry and escape. In 
particular, there are a number of bombing devices (including 1992/313 [Figure 4.541) that were 
found in the Compounds and there are a large number of wire cutters (1992/104-106) and 
tunnelling equipment (including altered lighting systems) (see Figure 4.55)), which indicate a 
multitude of means to escape and to store weapons for use against the prison authorities. There is 
also an associated breadth in the use of the terms `weaponry' and `escape' relating to the 
artefacts confiscated from Maze Compounds that cannot be associated with the more limited 
types of artefacts found in the Cellular elements. For example, there are a number of examples of 
textiles (probably bed sheets) that were used for weaponry education with forms of gun and their 
constituent parts drawn, and named, in some detail (1992/458-462). There are a number of items 
of clothing that presumably were to be used in escape attempts as they were imitation prison 
officer's uniforms (1992/383A-E) or workmen's overalls (eg 1992/322A-B). As with the cultural 
and social artefacts, these weaponry and escape artefacts show that there is both an abundance of 
materials, space and time to be able to create and allow such diverse subversions of the prison 
regime within the Maze Compound that were not enjoyed in the Maze Cellular. 
In contrast the artefacts from Maze Cellular do not show such a range of materials or 
even the freedom to alter prison-issue artefacts to attempt to create weapons or escape materials. 
The majority of the artefacts that fall into this category are probably weaponry rather than 
escape-related as the number of handmade knives, which constitutes eight of the artefacts, 
testifies. These handmade knives frequently include a random piece of metal that has been 
sharpened usually with the addition of a reinforced handle. They do not appear to be effective as 
the base artefact is usually a standard cutlery knife that shows signs of attempted sharpening that 
was not entirely effective. There are a number of smuggling artefacts that indicate the difficulties 
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of the prisoners accessing contraband materials. This includes a pair of platform shoes, similar to 
those displayed in the museum cases but of a lesser standard (1992/11 [Figure 4.41]), which had 
been used to attempt to smuggle bullets in through hollow heels. That such ingenious means of 
smuggling were attempted indicates the levels of difficulty facing prisoners with their greatly 
reduced numbers of parcels and privacy to smuggle and create weaponry and escape tools. Of 
those artefacts that do mirror those found in the Compounds, including the existence of one 
hand-made cudgel from Maze Cellular, they are often of more hurried construction and lesser 
quality. As with the other categories of artefacts there is a marked decline in both number and 
quality of artefacts found in Maze Cellular compared to Maze Compound. However, that there 
were more weaponry/escape artefacts compared to the vast dearth in cultural/social artefacts 
suggests that of the resources the prisoners did have they were concentrating on more basic 
means of protest and non-compliance, with bitter battles with the prison authorities and attempts 
to escape being their main objective. 
The confiscated artefacts from Maze Compound and Maze Cellular show a marked 
difference in the quantity, quality and form of artefacts across the site from different 
manifestations and periods. The majority of the artefacts date from the earlier periods of the site 
when the prisoners occupied buildings that were not designed for holding prison populations. 
The artefacts from this period show a considerable degree of freedom of access to materials and 
time to create often sophisticated items. However, the sheer amount of confiscated artefacts 
suggests firstly that there were fluctuations in power relations when otherwise legitimate 
artefacts were intermittently banned and subsequently confiscated and secondly a greater access 
to create potentially dangerous weapons and escape tools. In contrast, the lack of artefacts from 
Maze Cellular suggests a very different experience of the site. The artefacts point to a lack of 
materials with which the prisoners could subvert or negotiate from the initial periods of 
occupation. However, it seems clear from the later periods of occupation that the regime has 
reverted to a less strict regime with few confiscations and little concern with the types of 
artefacts that were held on the site. 
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4.6 Conclusion 
Analysing artefactual remains of Long Kesh/Maze is an incredibly important step in 
attempting to answer the overarching questions of this thesis. As the study of the documentary 
evidence relating to Long Kesh/Maze demonstrates, to solely examine the historical sources 
relating to an historical site denies the different stories and levels of narrative that the artefacts, 
buildings and landscapes can uncover. As the first level of an investigation of the site the study 
of artefacts is perhaps the most individualised element of this thesis and provides stories of the 
experience of place that are individual and specific. For artefacts not only indicate the degree of 
access and freedom that the prisoners had in their artefactual holdings, creations and subversions 
but they also show how these artefacts were, or were not, personalised and reflect individual 
identity as well as those of their prisoner grouping. 
This investigation was divided into exploring three forms of artefactual remain: artefacts 
that remained on site (which were primarily prison-issue in origin), the artistic and cultural 
creations of prisoners transported externally and the confiscated artefacts that remain in the 
possession of the NIPS. The investigation of these artefacts were significant in that, taken 
separately and synthesising together, they provide a broad picture of the experience of place at 
Long Kesh/Maze. The in situ prison remains are problematic in that under close examination 
they reveal an often contrived setting, as they are not all in situ but have been continually moved 
around the site since its closure. They also tend to reflect a relatively recent origin from the more 
settled prisoner environment of the later period of use and not the disarray of almost artefact-free 
cells and mass breakages and burnings from the earlier manifestation of the site. Despite these 
difficulties the prison-issue artefacts show some evidence of negotiations and subversion. The 
prisoner creations are equally significant in their ability to embody the external and internal 
relationships, the power fluctuations within the prison and the need to express individual and 
communal identity to an external audience. The ability to create, and export, ornate and often 
highly-worked artefacts indicates a level of acquiescence by the prison authorities that is absent 
in the early periods of the H Blocks, before reappearing again in the later periods. Lastly, the 
confiscated artefacts that are held at the NIPS museum are significant in showing the ability to 
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subvert and negotiate the prison infrastructure, artefacts and security that fluctuated through time 
and space. 
The artefactual remains from Long Kesh/Maze suggest that although physical alteration 
is primary in indicating subversion and negotiation, other forms of evidence, especially 
photographic, documentary and oral testimonies, suggest that artefacts could, and were, 
subverted without any physically alteration. Furthermore, the lack of artefacts confiscated from 
Maze Cellular reflects two realities: the almost artefact-free existence of the early periods of 
protest and the relative lack of prison interference in the later periods. The lack of confiscated 
artefacts results from very specific contexts and one cannot assume their background without 
supporting evidence. One should be careful about taking the physical form of an artefact as being 
essential, unchanging and evidence of interactions. The artefactual remains from different 
manifestations of the site show that the quantity, quality and form differed dramatically. These 
stark changes suggest fluctuating power relations between the prisoners and the authorities and, 
by extension, with family and friends outside the prison environment. However, one must use 
this examination as a first step in the study of Long Kesh/Maze that not only explores the 
different manifestations of the site but also takes into account the levels of exploration and the 
limitations of interpretation presented by diverse forms of evidence. Therefore, one must also 
consider the exploration of standing buildings and landscapes to further complicate the stories of 
place. 
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Chapter 5: Standing buildings 
5.1 Introduction 
After examining the most personal and intimate scale of analysis, the artefacts, it 
is natural to move to the standing buildings, in order to add another layer to the multi- 
stories and perspectives of the site. Whereas the study of artefacts tends to concentrate on 
individual experience and the ability of the inhabitants to construct their own realities and 
negotiate personal and group identities at the most intimate level, the study of buildings 
tell different stories. Eleanor Conlin Casella has shown through her work at female penal 
institutions in Tasmania that architecture not only shapes and enables some interactions it 
conversely prevents and discourages others (2001 a: 45). Furthermore, standing buildings, 
as essentially structuring devices, not only channel inhabitants experiences but 
choreograph bodily movements and sensory experiences (2001 a: 51). As such the 
buildings of a prison complex are important to consider as the ultimate means by which 
the authorities attempt to control prisoners and their experience of the site on an 
institutional level. They also provide evidence of how prisoners subsequently comply, 
negotiate and subvert these intentions. Therefore an investigation into how the different 
manifestations of standing buildings at Long Kesh/Maze were implicated in the 
relationships within the prison are essential to this study. 
Prison buildings are created to curtail, control and punish those sentenced to live 
within them. However, the ability of regimes to fulfil these functions is naturally 
impacted by the physicality of the site. Although one should dispute the traditional 
archaeological study of historical buildings that assumes that form follows function (see 
Morriss, 2001: 155), it cannot be doubted that prison regimes are impacted by the 
material that houses and shapes them. Interactions with buildings are very individual and 
can change over time, therefore the construction of totalising narratives of experiences of 
place are unhelpful. Despite the necessity of connecting the theoretical stances of the 
controlling regime with the material realities of the prison structures to attempt to 
understand how the sites are experienced, many studies of prisons tend to discuss regimes 
without mentioning the actual physical prison buildings (see Jewkes & Johnson, 2006 and 
Morriss & Rothman, 1998) or focus on the aesthetics of the buildings without 
consideration of how they were actually lived in (see historical studies such as Brodie, 
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Croom & Davies, 2002 and Johnston, 2001). Whilst exploring the buildings of Long 
Kesh/Maze there is a need to examine the regimes, the physical buildings and the 
inhabitants' interactions over time collectively to avoid, what Alan Mayne and Tim 
Murray call, `the homogenising, universalising and changeless qualities of myth' that 
could permeate the stories of Long Kesh/Maze (2001: 1). Indeed, ex-prisoner Felim 
O'Hagan discusses the growth of stories within the H Blocks in similar terms: `There are 
tales of certain events of almost mythical status which appear to have taken place in all 
the Blanket Blocks. It could be a collective mind at work but, me, I reckon the men who 
were on H3 and H5 are just liars' (O'Hagan, 1994: 71). The growth of theoretically 
engaged archaeological treatments of the study of institutions, which focus on the 
individuality and peculiarities of experience within totalising institutions, shall be utilised 
to shape the analysis of the standing buildings of this site (in particular, Casella, 2000, 
2001 a, 2001b and DeCunzo, 2006a, 2006b). 
The study of the standing buildings of the Long Kesh/Maze prison is a vast 
undertaking due to the very scale of the site and the existence of the two manifestations of 
penal regimes on one site. This chapter will combine different approaches to standing 
buildings - through analysis of the building remains, the interactions of the inhabitants 
and how this changed over time - to reveal multiple stories of intention, negotiation and 
mutation. An examination of the different manifestations of prison building that existed at 
different times during the life of the site will introduce the standing remains. A more 
focused examination of the two main structures that the prisoners experienced, a Nissen 
hut from Long Kesh Internment Camp and aH Block from HMP, the Maze, will add 
insights into the ordinary, everyday experience of the site. This chapter will conclude by 
focusing on the evolving significance of the Prison Hospital, most associated with the 
death of 10 hunger strikers in 1981. 
5.2 The standing buildings at Long Kesh/Maze 
Viewing an aerial photograph of the Long Kesh/Maze site is perhaps the most 
effective way to fully comprehend the scale of the site (see Figure 5.1). Not only does it 
show the large number of buildings that remain on the site but also the different sizes and 
scales of buildings and their rather unstructured and scattered placement. Indeed, when a 
standing building survey was conducted between 2003 to 2004 by the London-based 
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archaeological unit cgms, they concluded that over 300 standing buildings remained on 
the site, which ranged in size and function from concrete H Blocks (Figure 5.2) to 
temporary, make-shift sheds (Figure 5.3) (pers comm., Jon Lowe 2004). This number 
does not include all structures located in the prison landscape as the `Silver City' 
adjoining army base, which was effectively attached to the prison, was dismantled by the 
army after the closure of the prison in 2000. As this mix of army and prison buildings 
suggests, and the aerial image of the entire complex demonstrates, the site layout is rather 
haphazard rather than the regimented plan of a traditional prison. Such a plan suggests 
site development that was dictated by need rather than grand design, however there exists 
some delineation between the parts of the site. 
The aerial photograph at Figure 5.1 is a relatively recent image of the site and is 
used by the present custodians to indicate the site boundaries (green line) and the extent 
of the guided tour (red line) but these lines also indicate the broad demarcations of the 
site. The cleared remnants of the army site can be seen as the relatively uncluttered area at 
the top right hand side of the aerial photograph, which lies just outside the red lines of the 
guided tour. Whereas the other main elements of the site are the Long Kesh Internment 
Camp, with its constituent Nissen huts, which are situated along the runways of the top 
left hand side and the more visually dominating `H' Blocks along the bottom and right 
hand side of the map. Alongside these prisoner buildings are numerous other buildings 
and structures, such as aircraft hangars, which were built and first utilised during World 
War II and are now used as storage (Figure 5.4), and many random structures such as 
small pieces of garden (Figure 5.5) and ramshackle temporary huts, which in their 
dilapidated state often reveal little about usage or their relationship with the rest of the 
site. 
The Internment Camp is characterised by a collection of Nissen huts, measuring 
79 by 24 feet or 60%: by 20 feet, accompanied by smaller Twyneham huts 40 by 20 feet 
(CJ4/174,1971, TNA), which were usually arranged with three huts placed alongside 
each other and one across the front contained within a 70 by 30 yard fenced `Cage'. The 
interior of the Nissen huts were originally communal with 40 bunked beds placed along 
the corrugated iron shell, but eventually partitions were added and bunked beds were 
housed within these mini-rooms (Purbrick, 2004: 95). At its largest extent the Camp held 
up to 21 of these Cages, or Compounds, with 1815 inmates (Gaynor, 1987: 11). The 
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Camp also included associated communal areas constructed of the same materials, 
including visitor centres, administration areas, kitchens and a camp hospital. The original 
Internment Camp area is the oldest section of the prison site, with some elements dating 
back to World War II, and it was utilised from 1970 until it was finally cleared of 
prisoners in 1987. The Nissen huts were temporary constructions, for what was seen as a 
temporary situation. Their ethos and construction is characterised by expediency, with the 
use of the previous runways as concrete foundations and utilising the British Army to 
erect the concrete and corrugated iron of the huts. However, the material structures that 
remain standing date from different periods as numerous riots and fires occurred at the 
site during its major period of use, 1970-1975, and the majority of the site, with the 
exception of three Compounds, was burnt to the ground in October 1974. Such ongoing 
acts of vandalism and arson support Casella's contention that they `constructed an 
architecture of resistance, a cultural landscape of insubordination' (2001 a: 63). However, 
the most complete standing remains of this initial period of use, until demolition began in 
2006, was constructed after the period of widespread use. 
From an aerial perspective the H Blocks are visually the most obvious element of 
the site, with the eight `H's covering the bottom and right hand side of the site. They are 
the most regimented element of the prison landscape and they reveal some degree of 
planning in their location, with an internal wall created to isolate three H Blocks from the 
pre-existing five (Campbell, 1994: 86). The H Blocks are very different from the Nissen 
huts of the Compounds in all aspects. Firstly, the building forms are rooted in institutional 
prison architecture, not utilising pre-existing structures. However, urban myths still 
circulate regarding the origins of the H Blocks, with wide acceptance of the idea that the 
prison was built from an existing plan for an English prison (see Purbrick, 2004: 99). 
Whereas, an ex-Governor states that the H Blocks were designed by a Department of the 
Environment (NI) architect after consultation with security sources, to ensure the prison 
structures would allow control of prisoners in small numbers (McLaughlan, 2007). The 
design of H Blocks was intended to enable control of the central area of the prison 
building whilst containing relatively small numbers of prisoners in each wing. Prisoners 
were housed in the single storey, flat roofed, linear constructions in one of four wings that 
radiate from the end of the central administration area of the `H'. The construction of this 
element of the site differs greatly from the Internment Camp as the buildings no longer 
utilise the existing infrastructure, but were placed on shallow foundations in a separate 
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location on the site. They were constructed of concrete, rather than sheet-metal, and the 
use of wire inertias were replaced with 12 foot concrete walls. Although, the H Blocks 
were also a temporary measure, they were undoubtedly more permanent than the 
Internment Camp, but they also experience problems of dilapidation and decay. As the 
surviving buildings of the H Blocks are no longer heated or maintained, in fact it is 
official policy for their doors and windows to be left ajar, they have been deeply impacted 
by closure, with the buildings becoming increasingly water-logged and uninhabitable. 
This examination of the standing buildings has briefly covered the architectural 
features of the Long Kesh/Maze prison site without overly considering human 
interactions. They have revealed that the prison site comprises two main elements that 
contain very different structures. To uncover how the buildings impacted on the 
experience of place the chapter will focus on human interactions with the two elements of 
the site that have been briefly outlined. The everyday, mundane and ordinary experiences 
of the site, and how they compare and contrast between the different architectural 
elements, will be the focus of the examination of the Nissen huts and H Blocks. How the 
form of the buildings impacted on the function of the regime and the ability of the 
prisoners to subvert or comply with the regime will be explored through how the 
physicality of the site this changed over time. Such an approach follows Lu Ann 
DeCunzo's contention that whereas the ethos of regimes can change to accommodate the 
interactions of inmates (2001,23), the inmates also adapted individually by `withdrawing, 
challenging, accepting and/or converting to the institutions view of the self (2006b: 167). 
Analysis of the buildings, through oral testimonies, photographic evidence and 
documentary evidence will reveal these experiences. The exceptional experiences of the 
prison hospital and its continued, evolving significance to large groups of ex-prisoners, 
will be used as a counterpoint to functionalist approaches to the study of standing 
buildings. It will show how form and function can be transcended when associated events 
heightened significance and unforeseen emotional connections form with elements of the 
site. 
5.3 Representative elements of Long Kesh/Maze 
A study of the representative elements of the site will begin with some 
consideration of how the physical form of the site developed during its time as a prison. 
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Official policy towards the development of the site was virtually non-existent with 
extension of the prison occurring as need dictated. Therefore, the prison fundamentally 
developed without planning control and demolition of defunct elements of the site. 
Despite this haphazard evolution, the physical remains show that there were not a large 
number of changes in the style and form of the prison buildings during the course of its 
life. In fact, the physical manifestations of the prison landscape show only one major 
change: when the Nissen huts of the Compounds were phased out with the introduction of 
the H Blocks of Maze Cellular in 1976. This division has effectively dictated the structure 
of this chapter by ensuring that the physical remains connected to the initial pre-existing 
phase of Long Kesh/Maze will be examined before being compared and contrasted with 
the later purpose-built elements. 
The differences in the standing remains of the prison site obviously impacted on 
the experience of the site and relationships both within and beyond its boundaries. 
However, not all experiences of the site are the same and although the buildings 
attempted to structure life within them this was not constant through time and space. 
Following Victor Buchli's study of the Narkomfin Communal House, it is my contention 
that the relationship between state manipulation and the individual is local and highly 
personal (1999: 180). Although the interactions with the buildings of Long Kesh/Maze 
are to some extent collective, and this has been dictated by the overwhelmingly 
communal nature of these very specific prison populations, one cannot delineate all 
experiences of place. Recent institutional archaeologies, particularly by DeCunzo and 
Casella, have emphasized this need to understand the difference between ideals and 
reality and thereby unravel complex, mutable experiences of place (DeCunzo, 2006b: 
167). Whereas, Buchli has shown that the individual relationship with their most intimate 
surroundings `is fraught with contradictory, discontinuity and multiplicity of meaning' 
(1999: 180) that makes experience of place individual. This chapter will explore the 
means by which different individuals and groups of prisoners experienced, interacted 
with, negotiated, were curtailed by and subverted the site at numerous points in its 
biography. Such an approach will add complexity and avoid totalising narratives about 
the experience of the site. 
It would be erroneous to suggest that all prisoners interacted in a uniform way and 
that a typical experience of the site existed, to this extent I follow LuAnn DeCunzo and 
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her advocacy of exploring individualised, embodied experience and move beyond an 
archaeology of place to an archaeology of people (2006b: 184). Indeed, although this 
chapter concentrates on the unforeseen negotiations by prisoners, it should be 
remembered there were a large number of prisoners who quietly served their time, the 
majority according to an ex-Governor, although proportionately a lot less than in a 
`normal' criminal prison (McLaughlan, 2007). Therefore, this study follows Eleanor 
Conlin Casella's contention that the material world simultaneously contains potent signals 
of `resistance and compliance, unity and discord' (2001 a: 69) rather than traditional 
dichotomies of domination and resistance. 
5.4 The Cages/Maze Compound 
5.4.1 The Pre-prison site 
The design and structures of the Compounds pre-existed the creation of Long 
Kesh/Maze and have had a huge impact on how this initial phase was experienced as a 
prison site. The existence of Nissen huts and the infrastructure associated with an Air 
Force base, including hangars and runways, had remained at the site since it was 
abandoned at the end of World War II. Such a site biography is not unique to Long 
Kesh/Maze and in fact the next prison that was purpose built to house paramilitary 
prisoners after our subject, Maghaberry, was located in the same borough and had 
similarly been a World War II military airfield. It is noted in research conducted by 
William Hull (undated: 1) that a proliferation of Air Force bases occurred at this time in 
Northern Ireland due to early fears of a `back door' German invasion of the neutral 
Republic of Ireland that would leave Northern Ireland vulnerable. This resulted in an 
increase from one military airfield predating 1939 to 27 being built by 1944. Military 
airfields were constructed in this area with considerable difficulty due to soil drainage 
problems and were passed to the ownership of the local authorities after the war despite 
there being little need for their immediate use. As such their disused state, rural location, 
large surface areas and existing infrastructure made them ideal candidates for emergency 
places of incarceration during the prison crisis of the early to mid 1970s. 
Hull has noted that there were numerous problems with the development of the 
sites at Long Kesh and Maghaberry that have subsequently returned to haunt their use as 
prisons. Long Kesh was not officially opened as an Air Force base until November 1941 
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due to problems with drainage and excavation works that were required (ibid: 1), such 
problems with drainage had ongoing repercussions for the site as a prison, impacting on 
the prisoners' ability to build tunnels and the authorities ability to preserve the buildings 
since closure. However, once it was operational, Long Kesh gained an extensive 
ownership history having been utilised by the British authorities, the United States Navy, 
the Coastal Command's No. 17 Group and No. 290 Squadron, RAF (ibid: 1-4). In 
February 1945 the site fell into disuse before finally being abandoned in 1946, not to be 
used again on a permanent basis until it was reopened as an internment camp in 1971 
(ibid: 4). 
These pre-existing elements are important as they shaped the early prisoner 
experiences of the site. Not only were the pre-existing physical remains utilised as prison 
accommodation, the layout from this period dictated subsequent development as 
additional prison accommodation continued to be Nissen huts, until the H Blocks were 
built, and their positioning was dictated by the runway layout. Therefore, the early 
manifestations of Long Kesh Internment Camp was defined by how it had been 
constructed, planned and used as an Air Force base more than 25 years previous. The 
utilisation of such remains as a prison for this particularly difficult and non-complying 
body of prisoners has had major repercussions on how the site was experienced by both 
prison officers and prisoners throughout its life as a prisoner holding centre. 
5.4.2 Long Kesh Internment Camp 
Long Kesh was first utilised as a holding facility in September 1971 after the 
existing prison facilities, at Crumlin Road Gaol and the prison ship Maidstone, could no 
longer hold the ever-increasing prison populations that resulted from the introduction of 
internment in August 1971. As official, government documentation has noted the prison 
population in Northern Ireland spiralled in a very short period of time. One government 
report dating from 1974 stated: 
Five years ago there were little over 500 prisoners in Northern Ireland gaols and, 
remarkably enough in retrospect, there was not much in the way of organised crime in the 
Province 
... All this has changed. During the past 5 years there 
has been a fivefold 
increase in the prison population and the figure now stands at over 2,700. (Report: 
`Material for Statement on Prisons' CJ4/697, TNA, 1974) 
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When the site opened in September 1971, as `Long Kesh Internment Camp', the 
internees were placed in Nissen huts that were either pre-existing, or replicating pre- 
existing structures. The Nissen huts were arranged as three or four huts for 
accommodation fronted by two adjoining huts used for ablutions and recreation and 
placed within a wire `Cage'. The pre-existing structures dictated the layout of these 
Cages, with the Compounds built on runways with the gates on the edge of the runway 
(Gaynor, 1987: 10). These buildings were obviously temporary constructions as can be 
seen by the very nature of the materials used: the Nissen huts are made from corrugated 
iron placed over concrete front and rear walls above shallow concrete foundations. 
(Figure 5.6) According to oral testimonies - and it is clear through visiting the site - they 
lack insulation and were pervaded with draughts, which must have been uncomfortable 
for long-term prisoners. Furthermore, they were not by design appropriate to hold 
prisoners due to their (initial) lack of internal divisions to allow the separation and control 
of prisoners. Indeed, Duncan McLaughlan, an ex-Governor of both the Compounds and 
the H Blocks, stated that although the building of the H Blocks were undoubtedly 
political they also were driven by necessity as the Nissen huts were literally falling apart 
(McLaughlan, 2007). 
However, one must attempt to understand why such a site, that seems wholly ill- 
equipped for holding any prison population, especially not a politicised and non- 
complying prison, was ever utilised by the prison authorities. In the circumstances of the 
early 1970s, with the burgeoning conflict and swiftly growing prison population, the 
governments were under considerable financial and political pressure, therefore it was 
decided to utilise this existing site at Long Kesh as a temporary solution to what they 
thought was a short-term situation. As was secretly stated at the time by government 
officials, `Temporary prisons, as experience has taught, are at best a necessary evil, but 
war-time measures are called for in times of emergency' (CJ4/697, TNA, 1975). This 
statement also emphasizes a widely accepted difficulty in using this site, the use of World 
War II Nissen huts added credence to prisoner claims of political rather than criminal 
status. Although a government source officially admitted in later years that these facilities 
were not appropriate for prison use, there were advantages at the time in utilising the 
Nissen huts when having to deal with the sheer numbers needing to be held securely: 
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Whatever its defects, a hutted prison has certain advantages. It can be assembled 
relatively quickly and cheaply; in fact it costs about a third as much as a permanent prison 
with the same degree of perimeter security. A reasonable degree of comfort can be 
provided for so long as those who live in it use it properly. A vital factor is, of course, that 
given a prison service which is over stretched, fewer staff are required to supervise 60-80 
men in compounds than if they had to be accommodated in cells. More important, a 
hutted prison can be closed down when no longer required and put to other use, it need 
not remain, with all its inevitable associations, part of the normal prison service. 
(CJ4/697, TNA, 1975) 
However, this temporary mindset did not consider how inappropriate this site was 
for its purpose and it did not consider how the form of the existing site would so 
pointedly direct how the prison would be interacted, negotiated and subverted by all 
sides. This uncertainty of tenure and inappropriateness of material conditions is apparent 
not only in the prison infrastructure, which was unsuitable both for long-term 
accommodation and for controlling hostile inhabitants, but in the number of significant 
appeasement measures that were given to prisoners to alleviate their conditions. During 
the swift evolution of the site from internment camp to general imprisonment facility 
different categories of prisoner, from internees, to remand prisoners to convicted 
prisoners, where introduced to Long Kesh within a short period of time. To allow the easy 
running of the site, prisoners were housed according to their official status and were 
allowed to identify themselves with their paramilitary organisations. Being housed 
according to the official designation of status and prisoner self-identification obviously 
created ambiguity regarding the locale of power and control. Furthermore, the Republican 
use of hunger strikes, which had a long tradition within this movement, was evoked as a 
means of protest on an ad hoc basis throughout this early period to press for the 
introduction of Special Category status for all those convicted of terrorist-related offences 
from 1972. Such pressure initially reaped rewards, with prisoners gaining Special 
Category status from 1972 until 1976. 
The nature of this prison population and the physical manifestation of the site had 
an impact on the prisoner experience at Long Kesh not only on the prisoner self- 
identification but the public perception of this site. The visual impact of the Nissen huts 
and wire Cages that were utilised as Long Kesh Internment Camp were aesthetically and 
practically experienced as a political prison, as the authorities accepted: `The short point 
appears to be that the camp was built on a design more appropriate for a prisoner of war 
camp than an internment camp' (CJ4/449, TNA, 1971). These physical conditions of 
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imprisonment allowed the prisoners to not only be able to negotiate the site in a large 
number of unforeseen ways but also gave authority to their claims of being political rather 
than criminal prisoners. This insight was indeed verified in both the prisoners' and the 
publics' minds as the name `Long Kesh' quickly became synonymous with internment, 
and indeed injustice, and resulted in the site's name being changed once convicted 
prisoners begun to be introduced. Hence the official name `HMP, the Maze', which was 
officially, if not popularly, used from 1972, is still a contentious term with the prisoners' 
preference for the connotations of the original name `Long Kesh' continuing. 
The prisoners' experience of place was very much dictated by the pre-existing 
remains of the site before it was utilised as a place of incarceration. The Nissen huts that 
were used in this initial phase of imprisonment at Long Kesh/Maze are not constructed 
with the materials traditionally associated with high security prisons. The shallow 
concrete structures and corrugated iron shells may have been quick and easy to construct 
but are not durable and secure enough to hold such a united and determined prison 
population. Indeed, it could be suggested that these temporary buildings were not 
intended to be stand-alone secure units, but the security measures that surrounded them, 
'the Cages' and further inertias, were to be used to control the movements of the 
incarcerated, as can be seen in the diagrams of complicated security infrastructure found 
in many of the government files from this period (Figure 5.7). However, as with the ethos 
of the site, such security inertias developed overtime, with one prison officers recounting 
prison officers being called from their beds in the middle of the night to stop inmates 
"'going over the wire". No walls or inertia guards in those days' (Gaynor, 1999: 10). 
The physical nature of this collection of buildings within their security structures 
ensured that not only did the prison authorities have little ability to effectively control the 
prison population within the Compounds, they had little knowledge of prisoners' day-to- 
day activities within the Nissen huts. As such the prisoners had a heightened ability to 
plan, co-ordinate and implement disruptive and subversive assaults on the prison 
infrastructure and regime. Therefore, it can be suggested that the prison authorities and 
government had little ability to control, or even witness, the prisoners, and their physical 
interactions with the site, as the photographic and physical remains of the site continue to 
indicate. 
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5.4.3 Official interactions with the site 
The standing buildings of the Compounds show evidence of many official and 
unofficial interactions with the site over the period of its occupation. The official 
interactions include attempts to not only make habitation of an increasingly long-term 
residence more hospitable but also to create a more prison-like environment within these 
structures. Close examination of the Nissen huts and their surrounding security measures 
illustrate this contention. The exteriors of the Nissen huts reveal a number of additions to 
the fagade of these structures since their initial inception. The most obvious are the 
introduction of security measures to ensure that the prisoners were contained within the 
structures when they were locked up at night. This includes the addition of iron bars to 
the numerous windows that were situated around the hut as well as the security light 
placed above the door so that any activity around this area could be seen even when it 
was dark. 
One could also suggest that the introduction of internal divisions into the Nissen 
huts had a dual social and security purpose. Whilst they would ensure that the prisoners 
had a degree of privacy, which many of them sorely missed having been transferred from 
more traditional holding centres, they were also an attempt to replicate the more typical 
cellular arrangements within high security prisons. Therefore, although the prison 
authorities had little control over the prisoner populations within the Compounds they 
could use such divisions in an attempt to impact on the communal impulses of the 
prisoners held in this institution. However, some additions were also necessary to 
alleviate the fairly basic conditions that the prisoners found themselves indefinitely 
confined. This includes the introduction of a wooden porch around the front door, which 
was initially introduced as a wind break but was also used for subversive means by 
prisoners (see Figure 5.8 for evidence of these additions). During oral testimonies 
conducted on site in January 2006, the following exchange occurred between two of the 
ex-pnsoners: 
DA: ... if you want to 
know something you see these, those bolts that hold on the door 
well the top one and the bottom one points skywards and the middle one points 
groundwards, what the prisoners done was took the middle one off and turned 
it around 
and had it pointing skywards so the screws came along and closed this door at night and 
the prisoners just came along and took the door off. 
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MM: Another thing, see this veranda, that wasn't always there, see when we first went 
in here there was just the doors and you can just imagine opening that door on a windy 
day and rain hail and snow. Them verandas weren't built for three or four years after ... (Meehan and Adams, 2006) 
This exchange illuminates two important points: although these porches were supposedly 
added for the comfort of the prisoners, there were not done for a considerable period after 
the Nissen huts were initially occupied. A possible explanation for this delay is that such 
porches were not added solely due to altruistic concern for prisoners' welfare, but as a 
necessity due to ongoing protests about conditions in these temporary structures. Such 
protests included the throwing of prison food `over the wire', due to its poor quality, and 
the draping of laundry around the wire, to prevent the authorities seeing into the 
Compounds as a protest at poor laundry services. These protests where ongoing 
throughout the use of the Nissen huts, and often had a high local media profile, as can be 
seen in the extensive coverage given to the escalating protests and disturbances in 1974 
(as analysed in chapter three), which culminated in the burning of almost the entire camp 
in October 1974. Such reticence at adding elements to the Nissen huts can be understood 
when it is considered how these changes were used by the prisoners to enable them to 
gain more control over the access to doors hidden behind the new porches. These 
negotiated realities confirm Casella's contention that `neither domination nor resistance 
can be interpreted as isolated events', every action and physical addition can have 
positive and negative repercussions and the balance of power constantly shifts between 
the two extremes (2001 a: 62). However, the most blatant manifestation of the 
unsuitability of the building structures that enabled non-compliance by the prisoners can 
be seen in their unofficial interactions with site. 
5.4.4 Unofficial Interactions with the site 
The unusual nature of these prisoners was frequently commented on with even 
prison officers mourning `the passing of what was the most unique prison in the western 
world' (Gaynor, 1987: 10). However, being imprisoned within the Compounds ensured 
that many of the prisoners acted in a way that reflected the negotiability and constraints of 
their physical surroundings. As the prisoners were imprisoned in Compounds that self- 
identified with certain paramilitary groupings they were subject to the discipline of their 
organisation. In this respect, Marion Green has discussed the UVF's discipline structure 
mirroring the British Army backgrounds of some of the prisoners. There was an emphasis 
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on discipline - through the maintenance of strict hierarchies and regimes - and a 
communal ethos, with exercise and allocated roles being considered of ultimate 
importance in structuring the day (1998: 10-12). Similar regimes appear to have 
developed throughout most of the paramilitary organisations with army structures and 
strict discipline, to varying degrees, in all the Compounds. Such a response to 
imprisonment reflects how the physical conditions affected interactions with the site, 
particularly as the development of such strict command structures by paramilitary 
organisations were responding to the freer and unstructured nature of imprisonment that 
could potentially lead to depression and inactivity. A number of photographs taken 
illegally by the prisoners at this time show this discipline in action, including Figure 5.9, 
with the prisoners engaged in frequent militaristic displays such as marching parades and 
army-like drills. Such emphasis on discipline is obviously reacting to the real possibility 
of the prisoners becoming overly relaxed and demotivated in their relatively free 
environment. 
These drills, particularly prominent amongst Loyalist paramilitaries, allowed the 
prisoners' hierarchy to enforce a disciplined approach to life in the Compounds but they 
also enhanced morale and identity as Loyalist paramilitary organisations. This can 
particularly be seen in the marching in full uniform and regalia, including flags and 
banners, around the Compounds on important anniversaries, such as commemorating the 
Twelfth of July for the Loyalist prisoners and the Easter Rising for Republican prisoners. 
The prisoners' ability to create ornate banners, regalia and uniforms, although sought and 
seized by the prison authorities on occasion, reflects the relative privacy of the Nissen 
huts. Marching was used as a means of maintaining identity - especially for Loyalists for 
which such marches played a major role in their community rituals in normal society - 
and visibility, as the wire Cages allowed these demonstrations to be viewed by the wider 
prison population. Undoubtedly, the prisoners' actions were impacted by this visibility, 
which ensured that the prisoners marched and drilled not only for themselves but for a 
wider audience. The use of such marches is a longstanding Irish tradition, which has been 
noted in archaeological studies of the working class Irish diaspora in North America, with 
the rituals of these marches being linked to subversive and transformative actions and, 
ultimately, the exercise and promotion of power (Beaudry & Mrozowski, 2001: 128). 
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The permeable nature of the perimeters of the Compounds facilitated 
communication between prisoners. Attempts at these communications included prisoners 
holding handmade flags on top of their Nissen huts to communicate by semaphore as well 
as shouting messages along Compounds. Furthermore, the lack of distance between the 
Compounds allowed the prisoners to negotiate their surroundings by despatching objects 
across distances, including messages contained in hollowed tennis balls, or talking across 
the wires to prisoners in neighbouring Compounds. Images from the 1970s, held at the 
NIPS Museum, show prisoners piling furniture into the yard so they could reach the top 
of the wire and coordinate with prisoners in the neighbouring Compound to pass objects 
across (see Figure 4.11). Furthermore, images taken by prisoners of themselves often 
inadvertently show their negotiations of the interiors of the Nissen huts, including 
attempts to make the huts appear more habitable through the introduction of morale- 
boosting murals or contemporary posters in their individual spaces (Figure 5.10). There is 
a need to be careful in using prisoners' photographs if one aims to explore the realities of 
living conditions, morale or discipline but as the interest in these representations are 
unrelated to why the images were originally taken the photographs are highly valuable 
resources. 
After the introduction of Special Category status in 1972, the prisoners' self- 
government was further strengthened by official acceptance of their right to control their 
daily activities. From this time, the prison regime had even less means of impacting on 
how the prisoners spent their day. Within the confines of the Compounds many oral 
testimonies talk of the recreational activities that the prisoners partook in, including 
gaining educational qualifications, partaking in exercise, creating handicrafts to be passed 
to the outside and constructing murals for the interiors of the accommodation. The 
construction of murals in the wider community was fundamentally a Loyalist tradition 
until the Hunger Strikes of 1981 saw them appear in nationalist areas (Sluka, 1995: 90). 
Throughout the 1970s this cultural phenomenon was replicated within the relatively free 
conditions of the Nissen huts as large scale, and usually highly-skilled murals, were 
created on boards and attached to the interior walls in Loyalist Compounds. The subject 
of these murals were usually connected to the glorious history of their organisations, in 
particular the UVF often displayed connections to the organisation of the same name, 
which was active at the time of World War I. Therefore, there existed a number of murals 
that contain references to World War I and the Battle of the Somme (l 916) (Figure 5.11), 
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and were obviously used to boast morale and to continually convey to the prisoners the 
merit of their cause as well as emphasize the continuation with their military 
backgrounds. However, it should be remember that the ability to acquire the materials to 
complete these activities ensured the need to maintain good relations with the prison 
authorities, the difficulties of which can be seen in the everyday negotiations, and the 
number and scale of protests that occurred within the Compounds from 1971 until their 
large-scale replacement began in 1976. 
The most recurrent subversive activity that involved a substantial number of 
prisoners within the Compounds involved attempts to escape. As Republican prisoners 
did not recognise the right of the British system to imprison them, they saw it as their 
duty to attempt to escape from imprisonment. Loyalist prisoners also attempted to escape, 
but as they did not have such a straightforward relationship with imprisonment 
(McAtackney, 2006) - being effectively imprisoned by their own side - their attempts 
were not as relentless. Means of escaping varied and included creating copies of workmen 
or prison officers uniforms, attempting to hide in lorries visiting the site or trying to 
exchange clothes with visitors (Figure 5.12), however, attempts at digging tunnels under 
the Nissen huts was by far the most widely used approach. Tunnel-digging created the 
most obvious physical impact on the living conditions within the Compounds as the 
digging not only created holes beneath the Nissen huts but also ensured that substantial 
volumes of soil needed to be disposed. Generally, it was hidden within the hut shell or 
dispersed around the Compound yard. Tunnel-digging also impacted on the experience of 
the site for the prison authorities frequently tried to locate these tunnels and therefore 
conducted thorough searches on a regular basis. 
The manifestations of these escape attempts are most apparent in the large number 
of tunnels that had been created under the huts closest to the perimeter fences that are 
unique to the Compounds section of the prison landscape. Ironically, a government file 
relating to this activity stated that the site had initially been chosen due to official advices 
stating that tunnelling-activities would be impossible due to the high water table, and in 
fact the first tunnel was only found by chance when it subsided whilst a prison officer 
walked over the surface (CJ4/724, TNA, 1973). Despite the sheer number of tunnels dug 
only a small number ever reached the perimeter fence, with even less facilitating 
prisoners to escape. Indeed, tunnels often collapsed due to a lack of material to shore 
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them up in the boggy soil, especially if there was a lack of wood - that had been officially 
sent in parcels for constructing artefacts - or they were found and filled with concrete 
during searches. 
The creation of these tunnels, and the associated paraphernalia needed to create 
them, had a major impact on the experiences of the site for a large number of prisoners. 
Many of the oral testimonies and associated artefacts reveal the extent of the web of 
subterfuge needed to create and maintain the tunnels, which had to be carefully dug, 
shored up, and hidden. This was a communal activity that consumed the waking hours of 
many who lived in these huts. Not only was the actually digging of the tunnels time- 
consuming, equally so was the construction of a sophisticated array of lights, and tools to 
clear and conceal the tunnel (see Figure 5.13 and 5.14). Indeed, a Belfast Telegraph report 
has illustrated the ability of prisoners to conceal their work through the number of tunnels 
and areas of soil concealment that have been found for the first time during recent 
demolition work at the site (Thornton, 30 April, 2007). These ingenious ways of creating 
tunnels and hiding the remnants of their activities have consumed a large proportion of 
the day for many of the inhabitants but were so careful constructed that their physical 
traces were only found decades later. It is clear that these activities were not only 
important in attempting to create escape routes, but by the very act of creating a tunnel 
they showed non-compliance in their imprisonment and more prosaically created 
structure for otherwise uneventful days. Indeed, their role as a daily structuring device is 
shown by the number of wire cutters that were also discovered during searches of the 
Nissen huts, and which undoubtedly still litter discrete, hiding places around the 
Compounds. As was shown by the devastating affects of the Maze riot of 16 October 
1974, discussed in chapter three, the ability to cut the fences surrounding the Nissen huts 
was by far the swiftest and most affective means of causing havoc and attempting to 
escape from the prison. Therefore, tunnel building can be interpreted as an act of defiance 
and means of consuming time rather than a true means of attempting to escape. 
This evidence of the negotiations and usage of the standing buildings of the 
Compounds show that they were initially utilised under the pressures of time and 
resources but were inadequate to deal with such a prison population. This examination 
has concentrated on how the existing infrastructure, which was added to rather than 
replaced, deeply impacted on the experience of the site for all sides. The use of Nissen 
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huts placed within wire Compounds ensured that the prisoners' ability to move around the 
site was controlled but their interactions with their immediate surroundings was not. This 
has been illustrated in both the number of official interactions with the site by the 
authorities in their attempt to survey prisoner activity, and by the freedom the prisoners 
had to dig subterranean tunnels and create subversive artefacts within the safety of the 
huts. That the prisoners did not often attempt to escape from their Compounds, despite 
holding the means to do so, shows that a negotiated relationship between the institution 
and its inhabitants continued to exist despite claims to the contrary. However, it is the 
ease with which the prisoners could subvert the intentions of the institution, both through 
smuggling of implements into the Nissen huts and through the creation of tunnels, which 
highlight that these standing buildings were not appropriate to be used to hold long-term, 
unified groups of paramilitary prisoners. 
5.5 The H Blocks/Maze Cellular 
5.5.1 The building of the H Blocks/Maze Cellular 
The widespread acceptance that the Compounds were not an effective means to 
hold such dangerous and recalcitrant prisoners led to the Gardiner Report recommending, 
amongst other measures, that a new, purpose-built prison building needed to be 
constructed. Allen Feldman has suggested that by this stage the 1119 men who were 
categorised as Special Category prisoners was an embarrassment to the government and 
needed to be hidden (1991: 151). Furthermore, the Report unambiguously stated that `the 
design of prison compounds should be modified to improve internal security, and their 
size should be considerably reduced' (1975: 36). Therefore, comparable to Victor 
Buchli's view that the architecture of communal housing was the most complete attempt 
to realise the Soviet system, so to were the H Blocks not just new prison buildings but an 
attempt to manifest a prison regime able to curtail political prisoners (1999: 63). The 
purpose of these new, more permanent buildings was not only to replace the rather 
ineffective and increasingly uninhabitable Nissen hut accommodation but also to escape 
prisoner-of-war connotations and to allow prison authorities to have more control in their 
relationship with the prisoners. A major element in this attempt to govern the prisoners 
more effectively, in both physical and propaganda terms, was to ensure that convicted 
paramilitary prisoners were held as criminal prisoners in ordinary prison surroundings, 
rather than Special Category prisoners in prisoner-of-war style camps. Therefore, these 
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buildings were to manifest a change in ethos as well as structure. In essence, the new 
prison buildings were to encompass not only a new regime and a new relationship with 
the prisoners but also a new meaning to the site. 
5.5.2 The H Blocks/Maze Cellular: the Early Protests, 1976-1981 
Phase one of HMP, the Maze encompassed H1 and H2, construction began in 
1975 and they were ready for habitation by October 1976. Phase two, containing H3 to 
H5, were constructed immediately after the first phase and were finished by April 1977. 
The final phase, encompassing H6 to H8, were separated by an internal wall and were 
completed in 1978 (Purbrick, 2004: 99). By the time the prison closed in 2000 there stood 
eight identical H Blocks, housed in two sections of five and three. The experience of 
everyday interactions with the buildings of these first H Blocks was to mark a vast change 
in prisoner relations with the site, the prison authorities and essentially with each other, at 
least initially. 
Feldman has stated that the prisoners first introduced to the site were initially ill- 
prepared for these new buildings, which refused to recognise any social unit above that of 
the individual (1991: 152) and this attempt to change power relations was very evident to 
the prisoners from their first introduction to the H Blocks. As the withdrawal of Special 
Category status coincided with the introduction of prisoners to the H Blocks, it was felt 
by some prisoners, that they received even greater brutality and inhumane conditions due 
to the desire of the authorities to emphasize their change in status (Green, 1998: 22). One 
prisoner noted two memories from his introduction to the H Blocks, his bafflement at 
being introduced to this new, very different environment, `That was it: H Block', and the 
heightened hostility of the `screws' (McMullan, 1994: 6). However, prison officers have 
also stated that they found the new buildings difficult to adapt to, as they `came "over the 
wall" as they say from Compound to Cellular. I found this place so big and strange. At 
first I thought I would never get used to it' (Stinson, 1987: 12). Reactions to this change 
of building and regime resulted in the stirrings of immediate protest by political prisoners, 
including non-compliance at the new restrictions such as the introduction of prison 
uniforms. Indeed, the first prisoner introduced to the site who refused to wear a uniform, 
Kieran Nugent, is frequently commemorated in wall murals in nationalist areas (Figure 
5.15). It was universally understood that these new prison structures, manifest in a 
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permanent and more conventional prison design, represented an attempt to change the 
existing relationship within the prison by using architectural design to control the 
experience of the site. 
The most immediate difference between the Nissen huts and the H Blocks was, as 
a purpose-built facility, these utilitarian structures actually looked like prison buildings. 
Although they were not embellished as some earlier more physically grand, and 
aesthetically impressive, Victorian gaols (McConville, 1998: 139), they had institutional 
characteristics being grey, linear, unadorned, utilitarian and bare. This more permanent 
and intimidating physical presence confirms Casella's view that the institutional 
architecture itself demonstrates power from the large perimeter walls through to the `dark 
cells' (2007: 146). Therefore, despite their temporary nature, with widespread flooding 
and water saturation due to shallow foundations, these buildings appeared more 
permanent due to their concrete construction, superior security measures and controlled 
access to the H Block landscape, the H Block structures and to individual cells. Unlike 
the transparent wire security measures at the Compounds, the H Blocks were surrounded 
by high concrete walls and an external network of security inertias (Figure 5.16). In this 
respect the H Blocks provided a vastly different sensory experience for the prisoners in 
that they were no longer surrounded by a view of countryside, red Nissen huts and green 
moss but were enclosed by grey concrete buildings, walls and indeed, it must have 
seemed, skies. Indeed, one prisoner spoke of the impact of Perspex windows, replacing 
the frequently smashed glass, in that one could only glimpse the sky if they stood on the 
pipes by the window (McQuillan, 1994: 93) 
The interiors of the H Blocks mirrored official policy towards the prisoners and 
their new status. Those prisoners who were placed in the new facilities, and it should be 
remembered that this included only those convicted after the date of 1 March 1976 or 
those existing prisoners who chose to leave the Compounds, would immediately have 
noticed the difference in their experience of place. The H Blocks were designed to allow 
greater control of prisoners in relatively small areas, hence the central administration area 
with four radiating wings. However, an ex-governor, Duncan McLaughlan, would dispute 
that this design was any more effective in controlling prisoners than the Nissen huts due 
to the lack of surveillance inherent in a `H' (McLaughlan, 2007). Despite these well- 
founded reservations about the eventual usefulness of such a design, it cannot be doubted 
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that coupled with a new regime the initial prisoner experience was very different from the 
Compounds. It is important to remember that it is this interrelationship between the 
buildings and regime that impacted on prisoner experiences rather than just the physical 
buildings. As related in prisoner observations on the different experiences of the H 
Blocks, H5 was described as being `like Butlins compared to the last place' (McMullan, 
1994: 19) 
As the prisoners arrived at their designated H Block they no longer had control of 
their surroundings, as they would have on entry to the Compounds. Their first experience 
was being taken into the `circle', which was the central administration area that all 
prisoners must pass through before being placed on a wing (Figure 5.17). In this area the 
prisoners were out of their comfort and control zone, they were in the prison officers' 
domain, and were treated as such. This was the area where they were separated from 
fellow inmates, were searched - often in a forceful and degrading manner - and then told 
which wing and cell they would be placed on before being taken to this area. The circle, 
for prisoners, was a liminal space that they did not belong to and only fleetingly passed 
through. As incoming and outgoing prisoners were fundamentally isolated from the other 
inmates in this area they were contained and at their most vulnerable. During oral 
testimonies, it was in this area that the ex-prisoners noted that they experienced an 
immediate difference from their time as prisoners as they could actually stand and look 
around rather than be forced through at the officers' pace and direction (Adams, 2006). 
When the prisoners were introduced to their cell on the H Block wings, their first 
experience of their new surroundings would again continue this theme of enforced 
physical separation (Figure 5.18). Many prisoners have stressed the isolation experienced 
in these cells, despite their eventual discovery of ways to communicate with other 
prisoners through a variety of means, including talking through windows, doors and along 
the pipes: `The circumstances of our confinement meant that each cell and the men within 
it were on the own: prisons within a prison' (Whelan, 1994: 64). This new form of 
accommodation would have highlighted a number of hugely significant differences to the 
prisoner experience of the site. Firstly, they had no choice onto which wing and with 
which type of prisoner they would be placed, indeed, intermittently the wings were 
integrated. Furthermore, the introduction of a cellular system signalled an intention to 
interrupt, if not completely break, the communal nature of the prison population. The use 
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of cells ensured that each prisoner was isolated in comparison to their previous existence 
and subject to greater institutionalisation, as one prisoner wrote in a communication about 
his feelings of trepidation at leaving his `small cube-like cell' (Fusco, 1981). That each 
cell had individual locking mechanisms ensured that prisoners had access to the 
communal areas, and association with fellow prisons, only when the prison authorities 
permitted. 
The use of these structures and accompanying regime highlight the desire of the 
prison authorities' to claim complete control in counteracting the communal nature and 
high morale of the paramilitary prisoners from the Compounds regime. The fact that 
integration of paramilitary organisations was applied, at least initially, in this system also 
shows that the authorities wished to ignore the political connotations of the crimes and 
punishment and treat the prisoners as ordinary criminals. However, how successful where 
these measures in altering the balance of power and the prisoners' experiences of place? 
Martin Hall's work in South Africa has shown that draconian changes, in regime and 
form of imprisonment, were not always a manifestation of control. Indeed, Hall suggests 
that whilst the authorities attempt to portray their power through harsh measure they were 
revealing a lack of control (Hall, 2000: 135-137). Hall states that the architecture of the 
authorities is read publicly as a transcript of patriarchal control, but privately as a record 
of anxiety and uncertainty (Hall, 2000: 126). Indeed, any administration that felt that it 
was able to comfortably control the paramilitary prisoners would not need to act in such 
an extreme way, by moving from unlimited freedom of the Compounds to no room for 
negotiation and reciprocity in the H Blocks. This view is supported by evidence of how 
the prisoners' experience of place was not conforming but littered with small-scale and 
unforeseen negotiation of these new buildings. 
5.5.3 The prisoner experience of the H Blocks/Maze Cellular 
A major concern of this chapter is to explore how change in prison structures 
impacted on the experience of those contained within. Unforeseen interactions with the 
Nissen huts were plentiful but as they were not purpose-built facilities it is of special 
interest to uncover whether similar subversions are evident from the H Blocks. The 
centrality of the physical remains of the site and the memories of those most intimately 
connected with them will be used to uncover, what Homi Bhabha calls, `the reality of 
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survival and negotiation that constitutes the moment of resistance' (Bhabha, 1994: 255), 
as well as the more widespread conformity of the prisoners held within the H Blocks. 
As one would expect from a site that is purpose-built to hold difficult prisoners 
there are far fewer physical manifestations of unforeseen interactions with the buildings 
of the H Blocks compared to the Nissen huts of the Compounds. Indeed, it appears that 
most of the negotiations and subversions of these structures were ephemeral in nature and 
as such left few lasting traces on the building materials. As can be seen in chapter four, 
this is mirrored in the few confiscated artefacts from these buildings that remain in the 
NIPS Museum. The physical evidence points to the prisoners having little ability to 
access contraband on the scale that they could in the Compounds and lack of opportunity 
to hide these artefacts in their cells. In fact, many of the artefacts that were confiscated 
from the H Blocks were not artefacts that contained whole or even partially smuggled 
elements, they were unforeseen interactions with the small number of prison-issue 
artefacts. Therefore, much of the information regarding the interactions and experiences 
of the site come from first hand accounts that retell of subversions that have left no 
physical trace. Although one can question the accuracy of memory and the presence of 
hindsight, as Adrian Forty states, remembrance only resides in those impacted by it 
therefore it is necessary to recount the experiences of place that leave no remnants 
through the memory of those who lived in the H Blocks (2001: 6). 
5.5.4 Unofficial interactions with the site 
From 1975 to 1981 the prisoners' experiences of the H Blocks were marked by the 
impact of increasing levels of dissent against the conditions of imprisonment. Popular 
protests included breaking all prison-issue artefacts in the prisoner's cells - which 
resulting in them being less frequently replaced - and refusal to wear prison clothing or 
partake in prison work. Such escalating campaigns left many prisoners with little more 
than a mattress and a blanket in their cell. The authority's reactions to each new form of 
protest impacted on both those prisoners who partook in the protests and those who did 
not by the implementation of increasingly draconian measures. Jackie McMullan has 
discussed memories of his introduction to the H Blocks were the regime contrived `all 
sorts of petty restrictions designed to aid control and discipline' (1994: 7). However, there 
is evidence of clear differences in treatment between dissenting and conforming wings, 
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which were used to the prisoners advantage. Prisoners have stated that conforming wings 
often forwarded the information they had gained from radios and visits to their more 
isolated comrades within the same organisation (Campbell et al, 1994). The strict regime, 
and strong reactions to prisoner non-compliance, ensured that prisoner subversions 
moved from interactions with the artefacts and the buildings towards making the ultimate 
sacrifice and subverting the only element they could control, their own bodies. Indeed, the 
tense relationship between prison authorities and the prison body dominated the narrative 
of the early years of occupancy of the H Blocks as the focus moved from the prison 
infrastructure onto the bodies of the individual men. 
However, there is evidence from the H Block structures of a level of negotiation 
by prisoners that resulted in the necessity to make physical changes by the authorities. A 
number of alterations can be seen in doors and windows, which had initially been part of 
a symmetrical plan, being later filled in or moved. One example is the cell window at the 
top of the wing that contained a view over the front of the H Block (Figure 5.2), which 
was removed due to its positioning being utilized by the paramilitary hierarchies so 
prisoners would have knowledge about who was approaching the H Block before the 
prison authorities (Hunter, 2005). Such interventions in the building structures show that 
despite the attempts to build a prison that could not be easily subverted there were some 
interactions that were obviously not foreseen. 
Further changes to the actual structure and layout of the prison can also be seen in 
the security mechanisms that are placed between the circle and the prison wings (Figure 
5.19). In Cahal McLaughlin's documentary on experiences of the prison, one prominent 
ex-prisoner, Gerry Kelly MP, retold the story of the escape of 25 September 1983, when 
38 Republican prisoners broke out from the Maze prison. Whilst discussing their actions 
on that day, he noted that it was difficult to demonstrate how they managed to control the 
circle as there were fewer security measures in place in 1983 (McLaughlin, 2005). 
Indeed, the Hennessy Report, which was published in January 1984 as a result of the 
mass escape, highlighted not only a number of procedural deficiencies but security 
weakness on many scales throughout the site (Hennessy, 1984). It must be assumed that 
these increased security inertias were placed in the H Blocks after 1983 as a reaction to 
the previously unforeseen ability of the prisoners to execute an escape. At this point it 
should be noted that although the escape in 1983 was the largest mass escape in British 
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history, attempts were greatly diminished in the H Blocks due to the increased security, 
lack of necessary equipment and the inability to tunnel through concrete foundations. 
However, there is evidence from the later periods of imprisonment, when prison officers 
had little access to the wings, that at least one tunnel was in the process of being dug 
through the foundations that had created enough soil to fill almost an entire cell. Such a 
major subversion of the buildings indicates that without the implementation of a suitable 
regime the buildings themselves could not contain recalcitrant behaviour. 
However, the buildings were interacted with in ways that subverted their 
intentions without the need for physical alterations. There are many examples of graffiti 
within the cells as means of maintaining the resolve of prisoners, with phrases such as 
`Up the IRA' and `We are POWs' written on the walls (McQuillan, 1994: 4). There is 
also evidence that even when writing implements were restricted, metal toothpaste tubes 
were used to scratch words on walls to enable prisoners to learn Irish from those who 
were already fluent (Campbell, 1994: 48). As in the Cage, the use of Irish was not only to 
maintain group identities but to communicate without the prison guards being able to 
understand the conversations. Furthermore, there is evidence from some Loyalist cells 
that there were attempts to make them more homely and less institutionalized by painting 
traditional living room scenes, such as fireplaces heavy with domestic artefacts (Figure 
5.20). Therefore, many interactions with the buildings occurred that no longer bear traces 
that had social, communal, educational and personal meanings that have disappeared due 
to repainting but remain in memory, photographs, `the eye that records in order to forget' 
(Forty, 2001: 1), and oral testimonies. 
The unforeseen ability of the prisoners to subvert the intentions of the new prison 
facility can also be seen in the area of communications. The introduction of a cellular 
system at Long Kesh/Maze was an attempt by the prison authorities to effectively end 
concerted action by a largely united prison population. Individual cells are ultimately 
used to limit communication between prisoners. However, this was subverted in a number 
of ways: firstly, many of the prison memoirs indicate that due to the large numbers of 
prisoners, the need to constantly move and even clean those cells affected by prison 
protests, ensured that many prison cells were inhabited by two prisoners (Campbell et al 
1994). This inability to use the prison in the way it was intended had an obvious impact 
on the ability to control prisoner communications, and this is a constant complaint of 
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many studies into prison design and usage (including Johnston, 2001). The second means 
of communicating, which was equally unforeseen, was the ability of prisoners to vocalize 
past their cells either by speaking through `the pipes' or to `come to the door'. Although 
the heating pipes that ran through each side of the cell down each length of the H Blocks 
were supposed to be sealed, Figure 5.21 indicates that there was significant space around 
them that allowed prisoners to communicate with those on each side of their cell. 
However, good relations between prisoners, with a mutual desire to subvert the system, 
allowed for messages to be passed throughout the length of the Blocks simply by men 
vocally passing messages down the wing until it reached its intended recipient. There are 
many stories of morale being maintained by men being invited to `come to the door' to 
tell stories or sing songs, through the security mechanism used to view prisoners, for the 
benefit of the rest of the wing, including to keep the spirits of the hunger strikers buoyant 
(Lennon, 1994: 118). 
Prisoners also tell of their ability to pass written communications by taking 
threads from their blanket, weighting them down with a button or some similar weight 
and throwing them from under their door to a door across the landing. The button 
provided weight to allow the comm. to move and the string gave the intended recipient 
the ability to pull the comm. under the door (Adams, 2006). In this respect, these different 
modes of communication ensured that prisoners could contact each other both on the 
same side and opposing sides of the corridor. Lastly, the prisoners could also 
communicate during the very small number of communal activities, this included the 
predominantly Roman Catholic Republicans meeting at the weekly mass, as one ex- 
prisoner noted: `The mass was the highlight of the week as we could get talking with our 
comrades and get the sceal [news). ' (Campbell et al, 1994: 21) However, it should be 
noted that many of the prisoners suggest that the ability to communicate depended on 
acquiescence of the regime as the repercussions that resulted from being caught varied 
from isolation to violence (Campbell et al, 1994). Many of the stories that the prisoners 
tell suggest that, just like the tunneling activities, these attempts to communicate were as 
much about undermining the prison authorities and passing their day than the actual need 
to effectively communicate with the men in their organization who happened to be placed 
on the same wing of the Block. 
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Most of these means of negotiation, interaction and subversion of the prison 
buildings was conducted as a form of protest, which escalated from the time of opening, 
through the blanket protests, the dirty protests to the Hunger Strikes, and culminating 
with the death of 10 Republican prisoners during the Hunger Strike in 1981. It is clear 
that the authorities wished to limit and control the communications, movement and ability 
to protest of prisoners as a result of their previous lack of control of the Compounds. 
However, the prisoners were able to protest, both individually and en masse, through 
different forms of interactions that were dictated by this new form of penitentiary. 
Although they could no longer openly subvert the will of guards by conducting mass food 
and laundry protests, as they could in the Compounds, they subverted the system in ways 
appropriate to their new physical surroundings. To maintain their group identity and 
morale the prisoners often exhibited signs of togetherness, with one ex-prisoner recalling 
how `everyone in the wing banged on their doors: no orders, no directives, pure 
spontaneity' after a particularly harsh search of individual cells (McQuillan, 1994: 52). 
Others mention that many of the prisoners would recite the plots of books that they had 
read to entertain the other men. Likewise, communications were maintained throughout 
organizational hierarchies by the ability of the men to ingeniously smuggle messages, 
often internally, not only throughout the wing of the H Block but through numerous 
blocks via transferred prisoners. 
Small interventions with the buildings ensured that prisoners were able to 
maintain their knowledge of activities on the wing even after lock down. For example, 
whilst conducting oral testimonies one ex-prisoner illustrated how the eye guard on the 
doors could be subverted. He explained that during open doors the cell doors could be 
slammed open against the wall with the shield held out so that the corner closest to the 
wall was slightly twisted back and therefore did not correctly fit back into place. Thus, 
when closed during lock down this permanent gap between the eye shield and the door 
ensured that activities outside the room could be heard, and even witnessed, by the cell 
inhabitant (Adams, 2006). Such small interventions could often be missed, or mis- 
interpreted by the archaeologist and as such oral testimonies are paramount in discovering 
how prisoners were able to subvert the system by such small means. As James C. Scott's 
Weapons of the Weak suggests, it is through these small actions, which leave often 
unexpected and indecipherable physical traces, which indicate protest and lack of 
acquiescence by the repressed within a controlling regime (1985). 
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Many of the overt prisoner protests were committed in isolation but were done so 
in the knowledge that other men were acting similarly and therefore, although apart, they 
were working in communion as part of a movement. This is equally true of those who 
initially instigated the protests by refusing prison uniforms and wore only a blanket, to 
those who partook in the dirty protests, to those who starved to death on hunger strike. 
Although in theory they acts as individuals, with protesting prisoners prevented from 
leaving their cells, their ability to communicate through the small deficiencies in the 
buildings, ensured that they knew that there were not alone. One prisoner talked of the 
huge number of communications sent to Bobby Sands in support of his hunger strike 
(Lennon, 1994: 118) and that he was able to smuggle a crystal radio set with him to the 
hospital to keep abreast of developments (McFarlane, 1994: 121). 
Conversely, those who decided to abandon their protests were often betrayed by 
their physical interactions with the building. The verb to `squeaky boot' effectively 
evokes the noise of those who took the prison uniform and walked down the tiled 
corridor, to be taken to a conforming wing, in their new prison boots (Campbell et al, 
1994: 28). The knowledge that this noise would be apparent to the rest of the wing must 
surely have ensured that many men who were faltering stayed on these protests. To 
`squeaky boot' was considered the ultimate betrayal of the cause and your fellow 
prisoners. That such unseen movements were still apparent to the other prisoners 
indicates how the smallest interactions with the site could be effectively utilized to 
control and maintain group cohesion. 
Although the protests are better known as a Republican initiative, they were also 
conducted by Loyalist paramilitaries, though often in a less organized and more 
individualistic basis. Marion Green has noted that many UVF prisoners similarly went on 
the blanket, but without being forced to do so by fellow prisoners (1998: 22). Without the 
organization and support that the Republican movement instilled within the prison, Green 
notes the `double isolation' that the protesting Loyalist prisoners felt: 
They felt badly let down by fellow Loyalist prisoners in the other, `conforming' H- 
blocks. The Republican prisoners had the support of their communities, families, and the 
church and when their protest later developed into 1981 hunger strikes, they gained 
international support (1998: 23). 
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Therefore, this desire and ability to interact with the prison buildings in ways that allowed 
continued communications, recreation and protest was impacted not only by the physical 
surrounding of the prisoners but by the communality of the prisoner movements and, to 
some extent, the acquiescence of the prison regime. This dependence on strong structures 
and hierarchies to maintain protests was more evident within some paramilitary prisoner 
groups, but obviously varied over time, space and through individual. The differing 
prisoner experiences of the H Blocks indicates that although the new structures made the 
ability of prisoners to negotiate the prison buildings to allow communication and protest 
more difficult, the will to do so ensured that small interventions could make large 
differences to prisoner experiences. 
5.5.5 Later experiences of the H Blocks/Maze Cellular 
The early interactions with the H Blocks show that even with limited access to 
artefacts or ability to control their circumstances the prisoners were able to interact with, 
negotiate and ultimately subvert the buildings through their continued communal actions 
and will to contest their enforced situation. This determined prison population ensured 
that even with the introduction of ever repressive regulations and a cellular system 
designed to enable isolation, they were ultimately able to gain control of the prison 
environment after a long period of protest. Indeed, this state-of-the-art penitentiary 
quickly became as ineffective at controlling its inhabitants as the Compounds that it was 
built to replace. 
Many point to the hunger strikes of 1981 as a turning point in the relations 
between prisoners and prison officers, for although the prisoners did not directly win the 
conditions they sought, psychological they began to gain greater control. However, as 
even the Republican ex-prisoners accept, it was not until many years later, and as a result 
of Loyalist rioting on conforming wings, that a number of the Special Category terms 
requested by the hunger strikers were granted (Meehan, 2006). It was with widespread 
Loyalist rioting in 1984, as a result of their feelings of increasing intimidation and 
isolation due to their lack of numbers on integrated wings, that the authorities finally 
introduced universal segregation, a measure that was not to be rescinded at a later date. 
This was the first overt step towards allowing the prisoners to gain fuller control of their 
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wings, much akin to the control that they had enjoyed in the Compounds. As one walks 
around the exercise yard of the H Block wing, the existence of a painted representation of 
a soccer/gaelic/rugby post on one wall of the yard indicates the level of official 
acceptance with prisoner desires for a more relaxed existence (Figure 5.22). In fact, one 
ex-prisoner stated that by the late 1980s inmates had free access to the exercise yards 
throughout the day to enjoy such facilities with little interference from prison officers 
(Adams, 2006). 
A number of the ex-prisoners who conducted oral testimonies stated that they had 
not entered the prison until the late 1980s and therefore they had not lived through the 
experiences the blanketmen and hunger strikers had to endure. They remembered the 
almost complacent nature of the men as they had gained a comfortable existence, 
however, the lack of protesting was deemed as dangerous to morale by the paramilitary 
hierarchy and therefore a renewed round of requests were delivered to the prison 
authorities (Adams, 2006). In this way, the prisoners spent the early 1990s requesting and 
protesting for the introduction of elements to the prison wings that would have been 
inconceivable to the protestors of the early years of occupancy. The granting of measures 
such as curtains in the bedrooms up to mini gyms and even snooker tables were achieved 
during this period. Martin Meehan told of the prison authorities allowing the prisoners to 
stage plays, with full theatrical equipment, from this period onwards (2006). 
It appears that the prison regime simply did not wish to have to deal with the 
problems of rioting, protests, and indeed unfavorable international attention associated 
with the protests of 1975-198 1, whilst the prison population was easier to control when 
granted a number of seemingly inconsequential provisions. It was from the early to mid 
1990s that it became clear that the prison authorities were incrementally losing control of 
the wings. From a number of small measures, such as allowing prisoners to stay in 
communal areas past traditional lock-up times to watch football during the football 
World 
Cup in 1994, they were unable to claw back their ability to lock up prisoners. 
Therefore, 
by the mid 1990s the prisoners had effective control of their wings- 
The resulting lack of 
defacing interactions with the site, and associated subverted artefacts 
from this time, are 
as a result of their ability to have 24 hour association and control of their 
immediate 
surroundings. Indeed, they were able to live, effectively, as their predecessors 
had done in 
the Compounds (Green 1998: 32). 
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Physical evidence of this ability to control their own activities can be seen in more 
temporary measures, including in how they decorated and cared for their surroundings. It 
is clear from the late 1980s that the prisoners treated their wings much as the Nissen huts 
had been treated, with an increasing number of wall murals and even bunting and flags 
being placed along the central corridor of the wing (see Figure 4.54). The wall mural 
tradition was by now well established in both the Loyalist and Republican communities 
and therefore there are a wide range of murals that were created on the H Blocks and have 
since been painted over. That some of these subject areas are highly offensive and 
sectarian perhaps emphasizes the lack of official control over the activities in the H 
Blocks (Figure 5.23). Furthermore, the lack of artefacts confiscated from this time now 
probably reflects the lack of control over prison activities in contrast to their complete 
control at the opening of the H Blocks. Of the few confiscated artefacts that date from this 
period, they tend to relate to items that had been smuggled into the prison, such as 
Loyalist CDs, rather than subversion or negotiation of artefacts comparable to those 
found in the Compounds. It is clear from the oral testimonies, the lack of physical 
interactions and the comfortable surroundings of the prisoners at the latter period of 
habitation that the H Blocks had transformed from a draconian prison to a lax holding 
facility. This chapter will conclude by exploring one standing buildings that is 
significance due to the events that centred on it rather than from any inherent physical 
qualities. 
5.6 The Prison Hospital, Maze Cellular/H Blocks 
This chapter has concentrated on the evidence of physical interactions with the 
site that significantly shaped the prisoners' experiences. However, this last case-study 
will examine one particular area of the H Block phase of the prison landscape that shaped 
many of the prisoner experiences of place without any physical interaction by the vast 
majority of prisoners. The Prison Hospital is significant due to the activities that took 
place in the building over the summer of 1981, with the death of 10 Republican hunger 
strikers within its confines. I will argue that the events that occurred within the hospital at 
that time changed the relationship of the prisoners with the building and the site without 
any physical interactions or negotiations with the structure of the building. 
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Undoubtedly the most significance event connected with Long Kesh/Maze prison 
site, and indeed the most famous, was the hunger strikes of 1981. Although hunger strikes 
are a traditional means of Republican protest - there are numerous examples of this 
method being used at Long Kesh/Maze prison up until this point that had not claimed any 
lives - the 1981 hunger strikes are the most famous due to the substantial numbers who 
died. Indeed, it was the hunger strike in the H Blocks during the winter of 1980, 
abandoned on 17 December 1980 to avert the imminent death of Sean McKenna, which 
had a significant impact on the course of the more famous 1981 Hunger Strike. As an 
immediate predecessor, the failure of the prisoners to gain any of the conditions that they 
protested for, despite beliefs that they had been promised such concessions, resulted in a 
lack of faith in government assurances and probably ensured that the 1981 Hunger Strikes 
continued for such a long time and with such extreme consequences. 
During the course of the 1981 hunger strike 10 prisoners starved themselves to 
death. The most prominent and high-profile of which was Bobby Sands, who was the first 
man to die on 5 May 1981 after 66 days on hunger strike. The role that Bobby Sands 
plays in Republican tradition and mythology since his death to present day is difficult to 
overestimate. Not only have his diaries been published and his poetry is widely 
disseminated both in print and on the internet but he has become one of the most enduring 
Republican mural subjects since this means of public protest and expression developed in 
tandem with the 1981 hunger strikes in nationalist areas (Kenney, 1998: 155). The 
significance of the hunger strikes, and Bobby Sands in particular, in wall murals in 
nationalist areas of Northern Ireland is that they reflect not only the concerns of the 
paramilitary hierarchies but, as Jonathan McCormick and Neil Jarman have argued, 
murals are part of `embedding memory' and significantly contribute to the revision of 
social identity in the wider community (2005: 51). In this respect, Sands has evolved to 
embody Republican ideals and his plight was further used to highlight the untrustworthy 
and ruthless nature of the British government. That murals depict and reflect on the 
hunger strikes not only survive but have been maintained, and added to, for many years 
(Jarman, 2002: 293) indicates the esteem and importance with which this event is held, 
and continues to be held, by their wider communities. 
The heightened feelings relating to those who died on hunger strike amongst the 
Nationalist and Republican communities could be seen as a diluted version of those 
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feelings that were experienced amongst the Republican prisoner community in Long 
Kesh/Maze. Although the prison authorities were careful to ensure that high profile 
prisoners in particular, and all prisoners in general, were continually moved so that no 
organisation could associate with any specific area of the site, this policy was interrupted 
by the actions of the hunger strikers. For as there was only one hospital building within 
the H Blocks of Long Kesh/Maze prison site, and as all the hunger strikers died in that 
building, it is with this structure that the prisoners, and increasingly the sympathetic 
public, identify. In fact, in all the oral testimonies that I have conducted with prisoners of 
very different political perspectives, even across the deeply antagonistic Provisional and 
Official IRA groupings, they all mentioned the significance of the hospital site and its 
connection to Bobby Sands. 
When one visits the hospital in which these prisoners died one is greeted by a 
physically underwhelming structure. If one did not know the significance of the events 
that occurred within this building it is probable that it would not be considered of any 
consequence. The hospital can be likened to the H Blocks in that it is a similar form of 
building that utilises the same materials. The exterior of the hospital is concrete, grey and 
utilitarian with little embellishment and ornamentation. Where it differs is in the plan, 
which is a more straightforward rectangular form containing one main corridor with 
single hospital rooms arranged much in the same way as the H Block wings (Figure 5.24). 
The building itself only gains significance due to the context of those deaths and what 
they mean to those who felt sympathy or some form of connection to the cause or persons 
of the hunger strikers. For the impact that the prison has had, and continues to have, on 
Republicans and Nationalists in Northern Ireland is perfectly encapsulated in this building 
due to memory and place being important constituent elements of identity (Stewart & 
Strathern, 2003: 2). 
Whilst conducting oral testimonies the impact of the building on ex-prisoners was 
immediately apparent. It was notable that the words and actions of the participants 
changed considerably, with an air of reverence and respect pervading, once the hospital 
was entered. Michael Mayerfeld Bell explains this phenomenon when he talks of this 
`human experience of place' (1997: 813) being important in making a space a place and 
in this respect it is very specific and personal. To the ex-prisoners who conducted oral 
testimonies at the site, this building was obviously no longer solely functional but was 
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almost sacred. All the surfaces and structures take on heightened significance, indeed, one 
prisoner commented `'The artificial light that shone off the shiny black floor and clean, 
speckly cream walls created a cold fireless atmosphere. An eerie place' (Gorman, 1994: 
190). The `ghosts' of the prison hospital are indeed hard to ignore not only when walking 
around this building with ex-prisoners but also as an imagined place when discussing the 
hospital with ex-prisoners and those sympathetic in wider society. Indeed, even ex- 
prisoners from unconnected paramilitary groupings often talk with respect and awe about 
such self-sacrifices for political beliefs (Loughran, 2007) 
On visiting the prison hospital it was noticeable, that this was one element of the 
site that artefacts had been added to rather than removed. One of the ex-prisoners 
explained that there had recently been a mass in the prison for the families of the dead 
hunger strikers to mark an anniversary. As a result of this occasion, one hospital cell 
gained a small floral offering with attached card `In loving memory of Kieran', which 
continues to remain in situ. This had been placed in the cell that Kieran Doherty had died 
on 2 August 1981, on the 731 day of hunger strike, by his family in 2005. Such 
memorialisation of the prison hospital since the death of the hunger strikers, has ensured 
that the building continues to evolve and is transcending its functional role to take on a 
symbolic, almost religious significance. As Mayerfeld Bell has stated, `the experience of 
place is the experience of people, and for us, nothing could be more holy' (1997: 821). 
However, I would suggest that this reverence for a place connected to such events results 
from multiple sources: there is a desire to continue remembering those who died and what 
they died for as part of the paramilitary ethos. For as David Lowenthal has suggested 
whereas individual forgetting is largely involuntary, collective remembering is `mainly 
deliberate, purposeful and regulated' (2001: xi). However, there is also evidence that 
many of the ex-prisoners maintain intimate connections with the hunger strikers as a 
personal means of connecting their lives to the wider significance of the Troubles. Whilst 
standing in they cell in which Bobby Sands died, Dominic Adams stated: `I don't want to 
be melodramatic about it, this is the cell in which an icon died. A person whom, when he 
died I was 15 ... I was 15 when he died and I found his death shaped a 
lot of my life' 
(2006). The physical manifestation of this memorial, with additions of religious cards and 
flowers, has been affected by the Roman Catholic background of the Republican 
prisoners and their understanding of how to treat sacred places. In this respect I would 
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suggest that for some ex-prisoners and families of those who died in this building it is 
now a place of memory, of reverence, of pilgrimage; a sacred site. 
However, one should remember that the prison hospital did not cease to function 
with the death of the hunger strikers but continued to be used until the prison closed in 
2000. This continued utilisation of the buildings did not result in the structure being any 
less significant to those who supported the hunger strikers. Indeed, during an exchange 
between the ex-prisoners one recalled having to spend a night in a hospital cell during his 
time in the prison in the late 1980s: 
DA: That time I done my ankle in when I was playing football I was kept in this side, 
on this side, but I don't know what cell but I remember going to sleep that night and 
thinking, which hunger striker was here? Obviously you didn't ask the screw or maybe 
you didn't have the confidence to ask him or whatever. But I remember, but there was a 
calm feeling ... 
DA: It wasn't as if you were frightened or anything like that. 
PW: Even in the ordinary blocks, knowing that when you were lying in your cell you 
thought to yourself was Bobby [Sands] here, was Francie [Hughes] here or whatever. 
(Adams & Wilson, 2006) 
This exchange shows that the mythology connected to people and place in Long 
Kesh/Maze began whilst the prison was still in use and, I would suggest, has grown now 
that the prison structures are in danger of demolition. For although many Republican 
prisoners would like the entire prison to be maintained as a symbol of their struggle, and 
this will be discussed in more detail in the chapter seven, most observers accept that it 
will not and can not be wholly retained in the interests of community reconciliation. 
However, the one place they will not allow to be demolished is the prison hospital due to 
these associations that have allowed a building to transcend, without physical alteration 
and even interaction, from functional building to sacred site. 
5.7 Conclusion 
The study of the architecture of the Nissen huts and the H Blocks that contained 
the prisoners show that different experiences were not only structured by the physical 
manifestations, although this had implications on the means of non-compliance, but also 
by the regime. The relative freedom of movement, communality and ability to structure 
one's own day in the Compounds were curtailed initially by conventional prison 
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buildings. However, these attempts to break morale, communal experience and 
paramilitary control of the prison were ultimately fruitless and such a result suggests that 
buildings can impact on experience of place but they can not halt all subversions. There 
are far fewer physical remains of the interactions between the prisoners and the H Blocks 
and there is evidence that the experience of place was initially more brutal and 
controlling. However, with time the regime did soften considerably to the demands of the 
prisoners and although the hunger strikes of 1981 did not immediately provide an easier 
existence for the prisoners, it was probably the catalyst for a stronger prisoner relationship 
with the regime and indeed the site. Indeed, both manifestations of the prison buildings 
were eventually utilized in ways that were not intended and to the benefit of the prisoners. 
Although prison buildings are built to hold, control and punish, this investigation 
shows, through the prison hospital, how intentionality does not always dictate how a 
buildings is used or negotiated. Some buildings are able to transcend their physical 
conditions and take on qualities that were not intended, and indeed are created through 
events and emotions connected to the site that were unforeseen. As Dan Hicks and 
Audrey Homing have show, it is also important to consider the afterlives of these sites 
and `their persistence, change and decay (2006: 290). Ultimately, buildings provide 
evidence of the more communal experience as they cannot be understood without 
reference to those who inhabited them and made significant physical interactions. This 
study of the standing buildings of Long Kesh/Maze adds to the stories and experiences of 
place provided by documents and artefacts. They tell communal stories of buildings that 
control but can be subverted, and how experience of place is focused by structures but not 
dictated. Indeed, the buildings of Long Kesh/Maze s highlight the need to examine human 
agency, collective and individual strategies and the role of humor to add complexity to 
the stories of prisons that avoids simplistic representations of `hell' (Mayne & Murray, 
2001: 3). 
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Chapter 6 Landscape 
6.1 Introduction 
Long Kesh/Maze prison site is the most significant contemporary political 
landscape, both as a bounded and interconnected site, in Northern Ireland and as such it 
needs to be explored as a landscape with many contexts. Archaeological studies of 
landscape are useful for exploring the changing and individual nature of relationships 
with place that are often ignored in studies of artefacts and buildings. Barbara Bender's 
seminal work on landscape has added to a growing complexity in British archaeological 
understandings of landscapes as active, living entities that are both individual and 
communal, related to power relations and identity (1993: 1-17). In a recent landscape 
volume, Bender uses V. S. Naipaul's novel The Enigma ofArrival to explore the different 
qualities and perceptions of landscape that are poignant to this study. She concludes that 
landscapes are both spatial and temporal, incorporating change and political action, are 
imaginary or rooted in memory and are about identity or lack of it (1993: 9). Such 
characteristics indicate the many levels in which landscapes acquire, and develop 
meaning, and indeed need to be studied. 
The study of Long Kesh/Maze as a landscape will add to the stories of place by 
exploring the interrelationships between the constituent parts of the site, its wider setting 
and the repercussions of its connections with society in Northern Ireland. Long 
Kesh/Maze is one of the most prominent examples of the militarization of Northern Irish 
society, a feature of the past 30 years which has continually escalated during the course of 
the Troubles. Since the Belfast (Good Friday) Agreement (1998) the security 
infrastructure of the Troubles have been swiftly removed, amidst ongoing controversy 
about the roles of public consultation, access and recording of these prominent remains of 
the recent past. Long Kesh/Maze has been a prison landscape for over 30 years and 
during this time has only been experienced as a high security zone. With little public 
access to the site since its closure it remains a place apart, in reality a liminal landscape. 
Long Kesh/Maze's simultaneous existence as a highly visible, yet deeply secretive 
landscape have ensured that it is both central to the political landscape of Northern 
Ireland whilst being separate from the state apparatus. It is visually prominent but remains 
inaccessible. Despite being the most prominent icon of the Troubles, Long Kesh/Maze 
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has been `experienced' by many without any actual, physical interaction as an imagined 
landscape. It is in these complementary and contradictory forms of landscape that the site 
will be explored in this chapter. 
Long Kesh/1Vlaze needs to be explored as an archaeological landscape, but there is 
a necessity to accept that through its role in the recent and contemporary political 
developments of recent years, the boundaries of its `landscape' have been constantly 
extended and broken down. In doing so, the physical experience of the landscape in the 
past and the present will be examined alongside the many different ways it has been 
explored, imagined and understood. Landscapes are viewed as ideological in that they are 
used to challenge or reaffirm existing social and political control (Whelan, 2005: 62), and 
this is most succinctly seen in the examination of wall murals depicting the site in this 
chapter. This investigation aims to present a multi-perspective account of the ways in 
which the prison landscape was experienced in the past and explore the significance of 
the manifestations of Long Kesh/Maze as a physical and an imagined landscape. A 
combination of archaeological evidence, first hand oral testimonies and documentary 
sources will be utilized in order to unravel the complex evolution of the landscape. In this 
way, unlike many recent archaeological studies of prisons that have generally focused on 
the standing buildings, architectural planning and Foucauldian ideas of the enforcing of 
discipline, I shall consider the diverse and unforeseen ways in which the prison landscape 
was imagined, experienced and understood. 
The examination of Long Kesh/Maze as a landscape involves using a diachronic 
study to inform an account of multiple perspectives, myriad contexts and the subjective 
nature of experiencing such a site. Where the idea of landscape has often been used to 
evoke static, unchanging entities, this chapter aims to show that landscape archaeology 
does not provide a window through which some imagined past can be observed, but 
reveals how landscapes are diverse entities constituted by the events of the past, the 
interventions of the present and the potential of the future. As such, Long Kesh/Maze 
provides a powerful example of how contemporary politics shape the experience of 
historic landscapes in the present. This exploration will show how Long Kesh/Maze, as 
an historic and contemporary landscape, has continually been imagined, explored and 
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interacted with on both an official and unofficial level. Therefore, this investigation of the 
prison site will begin with a conventional study of the discrete landscape, before adding 
stories of the multi-perspectives of place. The local context of the prison site will be 
examined, both as a physical and political entity, before the chapter concludes with an 
exploration of the site as an imagined landscape. 
6.2 The development of Long Kesh/Maze as a prison landscape 
Long Kesh/Maze has a short, incident-filled history as a penal landscape but to 
understand the interconnections and evolution of this unique prison one must briefly 
explore its background history and initial development. The 270 acre site, 360 acre if 
including an adjacent army base, developed from the infrastructure of a World War II Air 
Force base, which had been used by both the American and British forces. The Nissen 
huts, runways and hangars from this era of occupation, were reutilized thirty years later to 
become the foundations of the Long Kesh Internment Camp. The Nissen huts that 
remained on the site were reused to hold internees within their communal interiors and 
when new accommodation was needed these structures were merely replicated. The Air 
Force hangars were, and still are, used as storage facilities. That the authorities decided to 
utilize existing accommodation, centering on the Nissen huts and associated Air Force 
infrastructure, deeply impacted on the physical layout and development of the landscape 
of Long Kesh/Maze prison site. The use of existing foundations and infrastructure limited 
the initial development of the site to a discrete area of the 360 acre site (see Figure 6.1). 
During the three decades in which the site was utilised as a prison, the Long Kesh/Maze 
landscape has developed greatly in terms of extent, structure, philosophy and profile but 
much of this change has continued to be dictated by existing conditions, political 
expediency and economic constraints. The challenges of exploring Long Kesh/Maze as 
an archaeological landscape shall be considered before the extant remains are discussed in 
detail. 
6.2.1 Long Kesh/Maze as an archaeological landscape 
The physical manifestations of these separate, though overlapping, elements of the 
prison site have left diverse physical remains that provide different challenges to the 
archaeologist in their role as interpreter. Problems arise in examining the initial prison 
landscape, the Compounds, for two reasons: utilisation and survival. As the Nissen huts 
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had been used by both the Air Force and NIPS without many initial, structural changes, 
their open plan interiors ensured that they could be used for very different purposes 
without leaving many traces. Changes were later made, as discussed in chapter five, with 
the once open, communal internal space of the Nissen huts eventually being divided into 
individual `rooms' and security infrastructure being added to the exterior (see Figure 4.1). 
However, such multi-purpose buildings can make definite interpretation difficult. 
Furthermore, as these areas have suffered destruction, most notably in the burning of the 
site in October 1974, and large-scale abandonment, with neglect increasing with the 
building of the H Blocks in 1976, they have been slowly rotting for decades. As the 
Compounds closed in 1987, by the time the H Block became defunct in 2000 many 
Nissen huts were referenced only as block foundations. The ephemeral nature of the 
temporary structures presents challenges in exploring the landscape of the internment 
camp, and in particular the lack of standing remains in some phases, make tracing the 
original landscape more challenging. 
Conversely, the H Blocks, as more solid and permanent constructions, retain their 
intended presence in the prison landscape of Long Kesh/Maze. The prison buildings were 
swiftly built from the plans'of a prison that had been designed by an in-house, 
Department of the Environment architect after consultation with a number of departments 
and to government specifications (McLaughlan, 2007). Despite the plans being 
specifically designed for the Long Kesh/Maze site, and presumably with this unique type 
of prisoner in mind, it appears that the communal nature and subversive potential of the 
prisoner body was not fully considered. For it was later acknowledged, by the British 
government's Hennessey Report - published in response to the mass escape of 
Republican prisoners in 1983 - that the only unique feature of the prison was its 
population: 
The prison is unique, too, in its population, which is totally dissimilar to the usual 
criminal recidivist population to be found in the nearest equivalent establishment in 
England and Wales. It consists almost entirely of prisoners convicted of offences 
connected with terrorist activities, united in their determination to be treated as political 
prisoners, resisting prison discipline, even if it means starving themselves to death, and 
retaining their para-military structure and allegiances even when inside. (Hennessey 
Report, 1984: 10.2) 
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In reality, this style of prison architecture was little more appropriate to dealing with the 
paramilitary prisoners than that of the Nissen huts that they sought to replace. It is 
apparent from prisoner testimonies, and from close examination of the buildings, that 
many elements were substantially changed during the period of use, both by official 
sources and subversively by the prisoners. On visiting the site it is the inertias and 
security measures surrounding each H Block that are the most obvious addition to the 
new prison landscape. The replacement of the wire fences - Cages - of the initial phase 
with walls and gates creates a prison landscape that no longer allows interactions between 
the structures at a visual level. Although the concrete buildings, gates and inertias present 
less difficulty for the archaeologist in tracing structure and development of the site, the 
swift erection and presumed short term nature ensure that many are already in a poor state 
of repair. In particular, the lack of proper foundations coupled with a high water table 
under the site has resulted in often waterlogged conditions. Despite these problems of 
access and preservation there is much that can be extracted about the interconnections of 
the existing remains. 
6.2.2 The Compounds, 1971-1987 
Long Kesh Internment Camp, known by the prisoners as `the Kesh' or `the 
Cages', and by the authorities as `Maze Compounds', was opened as a makeshift solution 
to what was hoped would be a temporary situation. The official documents from both the 
Northern Irish and British governments, discussed in chapter three, indicate that the 
direction of government policies were often dictated by necessity and the reaction to 
external pressures rather than following pre-designated plans. Indeed, T. G. Fraser 
suggests that the decision to implement internment, and thereby necessitate the use of 
Long Kesh Internment Camp, followed an escalation of sectarian violence and societal 
unrest that had precedent throughout the 20th century but that the authorities did not take 
account of the very different circumstances of the early 1970s from previous difficulties 
(2000: 51). It is this lack of understanding of the realities of the situation that can be seen 
throughout the development of the site as a landscape as the authorities continually 
ignored the uniquely militant and collective nature of the prison population and their 
ability to exploit and subvert both the landscapes of both the prisoner of war camp-style 
of Long Kesh and the more traditional prison buildings of HMP, Maze. 
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Within the Internment Camp, each Compound held the personnel of a single 
paramilitary organisation as prisoners were placed on their arrival with those they self- 
identified with, thereby creating a landscape of self-contained communities and 
perpetuating the sectarian divisions of society at large; `a green or orange hive', as one 
ex-prisoner commented (Snodden, 1996: 26). As the numbers being interned, remanded 
and sentenced increased with every month and year the need for more Compounds and 
Nissen huts increased so that at its greatest extent there were over 21 Compounds 
simultaneously in use. The development of this early manifestation of Long Kesh/Maze 
prison landscape was dictated by need rather than design and as the aerial image of the 
site indicates, the landscape of the Internment Camp is characterized by Compounds of 
replicated design and layout that do not deviate from the original structures (see Figure 
6.1). Indeed, the major consideration in the construction and developments of this area 
appears to be spatial proximity, to enable effective manning of the landscape by an 
understaffed Prison Service, and the utilization of existing runways as foundations to 
allow construction to be as swiftly as possible. There was little forethought about how 
this close spatial proximity allowed the prisoners to effectively communicate beyond their 
Compound with little difficulty, allowing many means of passing contraband and 
messages. 
It was only with the passing of time that questions arose regarding whether the 
Nissen huts should be continued to be used. It became increasingly apparent to the 
authorities that not only was the civil unrest getting worse, thereby creating more inmates 
to fill the site, but that the conditions of their imprisonment meant that those incarcerated 
were gaining a form of kudos in the wider community. As official sources recognised at 
an early stage of its utilization, the site was wholly inappropriate for its new function: 
`The short point appears to be that the camp was built on a design more appropriate for a 
prisoner of war camp than an internment camp' (Letter from I. M. Bums to P. Leyshon 
Esq., dated 23 September 1971. CJ 4/449, TNA, 1971). The creation of a prisoner of war 
landscape - as the temporary, makeshift and communal nature of the accommodation 
referenced - could no longer be ignored as the authorities began to accept that their 
temporary solution was not appropriate for a more permanent situation. Increasing fears 
of mass escape and wholesale damage to the site, as evidenced in riots of October 1974, 
also ensured that a more controlling infrastructure and regime needed to be put in place. 
However, ex-Governor Duncan McLaughlan has stated that although the decision to 
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replace the Nissen huts was undoubtedly political, it was also a necessity as the 
Compounds were `literally falling down' (2007). Therefore, the construction of a new, 
conventional prison was proposed through the Gardiner Report (1975) and construction 
began straightaway. 
6.2.3 The H Blocks, 1976 - c. 2000 
From the mid 1970s, the Compounds co-existed with, and were fundamentally 
usurped by, a new addition to the prison landscape, the concrete H Blocks of HMP Maze. 
The infamous H Blocks of Her Majesty's Prison, Maze (officially known as `the Maze' or 
the `Maze Cellular', and by prisoners as `the Blocks') were constructed in haste between 
1975 and 1978. This addition to the prison landscape ensured that the prisoner not only 
experienced new built structures but also a new regime with policies that served to 
criminalise and control the prisoners. In physical form this new permanent solution was 
apparent in the provision of H Blocks that were split into four wings containing 25 
individual cells for ease of control and constructed of more substantial concrete 
foundations than the temporary Nissen huts. On a more intimate level these changes were 
manifest in prison uniform replacing civilian clothes, the number of visits and food 
parcels were to be reduced to that of ordinary prisoners. Most importantly, prisoners of 
different paramilitary organisations were integrated and freedom of association (the right 
to associate with who you want, when you want) was stopped. This change of regime, 
made manifest in the new prison structures, was an addition to the existing prison 
landscape at a removed location, distanced from the freedom of the Compounds. 
Declining numbers of Special Category prisoners who resided in the Nissen huts 
had a very different existence to the protesting prisoners in the H Blocks. Although they 
had their own battles, including Loyalist Compounds protesting for the acceptance of case 
reviews for life sentence prisoners, there was very little connection to the life in the H 
Blocks (Snodden, 1996: 26). Indeed, the two prison landscapes co-existed but had little 
interaction during the rest of the life of the site, especially as the numbers held in the 
Nissen huts continually dwindled until their eventual closure in 1987 when the last 92 
men were transferred to the H Blocks. Interaction between the H Blocks was more 
inconsistent, with spreading of information between wings and Blocks occurring with 
ease on occasion. Although communication within Blocks was relatively unproblematic, 
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especially for wings facing each other, the importance of sifting fact from fiction, be it 
accidental or malicious, amongst Blocks was not always so straightforward. One ex- 
prisoner has stated that due to the level of miscommunication, `reliable news was a 
valuable commodity' (Holland, 1994: 188). However, the reaction to this new regime 
differed from Block to Block with the biggest difference existing between conforming 
and protesting Blocks. There also appears to have existed rivalries between prisoners of 
the same organisation housed in different Blocks, with one ex-prisoner commenting on 
the `super wings' of protestors who had a `slight overestimation of their own importance' 
and were hated by the other wings who were suffering through (MacCormaic, 1994: 154). 
An added division in the H Block landscape is largely unseen from the aerial 
images of the site. The creation of two groupings of H Blocks was achieved through the 
inclusion of an internal wall dividing five H Blocks from the latter Blocks that were built 
in phase three. The construction of such a wall created an information barrier that must 
have been designed to counteract the existing ability of the initial H Blocks to maintain 
communication networks despite being housed in separate, and supposedly isolated, 
structures. The seclusion that must have been felt by those prisoners contained in the 
phase three H Blocks, with their inability to communicate with the more established H 
Block structures, was commented on by ex-prisoner Brian Campbell as he noted the 
importance of effective communications as a means of power (1994: 86). Indeed, in 
reality one could say that the prison landscape contained three interruptions to effective 
communication, between the Compounds, the first two phases and then phase three of the 
H Blocks. 
The creation of a new prison with a new regime physically removed from the 
previous buildings and their connotations was initially held to facilitate a greater control 
over the prisoners by the authorities. The prisoners' reaction to such policies took the 
form of widespread protest. A series of escalating protests against the new prison 
buildings and policies by Republican prisoners, and intermittently by Loyalist prisoners, 
began with the blanket protests, escalating to the dirty protests, and culminated in the 
hunger strikes. The ability to spread hierarchical decisions about the timing and form of 
these protests from an early stage indicates that the H Blocks lacked the ability to contain 
the prisoners' communications effectively. However, the experiences of the H Blocks 
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were fundamentally divided between those who protested against the regime, who were 
removed and placed on wings with only protesting prisoners, and complying prisoners. 
Thereby two prison regimes effectively co-existed within the same structures that created 
divisions within the paramilitary organisations. During oral testimonies an ex-prisoner 
who had lived on the protesting wings over an extended period stated that the hardships 
endured by prisoners ensured that personal bonds have maintained to present day 
(McIntyre, 2007). The differences in experience between the complying and protesting 
wings was apparent to all prisoners and the reverence for those who maintained protest 
status can be seen in the continued creation of murals commemorating the first 
blanketman, Kieran Nugent (see Figure 5.15). It can therefore be stated that within the 
prison landscape, from the mid 1970s onwards, ongoing negotiation between prisoners 
and the authorities centred on one section of the prison landscape: the protesting wings of 
the H Blocks. 
The significance of the H Blocks in the prison landscape became internationally 
accepted during the two hunger strikes of 1980-198 1, which were probably the most 
important event in the prison's history. The death of the first hunger striker, Bobby Sands 
on 5 May 1981, saw the culmination of media and public interest in the site. So seminal 
was this event that the whole of the province, if not the UK and international audiences, 
during those few weeks in April and May focused on the daily activities within the prison. 
The long-term impact of the media interest in the site has been great, with the enduring 
image of the prison landscape changing from ground level to focusing on an aerial view 
of one element of the prison landscape: the eight H Blocks. Long Kesh/Maze is still 
visualised in such a way, especially in Republican wall murals, which has ensured an 
unbalanced recollection of the site with the focus on one section to the detriment of the 
rest. For not only has the common usage of the aerial view of the H Blocks resulted in the 
eclipsing of the significance of the Compounds but its connection with media 
representations of the site during Republican protests has disenfranchaised Loyalist 
prisoners and their experiences. Indeed, Loyalist murals that do represent the prison, and 
they are few, not only avoid the aerial image but often the prison is shown as a generic 
walls, wires and watchtowers image that acts as a backdrop rather than a focus (see 
Figure 6.2). 
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After the hunger strikes, the experiences of the H Blocks began to change 
significantly in favour of the prisoners. By 1982 segregation returned to the wings and by 
the late 1980s the prisoners had regained control of their surroundings. Therefore, in less 
than 10 years after the building of the H Blocks their attempts to impose an all-controlling 
prison regime, through the utilisation of a new prison form, had been ineffective. A 
frequently quoted example of the extent of prisoner control of the prison in this later 
period is that of the very public visit of the then Secretary of State for Northern Ireland, 
Dr Mo Mowlam MP, to Long Kesh/Maze in 1998. At the time there was a growing fear 
that the Loyalist paramilitary ceasefires were on the verge of collapse. That Mo Mowlam 
publicly visited the Loyalist leaders whilst in the H Blocks to negotiate their continued 
ceasefire provides evidence of official acknowledgment of where the real power of the 
paramilitaries lay. The creation of two prisons within the same prison landscape had not 
been effective in curtailing prisoner communications and communal actions. Ultimately, 
despite the building of the H Blocks, the prisoners regained the same power that they had 
held in the supposedly architecturally-inappropriate Nissen huts. 
Before considering the wider landscapes to which Long Kesh/Maze belongs, one 
must consider the greatest challenge in attempting to examine the site as a landscape, as 
well as interpret the individual elements of the site: its contemporary setting. As the site 
was closed in 2000, the physical manifestations of the Troubles are still very emotive, 
with Long Kesh/Maze site probably being the most controversial Troubles-related site of 
all. Commentators can confidently state that `the Troubles' ended in 1998 as a result of 
the signing of the Belfast (Good Friday) Agreement (e. g. Amstutz, 2005: 170) and the 
ongoing political difficulties and protracted peace process are merely the manifestations 
of a still divided society attempting to move to a post-conflict state. However, one of the 
major impacts of the peace process has been the decreasing prominence of the security 
remnants as military necessities and their increased importance as markers of a significant 
period of recent history. As society tries to move beyond its current state of flux the now 
defunct security sites have become increasingly important as a coherent landscape of the 
Troubles. Many police stations, army bases, watchtowers, and security posts have 
disappeared almost overnight with little discussion of their future or recording of their 
remains prior to destruction. Publicly, there has been a mixed reception to this 
development, with many commentators relieved at the removal of any trace of conflict 
whilst others desire active reconciliation before resigning recent history to the past. 
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Long Kesh/Maze is central to existing conflicts over the future life of the now 
defunct, but still emotive, elements of the physical and political landscapes of Northern 
Ireland. As such, access to the physical site, the official documentation relating to it and 
to those most intimately connected to the site during its period as a prison, is very 
difficult to gain. Sensitivities about interest in Long Kesh/Maze are such that few 
researchers have gained even limited access to the site to investigate it as a landscape. 
However, there is much that can be done to access the site on these levels and an intimate 
portrayal of the differences of experiences through time and space will add to these 
understandings of the prison as a landscape. For landscape is not just a physical entity, 
but is incorporated in memory and imagination. By using the oral testimonies of those 
who experienced Long Kesh/Maze, one can explore how a seemingly bounded prison is 
viewed, constructed and remembered differently amongst those most intimately 
connected to the site. 
6.3 Different Experiences of Landscape 
As previously explored, Long Kesh/Maze prison site encompasses a collection of 
diverse buildings types used at different, and sometimes overlapping, periods that come 
together as a cultural landscape. As such this landscape was experienced differently by 
people connected to the site depending on a number of factors, including whether they 
had physical accessed the site, their reason for being on the site, role/status and length of 
time intimately associated with site. One of the major factors that impacts on the 
experience of place is whether the person had interacted with the site as a prisoner, 
visitor, prison officer or other employee. Prisoners' experiences could be vastly different 
depending on whether they self-identified as a Republican, Loyalist or ODC ('Ordinary 
Decent Criminal') prisoner and were differentiated again depending on whether they were 
complying or protesting. If they were not a prisoner, their role as a prison officer, 
auxiliary worker or visitor also had a substantial impact on their experience of place. One 
must also consider the role of memory and how this affected not only how the site was 
experienced but how that experience was later remembered and recounted, often at a 
considerable distance of time. Of particular relevance to the study of such communal 
prison populations and their memories of place is the work of Maurice Halbwachs who 
believes that communal memories are those of individuals who draw on a specific group 
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context at a specific time (1992: 22). Such a distinction reveals that although memories 
are essentially personal they draw on communal aspects that would be particularly strong 
in the heightened collectivity of the prisoners. This point is particularly relevant to the 
examination of the memories of those imprisoned from the same paramilitary grouping 
and their ability to have substantially different memories and experiences of place. 
Substantial numbers of people directly interacted with the site and conducting on 
site oral testimonies could in itself fill a volume, and indeed it is already the subject of an 
ongoing project conducted by Cahal McLaughlin in the School of Media, Film and 
Journalism, University of Ulster, Coleraine. Therefore, only a small and representative 
sample of oral testimonies has been selected to highlight myriad experiences of place, as 
a deliberately contained, yet important element of this landscape study. To this end, the 
oral testimonies of a number of groups and individuals connected to the site will be 
explored, with particular reference to the experiences of Republican ex-prisoners of 
different periods who conducted on-site oral testimonies as a group and were then 
interviewed a year later (January 2006 and 2007 respectively). The ex-Provisional IRA 
prisoners interviewed are connected to the Republican prisoner group Coiste na n- 
Iarchiml: The most prominent ex-prisoner is Martin Meehan, who was interned at Long 
Kesh Internment Camp on a number of occasions throughout the 1970s and was placed in 
the H Blocks between 1980-1981 before being released in February 1994. Dominic 
Adams, who arrived in the H Blocks in 1986 and was released in 1991, and Patrick 
Wilson who was imprisoned within the H Blocks in 1987 and was released at Christmas 
1990, are also included. Their memories of place, landscape and experience will then be 
compared and contrasted with the oral testimonies of prisoners from other groups, 
including an Official IRA prisoner and a now-dissident Republican, as well as an ex 
Governor, and a visitor to the site. 
Within these groups the period of contact is of significance as the prisoners had 
totally different experiences depending on whether they were imprisoned during the 
internment period (c. 1971-c. 1975), the protests connected to the criminalisation process 
(c. 1975-c. 1983) or the later period of the ascendancy of the prisoner (c. 1983-c. 2000). For 
example, on the move to the cellular system prison officers saw this as an opportunity to 
highlight their authority, especially during the introduction of prisoners to the H Blocks. 
Indeed, Allen Feldman suggests that the role of the prison induction was utilised by 
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prison officers as an `identity fixing event' and was intended to set a precedent for the 
respective roles of prisoner and prison officers during the course of the sentence (1991: 
155). Perception of this change in treatment was frequently mentioned during the oral 
testimonies with one ex-prisoner, who had been at the site from the early 1970s for many 
periods until the 1990s, stating: 
The one thing that struck me was some of the prison officers when they were on the cages 
were just like ordinary fellas, there was no big deal, no hassle but then they were 
transferred down to the H Blocks, they were Jekyll and Hyde, you know they were 
aggressive, arrogant. (Meehan, 2006) 
However, the relationship that the prison officers had with the prisoners had 
changed completely again by the mid to late 1980s, with the growing ascendancy of the 
paramilitaries within the H Blocks. Furthermore, by the late 1970s the increasing protests 
against criminalisation led to the prison officers being regarded as legitimate targets by 
both sides and a number were targeted, and even killed, whilst off duty. This impacted on 
the relationship of the staff with the prison landscape as it turned from a place of 
discipline to become a place of fear. Indeed, Duncan McLaughlan stated that there was a 
difficulty in controlling staff due to their fear of the prisoners and the potential 
repercussions of thwarting the paramilitary hierarchies (2007). This change in 
relationship was most obviously manifest in their treatment of the prisoners. Dominic 
Adams, a prisoner from 1986 to 1991, noted: 
`Its funny how times change, cos you see around about `89, `90 when Republicans were 
more or less running the show, you see when the screws still had to check they would 
come down on his tiptoes and then lift the flap dead easy cos they didn't want to waken 
ya, you know. ' (Adams, 2006) 
On-site oral testimonies with a number of the ex-prisoners has shown how their 
experiences of the landscape depending on the political situation both within the prison 
and in the wider context of Northern Ireland. The interviewees had vastly different 
experiences of the site depending on the period of their imprisonment and indeed their 
own status. The oldest and most prominent interviewee, Martin Meehan, imprisoned from 
the inception of the detention centre intermittently until 1994, recalled much harsher 
realities of life in the prison, whilst the other two interviewees, who were not imprisoned 
until the late 1980s for shorter periods, accept they had an easier time. 
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I always consider myself I went into the prison at an opportune time for want of a better 
term because the blanket was over, the segregation campaign was over, the people who 
where there before me had won all the conditions that I was walking into. (Adams, 2006) 
These experiences were also affected by the paramilitary organisations to which 
they belonged. One ex-Official IRA prisoner, Gerry Loughran, who had only served time 
in the Compounds and was released for the last time in December 1977, discussed the 
difficulties of living in the Compounds as being a minority group, in that there were only 
130 men imprisoned from the Official IRA. The feeling of being `completely surrounded' 
by Republican prisoners, of whom they felt a bitter enmity, ensured that they often looked 
to Loyalist paramilitaries with similar politics, especially the UVF under Gusty Spence, 
as being allies. It is interesting to note that as the Official IRA moved away from violence 
and towards politics in the early 1970s, their pro-socialist stance had much in common 
with Spence's view of the UVF and Loughran spoke of the friendships that were made 
and maintained from that time (Loughran, 2007). A now disillusioned Republican IRA 
prisoner, Anthony McIntyre, also stated that despite the effusive declarations of 
comradeship and egalitarian spirit amongst the Republican prisoners, that this was not 
always the case. Indeed, although he states that as a `Blanketman' he still feels a very 
strong bond with the men who shared that experience, the existence of a prisoner 
hierarchy during all stages of imprisonment ensured that those who did not agree with 
their pronouncements were undermined and demonised (McIntyre, 2007). 
While Meehan had a greater understanding of the interconnection of the site, those 
who had not been imprisoned in both the Compounds and H Blocks were largely ignorant 
of the layout and usage of those elements where they had not directly resided. When 
asked about the differences between the two manifestations of the prison, Meehan was 
presented as the most knowledgeable, and it was notable that a great amount of respect 
was afforded to him as someone who had witnessed, and suffered, more than they had. 
Indeed, the physical manifestations of the two prisons were so different that to speak 
coherent of how they contrasted Meehan spoke of the conditions, in particular the 
`freedom' of the Compounds, rather than the physical remains of the buildings. Indeed, 
the experiences of the landscape enjoyed by the prisoners were greatly impacted by the 
limitations on interaction that they had with some elements of the site. To ensure that the 
strict security was not broken, and perhaps (unsuccessfully) to deter escape attempts, the 
prisoners were given very little time to get acquainted with elements outside of their 
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actual living quarters. One particularly poignant moment occurred when the interviewees 
were brought to the hospital as part of the guided tour whilst conducting oral testimonies. 
This had a noticeable impact on all the interviewees as this was the building where the 
hunger strikers had died and one of those present had never entered the building before: 
I mean standing here and thinking of the people who came in here and died in here 
whatever ... a lot of the conditions that we were experiencing at the time are the result of the people who died here that came before then. It is a poignant moment for me, I have 
never been here. (Wilson, 2006) 
Prisoners from within the same paramilitary organisations, and even serving their 
sentence at the same time, could still have incredibly different experiences of this 
institutional landscape. 
To provide multi-perspectives of place, the exploration of the landscape of Long 
Kesh/Maze needs to move beyond the oral testimonies of prisoners to the many groups 
that interacted with the site. Long Kesh/Maze provoked greatly different experiences and 
resonances for the numerous inhabitants and visitors, including those who are often 
ignored in such narratives such as prison officers, women and children. Byronie Reid has 
recently discussed the significance of place and identity in Northern Ireland with regard 
to the desire of the two communities to claim territory `centred on absolute ownership 
and mutual exclusion' (2004: 103). Her study is telling in attempting to explain why the 
narratives surrounding Long Kesh/Maze site are almost exclusively Republican despite 
the very real experiences of Loyalist prisoners. The Republican movement has effectively 
claimed `ownership' of the site with Loyalists acquiescing in their claim. Therefore, it is 
the former narratives of place that are frequently evoked. More significant for the study of 
Long Kesh/Maze as a landscape is Reid's examination of interface, and thereby 
contested, areas of the Belfast cityscape through the work of a number of female, 
performative artists. In her paper she opens up alternative means of experiencing a 
fundamentally male terrain, which often cause reactions that vary between bemusement 
to aggression from male onlookers (Reid: 2005). There is a specific need to explore how 
Long Kesh/Maze was experienced by women and children as short-term inhabitants and 
how this differs from the male prisoners and prison officers 
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One interviewee recalled the many times that she visited the Compounds to visit 
her brothers who were interned and imprisoned at the site throughout the early 1970s. In 
contrast to the bravado that was often exhibited by the male prisoners, who obviously 
grew accustomed to these unusual surroundings, Maureen Jones talked of her 
apprehension at visiting the site. Whilst many visitors wished to actively subvert the 
prison authorities, by receiving and passing comms, the interviewee recalled being 
incredibly nervous in case anything was passed to her as she did not want to have to 
conceal it and negotiate the waiting search teams (Jones, 2007). During the discussion she 
stated that her apprehension did not allow her to comfortably view her surroundings, 
though she did recall that despite prisoner high spirits the Compounds were fairly 
depressing and grim surroundings (Jones, 2007). The oral testimonies of those who 
entered the site for short-term visits are obviously very different from those who resided 
on the site, and Jones's lack of detailed remembrances shows the lack of comfort that she 
experienced whilst on-site. Her memories of the many artefacts created and passed to her 
and her family were much clearer, with some still residing in her home. However, the 
experiences of ex-prison officers are also necessary to consider as a counter-balance to 
those who to enter the site under duress. 
The career of Duncan McLaughlan is probably unusual for an ex-Governor of 
Long Kesh/Maze. As an employee of the Northern Ireland Prison Service he worked at 
Long Kesh/Maze from numerous occasions between 1973 to 1993, including Governor of 
the entire site from 1991-1993. He joined the organisation at Junior Governor level and 
thus has never experienced life as a prison officer. However, during the course of oral 
testimonies he showed that he was well aware of the more difficult situation that the 
prison officers had in manning the prison and even went so far as to suggest that the staff 
were the weakest link in the regime as they were more afraid of the prisoners than the 
Governor (McLaughlan, 2007). This was a situation which he accepted with some 
sympathy due to the large number of Troubles-related deaths in the service - 29 
throughout the service, with eight at Long Kesh/Maze (Graham & McDowell, 2007: 352) 
- and the fact that many of the men came from similar backgrounds and indeed 
neighbourhoods as those that they sought to control. His experience of the site as 
Governor had to be different from the ordinary prison officer, indeed he stated that he had 
to pretend to feel no fear or show no reluctance, even after being seriously assaulted by 
Loyalist prisoners on his daily walk around the prison (McLaughlan, 2007). McLaughlan 
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was very candid about his time at Long Kesh/Maze. He recalled the difficulties of 
governing a prison where the inmates had withdrawn their consent to be controlled and 
stated that it was this lack of acquiescence that made the form of buildings housing the 
prisoners irrelevant. Despite holding this opinion, he did see differences in the 
experiences of the two different forms of structure. For although the H plan was `just 
awful', due to its lack of surveillance opportunities, life within the self-contained 
communities of Compounds `was a great mystery' to the prison officer (McLaughlan, 
2007). He concluded his experience of the prison by saying, `anyone who said they 
governed the Maze was a liar, they could only say they tried to govern the Maze ... The 
story of the Maze really was that the prisoners were in control' (McLaughlan, 2007). 
Although, all these oral testimonies show different experiences of place, further 
research needs to be done with the ex-prisoner communities of those who are less 
associated with the site, especially Loyalist and minority Republican ex-prisoner, prison 
officers, auxiliary workers and visitors to the site in order to discover the vastly different 
experiences of the prison landscape. Despite the difficulties in gaining access to Loyalist 
ex-prisoner groups to conduct this research, as they are far less forthcoming than their 
Republican counterparts, it would be expected that their experiences would contain both 
similarities and differences. As Loyalist and Republican prisoners had very different 
relationship with the authorities it must be assumed that this has also impacted on their 
connection to the site but fundamentally they were contained with the same structures. It 
is clear that any attempt to recreate how the site was experienced would need to take 
account of these multi-perspectives as there has never been one, definitive experience of 
this prison landscape. This study will now move from the more intimate experiences of 
the prison to exploring Long Kesh/Maze as it was situated within a wider physical, and 
political, landscape. 
6.4 Landscape, Politics and Local Context 
Long Kesh/Maze site belongs to many landscapes, including within the 
boundaries of the site, its local setting, and as a wider cultural landscape. All these 
landscapes need to be explored to reveal the political implications of its setting. With the 
traditional study of the bounded site complete, the rest of the chapter will explore the 
wider landscapes to which Long Kesh/Maze belongs beginning with its local setting. 
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Long Kesh/Maze is set in a green belt zone, where there are relatively few surrounding 
buildings and associated infrastructure. Indeed, this is not unusual for a prison setting, as 
Shurmer-Smith and Hannam have discussed how institutions, such as prisons, were 
frequently placed apart from society as it was seen as necessary to removed polluting 
abnormality from clean normality (1994: 176). However, this location was obviously 
desirable for other reasons. With the majority of the prisoners constantly plotting their 
escape, often with assistance from the wider public, this created an added imperative to 
prevent undetected movement around the vicinity. During the initial period of occupation 
as a prison, when the prisoners were held in Nissen huts with shallow foundations, 
attempts to construct tunnels were a constant feature and the underground is littered with 
the remnants of these escape attempts. As I was told by a former inmate at the site: 
You see the escape attempts, there was that many tunnels built in these grounds, in these 
compounds that even prison officers fell through them as they were walking around on 
patrol ... See if you walk around Cage Four there must be about 20 tunnels. (Meehan, 2006) 
Therefore, the authorities in choosing such a site were obviously attempting to ensure that 
any escapees had as little cover, and potential help from sympathisers. Furthermore, their 
rural location, in contrast to the urban surroundings of the Crumlin Road Gaol, had the 
advantage of preventing assistance for escapes due to their open surroundings and 
inability to remain hidden as they could in a busy city centre. 
Despite its rural setting Long Kesh/Maze was not completely isolated. The prison 
was flanked by an accompanying army base, known as Silver City, which now leaves 
little trace having been removed by the British Army once it fell into disuse. Although the 
two elements were not officially connected the stationing of the army base directly 
adjacent to the prison intended to coerce the prisoners into compliance under the constant 
threat of force. During riot conditions, the prison relied on the personnel from the 
adjacent army base to help quell dangerous situations, due to their own lack of personnel 
and expertise, before re-enforcements arrived and the planned searches were also often 
conducted by the army. Indeed, the official documents examined in chapter three reveals 
the often forgotten degree of integration between the two sites. Oral testimonies also 
reveal unforeseen interactions between the two sites, ex-prisoners talked about the 
ongoing relationship that was of a subtle nature and ensured that the prisoners were 
constantly aware of the presence of the army base. 
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`you see in the huts, y'know the corrugated tin? They [Army personnel] used to throw 
bread up at two or three o'clock in the morning and you see when first light came the 
pigeons and seagulls would come down onto the top of the tins squacking and squacking, 
that was them ... All them wee stupid, stupid things, y'know, to annoy ya' (Meehan, 2006) 
Long Kesh/Maze has also always retained a high profile due to its prominent 
visual location. Whilst being a place apart, it was also highly visible, in that it could be 
easily seen from the M1 motorway, particularly when travelling towards Belfast. This 
motorway, as its name suggests, is the most prominent arterial road in Northern Ireland in 
that it connects Belfast, the capital of Northern Ireland, with Dublin, the capital of the 
Republic of Ireland, as well as to the west of the province. Cars travelling to Belfast from 
the south and west would pass the lights of Long Kesh/Maze on their way. The 
prominence of the site location is described in Gerry Adams' biography, Cage 11, which 
is preceded by a poem that concentrates on the visual impact of Long Kesh/Maze: `On the 
Way to Belfast' (1990: vii): 
From afar 
The lights of Long Kesh 
Make a false dawn 
In the night sky. 
By locating the prison at this location, with its menacing walls, watch towers and wires 
standing unabashed and fortress-like for all to see, this placement could be read as an act 
of defiance by the authorities. By placing the prison in such a prominent position, the 
authorities were defying the paramilitaries and their sympathisers by showing that they 
could maintain control of the prisoners in view of the public, whilst simultaneously 
insuring that in reality the site was fairly isolated. 
The location of Long Kesh/Maze prison is significant in how the site related to its 
inmates, the authorities and the general public. It was isolated due to the lack of 
associated infrastructure and its placement in a rural context. Within such a landscape the 
authorities had a greater ability to apprehend those prisoners who escaped, especially 
those who attempted to tunnel their way out, as there was little surrounding coverage to 
hide them. However, the site was also simultaneously very visible in its wider setting as it 
was placed close to the main arterial road in Northern Ireland. This enabled three very 
different experiences of site: as an isolated prison site for those held inside it, as an area 
with little associated infrastructures to allow easy detection of escapees by the authorities 
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but also as a statement, readily received by the public, of the ultimate control of the 
authorities and repercussion for paramilitary prisoners. The focus of this landscape study 
will now move from immediate physical landscape of the prison to explore perceptions of 
the prison landscape. The last study in this chapter will add to these experiences of place 
by exploring how the prison site was negotiated and represented in its widest landscape - 
as an imagined place - through two sources: the media and wall murals. 
6.5 Representing the Long Kesh/Maze Landscape 
To understand Long Kesh/Maze as a contemporary landscape, one must examine 
the different ways in which it has been represented, imagined and enacted by 
communities beyond the boundaries of the site. It is important to move beyond 
visualising the site as only existing within the confines of the perimeter wall, for as D. G. 
Passmore has suggested, no site is clearly delineated, stable or bounded (2004: 130). As a 
high security zone, a classification that continues to exist despite the site being 
decommissioned in 2000, any physical access by the wider community has been highly 
controlled. However, it is important to recognise that landscapes can travel with people as 
inner landscape that are imagined or remembered (Stewart & Strathem, 2003: 5), and as 
such remained with, and were perpetuated by, those who were released from the prison. 
Furthermore, a lack of physical interaction with the site does not mean that the wider 
Northern Irish society did not relate to such a high-profile site. Long Kesh/Maze has 
retained its visibility throughout society since the early 1970s due to two sources: its 
continued high profile in the mass media, and its use as a subject in wall murals. Through 
these means, Long Kesh/Maze has maintained its significance to a broad audience as an 
accessible, imagined landscape and shall be explored as such. 
6.5.1 Media representations 
Images of Long Kesh/Maze and its inhabitants began to appear in the media on 
the opening of the site as an Internment Camp due to public interest in this controversial 
solution to the escalating civil conflict. Intimate images appeared of men contained within 
wire cages and housed in Nissen huts that created perceptions of prisoner-of-war 
conditions that the prisoners hijacked and continued to perpetrate through the course of 
the life of the prison. This initial media representation of the prison landscape, centring 
on a highly unusual prison landscape containing a unique prison population, was 
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maintained and reinforced until the construction of the H Blocks in 1976. However, this 
existing image of the site was soon replaced by the aerial image of the H Blocks, which 
came to dominate representations of the site particularly after the hunger strikes of 1980 
to 1981. Whether the increasingly closed-plan structures of the new prison buildings, 
heightened security concerns or impressive aerial images of the Hs resulted in the move 
from a ground level representation of the site is unclear, however, it a notable that the site 
was consistently represented from this time as a distant H. This new perspective of the 
site points to a change in relationship between the media and the prison landscape that 
reflected this now very different from of prison. Gone are the intimate portrayals of 
`political' prisoners, with the change in regime and prisoner status, a more distant 
connection between the prisoner and the media ensued. Therefore, their representations of 
site began to concentrate on the more traditional prison relationships and structures. 
However, the significance of the aerial representation of the `H', which is not a common 
prison shape, allowed the media to continue to emphasize the fundamentally different 
nature of the prison population. Trisha Ziff has stated that there is a need to question all 
photographs taken in Northern Ireland during the Troubles as they always integrate 
political events and messages (1991: 187) and the changing media representations of the 
site confirm such an idea. 
Despite the significance of the Compounds, due to its less obvious visual impact, 
change in media emphasis, government policies and the more recent construction of the H 
Blocks, the aerial image of the more visually startling Hs now dominate representations 
of the site. The exclusive use of aerial images of the H Blocks by the media ensured that 
the public's consciousness moved from the Compounds, which swiftly became the lost 
element of the prison landscape. Indeed, even prison officers who were stationed solely at 
the Compounds, for the two elements of the site were treated as two separate prisons, 
talked of being `like a forgotten army' within the Prison Service (Gaynor, 1987: 11). The 
public perception of the prison site therefore deviated greatly from the actual everyday 
experience of the site of those incarcerated. For these aerial images bypassed the 
significant number of prisoners who continued to reside in the Compounds. By their very 
nature, aerial photographs of the site ignored the vast areas of the prison landscape that 
were small, non-specific and, indeed, non-H-shaped even without the images centring 
solely on the H Blocks. 
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However, the aerial image did present the wider layout of this prison landscape to 
the general public. For those who lived in the H Blocks, their experience was on a smaller 
scale, with interactions limited to their immediate surroundings and increasingly 
restricted to specific areas of the site. Prisoners could only experience the structure to 
which they were transported. As they were often swiftly and securely transferred in 
window-less vans around the prison complex they had little ability to view, or experience, 
the prison wider landscape. Martin Meehan recalled that some of his fellow prisoners 
who were on `the red book', meaning they were perceived as the most dangerous form of 
prisoner, were securely moved between H Blocks up to once a fortnight and became 
mentally fatigued from their lack of connection to people and place within the prison 
landscape (Meehan, 2006). Such an experience of the site was not accidental: the 
authorities were constantly in fear of breakouts -a fear which was indeed founded as 
seen in the mass escape of 38 inmates in 1983. Such an escape only became possible due 
to the prisoner's ability to uncover the layout of the prison landscape from media and 
government images to accompany the knowledge they had of prison officer routines and 
movements. One could state that despite the large numbers of men and women who 
experienced Long Kesh/Maze first hand, the media images of the site came to dominate 
representation of the prison landscape for both those who had experienced and those who 
imagined the site. 
6.5.2 Wall mural representations 
Neil Jarman usefully contrasts two different views of landscape during the 
Troubles: `the view from outside' and the view from the ground, the former representing 
the more simplified media-based constructions and the latter of which acknowledges the 
greater complexities of the situation as appreciated within the local context (1993: 109). It 
could be suggested that the view from the ground is represented in wall murals, the large- 
scale, public paintings located on the gable-end wall of terraced houses in working class 
areas in Northern Ireland. Whilst they are `collectively emblematic of the segregated and 
polarised working class areas of Belfast and elsewhere in Northern Ireland' (McCormick 
and Jarman, 2005: 49), they are also an important means by which to gauge opinions and 
reactions of the wider working class communities in Northern Ireland to the course of the 
Troubles. Indeed, these murals could be viewed as significant elements marking working 
class landscapes, becoming `a form of codification of history itself, seen from the 
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viewpoints of personal expression and experience' (Stewart & Strathern, 2003: 1). 
McCormick & Jarman's (2005) recent examination of the death of a mural highlights 
these sites as material entities and markers of identity and ownership rather than just 
timeless, aesthetic objects and thereby pinpoints their importance as signifiers of evolving 
opinions in their landscape setting. However, their power as distributors of often 
contentious political messages - wall murals were highly illegal and originally painted 
swiftly under cover of night to avoid detection - ensures that they remain creations with 
easily digestible messages to be viewed in passing rather than sites of contemplation and 
commemoration. 
The existence of wall murals in working class areas not only signify boundaries in 
the urban landscape but also address complex issues of identity that are not just sectarian 
but also class-based (Buckley: 1998: 6). As these murals tend to reside in the very areas 
that the majority of the prisoners originate from, it is therefore apt that representations of 
the Long Kesh/Maze are amongst the most prominent examples of this tradition. 
Republican murals identify strongly with the uniqueness of the prison, and the communal 
nature of the prison experience, which contrasts strongly with the representation of 
prisons in the Loyalist tradition, where there are few direct references to Long 
Kesh/Maze. As the more established wall mural tradition, it has been noted that Loyalists 
have been slower in incorporating recent politics and social comment than Republicans 
(McCormick and Jarman, 2005: 51). This lack of political engagement with wall murals 
provides some explanation for the differences between Republican and Loyalist 
representations of the site, however, one must also accept the different relationships that 
the two traditions have with political imprisonment. Indeed, differences in representations 
of the site can be used to succinctly illustrate contrasting experiences of the two sets of 
prisoners, and their communities, with the Long KeshlMaze prison landscape. 
That `mural painting has developed into one of the most dynamic media for 
symbolic expression in the north of Ireland' (Jarman, 1998: 2) is central to this 
examination of Long Kesh/Maze as an imagined landscape. For these murals are physical 
evidence that the prison clearly existed as a landscape to be experienced beyond the 
confines of the prison. Republican representations of the site are most prominent, in their 
number, longevity and, most importantly, location. Jarman has highlighted the locations 
of these murals are a significant factor to be considered due to the messages they present 
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to the community and possible replication in the media (1998: 3). Indeed, much as Long 
Kesh/Maze become shorthand for ongoing conflict within the province, so too were 
murals used by the media as representing the opinion of the communities that they are 
located within. Therefore, the more visually prominent the site the more significant and 
representative of wider society the murals are likely to be. It should be noted that the 
locations of many of the murals representing the Long Kesh/Maze in Republican areas 
are of a longstanding nature and reside in prominent locations. Within traditional 
Republican heartlands of West Belfast these murals tend to be concentrated on the busiest 
arterial roads, particularly at the junction between the Falls Road and the Whiterock Road 
(see Map 3), and tend to be stylised in form but innovative in treatment. The many wall 
murals relating to the prison that have appeared during 2006, the 25th anniversary of the 
hunger strikes, include green H's bearing the words `1981' (Figure 6.4), free standing 
murals specifically placed at busy intersections (Figure 6.5), murals containing mosaic 
elements (Figure 6.6) and traditional mural forms with strong political messages located 
within easy viewing range of the main thoroughfares (Figure 6.7). 
This investigation will concentrate on one longstanding mural which is unusual 
both in its location, representation and maintenance (Figures 6.8). This particular `H' 
mural is placed in a prominent location on a cleared area of ground on the Falls Road, 
which although now prime real estate has not been reclaimed and solely houses the 
structure (see Map 3). One can only suspect that the continued non-use of the site is 
related to the existence of the mural, for there is much reticence to remove or repaint such 
images due to the power of the people who commissioned them as much as the message 
contained in the mural. The use of a free-standing wooden structure is unusual for a 
longstanding mural, which are more commonly placed on gable ends of terrace houses. In 
fact, I have only seen such a structure used in copies of this original mural, which is long- 
standing and was most recently replicated during the anniversaries of 2006. However, it is 
probable that many wooden structures of a similar form were originally erected in diverse 
locations to celebrate earlier anniversaries and were later removed (McCormick & 
Jarman, 2005: 57). Therefore, for many years this one mural has remained as 
representative of the many temporary hunger strike memorials that existed at different 
times and places before. 
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The use of the `H' figure is an obvious replication of media representations of the 
site. Filling the `H' with images of the dead hunger strikers of 1981 and flanking them 
with Republican flags reaffirms the connection of these figures with Long Kesh/Maze 
and the Republican movement. Such a mural is a very popular representation of Long 
Kesh/Maze for Republicans due to both the frequency of the use of the aerial view of the 
H Blocks and the focus on the human impact of the Hunger Strikes through utilising 
images of the ten young men who died on hunger strike. The use of the stylised image of 
the prison site filled with intimate portraits of the hunger strikers is a powerful device in 
abstracting and isolating the government perspective and highlighting the emotive quality 
of the personal sacrifice of the men. The significance of this image can be seen in recent 
updating and wholesale replication in other Republican heartlands in close proximity to 
the Falls Road, including the intersection of the Whiterock Road and Glen Road only a 
few miles away. This process has become particularly noticeable in 2006 due to the 
preparations for the 25th anniversary of the hunger strikes. 
The maintenance of this particular image has been relatively unusual. Whereas 
restoration usually maintains the original image with small stylistic deviations 
(McCormick & Jarman, 2005,68), the move from painted to printed images is a 
noticeable investment in materials (Figure 6.9). In the first manifestation of this image, 
the centre of the `H' contained a quotation from the writings of Bobby Sands flanked by 
hooded gunmen and this was later replaced by images of two hunger strikers who died at 
prisons other than Long KeshlMaze. The updating of this image is poignant in respect of 
the recent attempts by mainstream Republicanism to move from their traditional 
paramilitary base to attempt to gain more widespread Nationalist political support. 
Furthermore, the broadening of the representations to hunger strikers unconnected to the 
1981 action indicates growing confidence in the place that such an event holds in the 
hierarchy of Republican, and indeed Nationalist, commemorations. The continued 
significance of the H Blocks, and the associated prisoner struggles, to the mural painters 
can be explained by Paul Connerton, in that he believes that `our images of the past 
commonly serve to legitimate a present social order' (1989: 3). Therefore, it could be 
suggested that these images are not so much commemorations of the past but celebrations 
of the ascendancy of those once powerless prisoners to the new political order. 
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Republican self-confidence can be contrasted to the murals depicted in Loyalist 
areas, which being both smaller in number and types of representation, do not promote 
such a confident self-image. Indeed, Andrew Finlay suggests that this lack of confidence 
is indicative of a recent shift in Northern Protestant identity to confusion, alienation and 
even self-pity and victimhood (2001: 3). An uncomfortable relationship with 
incarceration is evidenced in the majority of depictions of Long Kesh/Maze placing the 
prison as a backdrop to shows of strength, namely of hooded gun men surrounded by 
paramilitary insignias. McCormick and Jarman have noted that Loyalist murals, as 
representing social identity, often emphasize the paramilitary facet of conflict whereas 
Republicans tend to concentrate on political messages (2005: 51). The representations of 
the prison are also more generic with the use of the aerial view of the H Blocks being 
largely absent with the most common image being that of watch tower with surrounding 
wall and barbed wire (Figure 6.10). In this respect, these less specific images are not so 
much representative of the unique conditions of Long Kesh/Maze, rather they are generic 
prison images. This connection with war is most easily understood with regard to another 
common mural theme of Loyalist paramilitaries: World War I, and in particular the 
slaughter of Ulster soldiers at the Battle of the Somme in 1916. The celebration of this 
battle is most evident in the murals found within the Nissen huts, and in wider society, 
which feature them prominently (Figure 6.11). Indeed, whilst Republicans embrace their 
connection to the site, Loyalist not only sideline the issue of imprisonment but 
specifically ignore their experiences of the Long Kesh/Maze prison site. This study of 
wall murals shows that the relationship with the site was not only very different for 
Loyalist and Republican paramilitaries but also for the communities that they were drawn 
from and which commemorated them in murals. 
One could add a wider, even international, dimension to this exploration of Long 
Kesh/Maze as an imagined landscape due to the acknowledged importance that has been 
placed onto the wall murals as indicators of community opinions. The prominence of 
location, as highlighted by Jarman (1998: 3), is greatly impacted by the uses that the 
media makes of such images. Indeed, the placement and subject matters of murals on the 
main thoroughfares are now highly controlled and tend to reflect the messages that the 
local hierarchies wish to emphasis to the wider world. It has been noted that the murals 
that are painted close to the Sinn Fein offices are often used as backdrops by both the 
media and the party leadership during news reports and press conferences (McCormick & 
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Jarman, 2005: 60). One of the most significant areas in this regard is an extended wall at 
the end of the Falls Road on Divis Street at the junction of Albert Street and 
Northumberland Road (see Map 3). This highly prominent location has gained increasing 
prominence due to its role as a clipboard of Republican opinions on local and 
international conflicts and it is probably the most overtly political collection of murals in 
the city. There is a high turnover of murals on this section of road and the topics covered 
have included the Iraq war, the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, support for the Basque 
separatists group ETA and historical figures such as depictions of the South American 
revolutionary Che Guevera and the African-American slave abolitionist Frederick 
Douglass. There is consistently at least one mural connected to Long Kesh/Maze 
presented at the site. One need also state that the increasing traffic of tourists, especially 
with the downturn in violence since the Belfast (Good Friday) Agreement in 1998, and 
the interest in murals tours (by foot, black taxi and tourist bus) have impacted on the 
increasingly aesthetic and slick murals that have moved far beyond a slogan swiftly 
daubed on the wall of yester-year. 
Wall murals have become an important means by which the wider public can 
experience and interact with the prison landscape of Long Kesh/Maze as an imagined 
landscape. Not only do such murals maintain the public profile of the prison but they 
often display accurate, intimate portraits of life inside this highly secretive institution. 
Such a connection has been necessitated by a lack of physical access to the site and the 
relationship between the site and the communities from which the prisoners came has 
always been mediated through these murals. However, the representation of the prison 
landscape centring on the aerial view of the H Blocks, and ignoring the previous and 
simultaneous operation of the Compounds, was initiated by the media. The manifestations 
of these imagined landscapes differ considerably depending on whether the community is 
Loyalist or Republican and reflect the relationship between the community and the prison 
site. Whether through personal experience, media representations or the agendas of the 
mural painters this chapter has show that Long Kesh/Maze has always been experienced 
as a prison landscape on many levels. 
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6.6 Conclusion 
Examination of the contemporary landscapes of Long Kesh/Maze is of particular 
significant to this study. Due to the implementation of the Belfast (Good Friday) 
Agreement in 1998 the demilitarisation of society has ensured that many prominent 
previous security sites have become areas of contestation. The lack of consensus, both 
public and political, about what should happen to the security infrastructure have 
increasingly focused on Long Kesh/Maze prison, with this landscape becoming a political 
hot spot that has resulted in much cross party consultation and, at this time, highly 
different sets of proposals regarding its future. Long Kesh/Maze is the obvious landscape 
to be highlighted in these political negotiations as it is simultaneously highly visible, yet a 
high security zone that still does not allow public interaction with the site. Also as the 
container for many of the most dangerous paramilitaries active during the Troubles it is a 
highly emotive site for ex-prisoners, their communities and, also, their victims. 
The idea that the Irish landscape is a `multilayered, encoded and rewritten text' is 
evidenced at Long Kesh/Maze in the different layers of meaning that are attached to the 
site (Smyth, 1993: 399). The study of Long Kesh/Maze as a landscape indicates that not 
only are there multiple perspectives to be explored but the prison site is itself implicated 
in various forms of landscape. The prison should not only be explored as a contained 
landscape, bounded within a perimeter fence, but its wider landscape should also be 
considered, including its role as an imagined landscape within Northern Irish society. 
Multiple perspectives of the site are not only connected to those who were imprisoned at 
Long Kesh/Maze but also those who worked there, visited and interacted with the site as 
an imagined entity. In this respect, landscapes can be used to not only reveal the wider 
politics of its setting, interconnections and representation but also the more intimate 
impact on those who were connected to the site and experienced it in myriad ways. 
Due to the complex, contested and contemporary nature of this site it is clear that 
an objective examination and interpretation is not possible, nor should it be attempted. As 
the prisoners' oral testimonies from the site indicate, even within the same political 
organisation the experience of this landscape can be very different depending on a large 
number of variables. One must accept that in such an emotive and contentious situation 
the immediate and surrounding landscape will be envisaged in diverse ways. Indeed, as 
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Victor Buchli has stated, landscapes never standstill, they are always in the making but 
although they are in the present the constantly reference the past. (2002: 136). Long 
Kesh/Maze is not an inert area that things happen to, there is constant interaction between 
the past, present and future of the landscape and those who experience it. It is this 
complication, at varying levels of scale, which need to be incorporated into the stories of 
place. 
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Chapter 7: International political prisons and their 
afterlives. 
7.1 Introduction 
Although a study focused on Long Kesh/Maze prison site in isolation is 
illuminating in itself, the stories it tells can only be partial. To begin to understand the site 
and all its facets there is a need to broaden the investigation beyond the national setting to 
its international significance. Moving to this broadest scale of analysis allows 
investigations of how the physical manifestations, structures, philosophy and afterlife of 
the prison compare at an international level. Despite general acceptance that Long 
Kesh/Maze is a unique prison landscape within the UK this does not mean that it is, or 
was, unique throughout the world. Too narrow a focus on a solitary institution can result 
in misinterpretation due to a lack of consideration of how typical it is outside the 
immediate temporal and spatial landscape. Such an international perspective also allows 
one to examine comparable sites in order to uncover how they have developed since their 
closure as prisons. As Long Kesh/Maze stands at a crossroads between its past life as a 
working prison and its uncertain future it is these international examples that should be 
explored in order to understand how they arrived at their current position by uncovering 
the evolution of the role of such institutions within the state and how this has been 
impacted over time. Therefore, this broader contextualisation of Long Kesh/Maze is 
important not only in order to establish the position of the site on a worldwide scale but 
also as a means to understand how similarly contentious sites have moved beyond their 
original functions. 
Martin Carver has stated that archaeological heritage is largely assumed to 
comprise monumental remains whose value is self-evident and immutable. Therefore, he 
concludes, the conception of archaeological heritage tends to self-perpetuate as those 
elements that are assigned protection, and therefore are valued, often mirror existing 
heritage (Carver, 1996: 50). As such, it is clear that relatively recently constructed, and 
abandoned, prisons are not automatic choices as heritage and it is a major statement to 
create them as such. That prisons as heritage exist in particular locations suggests a very 
special relationship between periods and places of incarceration and wider society that 
will be explored through examples of other political prisons that continue to exist. This 
chapter will explore how the site of Long Kesh/Maze belongs to a wider international 
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community of political prisons and shall highlight how such institutions have been a 
feature of a number of countries at different stages in their development. Although no 
political prison is an exact replica of another, such an understanding can perhaps allow its 
former inhabitants, and indeed the wider community in Northern Ireland, to be less 
reverential - or less dismissive - about its significance. This, in turn, could have 
repercussions for the flexibility of the numerous interest groups regarding the future of 
the lasting physical remains of the site. 
This study will facilitate a greater understanding about how political prisons were 
designed and utilised in diverse contexts, both geographically and temporally. Such 
knowledge is significant in creating a broader understanding about how institutions 
attempted to control political prisoners and how successful they were. This research aims 
to uncover consistencies and deviations, both physical and philosophical, in the treatment 
of prisoners in political prisons through a number of case-studies. Lastly, the need to 
uncover and explore how political prisons have evolved when their functional role 
becomes defunct will provide inspiration to what can seem a difficult task of appeasing 
all interested parties involved in the redevelopment of Long Kesh/Maze. Although, 
deciding the most appropriate future for a contentious, controversial, divisive and 
infamous site is difficult the fact that similarly troublesome institutions can have a 
positive after-life, when only negatives could initially be seen, could act not only to 
inspire but also to forward the possibility of collaboration. Such a meeting of minds, often 
cross-culturally, can allow more lateral and creative thinking about how such a site has 
been, can be, and could be used. 
7.2 International political prisons 
There are a substantial number of countries that have a recent history of political 
imprisonment, indeed one could point to post World War 11 regimes within Europe in 
East Germany, Greece and Spain. However, to add a truly international dimension, and to 
explore case-studies with the most potential for collaboration, political prisons in 
Australia and South Africa have been selected. Political prisons within these countries 
could provide useful insights due to the existence of some similarities in their political 
backgrounds to Northern Ireland. Both Australia and South Africa had been British 
colonies for a considerable number of years, indeed they are still members of the British 
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Commonwealth and continue to have varying degrees of ties to Great Britain. In 
comparison Northern Ireland is a constituent part of the United Kingdom. As such these 
countries have a background of British administrative control, and one may expect some 
similarities in regime, and indeed physical structures, at these institutions. 
These countries also have a considerable association with long term periods of 
mass political incarceration. Most recently in South Africa this occurred throughout the 
Apartheid era until 1994. Whereas, Australia received nearly over 170,000 prisoners 
transported from the United Kingdom between 1788 and 1868. One repercussion of 
having a relatively recent tradition of large-scale, and often political, imprisonment is its 
ongoing impact on contemporary society. Indeed, in both countries this has resulted in 
protracted and high profile negotiations with the aftermath of mass imprisonment. One 
must also consider that in these countries there are a large number of physical remains of 
prison facilities in a relatively complete condition, which are actively preserved and are 
physically accessible to allow this investigation. Indeed, prison heritage in these countries 
are some of the most popular tourist attractions and this continued negotiation between 
the present and the past has obvious implications for the study of Long Kesh/Maze. 
The political prisons of South Africa and Australia survive to be included in this 
study due to specific conditions that have ensured that they moved from a functional to a 
heritage value. Such a change in category has ensured their survival, however, one much 
accept this intervention in the site biography has impacted on the presentation and 
interpretation of the site if not the actual physical remains. Dydia DeLyser has 
commented on the presentation of American ghost towns, in that interventions have often 
occurred to maintain their tumbledown facade so as to present them as `accepted lenses 
through which to view the country's glamorised frontier past' when in fact they are 
merely conforming to romanticised views held by visitors (2004: 196). Therefore, one 
must question even those remains that appear to be authentic as interventions with the 
physical remains will have occurred since their closure as penal institutions. At the point 
when a site moves from functional to cultural - often after an interim period of 
abandonment - the form and state of the physical remains reflects these earlier changes as 
well as the intentions of the custodians. It stands to reason that the more complete the 
physical remains the more able the custodians are to interpret them for members of the 
public. However, does this result in attempts to suspend the site at some particular place 
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in its development, or even to regress the buildings to some supposed `golden age' (as has 
occurred with the removal of later criminal prisoner interactions with the Maximum 
Security prison on Robben Island)? Should the desire to open the site to the public, and 
indeed ensure its ability to meet Health and Safety regulations, be paramount over 
retaining the authenticity of the standing and moveable remains? These are difficult 
considerations and one must be careful when exploring and examining the remains of a 
political prison, as presented to the public, as to the extent to which the remains actually 
reflect the actual prison environment. 
As political prisons are dark places, often physical and metaphorically, to enable a 
transition to a place of education and entertainment (as many heritage attractions claim to 
be, see Hooper-Greenhill, 1999) there is often a change of emphasis, if not a physical 
transformation of the site. Therefore, one must not just explore the site as a physical 
remain but also examine the later interactions with the site, whether they be preventative, 
creative or restorative, to understand how and why the site has changed. One must also 
note the impact of the heritage additions to the site, such as information boards, displays, 
directed routes and even interpretative centres. What interpretations are the custodians 
trying to present, are they historically and archaeologically accurate, and what aspects 
have been highlighted and what elements, if any, have been hidden? To answer these 
questions the study needs to be rooted in the physical remains as well as related 
documentation that not only are historical and relating to the site as a working political 
prison, but also include the plans of the custodians of the heritage attraction. Indeed, with 
the more high profile sites, and especially those that are connected to international 
standards - such as at Robben Island and Port Arthur - there is often highly detailed and 
relevant background information as well as current interpretation policies connected to 
the sites found in the heritage and governmental documentation. To assist in this study, 
both countries have a well developed history of archaeological study of political 
prisoners, which will be explored in the next section. 
7.3 Archaeological studies of political prisons 
There are potential difficulties in studying political prisons in not only accessing 
the documentary evidence but also the availability of such materials. It is not unusual for 
the sites of these prisons to have passed from working institution, to dereliction to private 
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ownership to public ownership over an extended period and this can lead to complications 
in locating the original documentation. Furthermore, the physical remains of the sites can 
have changed considerably since the buildings were a working prison. As political prisons 
are situated within a very individual, as well as international, context this can be for a 
number of reasons. Changes are often as a result of a mixture of abandonment, deliberate 
interactions 
- such as stonework being removed to be reused - or unforeseen acts of 
nature, such as the forest fires that swept through the site of Port Arthur in Tasmania in 
the late 19th century, to devastating effect. 
Through careful examination of the remains of the prison site it is necessary to 
gather clues that offer explanation as to changing layout, divisions and usages. This study 
will fundamentally distinguish how the sites functioned, the methods of control, 
subsequent developments and what, if any, were the physical means of controlling 
movement and access to areas and people. Of course there is also a need to consider the 
means and abilities of prisoners to subvert these intentions. As with the study of the 
standing buildings of Long Kesh/Maze in chapter five, one much consider how the 
buildings were constructed and the intentions of their designers but also the unforeseen 
negotiations and subversions by those incarcerated. Such interactions shall be explored 
through both standing buildings and artefactual remains adding layers to this 
investigation. Indeed, it is often through small interactions with buildings and the creation 
and manipulation of artefacts that the prisoner is able to impact on the site, and the 
archaeologist can glimpse at the realities of the prisoner experience. Therefore, this study 
will follow the overall methodologies of the thesis in utilising multiple sources to access 
the sites and create myriad narratives of experiences of place. 
7.3.1 Political prisons in Australia 
Australia's prison remains dates to the colonial period from prisons connected to 
the period of British transportation from the late 18th century through to the mid 19th 
century. However, whilst the prison remains in Australia were abandoned at a much 
earlier period than the South African remains -which continued to be used until relatively 
recently - the desire to assess and evaluate these physical manifestations of a penal past 
were not always welcome. As Patrick O'Farrell has stated, the relatively recent re- 
interpretation by the Australian public of the British authorities as tyrants and prisoners as 
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innocent victims, although overly simplifying a complex situation, has created an inviting 
environment for research into the penal past of Australia's foundation as a British colony 
(2001: 52). Indeed, as Eleanor Conlin Casella has noted, there has been a rapid evaluation 
of the Australian colonial experience since independence from `cringing embarrassment 
to a powerful source of postcolonial pride' (Casella, 2005: 455). This change in societal 
context must be highlighted, especially when considering the afterlife of these sites. 
There are numerous archaeologists who are currently engaged in research into 
abandoned colonial prisons in Australia. Fortunately, there is a relatively good survival 
rate for most of these remains as frequently there were placed in relatively inhospitable 
environments and where largely abandoned to the elements rather than destroyed or 
reused. Indeed, the large number of remains in Tasmania is evidence of this as the 
location of the most infamous of Australia prisons made famous in the Marcus Clarke 
book For the term of his natural life (1874), Port Arthur, is still relatively remote even 
today. Of the many studies that exist of this site, it is interesting that Greg Jackman, a 
member of staff at the site, has critiqued some of the more light-hearted interpretations as 
being in danger of `Disney-ifying' and misrepresenting the prisoner experience (2004: 
31). A complaint that starkly contrasts with an official policy of presenting Port Arthur as 
`a place with a dark and difficult history' (Clarke, Undated: 36), which indicates the 
difficulties of wholly accepting custodians' claims. 
Eleanor Conlin Casella is an important figure in the study of prisons as her work 
is concerned with multivocality and the individualisation of experience, but also due to 
her detailed examinations of one site over a course of years (the Ross Female Factory, 
Tasmania). That her writings have emphasized the female prisoner experience of the site, 
with a concentration on artefactual remains and what they tell us about the sexual 
economy of the site, is especially poignant to this study (2000,2001 a& 2001b). Although 
Ross Female Factory did not hold male, political prisoners - and Long Kesh/Maze did not 
hold female prisoners - her interpretation of the artefactual and standing remains at the 
site shows how small elements and interactions can reveal broader stories about the often 
hidden realities of experiencing the site. Casella has also studied the use of penal remains 
as heritage sites, with a comparative study exploring the presentation of such sites in 
Australia and Ireland (2005). Her nuanced investigation states that the differences in 
presentation reflect different societal needs, with the Australian obsession with such 
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remains reflecting commemorations of belonging, whilst Irish prison presentation reflects 
a heritage of longing and yearning for lost generations (2005: 464). An acceptance that 
heritage reflects the needs of contemporary, rather than the wish to explore previous, 
societies is an idea that is supported in the current retention/destruction debates 
surrounding Long Kesh/Maze. 
7.3.2 Political prison in South Africa 
Although South Africa has a shorter history of examining prisons there is recent 
activities of an equal, if not greater, interest in studies of penal institutions. This is 
undoubtedly related to the replacement of the Apartheid regime in 1994 with the new, 
egalitarian `Rainbow' nation and the need for an oppressed majority to confront their 
difficult recent past. This was manifest in the establishment of a Truth and Reconciliation 
Commission as well as the growth in the cult of Nelson Mandela, which has seen his 
places of incarceration becoming sites of commemoration. This can particularly be seen 
in the growth of Robben Island as a tourist attraction and swift adoption as a World 
Heritage Site, which closed in 1996, was opened as a museum in 1997 and added to the 
World Heritage List in 1999. As the most famous site of incarceration in South Africa, 
and possibly in the most picturesque location as the island is a wildlife haven 16km off 
the coast of Cape Town, it has undoubtedly attracted much academic interest since the 
ending of Apartheid restrictions and its swift move to heritage attraction. Archaeologists 
at the University of Cape Town have been deeply involved in this process, including 
Harry Garuba, whose recent studies on ex-prisoner guides at the site uncovered a difficult 
relationship existing between those who were previously incarcerated and its new role as 
a place of tourism (in press). 
There has also been much written concentrating on the heritage management 
elements of the site, including Harriet Deacon (2004) - who also considered the role of 
the tour guides - and Kate Clarke (2001) - who considered the practical difficulties with 
managing such a site. However, it should be noted there is relatively little published 
interpreting the actual experiences of the site as a prison and its development as a long 
term place of exile and imprisonment from an interpretative rather than narrative 
perspective. Whether this is due to its relatively recent change from prison to heritage 
attraction or to wider concerns with how this change has impacted on the site is uncertain. 
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The different societal and research contexts that are apparent between South Africa and 
Australia shall be explored in detailed examination of the case studies in the next section. 
7.4 The development of international political prisons 
By exploring how the political prisons of South Africa and Australia developed 
over time, and the similarities and differences that exist in their means of controlling 
potentially difficult and communal prison populations, this chapter places the buildings, 
regimes and afterlife of Long Kesh/Maze in an international setting. It is to be expected 
that there will be obvious differences in the physical manifestations of the sites not only 
due to the nature and scale of political imprisonment in each country, but also because of 
the complications of examining case-studies from different settings and time periods. 
Indeed, in South Africa imprisonment was an internal, racial issue and Australia is most 
famed for the transportation of large numbers to its shore, this provides a very obvious 
difference in the causes and impact of imprisonment in the two countries. The form of 
political imprisonment will also be very different with the South African political prisoner 
population being a substantial number, though it is difficult to assess in exact figures as, 
like Northern Ireland, those involved in paramilitary activities against the government 
were treated as common criminals rather than political prisoners. In comparison, whereas 
the majority of the prisoners sent to Australia from the British Isles would have been 
ordinary criminal prisoners, there were a substantial number of political prisoners from 
many different areas of the British Empire. Of those political prisoners transported to 
Australia by far the greatest concentration were Irish prisoners, with it being estimated 
that up to one fifth of the Irish prisoners transported had been removed from their country 
of origin for politically-motivated crimes (O'Farrell, 2001: 24). Of course, this does not 
take into consideration those who may have been driven to petty crime by the numerous 
famines of the mid 19th century, and who might now be considered to have political 
motivations, and it is unclear to what extent these Irish transportees considered 
themselves a united body. 
This investigation will begin by exploring the development of two political 
prisons in South Africa - Robben Island, Cape Town and Constitution 
Hill, Johannesburg 
- and one in Australia - Port Arthur, Tasmania. These examples have been chosen 
due to 
their subsequent closure, redevelopment and recreation as heritage attractions, though 
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they do differ considerably due to their physical manifestations, locations and popular 
appeal. To enable a thorough consideration of the individualities and complexities of both 
sites, they will be explored individually before this section is concluded with an 
examination of their joint significance as political prisons and their relevance to the wider 
community of political prisons. 
7.4.1 Robben Island, South Africa 
Similarly to Long Kesh/Maze, Robben Island has developed through many 
different manifestations of prison structures that have been utilised at separate periods 
throughout the life of the site. However, unlike Long Kesh/Maze these extant physical 
remains of incarceration have a long pedigree that date back at least three centuries. Due 
to its location, within view of the coastline of Cape Town, Robben Island has been used 
as a place of exile long before European arrival at this location. During the colonial era it 
was initially used by the Dutch settlers as shelter from local tribes, the dangers of the 
mainland and as a source of food (Clark, 2001: 268). Its obvious defensive capabilities 
led to the island developing into a political prison by the Dutch from the mid 17`s century 
onwards, initially it was used to house local people who obstructed Dutch rule but it later 
came to contain any who opposed the Dutch influence in the South Asia area (ibid: 268). 
By the 19th century the British Empire now had control of this area and it continued to be 
used as a prison but this remit was later expanded to be a general place of exile, as the 
physical remains of accommodation and burial sites for those sent to the island with 
leprosy, mental illness and chronic sickness still testify. In the late 19`h century the 
political prison was closed, the hospital closed in 1891 and the leper colony ceased to 
function in 1931. From this period the island's role became defensive, with the numerous 
remnants of airstrips and large artillery dating from World War II still remaining in situ. 
However, it was not until 1960, twelve years after the National Party came to power with 
Apartheid policies, that the island reopened as a prison and political prisoners were 
moved here from other prisons on the mainland. Robben Island ceased to operate as a 
political prison in 1991 and finally closed in 1996. After such a lengthy period of use as a 
place of incarceration and exile, there are a large number of remains connected to the use 
of the site as a prison that date from extended periods of use. 
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The most infamous physical manifestation of prison structures on Robben Island 
is undoubtedly the Maximum Security Prison (Figure 7.1), which is the collection of 
imposing stone buildings that face the equally notorious gates to the island leading from 
the harbour at Robben Island dock (Figure 7.2). Although this is the largest, and most 
secure, of the numerous penal settlements on the site, it is far from the only manifestation 
of imprisonment on the island. The Maximum Security prison, which held political 
prisoners until 1991, dates from 1963-1996, whereas the Medium B security prison, 
which held common-law prisoners, dates from 1974-1990. After the release of political 
prisoners in 1991, the common-law prisoners were transferred to the Maximum Security 
prison until its closure in 1996. There are also largely intact remains of a common-law 
prison dating from 1956-1960 (Figure 7.3) and there are remains from an earlier prison 
station dating from 1866-1921 (Figure 7.4). Lastly, the remains of a unique form of 
imprisonment, the house of Robert Sobukwe, are not only still standing but are a focal 
point of the current tourist tour, despite being a rather unimpressive structure (Figure 7.5). 
Therefore, there are at least four separate prison remains on Robben Island dating from 
the last 150 years of occupation as a penal settlement. On visiting Robben Island it is 
apparent that the remains of these prisons are spread across a substantial area of the island 
and are easily accessible by boat. Although they are not placed side by side, they are 
within a relatively close vicinity. The most unique structure, the one man prison of Robert 
Sobukwe, should be explored first. 
Robert Sobukwe (1924-1978), was imprisoned in 1960 and was held on Robben 
Island, through varying means as a sentenced prisoner and an internee until 1969. As 
leader of the Pan African Congress (PAC) he was seen as a particularly dangerous 
individual by the establishment and his nickname, the Professor, indicates the esteem with 
which his intelligence was held. The fact that the `Sobukwe Clause' was created to ensure 
his continued imprisonment, and it was only ever evoked for him, indicates the level of 
concern about his influence. To reflect this heightened sense of Sobukwe's important, 
during his time on Robben Island he was removed from the presence of other political 
prisons in an individual house that was fairly isolated by the standards of the island. He 
was to have no contact with other prisoners, particularly those who were also imprisoned 
due to their connections to the PAC. However, whilst touring the site, staff members told 
anecdotes of his ability to negotiate his isolation. They spoke of myths that had grown 
about how he would often secretly communicate with his PAC colleagues by signalling to 
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the prisoners as they marched past his house on the way to their days in the lime quarries. 
He would lift earth from the ground and crumble it through his hands as a means of 
reinforcing the idea that it was their land and by way of secret acknowledgement the 
prisoners would doff their caps to him whilst pretending to do be addressing the prison 
officers. This interaction was eventually discovered and the prisoners were prevented any 
similar communications in future. Such oral testimonies point to the existence of 
important unforeseen interactions - that often leave no trace - but despite the differences 
in form of incarceration, mirror the actions of the prisoners in Long Kesh/Maze,. 
The Maximum Security prison at Robben Island is the focus of this study as it 
predominantly acted as a political prison, with the Medium B Security prison and other 
older manifestations of prisons predominantly holding common-law prisoners. From the 
aerial photograph of the Maximum Security prison at Robben Island the one element of 
the site that looks immediately familiar is its main structures being a grouping of four H 
Blocks. There is no doubting a connection between the two sites in the use of the H Block 
plan and there are some similarities in how the H Blocks have been used. In both cases 
the prisoners resided on the four wings of the H Blocks and the middle section was used 
by the prison authorities. However, there are a number of notable differences between the 
usage of the H Blocks at the two prisons. Most importantly, whereas the H Blocks were 
built at Long Kesh/Maze to house the prisoners in individual cells, the wings of the H 
Blocks at Robben Island are much smaller in size and were used as a communal block for 
all the prisoners to live together without partitions (Figure 7.6). There is also a lack of the 
security infrastructure in comparison to the remains at Long Kesh/Maze, with no security 
doors and entrance to the ablutions being situated in the central zone with only one door 
between the prisoners' accommodation and this area. 
Whilst the rank and file political prisoners continued to enjoy unrestricted 
association, the leaders of the political organisations, the influential and educated 
individuals seen as most dangerous, were held at the `A' section of the prison that had a 
very different internal layout. The `A' section comprised a row of individual, isolation 
cells that were used to hold some prisoners for short terms and others for the entirety of 
their imprisonment. Although the island was re-established as a prison in 1960, the 
communal and isolation cells of the Maximum Security prison were opened as a 
block in 
1964, therefore ensuring that as soon as the Maximum Security prison was habitable a 
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prisoner hierarchy was acknowledged. Despite this separation, notes contained within an 
internal, heritage document states that the Maximum Security prison saw many 
fluctuations in how the prisoners interacted with the site that resulted in enforced changes 
to the prison infrastructure, included the building of three metre walls between the B, A 
and C sections to deter interaction between the areas (Undated: 3). Such a measure may 
have been put in place due to the concerted efforts of the prisoners to communicate with 
each other, an activity that we know was pursued by the prisoners through the 
establishment of underground prison committees created in 1965 (ibid: 2). In fact, another 
communality with the prisoners at Long Kesh/Maze, at a slightly later period, was the 
establishment of committees to maintain discipline and oversee education, two themes 
that were seen as of ultimate importance to the prisoners held in the Compounds of Long 
Kesh (ibid: 2). 
Further differences and similarities can be seen between the prison population and 
how they reacted to situations in comparison to Long Kesh/Maze. It is noted on a prison 
chronology produced by the Robben Island research centre that the government had, at 
one time, a policy of placing hardened criminal elements within the political prisoner in 
order to brutalise them. In fact, in 1964 the statistics for the prison population show that 
of the 1,395 prisoners held on Robben Island, 483 were common law prisoners, 
specifically placed there for that purpose. However, this policy was abandoned by 1969, 
and the prisoners moved to the Medium B security prison, as the prison authorities found 
it counter productive due to the large number of common law prisoners who were 
becoming comrades through a deliberate process by the political prisoners of 
`conscientisation' (ibid: 2). In comparison, although there were a small number of 
`ordinary decent criminals' placed with the political prisoners of Long Kesh/Maze they 
were placed there to do the prison work that the political prisoners refused to do, and 
were often excluded and frowned upon by the political prisoners. Indeed, there seems to 
have existed in both prisons the idea that the political prisoners were morally superior to 
the common law prisoners, as it was noted at Robben island that in 1973 the prison food 
improved due to its preparation being taken over by the political prisoners who did not 
partake in the smuggling and exchange of food unlike the common law prisoners (ibid: 
3). There are also numerous notes in the Robben Island prison chronology about unrest 
amongst the prisoners with conflict based on ideological and factional differences that 
often ended in violence, indeed one note stated that a prisoner was being badly beaten due 
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to his move from the BCM to the ANC in 1977 (ibid: 4). Whilst there was much distrust 
and violence between the factions at Long Kesh/Maze, even those who were supposedly 
on the same side, this was largely avoided after segregation of prisoners was reintroduced 
in the mid 1980s. 
The political struggles of the inmates at the respective prisons of Robben Island 
and Long Kesh/Maze were mutually acknowledged and discussed amongst the politically 
astute prisoners as both inspiration and education. Whilst conducting research at Robben 
Island I met with a number of ex-political prisoners who were now prison guides, one of 
whom immediately asked me about Bobby Sands (the 1981 hunger striker) and told me 
that they knew of the hunger strikes and went on a similar protest which they called `The 
Bobby Sands Hunger Strike' in simultaneous support of the struggle at Long Kesh/Maze. 
The ex-prisoner told me that Nelson Mandela had decreed that unlike the previous hunger 
strikes that they had undertook, they had to be prepared to starve to death for their 
demands, like in Northern Ireland, but they were surprised at the speed in which the 
prison authorities gave in to all their demands (Anonymous, 2006). As the Robben Island 
prison chronology noted that prisoners were allowed to listen to news broadcasts after 
1978, and Category A prisoners were allowed copies of uncensored newspapers from 
1980, the access to information about Long Kesh/1Vlaze at this time was relatively free. 
Undoubtedly, it was this knowledge of the international impact of their respective 
struggles that not only motivated the prisoners but allowed them simultaneously to gain 
impetus and attract attention to their cause. 
It was not until 1988 that the majority of the prisoners held at the Maximum 
Security prison on Robben Island were common law (296 common law to 278 political 
prisoners) and it was within two years that the majority of the political prisoners were 
released and the common law prisoners where moved en mass into the Maximum 
Security prison. Therefore, from 1991 to 1996, when the prison closed, the prison regime 
was an infinitely different one, without the communal communities and ideological 
struggles that existed in the political prison bodies. Indeed, it has been noted by the 
Robben Island custodians, as the site swiftly moved from functioning prison to heritage 
site, that the huge impact of the common law prisoners in the last years of its use needed 
to be rectified so that visitors could view the site as it would have been experienced for 
the majority of those prisoners who were held there from 1963 to 1991 (Maart, 2004: 6). 
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Consideration of these heritage decisions will be discussed later in the chapter whilst 
exploring the after-life of the site. 
7.4.2 Constitution Hill, Johannesburg, South Africa. 
The prison remains at Constitutional Hill are very different, in form and context, 
to those on Robben Island and this has resulted in a much more protracted and difficult 
journey from an institutional to a heritage site. However, there are some similarities 
between the two prisons, including a long pedigree of imprisonment at the site and the 
existence of a number of different manifestations of prison building. Constitution Hill has 
had an unsettled history, much like Robben Island, in that its use has changed with 
circumstances. Initially the Constitution Hill was utilised as a prison facility in 1892, but 
this use was quickly changed to defence when the Old Fort was used by the Boers to 
deflect attacks from the British in the late 19th century. The structures at Constitution Hill 
shifted between those two roles in the following years as need dictated before settling as a 
prison complex by the mid 20`h century. 
The first prison building to be constructed at the site is the 1892 Old Fort 
complex. This structure was built to house white, male prisoners, but it also kept one 
wing for non-white, male prisoners, including its most famous inhabitants, Mahatma 
Ghandi and Nelson Mandela. The second prison on the site was the infamous No. 4 
prison, which will be the focus of this section as it was the `native prison' that held the 
predominantly black political and common law prisoners. The political prisoners were 
generally held here whilst awaiting trial before being forwarded to Robben Island on 
sentencing, however, a small number spent a substantial proportion of their sentence at 
the site. No. 4 was built in 1904 and was in use until 1983, when most of the prisoners 
were transferred to the new Diepkloop prison at Sun City. The third, and final, prison 
built on this site was the women's prison, which was built in 1910 and was placed close 
to the Old Fort prison. Although these prisons were used simultaneously there was little 
movement, or interaction, between the very different category of prisoners held at the 
different sites. For unlike Robben Island the prisoners were strictly segregated and there 
was no movement outside the individual complexes. 
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If one looks at the layout of No. 4 prison there are a number of immediate 
differences that contrast with the layouts of the political prisons at Long Kesh/Maze and 
Robben Island. As No. 4, and in fact all the prisons in this complex, are much older than 
those utilised in the final stage of incarceration at Robben Island and Long Kesh/Maze, 
they are structurally much less suited to the role of political imprisonment. As one walks 
around the prison along the route suggested by the interpretation panels then it appears 
that the only rooms that are not communal are the punishment cells at the end of the 
central prison yard (Figure 7.7). These punishment cells (`Emakhulukhutu') are viewed 
from a platform that does not allow the visitor to enter but there is a note in the 
interpretation that one of the cells was more feared than the rest as it was considered to be 
haunted. There are also examples of graffiti, printed and enlarged on interpretation 
boards, taken from the inside of the doors that indicates a level of subversion by the 
prisoners whilst placed inside these cells. As these buildings are still standing, and do not 
appear to have been excavated, one could explore their usage to compare them with the 
significant hidden, evidence of subversion found in punishment cells at Ross Female 
Factory (Casella 2001 a: 45-72). The relatively good condition of the cells suggested that 
they fulfilled their intended role and were not used for long term holding of prisoners like 
the individual cells of Section A at the Maximum security prison at Robben Island. 
The internal layout and usage of No. 4 is difficult to assess due to the 
interpretation needs of the heritage site utilising a number of rooms, predominantly in the 
rooms closest to the entrance to the complex, to illustrate wider issues of political and 
common law imprisonment (Figure 7.8). However, there are a number of elements that 
are easily identifiable despite the post-closure changes. In one room, entitled `Life in the 
Cells', the room is laid out similarly to how it would have been used by the prisoners. 
There are no H Blocks or central administration area and it is clear that the prison 
authorities had much less direct control over prisoner activities than at Robben Island or 
the H Blocks Long Kesh/Maze. The currency of blankets is discussed and demonstrated 
to show that within these long, dark rooms the prisoners had a very strict hierarchy with 
those recognised as the leaders living in relative luxury with much space and blankets at 
the furthest spaces from the ablutions near the door. This prison economy can be 
compared to the use of buttons for exchange that Eleanor Conlin Casella found existing at 
the Ross Female Factory (2000: 209-221), perhaps suggesting common strategies in using 
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the few freely available artefacts to negotiate the extreme deprivation of these forms of 
imprisonment. 
The audio-visual display in the room entitled `Power and Punishment' is 
significant in that although the artefacts in the room tell a tale of repression by the 
authorities the prisoners who are discussing their sentences at No. 4 concentrate as much 
on surviving inter-prisoner violence as interactions with the authorities. The emphasis of 
their testimonies inadvertently reveals that the prison was as effectively controlled by the 
inter-fighting of the numerous elements held within it, especially as there was a large 
concentration of criminal prisoners, than by the authorities. It was also interesting that the 
six prisoners used in the audio-visual display appear in numerous rooms discussing 
various themes connected to imprisonment at the site and although they differentiate 
themselves if their crime was political rather than criminal there is no mention of any 
communal aspects of prison experience. This lack of solidarity between prisoners is very 
different from the stories emanating from Robben Island and Long Kesh/Maze. Although 
many of the prisoners held at No. 4 were given criminal status due to breaking `political' 
crimes such as not carrying their Pass or being in prohibited areas, the role of the 
collective found at both Robben Island and Long Kesh/Maze does not seem to flourish 
here. 
However, some interpretation of the site centres on how the prisoners were able to 
resist and subvert the prison regimes and often this was through the very meagre 
resources that the prisoners could find in such a vicious regime. One exhibition room, 
`Resistance and Resilience', concentrates on how the prisoners passed their time, often 
utilising the only items that they freely possessed. Artefacts displayed included many 
examples of gaming pieces made from stones and pieces of toilet paper, miniature artistic 
creations such as soap sculpture and rather large-scale sculptures make from the blankets 
that they possessed. A tank, intricately moulded from blankets, was created by ex- 
prisoners after the prison closed to illustrate the sophistication of previous blanket 
sculptures (Figure 7.9). Such creativity implicitly suggests subversion of the regime by 
working in commune to maintain morale. This sculpture was very reminiscent of Long 
Kesh/Maze, where many of the prisoners laboured extensively creating artistic items for 
their own gratification and outside use from the few materials they could access. Indeed, 
within No. 4 the blanket shifted context from utilitarian material to retain heat, to 
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constituent element utilised in creative pursuits to ultimately an object to be acquired as a 
symbol of power amongst fellow prisoners. That the prison blanket became important 
currency to the prisoners in No. 4 is comparative to its role in the protests of the late 
1970s and early 1980s in the H Blocks of Long Kesh/Maze as the non-complying 
prisoners were often left with no possessions except their mattress and blanket. Indeed, 
the blanket became the symbol of the struggle at Long Kesh/Maze during the periods of 
protest in that prisoners who refused to wear uniforms were famously called `Blanket 
men'. 
Constitution Hill differs from Robben Island and Long Kesh/Maze due to its 
location within the wider cultural landscape. As the prison complex is situated in 
Johannesburg city centre it is not in an isolated location, kept apart from the general 
public, like the other two examples. Indeed, it could be suggested that this centrality has 
actually worked against the prison becoming a tourist attraction as Johannesburg CBD 
has not been considered tourist friendly for some time due to perceptions of lawlessness 
and violence. As Lonely Planet, the bible of many independent travellers, states: `The 
Jo'burg of the newsflash was a city were fear and loathing reigned supreme' (Fitzpatrick 
et al, 2004: 374. ). However, the immediate landscape of the site suggests reasons for its 
placement. The use of the site as both a defence fort and prison indicate that it is situated 
on relatively easily defended higher ground that is in some way detached from its 
surroundings. Therefore, despite being placed within the central area of Johannesburg, the 
prison retains some independence from its surroundings. 
Unfortunately, since closure, the site has been reused and reinterpreted to a greater 
degree than Robben Island or Long Kesh/Maze and the sanitisation of the site has left the 
buildings largely cleared of the associated artefacts of the prison. This is probably 
influenced by the reuse of an area of the site as the new Constitutional Court for South 
Africa. Although, there are substantial hidden areas of the site that have avoided being 
overly cleared and appear to lie much as they were left (Figure 7.10), there is little that 
remains of the site that represents the true prison experience. Apart from the obviously 
communal areas such as the ablutions and dining area, and the untouched punishment 
cells there is little to let us know how these dank, dark rooms were used. There is some 
interpretation of the conditions, punishments and subversions but little evidence for the 
visitor to identify the conditions of imprisonment from in situ artefacts and structures. 
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Perhaps this half-hearted interpretation, in comparison to Robben Island, reflects a 
situation were the number of visitors discourages money being made available to fully 
explore life at the site? It is difficult to state without contact with the custodians of the 
site, which was not forthcoming, and this study will now move to the prison buildings of 
Port Arthur, Tasmania, Australia. 
7.4.3 Port Arthur, Tasmania Australia 
As already noted, Australia has a famous tradition of imprisonment that dates 
back to its establishment as a British colony in the late 18`h century. Although Patrick 
O'Farrell has stated that a substantial proportion of Irish prisoner who were transported to 
Australia were convicted of political offences, they were not concentrated in one 
institution and there is very little evidence of special arrangements for their separate 
incarceration (2001: 24). Well known examples of transportation-era prisons in Australia, 
including Port Arthur, Tasmania and Old Melbourne Gaol, tend to be dominated by 
buildings that reveal little differentiation between prisoners, which is probably due to the 
sheer numbers transported and the largely inconsequential nature of their political 
offences. The Penitentiary at Port Arthur and the prison house at Old Melbourne Gaol do 
not appear to have special conditions for political prisoners but both have evidence of 
single cell incarceration where specific prisoners could be isolated whilst the rest were 
dispersed amongst the vast numbers of common law prisoners that had made the enforced 
journey to Australia. Indeed, on closer examination there is multiple sources of evidence 
of the special treatment of prisoners at Port Arthur in particular. 
Although the Penitentiary at Port Arthur was largely destroyed, apart from the 
imposing fagade, during forest fires at the end of the 19th century, there has been some 
rebuilding to allow interpretation of the latter uses of the shell. For like Long Kesh/Maze 
and Robben Island the site of Port Arthur has seen many prison buildings that have been 
constructed, adapted and reused over the life of the site. In fact, the Penitentiary, unlike 
the majority of other examples in this chapter, was not originally constructed to hold 
prisoners - it was designed as a mill. This original use was rather unsuccessfully as it the 
structure was reutilised as prison, within three years of construction, in 1848. However, 
archaeological evidence from the remains of the Penitentiary (Figure 7.11), a Separate 
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Prison built in 1849 (Figure 7.12) and a Private prison, in use from the late 1840s (Figure 
7.13), show evidence of the potential special treatment of selected prisoners. 
The Penitentiary had 136 individual cells on the bottom two floors for those `of 
bad character under heavy sentence' (Clark, Undated: 10). Although this does not 
distinguish political prisoners, it has been noted by O'Farrell that often Irish political 
prisoners were educated, financially well-off and high principled, in short `the worst type 
of criminal' (2001: 28). Therefore, it could be assumed that many Irish political prisoners 
would have been held in these cells. Furthermore, after the opening of the Separate Prison 
in 1849 the building would have acted not only as a means of holding the more dangerous 
and non-complying prisoners but also as a visible reminder to prisoners of their 
punishment if they did break prison rules. The harsh and isolated conditions within are a 
testament to the prison ethos of the day that isolation and close supervision would ensure 
reflection and compliance from prisoners. However, there is little evidence that this 
prison was used to hold political prisoners more than common law prisoners and certainly 
the interpretation panels at the site do not explicitly mention any political prisoners. 
However, it is the private prison that is of most interest to this study as it is the only 
building that was used to specifically hold an individual political prisoner, the Irish 
politician William Smith O'Brien. 
With a number of different means of holding political prisoners existing over a 
period of time at Port Arthur, this examination will begin with the largest container of 
prisoners, the Penitentiary (see Figure 7.11). Although the Penitentiary was swiftly 
converted from a mill to a prison in 1848, the site of Port Arthur had been used to hold 
prisoners since 1830. The prison housing that pre-existed the Penitentiary are no longer 
standing as they has been temporary structures, weatherboard huts formed around a 
central yard (Clark, undated: 9). Indeed, one could compare this to the temporary Nissen 
huts at Long Kesh/Maze being replaced by the more substantial H Blocks and both 
examples suggest that the original structures were expedient measures that lacked 
suitability for holding prisoners long-term. Many of these prison sites indicate multiple 
forms of incarceration that are adapted, changed or abandoned over time as usefulness, 
numbers and prison philosophy dictates. Therefore, although the conditions and dates of 
imprisonment are very different from Long Kesh/Maze, Robben Island and Constitution 
Hill this need to swiftly adapt to circumstances is very evident at all these sites. At Port 
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Arthur there appears to be an overwhelming use of communal cells and the fundamental 
necessity to mix political and common law prisoners. Although it cannot always be said 
that these circumstances were the result of a specific policy rather than a reaction to lack 
of space or resources, there does appear to be a desire to dilute the effect of political 
prisoners (whether successfully or not) by intermingling the masses with a large number 
of criminal prisoners and housing the more senior figureheads separately. The 
Penitentiary at Port Arthur also has the capacity, like all the other prisons that have been 
examined in this study, to hold prisoners individually for an indefinite period and 
particularly recalcitrant prisoners may have been held there with the threat of moving to 
the even more isolated Model Prison after its construction in 1849 (Figure 7.12). 
The one, definite manifestation of political imprisonment at Port Arthur that is 
most interesting to this study is the addition of a private prison for William Smith 
O'Brien (Figure 7.13). A recent volume produced by the custodians, Port Arthur - 
Tasmania, notes when discussing the William Smith O'Brien house its `freshness' and 
defines the inhabitant as a wealthy political prisoner who was seen as too high-status, or 
potentially dangerous, to be housed with the other prisoners. Indeed, it could be suggested 
the rather dramatic assessment that he `was a martyr and has since become a legend' 
reflects a status gained as much from this unusual form of incarceration as any subsequent 
evaluation of his character and input to Irish or Australian life (Bennett, 1997: 15). 
Interestingly, whereas Bennett sees this unusual form of incarceration as reflecting his 
previous high status, `born in an Irish castle', the fact that he was not allowed to speak to 
any other prisoners suggests a fear of his ability to rouse the prison population rather than 
a respect for his noble standing (ibid: 15). One can see parallels in the treatment of Robert 
Sobukwe in that their intelligence and ability to lead men was seen as so subversive that 
they had to be housed separately without the ability to communicate with past comrades. 
The house that William Smith O'Brien resided in during his imprisonment in 
1850 had originally been a stable that was specifically converted into a house for the 
detention of this special prisoner. The archaeological reports on the house record that 
there have been five phases of structural changes to the structure during its life, three as a 
prison building and two since it has been used as both a Youth Hostel and a residence in 
the 200 century. The current building has been restored to its convict era structure, 
although the alterations needed were minor, and on investigation of the building the 
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number of interpretation panels housed within does not allow close examination of these 
interactions (Figure 7.14). Despite the inability to closely examine the structure, it is clear 
that it is not a traditional prison form. The internal layout is much like a small house with 
the front door leading to an entrance hall containing a staircase to the upstairs with two 
rooms, each radiating to either side. There is an absence of any security infrastructure, 
and indeed, it has been noted in the associated documentary evidence that the prisoner 
spent much of his time isolated from other prisoners but tending his garden. This 
separation from the prison population, but without security measures to contain the 
prisoner, is also seen in Robert Sobukwe's prison house. One must assume that these 
arrangements were put in place to ensure that they had little chance to speak to, and 
therefore rouse, their fellow prisoners as well as being a nod to their relatively high status 
in public life (especially in the case of Smith O'Brien). 
7.5 The afterlife of political prisons 
Although quite different in some respects, the one major shared element of the 
case-studies to be explored in this chapter is their current classification as built heritage. 
For a prison to change from a functional to cultural use is relatively rare as even the most 
famous, or infamous penal institutions, create such strong reactions that destruction is 
frequently the first reaction to their initial closure. John Carman has written extensively 
about the role of value in this transformation and has suggested five stages in the process 
of gaining value and thereby becoming heritage: firstly the field is surveyed to determine 
quantity and quality of remains, it is then evaluated, valuation criteria are applied, 
selection for preservation occurs if the object is selected to become heritage and lastly 
controls are put in place to maintain the newly ascribed heritage (Carman, 2002: 23). This 
delineation of the processes by which heritage is created highlights its very political 
nature. Therefore, the movement of an artefact from a functional to heritage value is 
interconnected with the politics of power and identity. No archaeological remains have 
`innate' value, those that are selected - usually by a mixture of public and governmental 
choice - are elevated to this status because they answer some contemporary need as much 
as reflect a previous situation. Therefore, prisons that have been retained and preserved 
tend to be unusual in having a distinctly political element to those imprisoned within them 
or have achieved a level of interest with the wider public that would arouse a desire to 
retain them. 
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There is no, one path to becoming prison heritage and all the examples that will be 
explored have very individual paths and a rather special relationships with wider society. 
The afterlife of Robben Island and Constitution Hill in South Africa and Port Arthur in 
Australia will be explored through a thematic approach that will compare and contrast a 
number of aspects in the process of `heritagising' the site. The ex-prisons will be 
examined through uncovering the background to their acceptance as heritage sites, the 
ethos of custodians to this new role, the presentation and interpretation of the site and 
lastly by exploring the extent that they can still be considered `dark' heritage. This part of 
the study will commence by examining their evolution from institution to tourist 
attraction. 
7.5.1 Political prisons: from functional to cultural 
The journey that the case-study prisons have taken from being harsh places of 
incarceration to heritage attractions have been very different and, in many respect, reflect 
both the role that they filled in the society at the time that they were selected and how that 
society's relationship with prisons has evolved over time. To become a prison heritage 
site is not the most common afterlife of a prison site, and to be selected to be retained due 
to the significance of being such an institution usually reflects very special circumstances 
as well as an atypical relationship between prisons and the wider population. One would 
expect some similarity in how Robben Island and Constitution Hill transformed to 
heritage of national and - indeed in the case of Robben Island - international significance 
due to their location within the country of South Africa. Indeed, their role within the 
Apartheid regime, and the subsequent government policy towards openness without 
retribution, can explain why such sites have been retained rather than destroyed. 
However, Port Arthur also has its own story to tell about its more long-term 
transformation and the changing relationship between Australian society and its prison 
heritage. All three of these ex-prisons have their own, unique stories that reflect not only 
different lives as prisons but very individual journeys to becoming popular and official 
heritage that are of use in considering the future of Long Kesh/Maze prison site. 
Robben Island, as probably the most famous example of prison heritage, had the 
swiftest transformation from prison to prison heritage. Indeed, it could be suggested that 
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the prison site was considered as a heritage site before it closed, as evidenced in the visit 
of ex-political prisoners to the island for a reunion, a year before its closure as a criminal 
prison, in 1995 (Anonymous: 3). The true significance of this site can be explained in two 
words - Nelson Mandela. For as the icon of the anti-Apartheid movement, it is the 
extended period of incarceration at this institution that raised the island's profile 
reflecting the huge international significance placed on Mandela throughout his long-term 
of imprisonment. Indeed, Roy Ballantyne, when discussing emotive heritage site, defines 
Robben Island as `Nelson Mandela's island prison' (Uzzell & Ballantyne, 1998: 7). 
Although, Mandela did not finish his term of imprisonment at Robben Island, he had been 
transferred to Pollsmoor Prison in 1982 and was finally released from Paarl Prison in 
1990, he is forever synonymous with this place of incarceration. The intimate connection 
of Robben Island with Nelson Mandela could be compared to the connections between 
Long Kesh/Maze and Bobby Sands and the other dead hungers strikers that have likewise 
raised the profile of the prison site. Robben Island probably remains the most famed 
political prison in South Africa due to its associations with Mandela, its concentration of 
political prisoners and its media-friendly location on an island close to Cape Town. The 
last of the political prisoners were released in 1991 and the prison continued to be used to 
house criminal prisoners until 1996, when it was finally closed as a prison and almost 
immediately reopened as a museum in 1997. Robben Island achieved World Heritage 
status in an unprecedented two years after it opened, in 1999, thus confirming its 
significance to both the national and international community as a symbolic cornerstone 
of the new `Rainbow' nation of the Republic of South Africa. 
Despite being located in the same country, Constitution Hill has had a slightly 
more protracted experience of becoming prison heritage. Its retention holds with the ethos 
of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission, with its emphasis on truth-telling, 
confession, forgiveness and reconciliation (Amstutz, 2005: 188), and reflects a society 
where Apartheid era political prisons are held as elements to be reconciled with and 
understood rather than ignored and destroyed. Evidence of this usage can be seen in 
ongoing projects with ex-prisoners that record their experiences and facilitate their 
ongoing negotiations with events at the site. However, there has not been the same 
inevitability about its retention and it perhaps suffers due to being overshadowed by the 
more prominent Robben Island (despite Nelson Mandela having also been held at 
Constitution Hill for a more limited time). This was further impacted by Constitution 
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Hill's role as a holding centre for political prisoners on remand and prior to transferral to 
Robben Island being overshadowed by its larger criminal population. Furthermore, the 
lack of a definitive `political' prison, comparative to the Maximum Security prison on 
Robben island, with political and criminal prisoners mixed as a deliberate policy of 
dispersal perhaps made it more difficult to immediately identify with the political nature 
of the site. However, one could question the categorisation of the `criminal' elements of 
this prison, as many of these crimes, including breaking curfew and not carrying identity 
cards, could only be considered criminal offences worthy of imprisonment in the 
repressive Apartheid regime. Confronting these ambiguities of categorising the prison as 
political or criminal have been addressed in the second interpretative element encountered 
at the site, `WHO IS A CRIMINAL? ', which asks the visitor to consider of the men 
pictured with a description of their crime how many would we consider criminal now (the 
public responses vary from two to none out of 10) (Figure 7.15). The central importance 
of the categorising of the prison can be compared to Long Kesh/Maze, in which ongoing 
dispute between prisoners and authorities about their categorisation was prominent 
throughout the life of the prison up to its closure and has had an impact on proposals for 
the future of the site. Constitution Hill closed in 1983 and it was in 1995 that the site was 
identified as central to Johannesburg's heritage as part of the development of the 
Constitutional Court of South Africa. It was only at this point that the categorisation of 
the site was designated as official heritage and interpretation of the site began. 
As Port Arthur belongs to a very different spatial and temporal context it is only to 
be expected that its transformation from a functional to a cultural use occurred on a very 
different basis. Transportation to Van Diemen's Land ended in 1853 and Port Arthur 
penal settlement ceased to function as a penitentiary in 1877 but the site was only 
incorporated within the governmental structures over a long number of years. Due to the 
increasing number of tourists visiting the site the Port Arthur Scenic Reserves Board was 
created in 1944, in 1971 it was transferred to the National Parks and Wildlife Service and 
it was as late as 1987 that the Port Arthur Historic Site Management Authority was 
created by an Act of Parliament, thereby ensuring that the prison site specifically 
remained in government hands (Davidson, 1995). Such a protracted incorporation, 
through a number of very different agencies, indicates just how torturous the process of 
the inclusion of Port Arthur as prison heritage poignant to Australian society was and 
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how the intervention of ongoing public negotiations with the site contributed to this final 
official acceptance. 
7.5.2 Evolving interpretation of political prisons 
Much as the road to acceptance as official heritage is unique to each political 
prison site, so to is the interpretation of the site. Mark Brisbane and John Wood state that 
interpretation is as fundamentally important to a site as preservation and protection in that 
it allows the visitor to appreciate and value the site, however, they stress that there is a 
difficult balance to achieve between being overtly biased and neutrally bland (1996: 27). 
Therefore, the effective interpretation of sites of dark heritage, where connected events 
are emotive or difficult, can be even more difficult to achieve through a lack of consensus 
about the best means to explore these sites. Whose perspective is the site explored from: 
the prisoner or the prison officer? Does one relentlessly explore the brutality and 
suffering associated with such sites or does one alleviate the dark elements, and 
potentially trivialise the past, by incorporating entertaining and uplifting elements? These 
questions can only be answered with reference to the specific case-studies whilst taking 
particular care to acknowledge the background to the site, how it developed, who 
controlled it and the relationship between society and the site at time of interpretation. 
It should also be recognised that interpretation of a site is impacted by its size and 
scale, location, completeness of remains, the volume of visitors projected to visit the site 
as well as the decisions specifically made about the form of interpretation. Visits to the 
three sites has shown that Robben Island and Port Arthur have greater resources 
incorporated into their interpretation, especially regarding investment in staff, which may 
reflect the money generated by the substantial number of visitors to these sites in 
comparison with the relatively meagre numbers to Constitution Hill. Although visitor 
numbers to Constitution Hill are not known, constant attempts to contact the custodians 
have been fruitless and the associated website is no longer active, visits to the respective 
sites demonstrated vastly lower numbers at Constitutions Hill. On visits to Robben Island 
and Port Arthur it was evident that they were thriving heritage attractions with official 
visitor figures to match. Robben Island is the primary visitor attraction in South Africa 
with visitor figure that have risen from 100,000 in the year it opened in 1997 rising to 
350,000 in 2002 (http: //www. robben- 
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island. ore. za/deoartments/directorate/annual/annual asp ). Undoubtedly, more recent 
figures would confirm an upward trend. Whereas Port Arthur visiting figures for 2005- 
2006 show visitor numbers of 253,362 (Gadd, 2005: 26). Despite the lack of official 
figures for Constitution Hill on visiting the site there were no more than a handful of 
visitors, in fact it was virtually empty, very much contrasting with the vast numbers of 
visitors at Robben Island and Port Arthur. It cannot be doubted that location has had an 
impact on these figures. Constitution Hill, in central Johannesburg, is the only site that is 
not placed in picturesque surroundings. Being surrounded by the perceived danger of the 
city has obviously impacted on the number of tourists venturing to the site. Indeed, on 
visiting the site I was recommended to book a taxi driver to drive me to the entrance and 
collect me from within its confines. Such vastly different numbers would obviously have 
an impact on the form of interpretation of the site and the facilities offered for visitors and 
this can be seen with marked differences across the three sites. 
The interpretation at Constitution Hill represents a desire to target a very different 
audience than those at Robben Island and Port Arthur. The site is populated by audio- 
visual displays, large interpretation boards and a small number of poignant artefacts - 
including a display of cooking pots that had been used for differentiating between racial 
groups (Figure 7.16) - without the human interactions present at the other two sites. 
Indeed, one of the major selling points of Robben Island is the use of ex-prisoners as 
guides to the Maximum Security Prison and despite recent controversies regarding their 
current treatment such a decision is seen as paramount to authenticating the visitor 
experience (see Garuba, in press). The lack of ex-prisoner guides at Constitution Hill is to 
some extent alleviated by the use of ex-prisoner oral testimonies in a substantial 
proportion of the audio-visual displays. The use of audio-visual units rather than guides 
may be a consequence of the lack of tourist numbers. For without significant paying 
customers the use of audio visuals was a more economic one-off cost than the retention of 
large numbers of guides at the site. Furthermore, it could be suggested that the more 
contained nature of the site does not necessitate guides to direct visitors. Regardless of the 
reasons for such an approach it does create a much less personalised experience of a site 
whose greatest selling-point is the connection to the recent past. 
The interpretation of Constitutional Hill concentrates on the harsh and 
fundamentally racist realities of the prison with a rather unremitting approach exploring 
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such areas as punishment, prisoner hierarchies and resistance. The oral testimonies are 
significant, however, in that a substantial proportion of the interviewees self-identify as 
political prisoners and differentiate themselves from the criminal elements. The existence 
of a large archive - called `The Response Room' - contained within much of one side of 
the prison buildings at No. 4 centres upon using the site as a tool by the ex-prisoners 
(Figure 7.17). Such straightforward interpretation and the prominent location of the 
Response Room suggests that the primary aim of the site was as a resource for ex- 
inhabitants and educational tool rather than merely an attraction for tourist. Indeed, the 
comments book in the Response Room indicates that of the visitors who contributed, the 
majority were ex-prisoners, relatives of ex-prisoners or interested local inhabitants who 
visit the site rather than generic tourists. The messages left can be quite raw, varying from 
sympathy for the ex-prisoners to continued hatred of whites who are implicated in the 
Apartheid regime. Although the custodians of Robben Island continue to work with ex- 
prisoners, and interpretation panels can be found around the island leaving physical 
reminders of their workshops, this role is not as prominently displayed to visitors. In 
contrast, Port Arthur, has no living ex-inhabitants due to its more historical nature but the 
site does utilise guides to provide a personalised historical and archaeological background 
to the site and an electronic research archive, to uncover whether a relative was 
transported to the site, is a well advertised service. 
The interpretation of Robben Island and Port Arthur are very much more tourist- 
focused but differ in their approach as dictated by the history and development of the 
respective sites. The custodians of Robben Island have obviously had to react to its 
geographical isolation by developing substantial infrastructure around the movement of 
tourist to and from, and indeed around, the island. Therefore, to visit the island one has to 
buy tickets for a ferry ride, which lasts for one hour, and then they are transported by bus 
to different elements of the site. The Maximum Security Prison is the highlight of the visit 
but there are a variety of other stop-off points including the visitor centre, Robert 
Sobetwe's house, stone quarries that had been worked by prisoners, earlier leprosia 
remains, the remains of criminal prisons and World War II armaments. Furthermore, the 
ubiquitous wildlife - the island is also a wildlife reserve - creates many diversions for the 
tourist. There is evidence of later interactions with the site to make it more amenable to 
tourist visits, with a wall removed to allow access to the yards around the prison building 
but retained sufficiently in place to allow movement back to its original position if so 
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desired in later years (Figure 7.18). As suggested by this decision, tourist interactions 
with the site are controlled and the interpretation is governed by the designated guides as 
well as the ex-prisoner guides in the Maximum Security Prison. This personal, yet guided, 
interpretation has been supplemented by interpretation boards, which litter the site and 
tend to either show factual developments of site, display archive photographs or relatively 
contemporary photographs of ex-political prisoner interacting with the site since closure. 
One of the most powerful interpretation elements is the use of individual cells that had 
held some of the more important, and well known, prisoners of the Apartheid-era 
including Nelson Mandela, Walter Sisulu and Tokyo Sexwale. The interpretation is 
particularly striking as it only occurs in a small number of cells and includes four 
elements: a photograph of the past inhabitant, an associated artefact, interpretation panels 
- of the artefact and a general biography - and a recording of the ex-prisoner. Needless to 
say, having a photograph taken in `Nelson Mandela's cell' is a necessity for the majority 
of tourists visiting the site, however, this very focused interpretation further highlights 
how the more common-place prisoner experience of the site is ignored. 
In many ways, despite the very different contexts, Port Arthur is a similar site to 
Robben Island. Although part of the Tasmanian mainland Port Arthur is very isolated, 
joined to the island by a narrow causeway, and indeed was approached by sea during, and 
after, much of the convict period (Weidenhofer, 1981: 6). It is a large, meandering site - 
125.6 hectares in its entirety (Godden Mackay Context, 2000: 1) - with many different 
elements including the Isle of the Dead and Point Puer Establishment for Convict boys. 
However, unlike Robben Island, visitors are free to roam around the site at their leisure, 
opting in or out of controlled elements of interpretation including an inclusive guided tour 
and Ghost, Isle of the Dead and Point Puer tours that can be included within a package. 
Perhaps reflecting the long term disuse of the site as a prison, the remains that are 
interpreted are more partial than those at Robben Island but the interpretation is extensive 
and the site has a much more managed feel. The very slick interpretation of the site 
includes the use of interpretation panels, the inclusion of exhibitions within a number of 
the buildings, including the hospital, and the use of latter intrusions to guide the visitors' 
exploration of the site and its constitutive elements. In contrast, many areas on Robben 
Island are untouched or even used as storage facilitates by the custodians, including the 
Cable House and many of the minor prison remains. The archaeological examination of 
Port Arthur is very active and the emphasis on the continued study of the remains can be 
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seen in ongoing excavations and the publication of Port Arthur Historic Site Notes for 
public consumption on subjects such as `Conservation and Archaeology at the Church' 
and `Historic Display Homes'. The role of conservation at the site is also prominently 
displayed with much information on the reconstructions of the interior at the Penitentiary, 
which was badly burnt in forest fires in 1897, and the Church, which lost its roof during 
earthquakes in 1892. Indeed, one discrete element of the site is used as a means of 
explicitly displaying the archaeological and conservation work that is ongoing at the site. 
The Medical Officer's House, although a minor player in the story of Port Arthur, is 
effectively used to show how the site has been sensitively restored over time and the role 
of appropriate excavation in exploring site development. 
One problem inherent in interpreting a difficult site, such as previous political 
prisons, is the impact that mass tourism can have on the gravity of the subject. Whereas, 
Robben Island and Constitution Hill, as relatively recent manifestations of political 
imprisonment, are still focused on the human implications of such inhumane policies, 
there is the potential for the difficult history of the site to be forgotten over time and 
through the influx of foreign tourists. Indeed, Nicola Goc has recently discussed the 
impact of the scenic setting of Port Arthur on the public experience of the site: `The 
decaying ruins in their picturesque setting had so softened the past there was no 
imperative for reflection' (Goc. 2002: 26). David Uzzell has written extensively on 
`heritage that hurts' and the need for interpreters to acknowledge that visitors to heritage 
sites do not simply experience them cognitively but also emotionally (1998: 152). He 
enumerates a number of ways in which this emotionally experience can be affected and 
his example of visits to a Nazi massacre site, at the French village of Oradour-Sur-Glane, 
was used to show how the distance in time and space experienced by the visitor to the site 
can negatively impact on the emotional experience (ibid: 155-165). 
This has particular relevance for the interpretation of port Arthur as there is the 
potential for the dark history of the site to be overshadowed by attempts at overplaying 
the entertainment elements. Indeed, the public guide to Port Arthur states that the staff do 
not dress in period costumes as they `could turn the experiences of those who were 
imprisoned here into light entertainment, which we do not think is appropriate' (Clark, 
undated: 36). Tragically, the dark history of Port Arthur is not in danger of being 
forgotten in the foreseeable future due to subsequent events at the site, a massacre by a 
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lone gunman in 1996 that claimed 35 lives. The decision to use the Broad Arrow Cafe as 
a site of commemoration, 20 of the 35 killed died in this cafe, has inadvertently 
reinvigorated the dark history of the site due to its transformation from infrastructural to 
become a symbol and focus for remembrance of those connected to the tragedy (Figure 
7.19) (Lennon, 1998: 5). The difficulties associated with interpreting recent dark heritage 
will need to be considered in the development of the heritage elements of the Long 
Kesh/Maze prison site that is currently in the process of being finalised and will be 
discussed in the next section. 
The political elements of imprisonment at Port Arthur are downplayed in 
comparison with Constitution Hill and Robben Island, with only the cottage of William 
Smith O'Brien used to interpret all political imprisonment at the site and indeed 
throughout the British Empire (Figure 7.20). Whereas, it is acknowledged that there was a 
strong element of political-motivation amongst the Irish prisoners transported to 
Australia, this is not mentioned in the wider interpretation of the site and Port Arthur is 
fundamentally treated as a convict site with little differentiation between the types of 
prisoners. This examination of prison heritage explicitly highlights interpretation to 
explore how difficult sites have been presented in different, but relatively comparative, 
contexts throughout the world. The next section will examine how the case studies could 
impact on the afterlife of Long Kesh/Maze prison site. 
7.6 `A new future for Maze/Long Kesh' 
Since Long Kesh/Maze closed as a prison in September 2000 it has been relatively 
untouched and continues to be categorized as a high security zone whilst awaiting its new 
role to be ascribed. When the Reinvestment and Reform Initiative was launched by the 
United Kingdom government in May 2002, a number of high security sites, including 
Long Kesh/Maze, were transferred to the Northern Ireland government for redevelopment 
purposes. As a result, the Maze Consultation Panel was swiftly established within the 
structures of the Office of First Minister and Deputy First Minister (OFMDFM). The 
Panel is significant not only in having the power to `make recommendations on 
appropriate implementation machinery for the development of the site', but also in its 
make-up (MCP, 2005: 3). The Panel was originally constituted with government officials 
and the inclusion of one member of each of the four largest political parties in Northern 
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Ireland (UUP, DUP, SDLP and Sinn Fein - two unionist parties and two nationalist 
parties) as the political nominees. The significance of this cross party co-operation was 
not lost on the government or the media, as the Panel continued working throughout the 
suspension of devolution, when otherwise very little official cross-party contact was 
ongoing. No archaeologists, heritage or building consultants were included as permanent 
members of the Panel, its make-up is very much politically focused. However, the 
continued significance of the site and interest in its future life has resulted in the media 
presenting the future of the site since closure as confrontational opposites - solely 
retention or destruction (Purbrick, 2006: 76) - that contrast with the more compromising 
nature of the make-up of the Panel. Indeed, such different public and governmental 
perceptions of the future of the site has created an often fraught process marked by 
controversies surrounding supposed compromise solutions from the Panel not meeting 
public hopes and expectations on either side of the sectarian divide. 
After a limited period of public consultation and behind the scenes negotiation, 
the final report, A new future for the Maze/LongKesh, was released on 24 February 2005. 
The title of this document is very telling. Firstly, it focuses on the desire to change the 
nature of the site, which I would suggest reflects a desire for change on a symbolic as 
well as usage level. This new future for Long Kesh/Maze is an obvious attempt to 
displace the negative associations of the site and replace them with `an internationally 
recognizable physical expression of the ongoing transformation from conflict to peace' 
(MCP, 2005: 14). Furthermore, the decision to represent the name of the site as 
`Maze/Long Kesh' indicates the level of sensitivity that undoubtedly continues to exist. In 
a province where place names can be highly political (see discussion in chapter one), one 
can only imagine the torturous negotiations to settle on such a name. This report has been 
supplemented by the subsequent publication of Maze/Long Kesh Masterplan and 
Implementation Strategy Final Report (Masterplan Consortium, 2006), which is notable 
for forwarding the same main proposals but casing them in subtle shifts of emphasis and 
more sensitive use of language. 
The proposals contained in the documents reveal a series of compromise solutions 
that attempt to appease the equally vocal retention and destruction lobbies. The reports 
propose that the site is to be divided into six areas: the Sports Zone; the International 
Centre for Conflict Transformation (hereafter `ICCT'); the Rural Excellence and 
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Equestrian Zone; Offices, Hotels, Conference and Leisure facilities; the Light Industrial 
Zone; and the Retained Zone. There is also a strong emphasis on the use of landscaping 
of the site and symbolic development of its meaning. Proposals relating to sustainability, 
environmental interconnections and benefits to the local communities were introduced in 
the second report, which was notable in moving from the core issues relating to the site to 
more generic proposals. Preservation, evidently, is not an option. The focus of this section 
will be the two most controversial elements of the proposed new site, the Sports Zone and 
the ICCT, and the general intentions of the proposals. 
7.6.1 Sports Zone and International Centre for Conflict 
Transformation (`ICCT'). 
The major government-led elements of the proposals are to be implemented first 
and they are the Sports Zone and the International Centre for Conflict Transformation. 
The Sports Zone, at 50-60 acres, is one of the largest and most prominent elements of the 
proposal. The zone is to contain a multi-purpose inclusive sports facility (inclusive in that 
it will house soccer, Gaelic games, and rugby in order to be representative of society) and 
is to be built on the cleared army base section of the site, which effectively lies outside 
the original prison confines. In this respect its creation does not necessitate the destruction 
of any part of the prison site and it could be suspected that originally this was to be an 
uncontentious proposal aimed at gaining maximum support for the regeneration of the 
site. However, this proposal has unexpectedly become the most controversial element of 
the plan due to the location of the site that has little to do with the nature and previous 
associations of the prison. The debates reported in the media have often centred on 
whether the relatively isolated location of a national stadium is the most appropriate 
setting and indeed use for the site. Since the unveiling of the proposals at least two 
competing proposal have been promoted for a national stadium to be located instead at 
two different locations in central Belfast. These proposals have provoked a division in 
opinion that, for once, is not wholly sectarian as it fundamentally relates to whether the 
national stadium's location should be imposed by the national executive or chosen at a 
public level. The role of politics, on a micro and macro level, are central to this debate, as 
noted in one of the Northern Irish weekly newspapers: `And in typical Northern Ireland 
fashion, there will be squabbling and point-scoring over everything from the location and 
name of the edifice to the colour of the seats' (Sunday Life, 23 May 2004: 14). 
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The ICCT is the other major government-led zone and, although it is the smallest 
element, at 15 acres, it is the potentially the most significant. This small area is to 
encompass the only structures that are to be retained from the original site: 
the World War II aircraft hangars and other structures; one H block; the prison hospital; 
the administration building and emergency control room; a prison chapel; a section of the 
perimeter wall around Maze cellular; a watchtower; and a cage from Maze compound 
(MCP, 2005: 16). 
The 15 acres are also to contain a number of new buildings: a neutral venue with 
residential and meeting facilities, offices, an archive and research facility. Interestingly, 
the majority of the media coverage of this proposal has concentrated on the basic fact that 
some part of the site is to be preserved, and little notice is given to the details of the 
relatively limited nature of this survival. Fears that these retained remnants will become a 
`Museum of the Troubles' and a sacred shrine for Republican prisoners are a constant 
source of complaint in the media and the latter Masterplan has been notable in its overly 
vague use of language in defining its role as `to appreciate the historical importance of the 
prison' (2006: 9). Since these proposals were unveiled in 2005, and then supplemented in 
2006, there has been intermittent controversy surrounding who identifies most strongly 
with the retained elements. Recent action in this area include an ongoing campaign by the 
Unionist pressure group FAIR (Families Acting for Innocent Relatives) who have been 
very strong in their condemnation of the potential for the prison to become a shrine, with 
particular reference to the retention of the hospital: `Yes there will be no physical shrine 
such as a statue, but actually retaining the hospital itself would be there [sic] shrine' 
(FAIR Press Release, 26.07.07). 
Despite the controversies surrounding the retention of elements of the site there 
are major difficulties that arise from such a retention proposal relating to ideas of 
authenticity and creation of heritage that need consideration. For the archaeologist, the 
central problem with the plans for the proposed preserved section of the site is its 
piecemeal nature. At 15 acres, the surviving elements encompass just over 4% of the 
original site. Of this 4%, at least one structure will not be in situ - the Nissen hut will be 
moved from its original setting - so that all the surviving elements reside in the same 
section of the site. Such a proposal has a number of repercussions. By deciding on 
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retaining piecemeal elements of the prison rather than swathes of the landscape, site 
progression that has been preserved up to this point will be lost. Furthermore, the 
retention of one type of every building does not take into account the role of agency and 
recognition that buildings of the same plan can be negotiated in different ways, such as 
the differences between conforming and protesting wings of the H Blocks. Such a plan 
does not recognize that differences existed in the use, treatment and survival of different 
H Blocks or Nissen huts and the continued existence of extraordinary survivals - such as 
the paramilitary murals that are still retained in one H Block - will be discarded if not 
chosen as the representative H Block to be retained. In this respect, the proposal utilizes 
the buildings more as artefacts than as constituent elements of a cultural landscape, where 
one of each building is preserved as a representative sample with the belief that all 
examples of similar buildings will be the same. This assumption is difficult, if not 
impossible, to sustain. The authenticity of the interaction has to be called into question as 
one cannot experience this site without its context: the vast, mind-numbing and repetitive 
continuum of identical buildings, endless systems of interconnecting roadways, the 
inertias, and the isolation of the setting (as explored in Wylie, 2004). 
7.6.2 Intention of the Plans 
The underlying intentions of the proposals become clearer with consideration of 
section 3.8 `Retained Zone'. Section 3.8 states that although an area is to be retained for 
future usage, at an early stage this 100-acre zone is to be `cleared and decontaminated' 
(MCP, 2005: 29). The clearance of elements of the site when not necessary indicates an 
intention to remove those parts of the prison landscape that are not directly controlled by 
the custodians. The destruction of much of the site, as well as the introduction of new 
elements to help change its identity, aims to appease those uncomfortable with the 
retention of the site. This proposal is an attempt to control identification and interaction 
with the site and, in particular, to stop it from becoming a place of Republican pilgrimage. 
Instead, it is to be part of a government-controlled initiative to internationalize the 
conflict, lose its local and sectarian connotations and learn from the past. Though it is 
dubious that such a result would happen, as Louise Purbrick believes that debates about 
the future of the site generally accept the `mainstream' Republican accounts of life in the 
prison without questioning and many believe that prisoner involvement in interpretation 
of the site is important (2006: 79). 
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Furthermore, section 3.10 Symbolic Development focuses on the desire to re- 
brand the site and attempts to shake off its previous negative connotations. In particular, it 
discusses the site as `a symbol of confidence and hope for the people of Northern Ireland' 
and of the use of iconic artworks to create a `key brand or recognition symbol' to become 
`an innovative and internationally recognized beacon for Northern Ireland' (MCP, 2005: 
31). This desire to re-brand is problematic for a number of reasons. Firstly, official 
meaning can be imposed but is not the same as it being accepted. Ashworth and Graham 
have argued that heritage is open to different interpretations within society at any given 
time (2005: 4). Therefore, whilst official and unofficial interpretations exist, the official 
interpretation is always open to subversion. Secondly, there is also the danger that 
attempts to re-brand will mean that the history and significance of the site - ugly and dark 
though that may be - could be glossed over in an attempt to make the site `a symbol of the 
ongoing transformation from conflict to peace' (MCP, 2005: 14). Earlier examinations of 
the prison sites in South Africa, in particular, have shown that prisons that are selected to 
be retained shortly after a period of conflict can be used to facilitate society's acceptance 
and reconciliation with a difficult recent past. Although the transformation of every 
society in this context differs, and Mark Amstutz has shown that different societal 
circumstances have resulted in attempts in Northern Ireland to accept peace without 
forgiveness and reconciliation in contrast to South Africa (2005), there should be the 
attempts to learn from other experience of how they have dealt with overcoming societal 
difficulties. 
7.7 Alternative futures for Long Kesh/Maze 
For Northern Ireland to effectively move to a post-conflict state in ways that are 
more than merely superficial, there is a choice to be made between burying the remains of 
conflict to enable forgetting or to confront them to enable understanding. To pretend to 
forget Long Kesh/Maze is not a viable option at present. This is due not only to its 
continued high-profile but also a public interest in the hidden world of a high security 
prison, similar to the continued public interest in `experiencing such secret and 
mysterious worlds for themselves' that John Schofield and Mike Anderton found at 
Greenham Common (2000: 238). One way in which this need can be addressed is through 
free and open interaction and engagement with sites associated with the conflict. This is 
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not suggesting that all the infrastructure of the past 30 years of conflict is maintained as 
some form of large-scale open air museum of conflict, but rather a limited number of 
important sites should be at least minimally retained and interpreted as reminders of a 
difficult, and as yet unresolved, period in the recent past. 
The policy of confronting the recent past is not an option often followed by 
Northern Ireland as a society, with the fear of re-igniting conflict often preventing 
attempts to educate future generations on the two very different, and equally valid, 
perspectives on past events. Indeed, it is this lack of real knowledge of history, and indeed 
the legitimate perspectives of the `other side', which has led to much ongoing animosity 
despite the progress of the peace processes. James McAuley's sociological fieldwork in 
the working class community of `Ballymac' in Protestant East Belfast has highlighted a 
general phenomenon in that during the course of the Troubles increasingly limited 
interactions with nearby enclaves had created `community myths' that harden attitudes 
towards `the other side' in general, often without substantiation (1994: 44). Indeed, 
McAuley believes that it is these community myths propagated in segregated sections of 
society that provide the reference points from which working class Protestants construct 
their social world and communal identities (1994: 45). It is the need to demystify the 
recent past and provide a multi-vocal representation of a turbulent period in Northern 
Irish history that can be addressed in careful presentation and interpretation of Long 
Kesh/Maze prison site. 
The Maze Consultation Panel aims to create a site that is partial and with 
interpretation that is controlled. However, their desire to avoid singular identifications 
with the site, which in reality already exist, and instead to create a `genuinely neutral and 
inclusive' (MCP, 2005: 16) environment with signage that will provide `straightforward 
factual information' is flawed (MCP, 2005: 17). Eleanor Conlin Casella and Clayton 
Fredericksen have shown in their examination of heritage landscapes of confinement in 
Ireland and Australia that their case-studies represent `different narratives of memory, 
belonging and identity' that reflect local and national needs specific to place (2004: 119). 
Therefore, we must recognize that generic aims that do not address the needs of the 
specific society are destined to be interacted with and explored by the public in 
unforeseen and even unwanted ways. How can a proposal ensure how the site, which is so 
prominently associated with the Republican movement, will be viewed once it is open to 
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the public? Especially when one takes into consideration how the binary oppositions of 
Catholic and Protestant have tended to created divided places that, once they are 
`claimed' by one side, are abandoned by the other. This is particularly evident in James 
McAuley's analysis of the abandonment of sites such as Navan Fort in Armagh to 
Gaelic/Catholic culture (McAuley, 1994: 95-96). 
There is a need to actively address the existing singular identification with Long 
Kesh/Maze through myriad interpretation of experiences of elements of the site. This 
includes the use of oral testimonies of ex-prisoners, prison officers, chaplains, visitors and 
the wider communities who have been connected with the prison in many ways over an 
extended period. The use of human guides, audio-visuals, interpretation panels and paper 
sheets, as utilized at the international examples in this chapter, show the many ways that 
such contentious sites can be effectively explored. However, there is also the potential to 
explore wider international issues of imprisonment and political unrest at such sites. The 
proposals for an attached archive and educational facility ensures links with international 
bodies and enables joint research to widen the context of the site and the types of 
interpretation that can be developed. Furthermore, links with sites in South Africa and 
Australia can allow multi-interpretations of place that move beyond solely singular stories 
and connects to political prisons through time and broader philosophical issues such as 
the role of imprisonment in modern societies. In this way the site is not neutral, indeed 
David Uzzell and Roy Ballantyne would suggest that such sites should create emotional 
responses (1998: 152), and this provocation inherent in its existence should be utilized 
and explored. Such an approach does not necessarily lead to the reopening of old wounds 
and unhelpful apportioning of blame if it can also be seen as an example of a broader 
experience and a means of questioning deeper issues relating to imprisonment and civil 
conflict. 
Conversely, there is a strong argument for the destruction of the site, as forwarded 
by many Unionists and Loyalists communities and their representatives. The lack of a 
strong vision as to the interpretation of the site, as portrayed by the Maze Consultation 
Panel, potentially adds to the existing Republican identification with the site and is highly 
problematic. These arguments have been most coherently expressed by Brian Graham 
and Sara McDowell in their paper exploring the heritage potential of the site (2007). They 
have stated that due to the singular identifications with Long Kesh/Maze it is `essentially 
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a sum zero heritage site' that has only been interacted with by Republicans and thereby 
offers little to communal conflict resolution (2007: 363). Although they do acknowledge 
in their conclusion that meaning can change with time, they stress that present 
identifications with the site are not conducive to a post-conflict state (2007: 364). 
Although Graham and McDowell convincingly argue against the retention of Long 
Kesh/Maze, their negative interpretations of the significance of the site reinforce the 
retention/destruction dichotomies set up within the Northern Irish media. The option of 
initially leaving the site unclaimed by the government, as the example of Port Arthur 
reveals, before making a decision is not forwarded and should perhaps be considered. 
Obviously, there is no ideal solution. When a site is so central to the suffering of 
some people, but is equally a celebratory focal point of another, conflict inevitably arises. 
The impact of decisions on retention and destruction can result in identifications that are 
not always predictable or straightforward but the one lesson that can be learnt from 
international examples is that of appropriate timing. With the political situation in 
Northern Ireland still potentially volatile, and community segregation ongoing, perhaps 
the site should temporarily remain untouched to allow authentic interaction and 
exploration by interested members of the public and academics, before it is decided what 
its new future holds. Perhaps the lessons learnt from these archaeological investigations 
of the site can have some baring on decisions about this new future through the many 
different experiences of place that are revealed through exploring varying scales of 
analysis. 
7.8 Conclusion 
The fascination with political prisons that has led to the adoption of such sites as 
heritage attractions can seem inexplicable but David Passmore has suggested that `the 
resonance of places associated with violence, trauma and loss' explains this interest and 
their emotional impact should be acknowledged (2004: 98). Political prison heritage has 
shown communal features but with highly individual contexts and developments. 
Australian prison heritage is quite different from the examples in South Africa in that 
their prisons are of much earlier vintage and the buildings ceased being used for their 
intended purpose by the late 19th century in comparison to South Africa's relatively recent 
closure. One can assume that the distance of time has ensured that there is not the 
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sensitivity in Australia that would surround the presentation of prisons in South Africa, 
and indeed in Ireland, and these buildings are not seen so much as a place of misery, hurt 
and injustice as a location for a leisure activity. Despite these differences there does 
appear to be many similarities in the imprisonment of political prisoners in particular. In 
all cases there is the use of communal and individual cells to intermittently dilute political 
Prisoners and separate more high-profile or high-status prisoners. However, there is also 
evidence that the majority of political prisoners were held in communal surroundings. It is 
clear in the more recent examples in South Africa that there was an attempt to dilute their 
communal nature, which was largely unsuccessful. However, the interpretation of the 
earlier site at Port Arthur does not provide direct evidence of a strong political element 
beyond the creation of individual cells, a model prison and a solitary home for one high- 
profile prisoner. However, the existence of these three elements does suggest a possible 
disruptive element that has been ignored in the interpretation by the custodians. A further 
similarity in these international examples is the haphazard development of the prison 
landscape, which all display evidence of having been constructed, changed and added to 
depending on the wider social circumstances, including numbers imprisoned, existing 
priorities and economics. Furthermore, all the prison sites show evidence of a number of 
different forms of imprisonment and frequent interventions with the buildings, and 
negotiation of the surroundings by the prisoners. 
The move from prison sites to heritage attractions, with special reference to the 
future journey of Long Kesh/Maze, is also important to consider as these sites do not 
cease to evolve once they have closed. The very visible mechanics of the politics of 
creating a `new future' for Long Kesh/Maze suggests that we must be cautious when 
viewing other interpreted sites as they are not a window to a past reality. In particular, the 
authenticity of subsequent interactions and regressions need to be questioned as does the 
subsequent activities at the site, such as the massacre at Port Arthur in 1996, and how 
they are incorporated into the stories of place. The lack of multi-perspectives of place, 
with a concentration on buildings to the detriment of the human experience, needs to be 
addressed as the interactions of prisoners with prison officers, orderlies, clergy and 
visitors should be explored in order to add complexities to the stories of place. This 
overview of international examples of political prisons emphatically suggests that there 
are many commonalities of political prison development, retention and subsequent 
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heritage interpretation that need to be dissected and questioned at simultaneously local 
and global levels. 
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Chapter 8: Conclusion 
Historical archaeologies are not only interested in uncovering and recording the 
remains of the recent past they are also highly conscious of the impact of selection and 
interpretation. This thesis has concentrated on the different manifestations of 
archaeological remains connected to Long Kesh/Maze and has followed a multi-scalar 
approach in their interpretation. The physical remains of the discrete site and wider 
context of the prison have been explored not only to reveal the significance of Long 
Kesh/Maze on many levels but also to show how the selection of archaeological form 
impacts on the types of experiences of place that are revealed. Such an underlying theme 
has structured this volume and now the conclusion will build on the examinations of the 
previous chapters by exploring a final case study. Daniel Miller has suggested that there 
is a need not only to explore the generalities of material culture but also to specifically 
analyse particular artefacts as a means of focusing conclusions (1998: 10). Such an 
approach can reveal the intricacies and complications involved in the study of institutions. 
Therefore, one seminal element of the site, which brings together issues of identification, 
heritage creation and the interactions between people and place and the past and present, 
will be dissected before the wider implications of this study are assessed. 
8.1 The death bed of Bobby Sands 
The most noticeable, and significant, of the ongoing interventions with the site 
centres on the purported last bed of Bobby Sands that resides in the prison hospital. Due 
to its associations with the ten dead hunger strikers, the hospital is undoubtedly the focus 
of the tour of the prison site. For Republican prisoners, in particular, the intimate link 
with those who died are not just political but also personal, as many have told how they 
were inspired to follow their `icons' after living through this tumultuous period (Adams, 
2006). The hospital building has the same austere, concrete construction as the H Blocks, 
although the less visible signs of decay speak of a more vigilant approach to its 
preservation. Indeed, wheeled medical cabinets still sit in the corridor leading to the 
individual rooms that housed sick prisoners, as if the building was still in use. On entering 
the corridor that contains individual hospital cells for the first time, in January 2005, my 
aim was to empirically record the current state of the buildings and artefacts. However, 
the guide immediately transported me to the second room on the left, the cell in which 
Bobby Sands had died, as the point of interest in the building. On entering the room, there 
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are no identifying features that associate the bare cell - solely containing a single, metal 
bed frame (Figure 8.1) - with the smiling, long haired man of many media and mural 
representations. 
On the second visit to the hospital block, I was accompanied by three Republican 
ex-prisoners and it was in their company that the potential significance of the building 
was revealed. The transformation in attitude from three acquaintances joking and telling 
anecdotes in the Compound and H Blocks to silent respect and reverence on entering the 
hospital was palpable. The focus of their discussions moved to contemplation, of the 
ultimate sacrifice of the hunger strikers and the impact that this had not only on 
experiences within the prison but also on society beyond. There was much reflection 
about how the hunger strikes interconnected with their own personal stories and their 
journey to imprisonment. The cell looked identical to the previous visit, with the same 
single bed and lack of adornment. However, the reactions of those who felt most 
intimately connected to the men who died in the building revealed how the emotive 
quality of place can transcend its physical structures. On this visit, in a cell at the end of 
the corridor, a new addition -a flower memorial to different hunger striker - lay 
untouched, further revealing the prison hospital as no longer a functional structure but a 
memorial to ghosts of the past. 
My last visit to the prison hospital, in October 2007, was unusual in that I was the 
interviewee, conducting an oral testimony for a researcher on my reflections on the site. It 
was with interest that I entered the prison hospital and noticed subtle but important 
changes since my last visit. My contention that the site was transforming to a place of 
pilgrimage and memory was confirmed by the continued respect afforded to the flower 
left in remembrance of the hunger striker from the previous visit. However, the most 
important changes focused on Bobby Sands's bed (see Figure 8.2 & 8.3). Whilst the room 
remained unchanged in any other respect, the bed now displayed the extent of numerous, 
swift and anonymous interactions with the frame. The wire mesh of the bed springs were 
no longer intact, with a substantial number of individual springs having been extracted 
and secreted from the room. These bed springs are no longer functional artefacts, for as 
Nicholas Saunders' has suggested it is in the process of acquisition these springs gain 
importance (2005: 87). Buildings and artefacts most connected to iconic figures such as 
Sands are always going to be significant to Republican ex-prisoners. However, the 
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importance of the bed lies not only in its connection to the dead hunger striker but also in 
its ordinariness. Simultaneously institutional and functional yet domestic, homely and 
intimately connected to the man who died in this room. The bed is the closest physical 
link to a long dead man. Interestingly, although any connection to Bobby Sands is 
precious to hold and retain for many, the pattern of the remaining wire suggests that they 
have been removed sparingly, one-by-one. In doing so the performance is maintained for 
the next visitor; traces of the original bed remain relatively intact in the place of death; the 
ghosts of place are retained. 
Bobby Sands's bed not only reveals how context transforms the seemingly banal 
to the highly significant but it also connects to wider issues of interactions between 
people and things. The relationships between people and their environments, as evidenced 
in Bobby Sands's bed, confirms Lynn Meskell's claim that materiality is `persons, 
objects, deities and all manner of immaterial things together in ways that cannot easily 
disentangled or separated taxonomically'. One must accept the complexities involved in 
attempting to explain the degree of importance that such an artefact holds to certain 
groups and individuals (2006,3). It is clear that the continued connection between the 
hunger strikes and the popular imagination, which is explicit within Republican ideology, 
is maintained on many levels throughout society for both individual and communal 
reasons. Whilst apprehension exists about the deep connection that is manifest between 
people and place at Long Kesh/Maze the continued negotiation and heightened 
significance of these relationships allows the potential for multiple-perspectives and 
hidden narratives to continually evolve and add to the stories of place. 
8.2 Lessons from Long Kesh/Maze 
This study of Long Kesh/Maze has revealed a number of interesting findings that 
have implications for the interpretation of the site specifically and the study of historical 
institutions in general. The structure of this thesis has taken a multi-scalar approach to the 
study of the site by exploring the remnants and interconnections of Long Kesh/Maze at 
increasing scales of analysis. The sequence of studying the documents, artefacts, standing 
buildings, landscapes and wider international setting of the site has ensured that not only 
has there been an attempt to uncover hidden narratives and multi-perspectives but they 
have also added to an understanding of how the selection process impacts on the results 
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of such investigations. Each chapter concentrates on a specific scale of analysis and they 
have singularly revealed narratives and experiences of place that are specific to the form 
studied. 
This study began by exploring the most conventional material interrogated in 
studies of modem prisons or institutions: documents. However, unlike most studies of 
prisons this chapter did not focus solely on documents originating with the governing 
body, it also incorporates media reports and prisoner communications that have been 
smuggled from the prison to bypass one-dimensional representations of the site. 
Furthermore, the context of these documents were assessed to explicitly consider 
differences of survivals, which often reveal sensitivities of government departments, as 
well as confirming potential media biases and the specifically Republican identification 
with remnants of prisoner experiences. This chapter is most significant in revealing those 
aspects of the prison that archaeology has difficulty in uncovering: decision-making 
processes, mechanisms of politics, intention, emotion, sensitivities and the role of 
propaganda. However, its connection to broad sentiments ensures that it revealed little of 
the individual experiences of Long Kesh/Maze. 
Artefacts constitute the next scale of analysis, with the greatest difficulty in their 
study being the sheer quantity of material that is connected to such a recent site. 
Collections of artefacts from different contexts related to the prison were examined in 
order to uncover what they could reveal about the personal interactions between people 
and their most intimate surroundings. Indeed, the conclusions that can be drawn from 
exploring how prisoners and their communities interacted with prison-issue, confiscated 
and smuggled artefacts are surprisingly similar in the prominent role of negotiation and 
subversion of material remains. It is these small interactions with the limited material 
culture of the prisoner that speak of the ingenuity that results from necessity and reveals a 
heightened desire to continue negotiation of their surroundings even with little 
opportunity to subvert. This is particularly evident in the lack of artefacts confiscated 
from prisoners during the period of widespread protests in the late 1970s to early 1980s in 
contrast to the survival of a large number of prisoner communications smuggled from the 
prison. However, these artefacts reveal contradictory impulses, with the substantial 
number of personal mementos created for loved ones beyond the confines of the site 
contrasting with the continued desire of prisoners to promote armed struggle in the 
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creation of wooden model guns and sheets used for instruction inside the prison. Artefacts 
removed from the site reveal a continuing mobilization of protest in that their new 
contexts in local community museums have grown in proportion to the threat to the 
survival of Long Kesh/Maze as a site. The artefacts, more so than any other scale of 
analysis, reveals the more intimate intentions and interactions of the prisoners and 
through the sheer quantity of remains unveils a large number of different and often 
contradictory experiences of place. 
The standing buildings of Long Kesh/Maze reveal yet more experiences of the 
prison site. Due to the shift in the scale of analysis the experiences revealed move from 
the intimate and individual to the more public and communal. The remaining buildings 
bare traces of subversions by the prisoners that do not always coalesce with the activities 
that the artefacts reveal. The most obvious changes are those that relate to communal 
activities connected to escape attempts, particularly with the digging of tunnels, and 
attempts to control prisoners through security mechanisms in the H Blocks and the 
creation of internal divisions in the Nissen Huts. However, the true extent of prisoner 
subversions that are revealed in the artefacts, remain largely hidden in the standing 
buildings. It is the transformation of one building, from a place of death to a sacred 
memorial, which tells us most about the experiences of the site. The undeniable impact 
that the hospital continues to have on those prisoners who closely identify with the hunger 
strikes who died in 1981 has enabled the building to change meaning without physical 
alteration. Therefore, the study of standing buildings is most important in showing the 
manifestations of communal action but oral testimonies and associated artefacts also 
reveal those ephemeral, emotional connections that building survey can bypass. 
The landscape of Long Kesh/Maze can reveal further experiences of the site that 
are not only connected to the inhabitants who directly experienced the prison but also 
wider society. Long Kesh/Maze was explored as a contained landscape to show that not 
one but two prisons co-exist on the site with very little interaction between the two 
sections, and indeed it can be suggested that the public knew the landscape better as a 
complete entity than those prisoners contained within its confines. However, the main 
focus of this chapter was to explore the site as an imagined landscape to those in the 
wider society of Northern Ireland through their representation in the media and through 
wall murals. It is through the examination of these murals in particular - including their 
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placement, longevity and iconography - that we can explore identifications of the wider 
communities with the prison. In this respect, study of the myriad landscapes of Long 
Kesh/Maze tells us broader stories of the how the site was experienced on different levels. 
Therefore, this concentration on the Long Kesh/Maze landscape moves to the experiences 
of place at an impersonal and societal level. 
The broadest scale of analysis, which involves a comparative study of political 
prison heritage attractions in South Africa and Australia, adds an international dimension 
to the study by exploring the communalities and differences between the form and 
afterlife of political prisons across broad geographical and temporal levels. This 
investigation indicates that despite the quite different circumstances there remain a 
number of similarities in the treatment of political prisoners. This can especially be seen 
through the use of methods of control such as isolation and observation by prison 
authorities and the communal and non-conforming nature of the prison population. 
Although these attributes are more pronounced in the more recent examples, which 
benefit from oral testimonies in particular, there are traces of such uses of buildings in the 
reinterpretation of sites such as Port Arthur in Tasmania. Despite the prisons being placed 
in very different settings - in urban, rural or even island contexts - they have shared 
characteristics in their fundamental isolation whilst being simultaneously of public 
concern. Such universalities do not always reflect the same intentions of the authorities 
but they do show how political prisons were more than mere containers for difficult 
prisoners, they attempted to control the negotiation of their environments whilst acting as 
an example to the rest of the populace. 
This study has attempted to learn from multi-scalar approaches to archaeological 
study by engaging with different scales of analysis that select the archaeological form as 
the focus of each chapter. Unlike Laurie Wilkie and Paul Farnsworth's study of trade and 
identity in the Bahamas this analysis does not move from household to trade networks to 
wider diasporas (1999), rather the different scales of analysis are revealed through the 
archaeological form studied much in the way that Dan Hicks visualizes in his call to 
`theorise the material dimensions of scale' (Hicks, forthcoming). Therefore, this study has 
shown that documents reveal much about emotion, intention and propaganda that are 
difficult to uncover through other physical remains. The artefacts reveal the most intimate 
and individual interactions with Long Kesh/Maze from specific times in the biography of 
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the site in comparison to the standing buildings, which tend to add to a more communal 
and group level over a broader temporal scale. The landscapes of the site allow 
interactions to move beyond solely physical to an imagined level and thereby implicate 
wider society's interactions with the site through the media, wall murals and artefacts 
circulating outside the prison. Lastly, the international context of political prisons are 
global in their scope and often indicate unintentional commonalities in the design, 
function and afterlives of the sites that potentially impact further on the ongoing 
regeneration of Long Kesh/Maze. 
The aim of this study was to uncover hidden narratives and multi-experiences of 
the site to enable a broader interpretation of the control, negotiations and complications of 
life in institutions. However, through the methods employed this thesis has wider 
implications for the study of archaeology in that it has shown that our concentrations on 
specific elements of place can potentially skew the interpretation derived from the 
selection process. Our choices in the materials that we interpret - from often overly-rich 
historical reserves - can limit our archaeologies to unintentionally partial stories of time 
and place. This study has attempted to move beyond such restrictions by using many 
scales of analysis to reveal multi-perspectives of the one site. It is this need to accept that 
our selections do impact on the stories of place that are uncovered, and therefore our 
interpretations of time and place, which is the most lasting lesson of this thesis. 
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Figure 2.1: The Maze Regeneration Site, c. 2004. 
Figure 2.2: Remnants of a recreation Nissen Hut, c. 2005. 
Figure 2.4: Patrick Wilson, Provisional IRA ex-prisoner, at 
table situated in wing of H Block 4, c. 2005. 
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Figure 2.3: Aerial drawing of aH Blocks. (NIPS Museum, Millisle) 
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Figure 2.5: Mini-gym situated in wing of H Block 4, c. 2005. 
Figure 2.6: Interior offI Block 4, c. 2006. 
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Figure 2.8: Leather bag created inside Long Kesh/Maze, held at Irish Republicanism 
History Museum, Conway Mill, Belfast. 
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Figure 2.7: Wood carving made inside Long Kesh/Maze, held at Irish Republicanism 










Figure 3.1: File holding prisoner comrns. entitled LettersJi'oin Prisoners 
of' War Armagh Prison and H Blocks. 
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Figure 3.2: Copy of unnamed and undated pencil drawing depicting 
police brutality in the H Blocks. 
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Figure 3.3: Copy of unnamed and undated pencil 
drawing depicting prisoners communicating `along the pipes'. 
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Figure 3.4: Photocopy and transcript of a comm. written by Bobby Sands - signed 
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Figure 3.6: Belfast News-Letter, Page 1,17 October 1974. 
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figure 3.5: Comm. from Bobby Sands to `Gary' - signed 'Marcella' -dated 28/2/81. 
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Figure 3.7: Belfust Telegraph, Page 1,16 October 1974. 
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Figure 4.1: End wall of a Nissen Hut, which 
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Figure 4.3: Examples of prison officers' graffiti that were written in the Central 
Observation Office immediately prior to the closure of the site, c. 2005. 
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Figure 4.2: The general administration area of H Block 4, the 
`circle', c. 2005. 
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Figure 4.4: A communal gym that continues to reside in a recreational cell, H Block 4, 
c. 2005. 
Figure 4.5: A snooker table that continues to reside in the dining/recreation room, H 
Block 4, c. 2005. 
Figure 4.7: Metal food tray used as a digging implement, held at NIPS Museum, Millisle. 
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Figure 4.6: Mt ll 6. of trav. held at NI PS \ luseum, Millisle. 
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Figure 4.9: linage of a prisoner's cell, H5. (© Donovan Wylie c. 2004. ) 
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Figure 4.8: Ceremonial axe created for marching purposes, complete with red `blood', held 
at NIPS Museum, Millisle. 
Figure 4.10: Black and white photograph taken by Prison Officials of prisoners piling 
furniture in the Cage yards to enable the exchange of artefacts between Cages. 
Photograph held at NIPS Museum, Millisle. 
Figure 4.11: The Central Observation Office complete with Prison Officers' debris, c. 
2005. 
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Figure 4.13: Wooden Harp created in Long Kesh/Maze, now held at Irish Republican 
History Museum, Conway Mill, Belfast. 
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Figure 4.12: The Central Observation Office c. 2007. 
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Figure 4.15: Wooden jewellery box with ornate Celtic decoration created in Long 
Kesh/Maze, now held at the Irish Republican History Museum, Conway Mill, Belfast. 
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Figure 4.14: Replica thatched cottage created in Long Kesh/Maze, now held at Irish 





Figure 4.16: Leather wallet depicting a Celtic Football player, made in Long Kesh/Maze 
in 1974, held by Maureen Jones, Belfast. 
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Figure 4.19: Decorated Handkerchief with a poem and gunmen made in Long 
Kesh/Maze, now held at Roddy McCorley's Club Museum, Belfast. 
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Figure 4.18: Leather picture of a matador and bull, made by a Loyalist prisoner in Long 
Kesh/Maze, now held at NIPS Museum, Millisle. 
Figure 4.20: Decorated Handkerchief quoting Bobby Sands, made in Long Kesh/Maze in 
1991, now held at Roddy McCorley's Club Museum Belfast. 
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Figure 4.21: Example of a comm., created in the H Blocks in 1981 written on toilet paper - 
note the watermark of 'GOVERNMENT PROPERTY' - now held in a private collection at 
the Falls Community Council, Belfast. 
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Figure 4.22: Framed cartoon satirising life inside the H Blocks, given to the researcher by 
Michael McIntyre, March 2007. 
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Figure ple of a wall mural depicting a generic image uC Long Kcsh Maze 
prison, note the grey walls, watchtowers and wire. Courtesy of Jonathan McConnick, 
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Figure 4.24: Framed cartoon poking fun at Blanketmen. Courtesy of Michael McIntyre, 
March 2007. 
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Figure 4.25: Framed handkerchief with Celtic motifs, created by. lolul Morris, 
29 February 
1972 on the Prison Ship Maidstone. Courtesy of Michael McIntyre, March 2007. 
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1i 'ui 4.20: lýrj nIý: (i II; inLlkcrcltic['%%-ith cicpiction of''Cu-cIIualin t he 13rav c' and Mise Eire 
personified as a female figure, created by Frank Rafferty, 1972. Courtesy of Michael 
McIntyre, March 2007. 
Figure 4.27: Mahogany Celtic cross decorated with Celtic motifs, creator anonymous, 
dated 1993. Courtesy of Michael McIntyre, March 2007. 
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Figure 4.29: linage of Irish Republican History Museum, Conway minn, tseiras[, c. 
August 2007. 
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Figure 4.28: Image of Roddy McCorley's Club Museum, c. August 2006. 
(http: //cain ulst ac uk/vi, giiani/images/Nuove%20foto/Roddy%20McCorley's%20Club% 
20-%20Glen%20Road, %2 02 006/P3 180008. JPG Accessed January 2008) 
Figure 4.30: Pencil drawing of Cage 
-7 
of Long Kesh Internment Camp, Roddy McCorley's 
Club Museum. 
Figure 4.3 1: Pencil drawing of Cage of Long Kesh Internment Camp, Irish Republican 
History Museum, Conway Mill, Belfast. 
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Figure 4.33: `Section of the security system from watch-tower, H Block 3', located at the 
Irish Republican History Museum, Conway Mill, Belfast. 
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Figure 4.32: Wooden replica piano with inscription To Mother; From Anthony', located 
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Figure 4.35: Bed from the Nissen huts at Long Kesh/Maze that now hangs from the roof 
of the Roddy McCorley's Club Museum. 
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Figure 4.34: Monitor for checking blood pressure that claims to have been used on the 
hunger strikers of 1980/1981, located at the Irish Republican History Museum, Conway 
Mill, Belfast. 
Figure 4.37: A chair made from the demolished wood of Divis Flats, Belfast. 
Created by 
Patsy Hickey whilst in Long Kesh/Maze in the 1980s and currently residing at the 
Irish 
Republican History Museum, Conway Mill, Belfast. 
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Figure 4.36: An official scale model olthe site of Long Kesh/Maze, originally located at 
the prison and now held in the Roddy McCorley's Club Museum. 
Figure 4.39: A glass cabinet inside the Northern Ireland Prison Service 
(NIPS) Museum, 
Millisle, Co. Down. 
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Figure 4.38: 'Floodlight from the yard of Springfield Road Barracks as it was being 
demolished', undated, currently residing at the Irish Republican History Museum, 
Conway Mill, Belfast. 
Figure 4.41: Platforms shoes that had bullets placed in the soles to be smuggled into 
Long 
Kesh/Maze, stored at the NIPS Museum, Millisle, Co. Down. 
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Fi-urc 4.40: Lane frec-standing artciact placed around the perimeter of the NIPS 
Museum, Millisle, Co. Down. 
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Figure 4.42: Book that had been hallowed out to allow smuggling of contraband into 
Long Kesh/Maze (camera pictured), on display at the NIPS Museum, Millisle, Co. Down. 
F1=1 Lu-e 4.43: 111egal still made from a large metal bin, stored at the NIPS Museum, 
Millisle, Co. Down. 
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Figure 4.45: Weapon macle I'rom a metal pipe with attached, and sharpened, knife. 
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Figure 4.44: Banner created by Female Prisoners in Armagh Gaol with the words 





Figure 4.46: Weapon made from wooden handle with glass attached, handle originally 
from furniture in the Nissen Hut, stored at NIPS Museum, Millisle, Co. Down.. 
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Figure 4.47: Confiscated Mars Bar with drill bit hidden inside it, photograph courtesy of 
NIPS Museum, Millisle, Co. Down. 
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Figure 4.49: Loyalist flag created for marching purposes, confiscated and held at 
NIPS 
Museum Store, Millisle, Co. Down. 
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Figurc 4.48: Loyalist flag created for marching purposes, confiscated and held at NIPS 
Museum Store, Millisle, Co. Down. 
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Figure 4.50: A highly detailed representation of an Orange Collarette used for marching 
purposes, confiscated and held at NIPS Museum Store, Millisle, Co. Down. 
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Figure 4.51: Photograph of prisoners sitting on the roof of Nissen huts watching 




Figure 4.53: Photograph of interior of a Loyalist wing of aH Block showing bunting and 
flags on display during traditional marching season, photograph courtesy of NIPS 
Museum, Millisle, Co. Down. 
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Figure 4.52: Ceremonial Pole held at NIPS Museum Store, Millisle, Co. Down. 
Figure 4.54: Bombing device, catalogued at 1992/313, confiscated from Long Kesh/Maze 
and held at NIPS Museum Store, Millisle, Co. Down. 
Figure 4.55: Tunnelling equipment, catalogued at 1992/unreferenced, confiscated 
from 




Figure 5.1: Aerial photograph of the site of Long Kesh/Maze prior to 
destruction, 
photographed in Central Observation Office c. 2005. 
Figure 5.2: Front view of H Block 4 taken c. 2005. 
Figure 5.3: Derelict shed, one of the `standing buildings' at ti'e tong ttestvMaze prison 
site. 
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Figure 5.5: Overgrown garden plots at the Long Kesh/Maze prison site, taken c. 2005. 
Figure 5.6: Standing Nissen hut at Long Kesh/Maze prison site, taken prior to destruction 
c. 2005. 
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Figure 5.8: Front exterior of a Nissen hut showing additions of a porch and metal 
bars to 
the original Nissen hut design. 
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Figure 5.7: Diagram in TNA file CJ4/724 showing the layout of security fences. 
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Figure 5.9: Photograph of Loyalist prisoners marching in military style uniforms in the 








Figure 5.10: Remnants of the interior of a Nissen hut that show evidence of personal 




Figure 5.11: Mural from the interior of a UVF Nissen hut depicting a UVF soldier at the 
Battle of the Somme, 1916, photograph courtesy of NIPS Museum, Millisle, Co. Down. 
Figure 5.12: Confiscated copies of Prison Officer's uniforms and regalia, photograph 
courtesy of the NIPS Museum, Millisle, Co. Down. 
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Figure 5.14: Improvised digging tools made for assisting in the construction of tunnels 
under the Nissen Huts, resides in the NIPS Museum, Millisle, Co. Down. 
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Figure 5.13: Improvised light source made for use in construction of tunnels under the 
Nissen Huts, stored in the NIPS Museum. Millisle, Co. Down. 
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Fi lie entrance to the wing at H Block 4, c. 2005. 






h,, inlcrvening security 
mechanisms that have been put in place through the life of the H Block, c. 2005. 
Figure 5.20: Interior of a Loyalist cell, with decorated walls mirroring a 
domestic scene, 
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Figure 5.22: Wall in the yard of H Block 4 with painted goal posts still evident, c. 
2005. 
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Figure 5.21: Image of' the un-: atý: d pipe, that run through the cells that enabled 
communication `along the pipes'. 
Figure 5.23: Wall mural within a Loyalist area in H Block 6, c. 2004. 
Figure 5.24: Cell within the Hospital wing, purported to be the room that Bobby Sands 




Figure 6.1: Map of Long Kesh/Maze with route of the guiclea tour aepictea wrtn a icu 
line. The use of Nissen huts can be seen in the Compounds 




Figure 6.2: Wall mural from a Loyalist area in Carrickfergus, 'thich has paramilitary 
figures in the foreground and the walls, wires and watchtowers of Long Kesh/Maze are a 
backdrop (Courtesy of Jonathan McCormick Accessed January 2008 
http: //www. cain. ulst. ac. uk/iiicconnick/photos/nol 187. htm#photo) . 
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Figure 6.4: A green 'H', to symbolise the H Blocks, nailed to a tree along the rails tcoaa, 
Belfast. 
Figure 6.7: Political murals placed on side streets in easy view of the 
junction between 
the Falls Road and the Whiterock Road, Belfast. 
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Figure 6.6: Wall mural with mosaic elements, at intersection of the 
Falls Road and 
Beechmount Road, Belfast. 
"ý FOR PEgCF 
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Figure 6.10: Wall mural from the Loyalist area of Shankill Road, which has paramilitary 
elements in the foreground and the walls, wires and watchtowers of Long Kesh/Maze are 
a generic backdrop (Courtesy of Jonathan McCormick Accessed January 2008 
llttp: //www. cain. ulst. ac. uk/mcconnick/pliotos/no8. htin#photo). 
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Figure 6.5: C1o; c-uh Of the lice-, tunJing Figure 6.9: Updated version of the original 
mural H Block, c. 2005. free-standing mural of aH Block. Note more 
durable materials and the inclusion of hunger 
strikers who died outside Long Kesh/Maze. 
Figure 6.11: Wall mural from within a Loyalist Nissen hut coin memorating the Battle of 
Figure 7.1: Exterior of Maximum Security Prison, Robben Island, South Atnca. 
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the Somme (1916). 
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Figure 7.2: Gates that lead from the harbour that controlled access to the island, Robben 
Island, South Africa. 
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Figure 7.5: Exterior of the house that Robert Sobukwe, 1960-1969, 
lived in during his 
incarceration at Robben Island, South Africa. 
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Figure 7.6: Interior of a `wing' of aH Block at the Maximum Security Yrison, noblen 
Island, South Africa. 
, 
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Fi, urc 7.5: lntcrior 01' a : cl1 that i; nkm hCinýi2 used liar intcrprctatiou purposes at No. 4 
prison, Constitution Hill, Johannesburg, South Africa. 
Figure 7.9: Example of a blanket sculpture created by ex-prisoners and currently on 









Figure 7.10: Un-restored area of No. 4 prison, Constitution Hill, Johannesburg, South 
Africa. 
Figure 7.11: Exterior of the Penitentiary, Port Arthur, Tasmania. 
Figure 7.13: Exterior of the private prison that held William Smith 
O'Brien, Port Arthur, 
Tasmania. 
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Figure 7.12: Exterior of the Separate Prison, Port Arthur, I asmanla. (trennett, K. 199 /. 
Port Artherr Tasmania. Tasmania: Good Intent Enterprises Pty Ltd. P 30. ) 
Figure 7.15: Interpretation panels for an exhibition called 'WHO IS A CRIMINAL' 
contained within a cell at No. 4 prison, Constitution Hill, Johannesburg, South Africa. 
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Figure 7.14: Interior of the private prison that held William Smith O'Brien, Port Arthur, 
Tasmania. 
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Figure 7.17: 'Memories and Responses' cubicle in Response Room, No. 4 pnson, 
Constitution Hill, Johannesburg, South Africa. 
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Figure 7.16: A display of pots in the yard at No. 4 prison, Constitution Hill, 
Johannesburg, South Africa. 
ý'- 
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Figure 7.18: Part of a wall that had been remov cd to allow tourists to circulate through 
the Maximum Security Prison, Robben Island, South Africa. 
Figure 7.19: Coin memoration site centring on the remains of the Broad Arrow Cate, Port 
Arthur, Tasmania. 
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Figure 7.20: Interpretation panels within the interior of the private prison that held 
William Smith O'Brien, Port Arthur, Tasmania. 
Figure 8.1: The bed that Bobby Sands Nti as purported to have died on, Prison 
Hospital, 
Long Kesh/Maze prison, c. 2006. 
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Figure 8.2: The bed that Bobby Sands was purported to have died on, Prison 
Hospital, Long Kesh/Maze prison, c. early 2007 (Nb. The bed springs). 
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Figure 8.3: The bed that Bobby Sands was purported to have died on, Prison 
Hospital, Long Kesh/Maze prison, c. late 2007 (Nb. The bed springs). 
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Map 3: Location of wall murals relating to the hunger 
strike of 1981 in West Belfast. 
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Appendix 1: List of interviewees who conducted oral 
testimonies. 
Adams, Dominic (ex-PIRA prisoner). Oral testimonies conducted on site, 11 January 
2007, and in Coiste Office, 10 January 2007. 
Corr, Steven (community worker) Interview at Roddy McCorley's Office, August 2006. 
Devlin. Michael (Civil Servant). Maze Regeneration Unit, Office of First Minister and 
Deputy First Minister, January 2006. 
Hunter, Angela (Civil Servant). Maze Regeneration Unit, Office of First Minister and 
Deputy First Minister, January 2005. 
Jones, Maureen (Visitor to Long Kesh/Maze) Oral testimony conducted in her home, 
October 2007. 
Loughran, Gerry (ex-OIRA prisoner). Oral testimonies conducted in his home, January 
2007. 
McIntyre, Anthony. 2007. (ex-PIRA prisoner). Oral testimony conducted in his home, 
March 2007. 
McLaughlan, Norman (ex-Governor). Oral testimonies conducted in his home, 6 August 
2007. 
Meehan, Martin (ex-PIRA prisoner). Oral testimonies conducted on site, 11 January 
2006. 
Wilson, Patrick (ex-PERA prisoner). Oral testimonies conducted on site, 11 January 2007, 
and in Coiste Office, 10 January 2007. 
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Appendix 2: Files consulted at the Public Record Office 
of Northern Ireland, Belfast and The National Archives, 
Kew. 
PRONI Files 
CAB/4/1535 Cabinet Conclusions File. 20 July 1970. 
CAB/4/1607 Cabinet Conclusions File. 9 August 1971. 
CAB/4/1608 Cabinet Conclusions File. 10 August 1971. 
CAB/4/1609 Cabinet Conclusions File. 17 August 1971. 
CAB/4/1610 Cabinet Conclusions File. 20 August 1971. 
CAB/4/1643 Cabinet Conclusions File. 7 March 1972. 
CENT/1/3/7 Gardiner Committee Report. June 1975 - February 1975. 
DCRJ 1/ 151 Resettlement of Detainees and Special Category Prisoners. 1974. 
INF/3/1/1-409 Monthly press releases issued by the Northern Ireland Government 
Information Service on behalf of the government departments and relating to ministerial 
statements and speeches, visits, official engagements and appointments. January 1971 - 
January 2004. 
INF/3/3/103-135 Monthly press releases. Speeches and statements by Rt Hon. James 
Chichester Clark MP/Rt Hon Brian Faulkner MP/Rt Hon. Humphrey Atkins MP/Rt Hon 
James Prior/Rt Hon Douglas Hurd MP, Prime Minister/Secretary of State of Northern 
Ireland, issued by the Government Information Service and covering all aspects of 
government in Northern Ireland. January 1969 - September 1985. 
INF/7A/8 Department of Information Service: Prisons. 1981. 
NIO/14/6 Statistics: Prisons: Prison population forecasts and projections. October 1974 
- August 1975. 
NIO/10/11/4 Demands from Inmates. November 1974 - January 1975. 
NIO/12/18 Prisoners: the Prosecution of escapers and inmates involved in Maze Riots. 
February 1975 - May 1975. 
NIO/12/30 Prison: Buildings and Land: Prison Accommodation Working Club. April 
1973 - February 1974. 
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OE/2/1A Meeting of the Northern Ireland Executive. January 1974 
OE12/23 Meeting of the Northern Ireland Executive. May 1974. 
TNA Files 
CJ 4/421 CR Gas: use in Northern Ireland for riot control. Exchanges with MOD over 
Home Office and NIO ministers' agreement for use by troops as self-protection aid 
device and at The Maze Prison April 1971 - September 1973. 
CJ 4/456 The Maze Prison: proposed and existing security arrangements. Use of CR gas 
for riot control and to prevent escapes. Medical and political consequences. 
Consideration by Cabinet, MOD and FCO. July 1973 - November 1973. 
CJ 4/708 Detention: conditions for special category prisoners in the Maze Prison. 
Proposed visit by Irish Army ofJ`icer. Correspondence with securityforces, Assembly 
members, detainees' leaders. January 1974 - December 1974. 
CJ4/724 Detention and Interim Custody Orders: papers held by Permanent Under 
Secretary, Northern Ireland Office (Sir Frank Cooper). Possibility of mass escape from 
the Maze Prison; procedures for Commissioners' hearings; extradition; release and 
parole. April 1973 - January 1974. 
04/8 84 Amnesty International: draft United Nations Resolutions on torture. 
Representations on behalf of individual detainees in Northern Ireland. Visit to the Maze 
by Amnesty representative (Professor Header). Correspondence with Home Of ce, FCO 
and Amnesty. July 1973 -July 1975. 
CJ 4/1330 HMPrison, Maze: administration, improvements, visits, press reports and 
incidents, including escapes and disturbances January 1974 - December 1976. 
CJ 4/1331 HMPrison, Maze: deterrence against escapes. January 1974 - December 
1976. 
CJ 4/57 Internment in Northern Ireland: Introduction. Policy and procedures. Long Kesh 
Camp; construction and commissioning. Inspection by outside bodies. July 1971 - 
December 1971. 
CJ 4/80 Long Kesh Prison: use of troops as warders. Legal problems; discussions with 
MOD and Northern Ireland government. September 1971 -December 1971. 
CJ 4/174. Internment Camp (Long Kesh): provision of further hutted accommodation 
for 
detainees. Correspondence with MOD and Northern Ireland Ministry of Home Affairs. 
Security measures. December 1971 - January 1972. 
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CJ 4/449. Long Kesh Prison: staff from Great Britain: use in Northern Ireland. Security 
and staffing of Northern Ireland prisons. Correspondence with MOD and Northern 
Ireland Ministry of Home Affairs. August 1971 - June 1973. 
CJ 4/455. Long Kesh Prison: proposal for Board of Visitors. Correspondence with 
Northern Ireland government. November 1971 - June 1973. 
CJ 4/185 Proposed visit by a member of the International Committee of the Red Cross to 
Northern Ireland to visit internees. August 1978 - May 1972. 
CJ 4/423. Ad hoc conference to bring about an end to imprisonment without trial. 
February 1972. 
CJ 4/697. Security - Prisons. November 1968 - November 1974. 
CJ 4/722. Prevention of Terrorism (Temporary Measures) Act: Directions as to place of 
Detention. December 1974. 
CJ 4/1026. Northern Ireland prison reorganisation. April 1972 - September 1975. 
DEFE 70/213 Northern Ireland: legal action against soldiers: Long Kesh riot cases. 
April 1972 -April 1972. 
FCO 87/99. Correspondence about measures taken against terrorism in Canada for 
comparing with possible future developments in Northern Ireland. August 1972. 
HO 263/18. Inquiry into the United Kingdom Prison Services. 1978 - 1979. 
HO 263/39. Inquiry into the United Kingdom Prison Services. April 1979. 
INF 6/2157 The Maze. 1981. 
INF 12/1400. Relations with other departments: Northern Ireland Information Work 
June 1978 -November 1981. 
PREM 15/1713. Use of SPAD (Self Protection Aid Device) in Maze Prison in event of 
mass escape. August 1973 - December 1973. 
WO 296/77. Northern Ireland - Operational Matters - Legal aspects of measures to 
prevent escape (Maze prison). May 1973 - September 1973. 
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Appendix 3: File entitled Letters from Prisoners of War 
Armagh Prison and H Blocks 
Consulted in Falls Community Council, Thursday 2 August 2007 
File: Blue AV punchhole 
Cover: 'Letters from Prisoners of War Armagh Prison and H Blocks 
[PICT] 
Nine loose pages at the front: 
Two prints of digital photographs of the radio that prisoners heard of Bobby 
Sands election victory (now in owner's home, in a deep mounted frame). Shows the 
transmitter beside a box of Benson and Hedges cigarettes (roughly 2/3 of the height and 
width) [PICT] 
Seven photographs of black and white pencil drawings of conditions in H Blocks 
(smuggled out to appear in republican newspapers) 
Including: *`H Block wreck of the Grill' (Prisoner being beaten in cell whilst it is 
destroyed). 
*'H Block grapevines' (Prisoners on either side of a wall leaning and 
talking - against the pipes) *Prison officers using a mirror to search internally 
*`H Blocks Lighter' (Picture of three objects - paper, wood and metal 
bolt? ) 
*[Title cut-off] Rat in the yard (mentioned in Campbell, 1994) 
*'Lock wing shift' (Picture of naked prisoner being beaten along a 
corridor, which has empty chamber pots running along it) [PICT] 
31 plastic folders with original and photocopied comms collected by the Director of the 
Fall Community Council, who had been in LK/M and came from Lenadoon (as do all the 
writers of the comms). 
They are carefully arranged (presumably, initially at least, in some hierarchy, as first 
comm. - on the reverse side - is a copy of one from Bobby Sands) with some sheets 
showing double-sided comms and others mounted on white paper on reverse side. Many 
of the original comms have enlarged photocopies opposite them to make them easier to 
read. 
Page 1 (R) 
Plastic folder 1, Reverse [PICT) 
Photocopy of both sides of a comm. from Bobby Sands with computer printed transcript 
below. 
`3.4.81. Andrea, Theresa and Maggie. Well girls, thought I'd send you this wee note 
seeing as you have seen about everyone else save me & also to thank you for all that you 
have done for the Blanket Men. I hear you are three honeys - Dear God how can he think 
of the like of that & him 33 days on H/S say you,. Anyway for what its worth I think you 
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are three great girls &I think duffle coats are bloody marvellous - watch yourselves and beannacht de oraibhse, Marcella xxx' 
Page 2 (o) 
Six comms - Three in blue ink, three in black ink 
- All different handwriting, all varying degrees of very small 
handwriting 
- Some signed, including, Bo Lynch, Seamus [Finucane? ], Micky Fluff, 
Gerard Fusco, [two unsigned], and a last one signed by `Sinead 
Moore, Mairead Farrell, Ellen McGuigan, Protesting POWs A Wing 
Armagh Gaol'. [PICT] 
(Top left clockwise) 
1. Titled: `My Tribute to Joe McDonnell from Seamus Finucane'. 
Article written for a Republican magazine on his relationship with Joe and Joe's 
character. 
Very militaristic language, talks of his ability when it came to operations, rising up the battalion etc. 
Mentions of his strength of character, sincerity and Republican ideals: `Just because Joe 
was now in jail didn't mean that the war was over for him. No! He alone with Bobby 
Sands were instrumental in organising the present prison structure. They alone with their 
fellow comrades where always charging out various forms of protest on behalf of the men 
on the blanket. ' 
Frequently mentions his work alongside Bobby Sands. 
Ends: `I salute you my friend in the gallant stand you took for the sake of others and I 
would like to take this opportunity to tender my deepest sympathies to your wife Coretti 
(sp), your children and your immediate family circle & for freedom. Seamus Finucane. 
POW H3 Long Kesh. ' 
2. Lenadoon Paper 
This again is an article written about Joe McDonnell, this time just before his death. 
Talks of those who have died, and will die, due to British intransigence. 
Talks of electoral support and need for Irish nation to unit and intensify their efforts to 
get status/demands granted. 
Talks of `There has been too much suffering and bitter anguish inside the hell of the H 
Blocks. It has got to stop the churning out of bodies from this prison. ' 
3. Micky Fluff 
Plea to the public to take to the streets to ensure that the British media know the public is 
behind them. 
States: `Petty differences don't count in such issues, or, at least, should not. This is too 
big a thing to let you by sidetracked. Sidetracking is just what Britain will want from you 
so remember that well. If you are bickering with each other then you are not 
concentrating on them. 
Many end on a personal note such as 'PS Just like to say hello to Grannie G& Albert. 
Hope you are keeping well'. 
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4. Unsigned #1 
Comm. regarding British (internal? ) reaction, and bad faith, at the ending of the first 
Hunger Strike on 15 December 1980. 
Talk of their efforts to end a `no wash no slop out blanket protest' - moved to clean cells but not give in promises that were made. 
`Due to increasing anger in the face of the attitude the contents of the clean cells were 
destroyed. The Brits responded in their usual style with the brutal attack on the prisoners 
during witch (sp) many were severely beaten and assaulted ... They showed they are more concerned in punishing prisoners than finding a solution and if they are not 
prepared to stand by their commitments then once again we must take the only means of 
action left open to us. You are all aware of our intentions and I call on everyone of you to 
once again rally behind us. Good luck to you all. ' 
5. Gerard Fusco, H6 
Letter about the harsh realities of being on the blanket concluded with a note about 
Bobby Sands, on the fifth week of HIS, who cannot even enjoy the small luxuries the 
blanketmen have -a half hour monthly visit and an hour in the exercise yard. 
Describes in detail the process of going for a visit: `Leaving may small cubed shape 
home wearing only a towel I walk up the small wing which houses 45 of my comrades. ' 
Taken to cell 26 `to undergo the sickening and degrading search procedure compelled to 
squat naked over a mirror under threat the visit being cancelled'. Have to put on prison 
clothes. 
`The fast stage over I proceed to the block circle curiously watching to see which screws 
I would get ... I 'We depart the block building into the yard after weeks of continual cell confinement it's 
a strange but great feeling to be out in the open walking down the yard the silence is 
shattered by my friends giving me a send off by shouting and banging out the windows. 
Its hard to believe that an half hour visit can be so special an event but it is on the 
blanket. ' [PICT] 
6. Bo Lynch 
Propaganda message regarding the H/S (First one) 
Urgency of action to save the lives of those still on H/S 
Seven men and three `girls' facing death close to Christmas. 
Need to take situation into their own hands, ignore politicians and newspaper talk. Need 
public support of deaths inevitable. 
Page 3 (o) 
Two drawings. 
Note accompanying `drawing on toilet paper by blanket men during prison protest. ' 
(Have `government property' stamped on them) 
1. Head and Shoulders of blanketmen with notes (poem) 
Traditional Republican form -talks of British `endless torture' and `ancient tyranny' 
whilst stating they are no martyrs like `Tone or Pearse'. [PICT] 
2. Man on hunger strike lying in bed with ribs protruding. No caption. [PICT] 
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Page 4 (o) 
Eight comms, including two from Micky Fluff, one from Mairead Farrell, two from 
Pat Lavery, Padraic Wilson, Brian Gillen and Martin Livingstone. 
Top left hand corner (clockwise) 
1. & 2. Notes from Micky Duff are 1&2 of 3 (discussed earlier) 
Date: Wed 8/4/1981B Wing H Block 5 
Tomorrow a big day for them, `could be one of the most memorable days of the present 
struggle against the British rule in Ireland', as H/S'er Bobby Sands up for election - talks 
about significance of the day and calls for action and support. 
3. Pat Lavery 
Addressed to `People of Lenadoon' 
A month after `Robert Sands' has gone on HIS - talks of `treachery and deceit' of the 
Brits. 
`One thing is for certain we will not be hoodwinked again and this fast will only end on 
the full and open reintroduction of political status'. - to march is to support, to do nothing is condone. ' Pat Lavery (POW) H4 
4. Mairead Farrell (16.12.80 Armagh Gaol) 
Critical stage of [ lst] hunger strike - talks of historical precedent of British `murdered imprisoned and starved'. Irish for 100s of years. 
Need for H/S `all other means of protest have failed to move Britain's intransigent 
position and this is the final step in the campaign for political status'. 
5. Padraic Wilson 
`To the children and Youth of Andersonstown' 
Discussion of deceit of British at ending of 1' HIS due to false promises and pressure of 
Sean Mckenna's imminent death. [very difficult to read due to handwriting size, style and 
moisture]. 
6. Brian Gillen `Lenadoon Man on Hunger Strike' 
About Joe McDonald (sp) going on H/S 
Updates on condition of those currently in. 
Supporting H/S against claims of `suicide' by M Thatcher - men suffering from a mental 
illness. 
Notes `[Thurs 21-5-81 and we have just got word that Raymond died at 2.11 am. Another 
murder for Maggie]' - Need to support H/S in anyway possible to ensure victory. 
Brian Gillen 21-5-81 Lenadoon POW H5. 
7. Martin Livingstone `To the people of Lenadoon and A'Town' 
28 days into HIS (#2) - Need help and support for HIS and their demand. 
Due to `lack of interest and apathy on some people's part' 
Need to show support by taking to the streets esp. after precedent of 1980 HIS and broken 
promises. 
Includes a9 stanza poem - `The Lady's Not for What? ' 
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(Mentions her treatment of miners) 
"So its strange that in Long Kesh today 
4 young men's lives just ebb away 
As they fast to death, to make her see 
With her criminalisation they don't agree' 
`Nor do they fit her criminal mould 
As a political ideal they do uphold 
But thy not great money threat 
Just their own lifeblood to let' 
`So on you their lives depend 
To their fast, your support do lend 
And make quite sure the messages sent 
The Brit doesn't bend he's always been bent. ' 
-` 8. Pat Lavery H4 Block, Long Kesh, `To the people of Kerry 
8 days since B Sands died ('murder') 
`Our British masters call us gangsters and criminals but the world recognises us for what 
we are prisoners of war and freedom fighters'. 
`Remember unity is our strength, Act quickly and save lives. ' 
Page 5 (r) 
Copy of comm.. on 6 (o) 
Pat Lavery H4 To the People of Lenadoon' 
Asking for maximum support at this later stage (for HISs (1st)) 
`Remember it is no good being `fireside supporters' 
`Is it too much to ask to attend a few marches and meetings? ' 
page 6 (r) 
Copy of Comm. on 7 (o) 
To local Bulletin (Pat Lavery H4) 
Writing shortly after the death of the fourth hunger striker, Pat O'Hara. 
Fear for life of HIS still alive but `I cannot stress enough that no matter how many men 
die yous must not become disheartened or give up protesting. ' 
Talks of British treatment of IRA since 1916 - speak of similar determination of 
Pearse 
and Connolly to overcome. 
`So please act now and show you care'. 
Page 7 (r) 
Copy of Comm. on 8 (o) 
Jay McCann, H5, Long Kesh (dated 27-3-81) 
To Lenadoon RAC 
Talks about end of no wash protest to ensure H/S does not get muddied by confusion. 
Spells out what are key elements of political status and not silly concessions of British 
government. 
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Not on HIS for better conditions to serve sentence in, not looking for material benefits but 
right to be classed as political prisoners due to opposing imprisoning regime. 
Need public support `by participating in street protests you can make the Brits concede'. 
Page 8 (r) 
Copy of Comm. on 9 (o) 
Micky Fluff, H5 (Personal) 
`You probably don't pay too much attention to the numerous ways in which you do, or at 
least could, communicate with each other - talking/looking/facial expressions etc - but here in the Blocks we have only the one means and that is speech. ' 
Talks about only ways of speaking is to call someone to the door and shout. Rules apply 
eg other men stay quiet and although they can hear they don't join in conversation unless 
asked `Because all communication is verbal - noises play a very important part in 
life down here'. lftt into 
Get to hear difference voices, phrases, opinions etc, everyone makes sure they speak 
properly or get laughed at. 
Talk of spinning yarns. 
Page 9 (r) 
Copy of 10 (o) 
`To Local Bulletin' Pat Lavery H4 Block, Long Kesh 
Just after murder of Bobby Sands and Francis Hughs (sp). 
Must feel sorry but remember those still on HS - number who perish depends directly on 
public support. 
Ordinary working classes must organise to show Brits what they think of their policies. 
Page 10 (r) 
Copy of comm. at 11 (o) 
Martin Livingstone, H4 
'To the people of Lenadoon Estate and Glen Road Estates' (Dated Mon 13/4/1981) 
Asking for support for those `fasting to death' 
Want political status `we fit no criminal mould and those young men now will show that 
by giving their lives if need be ... ' Prove British wrong by attending all protests marches and meetings. 
Page 11(r) 
Copy of comm. at 12 (o) 
Pat Lavery, H4 Block `To the Local Bulletin' 
Joe McDonald's (sp) last days -appealing to his neighbours, the people of 
Lenadoon, to 
stop his death. 
Want freedom of Republican and socialist ideals to determine own destiny 
`economically, politically and culturally' - appeal to their working class credentials. 
Page 12 (r) 
Copy of comm. at 13 (o) 
Michael Culbert H5 
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Talks of life on H Blocks during HIS and `cutting our longings from our brains and 
getting on with everyday life'. 
`Keeping everyone occupied is the trick and it works' - Education in Irish, French and 
maths still ongoing. 
But, who can tell of the private moments, late at night when thinking of friends and 
family. These moments are not discussed at any time: `This is meant as just a hint to you 
of what pressures are in the prisoners - the mental tortures endured with the physical here in Britian's Hell Holes' - men dying to end this suffering, do what you can. 
Page 13 (r) 
Copy of comm. at 13 (o) 
`Jaz UTP' To Lenadoon RAC Bulletin, Jaz McCann, H5 22/7/81 
Written post the death of Joe McDonnell - writing a few lines in honour of a friend. Asking in very specific terms for public support for HIS 
As end has dashed line and beneath 
`martin, the end of this may be a bit to militant. If you want to omit anything or add, feel 
free to do so'. 
Page 14 (r) 
Copy of comm. at 15 (o) 
Unnamed and undated H5 `To People of Lenadoon' 
Talks of hearing about public mobilisation and how it helped unify the protestors. 
Offering their thanks for such support: `We are not criminals, we will never accept that 
status. ' - Tells why embarking on second HIS. 
Page 15 (r) 
Copy of comm. at 16 (o) 
Harry Murray H6 LK `Republican POW' 
Again to Lenadoon 
Fourth week of Joe McDonald's (sp) H/S 
Need people on the streets protesting (compared to Blacks and Tans era). Only by unity 
will they succeed. 
[Ends with `Katie this isn't the best but your PRO can have a look at it okay. 
Xoxoxoxox. '] 
Page 16 (r) 
Copy of comm. at 17 (o) 
Harry Murray H5, partial and undated. 
Appeals for public to show Brit government that their `double dealing' has now 
dampened public support for prisoners. 
`As from this Sunday, our cells here in the H Blocks will go quiet once again we will 
hear the groans of agony of a comrade dying. ' Need support or comrades will die. 
Page 17 (r) 
Copy of comm. at 18 (o) 
Pat Lavery (POW) H4 Block, Long Kehs 
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`To the People of Falcarragh' 
[After death of B Sands, before death of Frank Hughes] -8 days since BS died. 
`Let me tell you the fireside support will not save any lives'. 
Page 18 (r) 
Copy of comm.. at 19 (o) 
Martin Livingstone, Thursday 9/4/81 H4 
`To the people of the Glencolin Estate, Glen Road' 
Writing as a republican prisoner from your parish `being held in the infamous H Block of 
Long Kesh' - 40 days in to Bobby Sand's HIS 
Key: need to force british to keep them alive. 
Asking for support for local H Block 8 Armagh Action Group, `bodily and financially as 
that is our mouthpiece. Make a protest and save a life. ' 
Page 19 (r) 
Copy of comm. at 20 (o) 
Unnamed and undated, H5 
Conditions of H Block during protests: a lot quieter, men are thinking, rosaries said three 
times a day and are heartfelt. 
Conditions of men in hospital - reports that have no more weight to 
lose, cream put on to 
stop skin cracking and bones protruding through. 
`Our feelings are feelings of hopelessness, we can't go to a protest meeting, pickets etc, 
we have no way to show our protest. The place is quieter, the men seen to be waiting, 
waiting on what, death? ' 
Page 20 (r) 
Copy of comm.. at 21(o) 
Martin Livingstone, Thursday 9/4/1981 H Block 4 
`To the people of Glen Veagh Drive and the top Estate' 
40 days on H/S for Bobby Sands - public to do upmost to save their lives. Need to protest 
and condemn all British institutions in Ireland. 
States that they need help `bodily and financially'. 
Page 21 (r) 
Copy of comm. at 22 (o) 
G McConville H4 Block 
`To all tenants associations in the Lenadoon Area' 
Bobby Sands 38 days on HIS. 
Asking all tenants associations to act due to their `considerable influence over the 
ordinary people'. 
Aim: encourage others to support by openly supporting yourselves. 
Page 22 (r) 
Copy of comm.. at 23 (o) 
G McConville 
`To the people of Dungloe Crescent'/ 
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Short letter from local prisoners in H Blocks - Need their help now. Bobby Sands three days on H/S. 
Noone needs to die to end the terrible conditions -just need public support. `Their lives 
are in your hands. ' 
Page 23 (r) 
Copy of comm.. at 24 (o) 
G McConville etc - to the people of Corrib Avenue/Naroon Park. 
(exactly same wording as previous comm.. ) 
Page 24 (r) 
Copy of comm.. at 25 (o) 
G McConville etc 
`To the People of Mulroy park, Glen and Shaws Road' 
(exactly same wording as previous comm.. ) 
Page 25 (r) [PICT) 
Copy of comm.. at 26 (o) 
M Livingstone, Letter to `The Sun' 
`I would like to keep you and your readers informed on this our second Hunger Strike, 
which is into its 31" day' 
Men are suffering hardships of H/S not for themselves but for `betterment, so we can live 
like human beings'. 
Need support against British trickery to stop men dying. 
Page 26 (r) [PICT] 
Photocopy of letter (in stitched plastic) 
From Bobby Sands dated 28/2/81 
`Gerry, I not sure just what to write for you but, for posterity, (and indeed something that 
is worth remembering in these barbaric circumstances) how about a verse from one of the 
poems that I once wrote, Forever Mediocre it May be? 
`Blessed is the man who stands 
before his God in pain 
and on his back across a wire 
his wounds a gaping shame 
For this man in a son of God 
And hallowed be his name' 
Keep heart comrade - Marcella 28/2/81 
Page 27 (o) 
Poems about British justice, grassies, perjury, diplock courts etc 
`But they cannot hide forever, they cannot always run. 
One day they'll be repaid, for the evils they have done. ' 
Connections to USA: 
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`The war in Ireland 
Some might say 
Shouldn't bother America 
Its too far away 
But some Irish went there 
Ina flood of tears 
During the Hunger and torture 
Of the famine years... 
They will always be welcome 
In this land of ours 
To see for themselves 
The Irishmen's scars' 
Page 27 (r) 
Copy of a comm.. (partial) undated and unsigned 
`I often think that one of the closest things to death is imprisonment. People will argue 
that jails are a necessary part of any society but I would say that those society who do 
provide so much prison accommodation must be confident of fitting them and so have 
little or no intention of (reforming? ) themselves or whatever ills they have which created 
the law breakers... 
I often think that to all intents and purpose I am dead to my family and friends. I am not 
alone in this thinking and it is really quite easy to put this point of view across. You can't 
visit a dead relative twice a month for 1/2 an hour a time. Its as simple as that. We have 
nothing and can give nothing. We live in our cell 24 hours a day 7 days a week and we 
survive - survive just thrive. Within our confines we are really quite a busy community 
but we are completely cut off from all whom we love and all the things we hold dear. 
This, to my mind, is an ability to adapt in the highest terms... 
`Why? ' Because we simply have to. We could do other things - such as `conform' to 
Britain's classification of us as criminals but we have our principles so that is 
unacceptable. Having said that I wish to make it clear that I or we consider us as anything 
but just ordinary men and, in Armagh, women from your home areas. We have feelings, 
strong feelings, about many things which only those of you who have been imprisoned 
can appreciate ... ' 
Page 28 (o) 
Comm. from G McConville 
To the People of Glencolin 
[same as 22 (r) and 23 (o)] 
Page 28 (r) 
Copy of poem at 29 (o) (undated and unsigned) 
`The Blanket' - About the protest, its aims, `So I ask you to remember, when eating your 
next meal the flight of these Republicans and the way they must feel. Try your best to 
help them, however small it maybe for they suffer not just for themselves but the like of 
you and me. ' 
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`On Hunger Strike' four stanzas about five days on HIS, 20 days on HIS, 40 days on H/S 
and 60 days on H/S. 
Ends `Sixty days on Hunger Strike, just lying here in bed 
If I don't get your help in time, very soon I will dead. ' 
Page 29 (r) 
Copy of comm.. at 30 (o) 
A blanketman, H5 Block. Tues 16/12/80 
Day 52 of the Hunger Strike `we wake up in our grim cells with a prayer and the hope 
that today will being news of an end.. ' 
Goodwill of Xmas time CF Actions of British government. 
Page 30 (r) 
Copy of comm.. at 31 (o) 
`To Bulletin' 
Matthew Lundy on the Blanket H4 Block 
Asking for help, problems in other British colonies spoke of, speaks of similarities in 
Kenya, Aden, Egypt and America etc. 
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Appendix 4: Letter to the Editors of Belfast Telegraph, 
Irish News and Belfast News Letter, December 2006. 
`Dear Sirs, 
I am conducting research on the Long Kesh/Maze prison site from an archaeological 
point of view. 
As archaeology uses the physical remains of the past as its focus, I am particularly 
interested in all aspects of what currently remains of the site. 
I would like to broaden this interest past the buildings and elements that remain in the 
prison to items that were made on site by prisoners and transported to friends, family etc 
in their wider communities. 
I would be very grateful to hear from anyone who has, or had, any items in their 
possession or in their households that come from this context. 
I will be using this information in my academic research to attempt to get at the types of 
artefacts that were made for an outside audience and to see what context they are kept in 
now. 
If you have any information that could be of interest more about my research please 
contact me at Laura. mcatackney@bristol. ac. uk. 
LAURA McATACKNEY 
Department of Archaeology & Anthropology, University of Bristol 
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Appendix 5: Official Catalogue from NIPS Museum 
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AccNo , Estab : Blneis ';: 
Maze Compound 'Home-Made Chess Board 
r 
Maze Compound ; Home-made Crossbow 
Maze Compound ", 'H ome-made weapon 
1992/65 Maze Compound Home-made weapon 
1992/66 Maz Compound Home-made bat 
1992167 Maze Compound ; Amory Tent Pole -3 Pieces 
2RO Maze Compound Homemade Diddino Imp. 
9281 Maze Compound ; Improvised Weapon 
--. --- 92/72 Maze Compound ; Homemade weapon 
1992/73 , Maze Compound Improvised club 
2R4 Maze Compound Improvised Weapon 
1992/75 Maze Compound ; Homemade Hurly Stick 
1992176 Maze Compound ; Homemade Hurly Stick 
192177 Maze Compound Improvised Weapon 
199 8 ! Maze Compound 'Improvised Weapon 
92/79 
8 
! Maze Compound 
; Maze Compound 
! Homemade Hammer 
Homemade weapon 
1992/81_ Maze Compound ! Homemade weapon 
1992/83 1Maz e Compound ! Handgun Case 




Maze Compound ; Homemade box for weapon - - - 1992/87 
_ 
1 i-- -_ ; Maze ze Compound ound - Wooden Block/Watch Face 
-- _ý 1992/88 [Maze Compound (Motor from Fan 
, 1992/89 ! Maze Compound Wood Block/Pliers -3 pieces 
19991 Naze Compound , Homemade Chisel -ý _- 92/92 Maze Compound ! Homemade Chisel 
_9 
419,2193 )Maze Compound Homemade Chisel 
92/94 ! Maze Compound 'Homemade Chisel 
2/95 Maze Compound Homemade Chisel 
2J96 jMaze Compound Homemade Chisel 
2 __ 97 ±Maze Compound Homemade Chisel 
1 2/ ý (Maze Compound ! Homemade Chisel/Spike 
Mq7ý Compound ! Improvised Digging Tool frý 
M C_ompound Improvised Digging Tool 
M ompound Improvised Beater for Chisels 
M pound TWire Cutter Blades -2 pieces m 
} ; 32Jýg4 iq{ pound ; Wire Cutter Blades 
/ (ý1Pound Wire Cutter Blades e2 
ýq la<z4ý, (ýnlpound ! Wire Cutters 
921ýp II CaQiPgNqq Wire Cutter Blades 
1: 92! 1Q Ailg zo CQmppt{n. re Cutters 
ý9 ßp9 
, 
Male Co p. ppugcl tjppemade Wire Cutters 
9 2ý 1O Maze Com('ouno 1prpemade Wire Cutters 
1992/ 1 Maze Carppoun tp I Needles for mailbags -5 pieces _ _____. , .... . 
99 11 Maze Cpmpourýcý Qrriemade Hacksaw Blade Holder 
992/'1$ 
J 2/ 4 
Maze Compound 
Maze Compound 
hlucksgw Blade Holder 
Hacc 5a v Blade Holder . 
1992/' 14 
1992/11G 
, jM ol. 1nd 
Maze Compound 
. v 'Wre n 
tpjr VNork Implement Ste pI 
_ 1992/117 ; Maze Compound Stel . 
, ptb r orIG plement 
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24ý 











Ac ý11o Es tab BriefDe 
1992/118 Maze Compound 
, 
Steel Leather Work Implement 
120 ! Maze Compound Homemade Missile 
X952/121 Maze Compound Homemade Catapult 
_- 1992/122 ! Maze Compound 
-- --- --- - - 
; Homemade Grappling Hook 
19921123 aze Cpound om ! Maze Handmade Chisel 
1992/124 Maze Compound Improvised Digging Tool 
1992/125_ 
- 
! Maze Compound Electric Thermostat 
2 126 ; Maze Compound jImprovised Spanner 
^ý - --. __ 1992/127 aze Compound jPiece of Steel Pipe 
2/129 Maze Compound ; Homemade Flute 
19921130 ; Maze Compound ! Shoe Lasts -2 pieces 
19921131 IMaze Compound Chisel 
1992! 132 Maze Compound iSteel Weight -2 pieces 
1992/135 ! Maze Compound ; Homemade Weapon 
192tl36 , Maze Compound LHomemade Weapon 
- 921137 Maze Compound ! Homemade Weapon M- 
19 92/138 Maze Compound Homemade Wire Cutters 
. 1192/139 
__Maze 
Compound ; Homemade Wire Cutters 
1992/140 Maze Compound . Improvised Club 
W921141 ! Maze Compound ; Homemade Catapult 





_ _ 1992/143 Maze Compound Homemade Spade 
1992/144 Maze Compound Homemade Missile Launch Pin 
- -------- - 1992/145 ! Maze Compound ! Homemade Spade 
4992/155 Maze Compound Imitation Submachine Gun 
92/156 Maze Compound (Imitation Barrel of Submachine gun 
_ 921157 'Maze Compound Imitation Barrel of Submachine gun 
92/15_8 ; Maze Compound ; Imitaion Barrel of Submachine gun. 
2/159 Maze Compound Imitation Barrel of Submachine gun. 
--- ---- 21160 -- Maze Compound -- Part of imitation Submachine gun. 
------------- 92/161 Maze Compound ; Imitation Barrel of Submachine gun--_--_-, _. _ X2/162 Maze Compound Imitation Barrel of Submachine un. 
1 9ti1 36 - Maze Compound Imitation Barrel of Submachine gun 
1.992! 164 Maze Compound Imitation Hand gun Handle 
92/165 Maze Compound ilmitation Handgun Handle 
- - 1992/166 -- ------ ! Maze Compound Imitation Handgun __... _- 
167 4Maze Compound Imitation Handgun 
2/168 ; Maze Compound Imitation Handgun 
1992/169 Maze Compound . Imitation Handgun Handle 
92/170 Maze Compound ; Imitation H'gun Handle & Barrel. 
1992/171 'Maze Compounq IHomemade Cudgel 
1 92/175 __ Maze Compound Homemade Fan 
- -- - ------ - 992/176 , Maze Compound Homemade Telephone 1992/177 Maze Compound 
- I-Homemade 
Pulley 
t 2/178 Maze Compound . omemade Digging Implemen 
1992/179 Maze Compound Prison Food Container 
2/180 Maze Compound Homemade Digging Implement. 
1992/181 Maze Compound Homemade Trolly for carrying soil 
1992/182 Maze Compound Homemade Grappling Hook 
1992/215 Maze Compound Imitation Pike Head 
Page 2 
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AccNo Estab BriefDe$ : 
1992/238 ; Maze Compound Part of Improvised Weapon 
1992/239 Maze Compound Imitation Officer's cap 
1992/240 ; Maze Compound Imitation Officer's cap 
92/250 Maze Compound Prisoner's Berets -3 pieces 
_ 2/252 Maze Compound Prisoner's Wool Caps -3 pieces 
92/254 Maze Compound Prisoners Berets -6 pieces. 
192/255 , Maze Compound Prisoner's Berets -4 pieces. 




, 4992/257 Maze Compound 
; Prisoner's Peaked Cap 
992/263 Maze Compound ! Leggings2 pieces 
3992/268 Maze Compound ! Prisoner's Flared 
_ 
269 'Maze Compound Prisoner's Flared ut 
92/270 Maze Compound Prisoner's Polo N ck Jumper 
2/275 Maze Compound Prisoner's Handmade Overalls 
1992/276 Maze Compound Prisoner's Waterproof Jacket 
92/279 'Maze Compound Prisoner's Anorak 
g2/281 Maze Compound 
--ý_ 
Prisoner's Platform Shoes g 
92/282 ! Maze Compound 'Prisoner's Short Sleeve Shirt 
2/287 ! Maze Compound 'Vim Container + Jar -2 Pieces. --------- 1992/288 - ! Maze Compound Coke Can 
1992/289 Maze Compound Glass Jar 
---- ----- 90 ý-------------- Maze Compound _... ______-- Homemade Soldering set 3 pieces. 
9 2/291 
-. 
iMaze Compound Bag Containing Yeast 
2/292 Maze Compound i_ Homemade Catapult 
1992/293 Maze compound ! Imitation Daggar &Cover 2 pieces. 
1992/294 Maze Compound 
--_------------------- 1992/295 ; Maze Compound Tennis Ball. 
2/296 Maze Compound Imitation Pike 
1992/297 ; Maze Compound ; Imitation Shield 
1092/298 'Maze Compound Improvised Light 
1992/299 ; Maze Compound ; Improvised Light 
992600 ; Maze Compound Homemade Shovel 
1992/301 Maze Compound Homemade Digging 
2! 302 Maze Compound Improvised Chisel 
, 
tK21303 iMaze Compound , Handmade Soil Bag 
2/304 Maze Compound T Homemade Soil Carrier 
1992/305 'Maze Compound Fan 
-^. _.. ý__------- -- ---- 1992/306 Maze Compound {Handmade Shovel _. __. _ 
1 2/308 Maze Compound Imitation Submachine Gun 
1992/311 'Maze Compound Homemade Hacksaw _. _. _T. _.. _ 
1992/312 Maze Compound [Book to conseal camera 2 pieces. . _. 
92/313 ! Maze Compound Beaker concealing Motor 
19921314 Maze Compound Hollowed Brick 
1992/315 Maze Compound ! Homemade Sander 
1992/316 Maze Compound Imitation Mortar 
--. ---- _----_. ____. __ 
1992/317 Maze Compound Vehicle keys 
16/912- Maze Compound Framed Picture 
1992/319 Maze Compound Homemade implement used for climbing prison fencing 
1992/321 Maze Compound Homemade lathe - 3. pieces - 92/322 Maze Compound Improvised Trades Staff Prison Uniform-6 pieces. 
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AccNo 
-' Estab _ 
on-- 
.... - 
1992/323 Maze Compound Parade Gloves/Collarette -3 pieces. 
1992/324 Maze Com ound Transistor Radio 
2/325 p Maze Compound Disc Camera Sections -9 pcs 
92/326 ! Maze Compound Homemade Arm Shield 
1892/327 Maze Compound Instamatic Camera 
1992/328 
-- ------ -- 
rMaze Compound 
-- 
Toilet Roll used for for concealment purposes. 
__ _-_329 
Maze Compound jBelt Buckle 3 pieces_ 
k(9 37 Maze Compound Handmade Collarettes -4 pieces. 
L92/338 Maze Compound 'Rope for escape use -6 pieces. 
1992/339 Maze Compound Handmade Lathe stand -2 pieces 
1992/340 Maze Compound ; Handmade Belts -2 pieces. 
1992/341 Maze Compound Handmade belt with shoulder Strap -3 pieces. 
1992/342 ! Maze Compound Handmade belt with shoulder Strap -3 pieces. 
1992/343 Maze Compound ! Handmade belt with shoulder Strap -3 pieces. 
1992/344 LMaze Compound ! Handmade belt with shoulder Strap and pole -5 pieces. 
1992/345 Maze Compound Pole Holders with shoulder straps -2 pieces. 
1992/349 Maze Compound Homemade Belt with Shoulder Strap and Gun Pouch 
492/350 iMazeCompound : Irish Tri-colour Flag 
X592/351_ _ ; Maze Compound [Irish Tri-colour Flag 
>2/352 - Maze Compound ! Irish Tn colour Flag 
2/353 Maze Compound Irish Tri-colour Flag 
992/354 Maze Compound Irish Tri-colour Flag 
X355 -Maze Compound Flag 
!, 992/356 Maze Compound ! Flag 
9921360 Maze 













'Belt/Shoulder Strap -3 pieces. 
Homemade Body Armour 
Weigth lifting belt adapted to carry knife. 
- Belt Buckle -3 pieces. 
jBelt Buckle -3 pieces. 
igelt Buckle -3 pieces- 
Belt Buckle -2 pieces. 
Belt Buckle -3 pieces. 
Imitation Sword 
Imitation Pikes -4 pieces. 
Imitation Spear & Tassel -2 pieces. __., 
Imitation Spear & Tassel -2 pcs.. _. _ Cutting tools for Lathe -6 pieces. 
Homemade Portable Ladder - 22 pieces. 
Imitation Prison Officer's Uniform -5 pieces 
Banner 
Banner 
Irish Tri-colour Flag__ 
Hand decorated piece of sheet 
Banner 
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Accýlö Estab _ý .J 
21448 ! Maze Compound banner 
1 2/449 ! Maze Compound Banner 
I P92/450 ; Maze Compound Flag 
2/451 0 Maze Compound FlagBanner 
452 ! Maze Compound ! Flag 
2/453 Maze Compound ! Banner 










2J457 Maze Compound Handpainted Sheet 
1 2/458 Maze Compound ! Handdrawn Sheet 
2/459 Maze Compound IHanddrawn Sheet 
92/460 Maze Compound Handdrawn Sheet 
99 461 Maze Compound _ Handdrawn Sheet 
92! 462 ; Maze Compound ; Handdrawn Sheet 
1992/463 Maze Compound ! Handdrawn Sheet 
1992/464 Maze Compound ! Handdrawn Sheet 
1 465 Maze Compound (Homemade Parade Banner 
2 466 Maze Compound (Homemade Parade Banner 
992467 Maze Compound Homemade Parade Decoration 
__ 2/468 Maze Compound (Homemade Parade Decoration 
1992/481 TMaze Compound Ornamental Shield 
--__. _- 1992/484 ! Maze Compound ! Prisoner's Identification Board 
1992/485 I Maze Compound (Sewing Machine 
2/760 ! Maze Compound U. V. F. Badges -4 pieces. 
1992/763 ! Maze Compound Insignia for Prisoner's Army Uniform 2 pieces. U 
4992! 765 ! Maze Compound . 
V. F Belt Buckle 
21766 ! Maze Compound Badge 
1892f768 ! Maze Compound ! Badge 
Ubiifi% ! Maze Compound lnstamatic Camera 
_ 
92! 803_ ! Maze Compound ! Improvised Radio 
1992/814 ! Maze Compound ! Still - Alcohol Condenser -2 Pieces 
1992/815 Maze Compound Still - Alcohol Condenser 
1992/816 (Maze Compound Still - Alcohol -2 pieces. -- ------ 1992/818 Maze Compound - --- ------ - Still - Alcohol-Boiler & Lid 2 pieces. 
92/826 Maze Compound Improvised Gr ll/Toaster 
1992/831 Maze Compound Grappling Hook _--. -_. ---. - 
1997/832 -- - ---- - Maze Compound -- Thread Reel -2 pieces. 
1992/833 (Maze Compound (Homemade Bolt Cutters 
92/8 (Maze Compound ! Homemade Ladder- 23 pieces. _-- 
19 835 ! Maze Compound ! Digital Watch Face 
1 92/841 ! Maze Compound ! Selection of Keys and doctored keys -9 pieces. 
X992/842 'Maze Compound ; Bunch of Keys _-. -__----- 
92/843 +Maze Compound ! Bunch of Keys 
1992/848 ! Maze Compound `Tennis Ball for Concealment 
1992/849 ! Maze Compound Tennis Ball for Concealment 
1992/850 Maze Compound Improvised Timing Device 
1992/851 tMaze Compound Prison Officers Imitation Tag and Chain 
992/852 ! Maze Compound Pack of Playing Cards concealing Prison Officer's Uniform But 


















and Spool of Wire Thread 
ind Part of Electric Razor 
ind Homemade Light 
and Motor housed in Steel Case 
--------- -- . - md Bar of Soap for Concealment p 
---- --- ------ ----- -- --- ---------- ind Door Knob and string 
nd Door Knob and Plastic Tape 
and 'Leather Belts -5 pieces. 
nd Leather Belts -3 pieces. 
nd Leather Belt 
--- ------ ---- nd Leather Belt 
nd Parade Pole Holder & Strap -2 
nd LParade Pole Holders -3 pieces 
nd 'Prisoner's Belt 
nd Material Belt 
nd ! Prisoner's Homemade Belt. 
nd ! Part of Prisoner's Belt 
nd ! Record - 45 RPM. 
nd ; Record -33 1/3 RPM 
nd tansule of Liauid 
-2 
28/07/2005 
1992/883 'Maze Compound Escape/Bomb making items 3 pieces. 
92/885 Maze Compound Decorated Brass Plate 
2/887 ( Maze Compound Hacksaw Blades -2 pieces. 
199 898 Maze Compound Homemade Bird Cage -7 pieces. ___ 02/670 Maze Compound Loyalist Banner. 
------------- 02/671 i Maze Compound Loyalist Banner. 
2/672 Maze Compound -- ; Loyalist Banner. 
21673 Maze Compound Loyalist Banner. 
------------------- 002/705 7Maze Compound Documents re Fires & Riots - 
297 pcs_ 
002/706 ! Maze Compound Documents re incidents 423 pcs. 
002f707 ! Maze Compound Documents re Assults on Staff- 107 pcs 
2002/709 
- 
! Maze Compound ocuments re smuggling -8 pcs. ___ ---------------- -- --- 002/710 Maze Compound ; Documents re missing objects- 15 PCs. 
002/740 IMaze Compound Drawing Book 
1992/899 (Maze Compound Wooden Board Layout of Compounds 
90904 'Maze Compound lHomemade Telephone 
2/909 lMaze Compound Trainee Bomb Making Equipment. 
921925 Maze Compound Royal Irish Rangers Official Uniform Braid 
92/926 (Maze Compound Improvised Shoulder Braids 3 pieces. 
2002/741. ; Maze Compound Drawing Book -- 
E002/798 (Maze Compound Leather Wallet by UDA Prisoner 
005/844 Maze Compound Report re escape 6 February 1972. 
005/845 . Maze Compound ! Report re escape 6 February 1972. 
2005/846 Maze Compound Report re escape 6 February 1972. 
005/847 ; Maze Compound Report re escape 6 February 1972. 
2005/848 
. 
Maze Compound iReport re escape 6 February 1972. 
005/849 ! Maze Compound ! Report re escape 6 February 1972. .............. 
2005/850 Maze Compound Report re escape 6 February 1972. 
12005/851 ! Maze Compound JReport re escape 6 February 1972. 
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005/852 Maze Compound Report re escape 6 February 1972. 
2005/853 Maze Compound List of Priests. 
2005/854 Maze Compound Page from Incident Book. 
- - 005/855 Maze- Compound scape 6 April, 1974 Report re escape 6 
005/856 Maze Compound Report re escape 6 April, 1974 ý_- 005/857 ! Maze Compound Report re escape 6April, 1974 
005/858 Maze Compound Report re escape 6 April, 1974 
005/859 JMaze Compound Report re escape 6 Apnl 1974 
005/860 ýMaze Compound '. Report re escape 6 April, 1974 
005/861 Maze Compound 
- 
_ Report re escape 6 April, 1974 
005/862 ! Maze d i Report re escape 6 ApN 1974 
2005/863 ! Maze Compound Report re escape 6 April, 1974 
005/864 Maze Compound Report re escape 6 April, 
. 
1974 
005/865 Maze Compound Report re escape 6 April, 1974 
005/866 Maze Compound Report re escape 6 April, 1974 
----- - ------- --- 200 Maze Compound Report re escape 6 April, 1974 -_ - --- -- ----- - 005/868 Maze Compound Report re escape 6 April, 1974 
005/869 jMaze Compound re escape 6 April, 1974 ! Report 
__- -__. - __ 005/870 jMaze Compound __ - - ; Extract from Detainee Sick book for 7/4/1974 produced_ in rela 
005/871 IMaze Compound Extract from Daily Sick book for 7/4/1974 produced in relation 
2005/872 Maze Compound Detainee Information Sheet 
005/873 
005/874 
Maze Compound iA5 memo to The Secretary, N. I. O, re escape 6 April, 1974 
(Maze Compound Request for information from NIO. 
005/875 JMaze Compound ; Army Log Sheet in relation to escape by Detainee M. Graham 
--- ----- -- --- - 2005/876 Maze Compound Half Sheet re security incident. 
005/877 ! Maze Compound Half Sheet re security incident. 
005/878 ! Maze Compound (Half Sheet re security incident_ 
005/879 
{ 
(Maze Compound ; Half Sheet re security incident. 
005/880 ; Maze Compound Information re plan to free prisoner by UVF. _ 2005J881 Maze Compound Half sheet re security incident. 
005/882 ! Maze Compound iReport re security incident. 
2005/883 iMaze Compound Report re security incident. 
2005/884 Maze Compound Report re security incident. 
005/885 ! Maze Compound Report re security incident. 
- -- - ---- ----------- 05/886 005/88 ! Maze Compound ! Report re security incident___---_ 
--- 005/887  Maze Compound Half Sheet re security incident. 
005/888 Maze Compound Half Sheet re security_incident. 
005/889 Maze Compound Report re security incident. 
005/890 Maze Compound Half Sheet re security incident. 
2005/891 Maze Compound Half Sheet re security incident. 
005/892 Maze Compound Half Sheet re security incident. 
2005/893 Maze Compound Nominal Roll of Prisoners. 
2005/894 Maze Compound Nominal Roll of Prisoners 
2005/895 Maze Compound Nominal Roll of Prisoners. 
2005/896 , Maze Compound ! List of Prisoners. 
005/897 Maze Compound Nominal Roll of Prisoners. 
2005/898 Maze Compound Information sheet re security information. 
2005/899 Maze Compound UVF Address to Prisoners. 
2005/900 Maze Compound Letter, Envelope and 2x photographs. 
2005/901 ! Maze Compound Prisoner's letter. 
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nd Note to Principal Officer. 
nd Documentation relating to search -15 pieces. 
nd (Documentation relating to escape from Maze Compounds -15 
nd Documentation relating to riot on 4th July, 1973 A39 pieces. 
nd Documentation re finding of Tunnel -3 pieces. 
nd Documentation relating to search of Compounds 17 pieces. 
nd Documents relating to transfer of prisoners to refurbished com 
nd ! 'Incident file 15/16 Oct, 1974 - 52 pieces. 
nd Fire and Riot at Maze on 15/16 Oct, 1974 64 pieces. 
nd Fire and Riot at Maze on 15/16 Oct, 1974 - 17 pieces. 
nd Fire and Riot at Maze on 15/16 Oct, 1974 - 64 pieces. 
nd Fire and Riot at Maze on 15/16 Oct, 1974 - 17 pieces. 
nd 
jFire and Riot at Maze on 15/16 Oct, 1974 - 24 pieces. 
nd Fire at Central Stores on 31 August, 1977 - 10 pieces. 
nd Fire at Tower 3 on 11th June, 1977 -7 pieces. 
nd [Fire in Prison Kitchen Ist July, 1976. 
nd (Fire at Officers' Mess - July 1977 -2 Pieces. 
nd Fire at Tower 5 on 26th February, 1981. 
nd Fire at Tower 5 on 18th January, 1984 -2 pieces. 
nd Missing wooden blocks from Compound 2. 
rid Fire at Tower 3 on 19th May, 1979_ 2 pieces. 
nd lFire at Silver City 7th February, 1980 -3 pieces. 
rid (Fire at Silver City 10th May, 1982 - 10 pieces. 
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Box? AccNo Estab BnefDes 




1992/35 Maze Home-Made Parade Poster 
110 69 1992/69 ! Maze Homemade Rope 
241; : 1992/241 Maze Prison Officer's Peaked Cap 
242! 1992/242 Maze Chief Prison Officer's Peaked Cap 
(aý` 
243 -------- 1992/243 
244 1992/244 
-_-_. _-----^-___-_---------_... ý. __-_-. ___-_-. _ --- ! Maze mitation Prison Officer's cap 






Maze Prison Officer's Peaked Cap 
Ma eI es t ti S l2 i &T 
-j 
z ec . mi a on pear asse p 
4831 x! 1992/483 jMaze Hand-carved Monument 





Maze U. V. F. Badge 
-. ----------___----_-----_---__ý--_----- V B d !M 41--- -------11- 
aze U. a ge F 










; Maze Handmade Knife 
r --i Maze Homemade Knife 
79 7_ 11 992f797 
' 
Maze jlnstamatic Camera & Film 2 pieces 
798 19921798 ! Maze ilnstamatic Camera -2 pieces. 
799; ! 1992/799 'Maze ! Transistor Radio 





; Maze ! Still - Alcohol Condenser 





; Maze ! Framed Cloth Design 
! Maze ! Phot__-_ra hs -3_ 
919' 12001/591 ; Maze Camera Lens 
920 2001/592 'Maze Cassette Recorder. 
921 I 12001/593 ! Maze Mobile Phone 4 cs ! - p . 
/ 922 2001/594 
X 
; Maze 'Mobile Phone -2 pcs. 
923 2001/595 (Maze ! Mobile Phone. 
9242001/596 
925[ 2001/597 
! Maze Battery Changer -2 pcs. 





IMaze ! Electrical Adaptir. 
Maze Electrical Adaptir. 
10ýQ 928 ; 2001/600 
, 
-Maze Tm Whistle. 
929 12001/601 ! Maze Vagnetic Board Game - 39 pcs. 
93011 12001/602 Maze IPen Knife Key Ring 
9311 12001/603 Maze ! Hair Brush 
__ __ 932 12001/604 'Maze Bible in Irish 
933; 112001/605 Maze Staff Riot Helmet 
" 934_-- 
_--12001/606 
! Maze "Staff Riot Helmet 
935 12001/607 Maze ; Staff Riot Helmet 
936 ! 2001/608 , 'Maze Gas Mask - Staff. 
937 112001/609 
, 
Maze Anti Dimming Comp. - Metal Can. 
938; 12001/610 'Maze Staff Baton. __ ___ 
(J 9391 -- '20011/611 Maze Staff Baton. 







"Maze Telescopic Mirror. 
Maze Telescooic Mirror. 
)v 
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BDox AccNo ` Estab. BnefDes' ý 
.,. 9431 2001/615 Maze Metal Detector. 
944 2001/616 Maze Weapon Detector. 
945 j2001/617 . Maze Plastic Baton Round -White. 
946E 2001/618; Maze Plastic Baton Round- Brown- 2pc 
9471 2001/619 ' Maze ; Binoculars - Confiscated. 
948! '2001/620 ! Maze Staff Tally - 11 pcs_ 
949 _ _- 
_L2001/621 
Maze Booby Trap Pressure Plate. 
950j 2001/622_ ; Maze iHomemadeDrill. 
- 951 j 
952! 
12001/623 ! Maze Homemade Lathe -6 pes. - 00 1/624 (M T aze em late for imitation firearms. 
95 12001/624D ! Maze ; Replica Gun -3 pcs_ 
954 _ 12001/625 Maze Riot Baton. 
9571, 
_ 
12001/628 Naze ; Blank Baton Round. 





! Maze ! Improvised Weapon. 
_ TMaze ! Improvised Hammer. 
9621 12001/633 Maze Coll Tools/weapons - 96 pcs____T__ 







Balloons - 18 pcs. 
Condom Box 5 pcs. 
968; ]2001/638 Maze ! Drugs _Needles - 13 _____ 969 _ 2001/639 Maze iLodite Adhesive 
970 2001/640 Maze ISnooker Cue 
971 12001/641 (Maze Pool Ball 
973 '2001/643 LMaze Electronic Gate Book. - 2 pcs_ 
974 2001/644 'Maze Electronic Gate Book. - 2 pcs. 
9751 12001/645 Maze (Electronic Phone log-in system-s' 
976; 2001/646 'Maze nstruction Manual 
9T 2001/647 ; Maze BT Phone Cards -6 pes. 
978 2001/648A Maze (Computer Monitor 
----------- ----------- 
__979L 
; 2001/6488 ! Maze Computer- Central Process Unit 
_ 980{ _ -2001/648C ! Maze Computer Keyboard - 
981 2001/649 (Maze 
, Wooden Sign - Briefing Room 
9827 2001/650 ! Maze `Video Tape - Hunger Strike-2 pc _ 983; 2001/651 ! Maze Video Tape - LVF Riots -2 pcs 
984 2001/652 ! Maze Portable Radio -3 pcs. 
985' (2001/653 Maze ! Cassette Recorder- 3 pcs. 
986; ! 2001/654 Maze Cassette Tape 2 pcs 
J 9871 2001/655 ! Maze ! Newspaper - Irish News 
1007' 2002/675 ; Maze ! Christmas Banner. 
1010; 2002/678 Maze ! UVF Poster. 
`_. - 1011; 2002/679 ----- -- Maze ! UVF Perspex Poster. 
1012 2002/680 Maze UVF Perspex Poster. 
1013; 2002/681 'Maze : UFF Perspex Poster. 
1014. 2002/682 Maze , Loyalist Poster. 
1015 . 2002/683 Maze : UVF Wooden Poster 





1017 ? 00.1"! ) Mauu Harxdmacic! PoMor 
1015 , (X)2"6 Man Handmodo Postar 
103559 2002/703 Maie DoQJmrnis re oscapo at1ompla " 414 pas 
1105 2000/1 Maze Camcxrtlago Trouao 
1107 200012 Mara Comoutln©o Trvusom 
1105 2000/3 Mnra Camouflage Trnusi 
1109 2000/4 Mare CumoutisKJo 7rour4n8 
1110 200015 Ma/v CurnouflaQo Ttouwn 
1111 200019 Mutt Milltnry ! JyIo [3rtI 
1112 200017 Male Military style ! ell 
1113 2000/8 Murr Milºtnr7 : ctylr' 13t'Pt 
1114 2000/9 Mum Milºtary %tylr l34, It 
1115 2000110 Murr. Mlnnry bolyk? Bell 
1171 2000169 Marc Govomom Jaurnal 
1202 2000/101 Mato Calendar -8 Iºnvtr 
1203 20001107 Murr Calendar "8 lu m. 
1205 2000/107 Mnr0 Postur - ttopublk; nn 
1206 2000/108 Mnrn Po or " Rofxut, licnn 
1209 2000/111 Male Journal - 'Foal Glas. Journal of tt, o sontenood Ropubilc 
1219 70001171 Mutt Journal of Incidont% 
1220 2000/122 Mu' re "E laaxa psgoa 
1221 20001123 Murr Journal "7 boa 
1222 2000/174 Matt, Journal "I kxm e POP, 
11223 2000/125 Murr Journal 
1724 2000/120 Male, Journal + Lotisa Papas. 
1225 2000/177 Mar r. Journal - So Ofi - Comp 17. 
1226 2000/128 Maur Journal Offancx±% rlr,, 
1227 2000/179 Murr Journal CN1ºrxxa t: nh*r1nU dc. 
1228 2000/130 Malt, Journal Vrgfh>U 13rxtk 
1263 2000Y165 Murr Nn wplatlcn aallnj 
1530 2001/451 Muir Dedainllon - Roputrticmt 
1531 2001/45; Muir Map drawn by honor 
1564 2001/465 Muir 31) :; iclltr nxxiOl of Comp 
1565 2C)01/46ß Murr I rarrlrcl Map C. omp"Macjm4a " 26 pkKft 
1W 2001/46) male I ramrxf Map - Chi PalrtAit 
1547 7001/4118 Marc, I rarnd Map - lo"m 
1566 7001/469 Male I rarnrcl Map - ifydrants 
1569 2001/490 Muir I ram"/ Mal) 
1570 2001/491 Muir f rarod Arrlai I'tuato 
1571 2001/497 Marc, 1"rnmrrl Mal, "N Iru4and 
1572 20011493 Mare LLlm1: onic alarm toord 
1577 20011496 Muir Novel Z31alkiny Hot 
1570 70011491 Mate Nirvrl Acta of Was 
1579 7001/408 Marto Nowst Wolle Cty 
1530 2001/499 Marc t3ook " Povmty in t. 3nifarA 
1581 2001(500 Maio t3ook - 7ha Garn tkx)k 
1582 ; 0011501 Marc Boo "t hrlaiy Mcxxa Gong Boole 
1583 7W 11507 Mara ConcZarr Ir flair t Mdior%ary 
15114 7001/543 Marc Book - City of God 
VNM 1593 2001! 517 Marc Nip Annual Rrrtxni 1 
Pago 3 
2610 ri d 
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ID Box AccNo Estab : BriefDes 
1594! 12001/513 Maze Prison Rules Book. 
1595: 2001/514 Maze . Prison Disciplinary System. 
1596' 12001/515 Maze Prison & YOC Rules. 
1597 12001/516 Maze ! Maze Staff Handbook. 
1598 2001/517 Maze Info book for Prisoners. 
1599! 2001/518 Maze Manual - Suicide & Prev. -3 pcs. 
1600', 2001/519 Maze Manual - Suicide & Prev. -4 pcs. 
1602i 2001/521 Maze Red Book-Prisoner Movement 
16031 12001/522 Maze Red Book-Prisoner Movement 
1604: 12001/523 Maze Black Book-Prisoner Movement 
16051 12001/524 Maze Visiting Per-mit--6 pcs 
1606! 2001/5_25 Maze Pastel drawing - church. 
1607' 2001/526 Maze Cartoon 
1608 12001/527 , Maze UVF Posteron perspex_ 
1609( 12001/528 ! Maze Loyalist Poster on perspex. 
1610! 12001/529 Maze Loyalist Poster on perspex. 
------ --- ------ 1611 i 12001/530 Maze Notice - Bog Rd. Social Club. 2pc 
1612i 2001/531 : Maze Loyalist Poster on perspex. 
16131 12001/532 Maze , Republican Flag_ 
_ __ 164JI ! 2001/533 Maze Republican Flag. ---- -------- ----- - 
1615! 12001/534 Maze Republican Flag. 
1616 12001/535 Maze Loyalist Flag 
1617 12001/536 Maze Loyalist Flag 
1618 ! 2001/537 Maze Loyalist Flags - 10 pc_R- 
1619 12001/538- : Maze 
_JRepublican 
Flag. 
1620 - 12001/539 ! Maze ; Republican Flag. 
1621' 
__ 
: 2001/540 ! Maze : Wooden Shield. 
1622 12001/541 Maze (Republican Poster. 
1623 2001/542 ; Maze : Republican Poster. 
-- 1624 /2001/543 Maze Satchel 
1625 12001/544 ; Maze T-Shirt-Sniper at work, give way. 
_- ___ __T--__-_ 1626 12001/545 Maze : Woollen Hat. 
1627 12001/546 (Maze Woollen Hat. 
1628 
___1200 
I2001/547 (Maze : Woollen Hat. 
1629 12001/548 Maze , Woollen Hat 
1630 12001/549 ýMaze Woollen Hat 
1631 12001/550 IM_az_e : Black leather gloves. _2 Pcs 
1632 F200 _1/551 Maze iRedNVhite & Blue Fringe 
1633 2001/552_ ; Maze ! Newspaper -Bfs Telegraph. 
134 ; 12001/553 . Maze Cigarette Lighters - 48 pcs` 
1635Ashtray. 
1636 2001/555 Maze Pipe - Hookah 
1637 2001/556 ; Maze (Pipe - Hookah 
1638 ; 2001/557 ! Maze ! Pipe - Hookah. 
1639,2001/558 "Maze . Pipe - Hookah 
164Ö 12001/559 Maze Pipe -H o okah 
1641 I 12001/560 Maze : Pipe- Hookah 
1642 2001/561 Maze Pipe - Hookah 
1643! 2001/562 Maze : Pipe - Hookah 




ID `Böx AccNo 
, 
Estab BrtetGes 
1645 , 2001/564 ; Maze ! Phone Pager. 
- 1646 2001/565 iMaze Phone Pager. 
16471 (2001/566 Maze ! Key Ring. 
1648 12001/567 Maze key Ring. 
16491 2001/568 Maze Key Ring. 
-i_-i-_ 1650 12001/569 Maze Electronic Card Game. 
1651; 112001/570 Maze Portable 
_16521 
2001/571 Maze ; Portable Radio. 
1653 12001/572 jMaze Portable Radio. 
16541 2001/573 Maze Portable Radio. 
655( X2001/574 jMaze Kamera _ 3pcs 
1656 2001/575 ! Maze linstamatic camera. 
1657j 2001/576 Maze Instamatic Camera. 
16581 12001/577 Maze Instamatic Camera. 
_- ^--- _- 1659i 12001/578 Maze nstamatic Camera. 
1660 2001/579 Maze ; Instamatic Camera. 
1661 12001/580 Maze ilnstamatic Camera. 
1662 
166 
12001/581 e IHanimex Camera. 
r 3 
166 
Micro 110 Camera. j 
-2001/582 ; Maze 
C e 41 amera. 
` 
lnstamatic j -i 
2001/583 
16651 12001/584 ; Maze Minolta Camera 
1666ý ^- 12001/585 (Maze ; Fuji Camera. 
16671 12001/586 (Maze 'Konica Mini Camera 
1668 2001/587 Maze 'Nikon Camera 
1669 X2001/588 Maze iHalina Instamatic Camera -2 pes 
1670 2001/589 Maze ; Fil 
m Cartridge -3 pcs ------------ 16711 12001/590 Maze ; Film Roll -3 
168 ! and Drawn map. )20021750 Maze (H 
6901 2002! 759 ! MazeDocuments. Re Drugs. - 46 pcs. 
94 
_ --_-__ 
2002863 (Maze (Compliment Slip - 35 pcs. 
1 724 - 12002t793 3 
Maze 
jHandcuffs. 
17251 2002/794 Maze jHandcuffs with Key -2 
17261 12002/795 Maze; Handcuffs with Key -2 pcs __. ----- 1727 ^ r200? J796 Maze Handcuffs with Key 
1757; 1,2002/825 Maze Transcriber- 3 pes 
7701 2002/838 Maze Notice Board. 
- 
L 
; 2002/840 Maze fable from H-Block CeIL 
, 77" ; 2002/843 ; Maze ! Photo's & Negatives - 2552 pcs. 
28/07/2005 
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Appendix 6: Store catalogue from NIPS museum, 
Maze Compounds 
35g. 
I_D_ Reference N ocation in store? Context? Dowmenta Info? On inator 
1 19921383A-E tic, IA, Box 7 Box Label'Compouncis, C09 
2 1992263A-8 tic, 1A, Box 7 ds' Comp 
311992222A-B 
j 
ic, 1A, Box 7 Box Label'Com ound' 
41 1992275 tic, lA, Box 7 Box 'Com ounds' Comp 




UC, 1A, Box 12 
Attic, 1A, Box 12 




Comp _ Republican_ _ Comp - Republican? 
Comp - Republican? _ 91992/459 Attic, 1A, Box 12 Box Comp - Republican? 
10 19921458 Attic, 1A, Box 12 Box Com Republican? 
___ 11 , 1992/457 Attic, 1 A, Box 12 Box Comp - Republican? 
_ 12 i 1992/386 Attic 1A, Box 12 Box - 
Comp - Republican? 
1 ___ 312002673 , Attic, 1A, Box 4 Box Com _Loyalists 






Attic, 1A, Box 4 
Attic, 1A, Box 4 






Com - Loyalists 
18 1992/337D 
_ 
Attic, 1A, Box 4 Box 'Found by Search Team Comp 21 15/8/79 + 27/8/80' Comp - Loyalists- 
19 1992/3370 Attic, 1A, Box 4 Box_ 'Found b Search Team Comp 21-15/8/79 + 27/8/80' Comp -Loyalists 
2 199213378 Attic, 1A, Box 4 Box 'Found by Search Team Comp 21 15/8179 + 27/8/80' 
_ 
Com -Loyalists 
21 _ 1992/337A_ Attic, 1A, Box 4 Box Found by Search Team Comp 21 15/8/79 + 27/8/80_ Comp_ Loyalists--. 
22 __ 1992/925 Attic, 1A, Box4 Box Comp_ Loyalist 
23 19921926A-C Attic, 1A, Box 4 Box 
-- -- -- -- 
Com Loyalists 
24 1992/467 Attic, 1A, Box 4 Box - Comp - Loyalist 
25 1992/455 Attic, 1A, Box 4 Box Com - Loyalists 
_26 
1992/454 Attic, 1A, Box 4 Box Comp " Loyalists 
27 1992/453 Attic, 1A, Box 4 Box - 
Com -. Loyalists 







Attic, 1A, Box4 
Attic, 1A, Box 4 





'Confiscated Compound 21 1980) 
'Found in Compound 19 by Search Team' 
Comp- Loyalists 
Comp - Loyalists 
Comp - Loyalists 
32 ___ 1992/954 Attic, 1A, Box 4 Box 'Found in Comp 9 by Search Team 27/7/79 Comp - Republican 
33 1992/452 Attic, 1A, Box 4 Box - 
Comp - Loyalists 
34 _ 1992282 Attic, 1A, Box 45 Box 'Found Compound . 1980' __ 
Comp- Republican? 
35 19921279 Attic, 1A, Box 45 Box - COMP--- 36 1992296 _ Attic, 1A, Box 45 Box -- 
Comp - Loyalist? __ 37 1992 270 Attic, 1A, Box 45 Box Comp 







Attic, 1A, Box 45 
Attic, 1A, Box 45 







42 1992/159 Attic, 1A, Box 45 Box Com 
43 1992/450 Attic, 1A, Box 13 Box _ 
Com -Republican 
44 1992/449 Attic, 1A, Box 13 Box Comp-Republicans 
45 1992/448 lAtuc, 1A, Box 13 Box - 
Comp - Republican 
bli R 46 1992/447 Attic, 1A. Box 13 Box epu can Comp - 
47 _ 1892/446 /Attic 1A, Box 13 Box - __ 
Comp -Republican 
48 1992/445 r Attic, IA. Box 13 __ Box - 
Com -Republican-- 
49 _ __ 1992/444 Attic, 1A, Box 13 Box Comp -Republican 
50 1992/351 - Attic, 1A, Box 13 Box - 
Comp - Republicans 
51 _ 1992/350 Attic 1A Box 13 Box - 
Com -Republican _ 
52 1992/384 , Attic, 1A, Box 13 Box _ 
Comp -Republican-- 
53 1992/359 /Attic IA, Box 13 
_ 
Box - 
Comp - Republicans 
54 1992/358 AIUC 1A, Box 13 Box - 
Comp - Republican 
55 1 1992/357 'Attic, 1 A, Box 13 Box - 
Comp - Republican 
50 - 1992/356 Attic, lA, Box 13 Box _ 
Comp - Republican 
57 --- 1992/355 Attic, 1A, Box 13 Box - --- 
Comp -Ropublican --- 






-- -- - 64 12170 
64 ý 105992! 70-72 
AtWC, 1A. Box 13 
Attic, 1A, Box 40 
Attic, 1A, Box 40 
Attic, 1A, Box 40 
- -- Attic to Box 40 











Camp - Republ can? 
Cýomte - Ropubl cans? 







ttic 1 A, Bax 40 A 







67 i 1992179 1 Atuc, 1A, Boa 40 Box 
_ 68 1992/137 Attic, 1A, Box40 Box - 
C omp 
_ 69 1992/326 _ Attic, 1A Box 40 Box 'Comp 
no , 1A, Box 33 Box 
Comp 









Attic, 1A, Box 33 
Attic, 1A. Box 33 
Attic, 1A, Box 33 











76 1992/313 - - Attic, 1 B, Box 5B ox -- -- 
Comp 
r C 











Attic, 1B, Box 5B 
Attic, 1 B, Box 5B 
Ali 1B 600 5B 













82t _ 1992/108 AtUC, 1B, BoxS B ox - 
__ mp 
---- C 
83 1992/325 Atto 1 B, Box 5B ox 'F ound in Compound 10' 
omp 
C 
84 1992/835 Attic, 18, Box 5B ox 'F ound In Compound 21 
omp 
Comp - Loyalist 8511g92/j29A- 
1992294 86 86 
Afllo, 18, Box 5B 
AtUC 1B Box 5B 
ox 
ox 'F ound in Com ound 12' _ p- 
Comp 
-- Comp 
_ 1992/94 67 ] Attic1B Box 5B ox - Comp --. _ 
8ý 1 
1992196 88 1 
1992/325A-I 







Attic 1B Box SB 
AtUC 1,8, Box 5B 
Attic, 1 B, Bau 5B 
Attic, its Box 5B 
Attic, 18, Box 5B 
Attic 1 B, Box 5B 
. -__- Attic. 1B 
- 
Box 5- B 









-- - -- -- ound in Compound 10 (PIRA) by search team June 197T 
- --- 
1 
ound by Search team in Compound 
11 71/1211984__ 
lades smu glad for homemade lathes Search 









___ _ Com- Loyalists 
_ - Comp- 




Diýlýed in NIPS museum B 
A8ic, 10, Box 5B 
ox 




98 199218838&C Box 5 Box Attic 1B Found by Search team in Compound 10. ' - 
Comp 10 
99 2002/798 
, . Attic, 18, Box 6 Box 
Com - Loyalists 
Comp -publican? 100 1992257 
__ __ 
Attic, 18, Box 6 Box _ Comp - Loyalists 101 19921256 
_ 
Attic. 1 B, Box 6 
- ._ Comm12 102 1992/304 Box Box Attic, 1B, _- Cow I0 
103 199255A 
' 
Attic, 1 B, Box 6 Box . Comp 
104 - 1 Attic, 1B, Box6 Box Cow 10 
105 1992/2558 Attic, 1B" Box6 Box __ _-__. Comte 10 106 ýýý 1992/255C-D 
_ 
Attic, 1 B, Box 6 Box 
-Republicans Com 107 {19921766 
1 
Attic, 1 B, Box 8 Box _ _ Comp 
108 { 199 
2/852 Attic, 1 BBox 8 Box Come " Loyalists 109 1992/160 Attic, 1 B, Box 8 Box Comp 
110 19921? A-G Attic, 18, Box 8 Box _- Comp - Lo alists 111 1992! 768 Attic, 113, Box 8 Box Comp 
112 1992/28 AA&B Attic, 18, Box 8 Box Comp 
113 19921324 Attic, 18, Box 8 Box Comp 
1144 19921803 Attic, 18, Box 8 Box Comp 11 
115 1982{842 Attic, 18, Box 8 Box Comp 11 
116 19921843 Attic 1B Box 8 Box _ Com 117 19921854 Attic, 1B, Box8 Box __- Com 118 i 902/887A_ -B Anic" 1 B, Box 8 
Box - ' _ --- CSI T19 1992/909 Attic, 16, Box 8 Box Found in Compound 11.14/10/76 ---- --- 
120 1992/3.22D Attic, 1 B, Box 8 Box - _ 
COMP-i? 




Attic, 18, Box 8 Box 
Box 8 Box IS Attic 
- 
Found in Compound 11.19/10/1976' Comp it 
123 119921885 , , Attic, IS, Box 8 Box 
Comp 
Comp 17 124 19921291 Attic, 18, Box 8 Box 
125 19921170 Attic, 1B, Box8 Box - -- Comp 126 1992/168 ABic, 1 B. Box 8 Box ----- - COMP 
127 1992/1628 Attic, 1 B. Box 8 Box - _ Comp 128 1992/163 Attic, 1B, Box 88 Box _ Comp 
129 1992/160 Attic, 1B, Box 8 Box _ Com 130 1992/165 Attic, IS, Box 8 Box Comp 
13 1 1992/169 Attic, 1 B, Box 8 Box Co 132 1992/167A&B Attic, 1 B, Box 8 Box Com 
133 1 99 2/215 Attic, 18, Box 8 Box - ____ 
134 19921164 At6c" 18, Box 8 Box Comp 135 1 Attic, 1 B, Box 8 Box __ _ Com 
136 1992/77 Attic, IS, Box 8 Box ___ mp _ 
CD 
137 1992/161 Attic, 1 B, Box 8 Box Com - Re uP blican 138 1992/879 
__ 
Attic, 1 B, Box 9 Box -__ MP C2 139 1992/89? Attic, 18, Box 9 Box - - Comp 21 
140 1992/189 Attic, 1 B, Box 9 Box 'Found Compound 21 9/6/1981 
' 
_ Comp 21 
141 1992/287A Attic, 1 B, Box 9 Box 'Found Com und 219/6/81 Comp 
142 t992/290Ä Attic, 1 B, Box 9 Box Comp 143 1092Q90C Attic, 1B, Box 9 Box Comp 
144 1992/2878 
- I 
Attic, IS, Box 9 Box 
-- - Comp 145 1992/? 774 Attic, 1B_Box9 Box Comp 
146 '! 1992/38 Attic, 113, Box 9 Box - -- - Cý 
I47 1992/308 Attic, 18" Box 9 Box - Com 
148 
1 
1992/83 Attic, 18, Box 9 Box 'Found Comp ound 21 by Search Team' Comp 
149 11992/269 Attic, 1B" Box 32 Box Comp 
150 1992/268 Attic, 1 B, Box 32 Box Com 
151 19921338F 
__ _ 
Attic, 1B, Box 32 Box COMP- 
-152 1992/339A 
-- 
Atnc, 18, Box 32 Box - Comp 
153 1992ß38D f Attlc, 188, Box 32 Box Com 
154 1992/338F Atha, 1 B, Box 32 Box -- -- - Comp _ 155 1992/254A-F Mc, 1B, Box 10 Box _ Com -LO atlsts 
156 1992/25OA-C Attic, 18, Box 10 Box Com 
157 1992/2528-C Attic, 18, Box 10 Box Comp 
156 199/178 Attic, 18, Box 37 Box _ - Comp 
159 1992/303 i Attic, 1B, Box37 Box Comp 
160 19921180 Attic, 18" Box 37 Box CoMp 
161 19921113 Atti, 1, Box 37 Box -- __ Comp 
- 162 1999 92/109 Attic, 18, Box 37 Box _ Comp 
163 1992/302 Attic, 18, Box 7 Box Comp 
164 19921100 
_ 
Attic, 1B" Box 37 Box Comp 
165 _19921120 Allic_1 B, Box 37 Box Cam 
166 1992/112 Attic, 1B, Box 37 Box - --- - Comp 
167 1992/92 Attic, 1 B. Box 37 Box - Comp 
16811992/104 
_ 





37 Box -- -- _ - C omp 
__ 17011992/106 Attic, lB, Box37 Box ._ Comp 
171{1992/110 Attic. 1B" Box37 Box 
-_-_lCOmp 172 1992/142 Attic, 18, Box 37 Box mp ic 
1731982/93 Attic, 1B, Box 37 Box a _ omp iC 
- 174 1992/97 Atoc, 1B, ox 37 Box - Comp 
175 1992/101 Attic, 1B, Box 37 Box 
Box 37 Box ' Atti 88 
- 
Found In dining hall Com ound 13 b contractors. 15/6/79' 
Cornp 
- 176 1992/102_ 
17 19s-2/1 14 177 
c, . Attic. 1B, Box 37 Box 
Comp 
__ comp --- 
178 1992/126,99,129,98 9 Anis 18. Box 37 Box _ 
( 
Comp 
179 Attic, 1B. Box42 Box - --. _ Come _ 180 19921834 Attic 1B, Box 43 Box 
5 Box 
__ comp 
Ca a'10 LK pear r 1978' { Dav 181 20021667 Attic 2B, Box 5 , " , y Comp --- 182 2002/666 Alnc, 8 Box 55 Box Box 
Unnamed Loyalist Comp 




Attic, 2B, Box 55 
BOX Box 55 Attic 2B Compound 16, _LK, 
1978 _ 
Cam 




, . Attic 28, Box 55 Box - __ Conrip 
1II61 - 2001/659 Attic, 2B, Box 55 Box comp 
1871 2001/68 Attic, 2B, Box 55 ox 





Att c, 28" Box 48 Box 
Box 48 Box ' Attic 2B 
Compounds_ 





Attic 2C. Box 56 Box ComQountls 
1931 2000/35 Attic 2C Box 56 Box - - --- 
Compounds 
194 2000! 39 Atnc 2C. Box 56 Box - ---- 
Com ounds 
195 , 2000/40 Attic 2C Box 
56 Box 
7ýI 
Metal & wires 'Escape Bomb making equipment. Microswitch and mercury anlihandlin9 device. 1992 
Leather Social/Cultural I wallet withUDA crest on front Victor L_ý_oKesh' on back. Hand 2002 
Textiles Social/Cultural _ Handmade black Peaked cap with green detailing. Used for paradin 7 - 1992 
Denim Social/Cultural Handmade machine-stitched denim baseball cap with 'UDA'written in black. 1992 
Textiles Esca e Handmäde soil carrying bag made fromJgrey)_blanketwfth leather sVa - 1992 
Textiles Social/Cultural Manufactured black beret. 1992 
Plastic & Textiles Communications Tennis ball with incision - to put messages into forward to other compounds. 1992 Textiles Soclal1Cultural Handmade machine-stitched black beret with leather effect around edges. 1992 
Textiles Social/ Cultural Handmade machine-stitched black beret. 1992 
Metal Social - 
. 
remember'. Button badge, b& picture andFrancis Hughes, 1958-1981/ W 1992 
Paler & Metal Escape? Pla in cards and coverconcealing PO's button from uniform silver with crown. - 1992 
Metal Social Four metal UVF Pin badges Ssame as attached to buckle). , _. _-_ 
1992 
Metal Esca e? Metal adornments for PO uniform. 1992 
Metal SociallCultural Bade NI in God our Trust. Jubilee 1921-1971. ' 1992 
Leather Escape/Weaponry Pair of brown leather platforms inlay removed and inex rtl resealed. 1992 
Plastic & Wires 









Bunch of keys, found with 1992/843. X992 
1992 Metal Estee? Bunch of keys, found with 1992/ 
Metal 7 Spool of wire thread - 1992 
Metal Escape/Weaponry Hacksaw blades 1992 
Metal etc Education Trainee Bombmakin9 equipment. Wies, fuses etc. 1976 
Textiles Escape? Handmade trades uniform. - 1892 
Metal __ ? Metal chain from since with char showing 77'. 1992 
Liguitl Weaponry? Capsule ol> quid. 
_ 
1876 1992 
Metal Social Brass plate 'To thealists Prisoners Long Kesh from Friends in Scotland'. - 1992 





hantl un . 
Unfinished. Wood imitation m, ainted black ( gy dgl- 1992 
WooO Education a Wood imitation gym, painted black (handgunZ Unlnished. 1992 
Metal Education Bleck metaii jipin fg or imitation submachine gun. 1992 
Wood Edu abon Wood, polished dark brown Gun part used for 
- 
education? 1992 
Wood _ Education Wootl, polished dark brown Gun part used for education? X992 
_ Wood, I ood m_elal Education Imitation handgun, incomplete. 
Wood Leather Weaponry Handmade catapult. Wooden handle with a snap ad leather ulle 1992 
Plastic ýEducation/Intimidalion? Red, mastic gun'Pez' for sweets. Shaped like a hand u9 n. 1992 
Metal Social/Cultural Metal spike for a pike (fashioned from a food tray) 1982 




Hand gp part of imitation gun, unfinished. 
__ -- 
1992 
Wood 7Education__ Wooden handle gpp of gun, incomplete. 1992 
Wood EC pl Wooden handle, part of imitation wapon. Incoit te_ 198 
Wood ýEducalion 
V 
Wooden _ nd Part of imitation weapon. Incomplete. 
l ' ' ' 
- _ 
1992 
1992 inyl Social eeve. by The Wolfe Tones, No s The TeddtBear s Head Vinyl LP 
Wood Weapon? Wooden block with tý but middle section in side removable. Object Inside. - 
19_92 
Glass& li quid Social Glass Hastete jar filled with alcohol - . "-- - 
992 
Paper 7 . Vim'New High Power Bleaching Powder', empty and with no bottom 
1992 
Metal Weaponry? Handmade soldering set, made with metal container of Athlete's foot powder 1992 An- Metal Metal 7 of soldered metal - Glas s Social Glass nescafe jar that had contained alcohol 1992 
Wood & Wires Weaponry Handmade device. Wooden box with large black cable and device inside. - 1992 
Wood Social 
"HHandmade 
chessboard with white/black squares painted on. 1992 
Wood & Metal Education Large imitation submachine un made of wood and metal piping painted black. 
- 
- 1992 
- --- 7 - --- ---- _Weaponry____ ' Handguncase. 1992 
Textiles Social/Cultural ack shin, handmade on site? 99 
Textiles Sociall/Cultural 
Bl 
Black shirt, handmade on site? - 1892 





Esca e _ 
Rope made from white materiaýlat_ed. 





(ire enlblue nylon rope with bum marks and mud. 
1982 
Textiles Social/Cultural Handmade black berets with black leather-look trim. 1992 _ Textiles SociallCultural Brown wool beret (from blankeq w dh leather with red hand within a black star. 
1992 
Textiles 
l Escape? Black wool monkey hat, machine knit. 1992 
Metal lEs pe 
- 
- s shovel (mud in laetj Food Vey cut in half, sharpened and used a 
1992 
_ Text las 1Eseape _ Handmade soil bag Filled with sand/sod. - 
1992 
Motai Escape _ Large metal, food tray End cut off and pointed used as 
-shovel 
diA intact . 
1992 
Metal Eseapetweaponry Metal rod twisted into shape of hacksaw (without blaff, 189 
Metal EscapeAveaponry_ Handmade metal extended wire cullers (broker 
1992 
Wood? Escape _ 
Handmade chisel - blade of woodpano Covered in mud, used to dig tunnel? 
1992 
Wood Escape _ 
Part of table leg used to hack through soil. 
1992 
Metal Sabotage/weapon Handmade star weapon Thick, pointed nails tired together with wires. - 
1992 
Metal EseaapeAveaponry ý Handmade hacksaw using part of window, wire and leather (without blade) 
1992 
Metal & Wood Utility__ Handmade hammer/chisel Metal head with wood, pole pushed through. 
1892 
1 992 Metal Escape wre cutter blades - -- _ -- 1992 
Metal 
J 
Escape VJue cutler blade 




e cu er a es. 
Improwsed cave wtl Gaben shears with ends al end extended andles. 
-2 199 
Metal - - Weaponry Handmade catapult broken) broken) 
1992 
1992 
Metal UUlily Handmade chisel- large nail with end riled into a point 1992 Metal 
--- 
- Utilit Handmade chisel. Large nail with end filed Into point. -- - 1982 
Metal Handmade . .. __ 





Blades from wirecutters 
-- --- -- 2 - 1 1992 ----- Metal ry/utllit Wedaon Handmade hacksaw (without blade), Metal rod twisted Into hacksaw. _ __ 1992 _. __ Metal Esca eNbk Assortment of handmade metal implements. Many with ends she ened. 1992 - Assorted Assorted 
_ 
Box of items from workshop. Unclear if confiscated? 1992 
_ Metal Textlles _ Escape 
1 Set of handmade ladders Metal pales 23 pieces. 
--- --- 2002 Paper _ - SoaallCommunicahons_ IScrapbook, newspaperrepons (Republican). 2002 
Paper Soclal/Commuoications I Scrapbook, newspaper reports from 1976-77 in Long Kesh re: Integration. - 2002 
Paper-_ Social/Communications 
j. Scrapbook 1 978 2 002 
Paler Social/Communications 
i 
-1 Scrapbooks belonging to Nonnen Vilkams (1976)_ _ Governor's scrapbooks Articles from localpa papers on prison life/service/conditions. 
1 9 974 ? 001 
Paper 
Paper 
son Issue Pr 







Pier Prison Issue Governor's scrapbooks Articles from local papers on prison 
life/service/contlillons, 
_ 1 - 979 2001 
Paper Prison Issue Govemofs acta books Articles from local papers on prison 
Ills/service/contldlons. 
1 976 2001 
Paper Prison Issue Governor's scrapbooks Articles from local papers on prison 
life/seance/conditions. 
2002 
TexGles ICullural Handmade UVF flag with UVF badge_and'Long 
Kash'. 
'- -1 -' - 976 1992 Leather ý SOCial Leather picture Of ameMatador cash bull- 1 974 2000 
Paper Paper I Pnson files Files on altem led switch by Ge Adams 08/08/74 -am 1 
_ 974 2000 
Paper l _ prison files Files on attempted switch by GerryAdams 06/08! /4 1 974 2000 
we r Prison files Wes on allepted switch 
by Gerry Adams 06/08/74 1 __ 974 __ 2000 




Attic, 2C, Box 56 





198 2000! 44-07 _ Attic, 2C, Box 56 Box 
Compounds 





Appendix 7: Store catalogue from NIPS museum, 
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Appendix 8: Store catalogue from NIPS museum, 
Maze Unknown 
36$ 




22 1992/805-813 Attic, 2B, Box 19 Box --- - - ? 
23 1992/910922 Attic, 26, Box 19 Box 
board' &'Drawers in Female Mess' C 'M C 
- ? Armagh 
24! 1992/913914 Attic, 2B, Box 19 Box up u ess 
25 , 1992/911 Attic, 2B, Box 
19 Box ? Armagh 
26 19921266 ttic, 26, Box 19 Box __ 
27 1992/801-2 Attic, 2B, Box 19 Box 
? 
28 1992/800 Attic, 2B, Box 19 Box 
29 1992/902A+B Attic, B2 xo 19 Box ? 
30 1992/794 Attic, 2B, Box 19 Box 
31 1992/793 Attic, 2B, Box 19 Box ? 
32 1992/795 Attic, 2B, Box 19 Box - 
33 1992/776 Attic, 2B, Box 19 Box 
34 1992/853 
- 




8 Attic, 2B, Box 19 ' Box ' ? 37 1992(886 
- 
Attic, 2B, Box 19 Box - ? 38 1992/923 Attic, 2B, Box 19 Box - ? Armagh 39 1992/912A-D Attic, 2B, Box 19 l Box ? 
40 1992/910 Attic, 2B, Box 19 Box 
41 1992! 775 Attic, 2B, Box 19 Box ? 
42 1992/778 Attic, 2B, Box 19 Box 
43 1992! 783 Attic, 2B, Box 19 l Box 
44 1992/785 Attic, 2B, Box 19 7 Box - 
45 1992/787 Attic, 2B, Box 19 Box 
? 
? 46 1992/788 Attic 2B Box 19 Box - 
47 1992/253A 
, , 
Attic 2B Beside Box 19 - 
? 
, 
- - ? 48 19921253B Attic, 2B Beside Box 1 9 --- 
49 1992/265 Attic, 28 Beside Box 19 
50 1992I688A-D Attic, 2B, Box 48 Box To John Pa ne, POW, Ca e 10, Conk Kesh From 
Rosie ? Armagh_ 
51 19921207B Attic, 2B, Box 48 Box 
52 1992/217 Attic, 2B, Box 48 Box 
55 2000/ Attic, 2C, Box 56 Box 
Ihn 
Form Type 




Watch faces, some tampered with. 
Date I Date of record 
1992 
Metal etc Weaponry Bombmaking materials - wires, bottles of explosive 1992 
Metal Prison security Prison keys. 1992 









I Woman's black lycra poloneck. 
2 transistor radios, handmade with emerging wires. 






Metal & Wood 
Metal & Wood 
Metal & Wood 
Metal 
Weaponry 
j Wea on 
Wea on 
Weapon- ry 
Handmade knife/file. Wood blade & nail attached 
Sent ended knife, wooden handle. 
Handmade knife. Wood with drill bit attached. 









Electric ? 1Wirinq from Xmas tree lights minus the bulbs - 1992 
Electric J r,, ? Partof electric razor 1992 Metal Weaponr rte? Part of toilet chain adapted with weight on end. - 1992 
metal Wea oýnry? /Escape? Large metal drill bit. 
-- --- -- 
1992 
Metal Wea ony7 ý Irish 10 soldiered within a metal circle. 1992 
Cosmetics 
Plastic & Liquid 
Metal & Wood 






E eshadow, foundation) & lipstick 
Empty plastic capsule of Ethyl Chloride BP. 




Metal & Wood 
--_ 
Weaponry_ Handmade knife, wooden end & sharpened metal blade 1992 
Metal & Wood Wea on L Handmade knife, wooden end & sharpened metal blade 1992 Metal & Wood 
- 
WeaPon Y Handmade knife, wooden end &sharpened metal blade +1992 Metal & Wood Wea on P rY Handmade knife, wooden end & sharpened metal blade 
d 
1992 
Metal & Wood 
_ Textile s 
__ Textiles 
Wea on P rY 
Esca e? 
__ Esca e? - ? ý 
nd a e Tamd knife, wooden end & sh_aýened metal blade 
_ 
andmade woollen balaclava 





P per & Textiles 
E scape? 
Social -1 
-- -- - Black trousers 
1-arge, silk birthday card cat picture) 
1992 
---{ 19.92 
Metal Cultural Handmade tomahawk, wooden handle, blade food tin? 1992 
e Mal Cultural -- to --- Wooden adornment for top of ikes (painted silverZ 1992 
UNIVE RSIT': ; 
OF BRISTOL 
LIE RARY P-1 
